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INTRODUCTION

The material in this booklet was compiled by the

participants in a Tlingit Language Literacy Workshop held
in Whitehorse, Yukon, January 23-25, 1984. The purpose

of the Workshop was to introduce the basics of reading ,
and writing the Tlingit language to the Native Language
Instructors in the Carcross and Teslin schools.

The sessions were attended by Carcross representatives

Lucy Wren (Instructor), Virginia Kemble (Assistant), and
Nina Bolton (Cross-Cultural Coordinator), and by Ida

Douville (Instructor), Agnes Johnston, and Annie Peters

(Cross-Cultural Coordinator), from Teslin. The staff of

the Yukon Native Languages Project was in attendance, as

was Clara Schinkel (Education Assistant) from the Council

for Yukon Indians.

Guest Instructor for the Workshop was Mr. Jeff Leer,

a linguist from the Alaska Native Language Center at the
University of Alaska, Fairbanks. Mr. Leer has worked with
speakers of the Tlingit language for many years and is the
compiler of a reference dictionary which will be published
in the near future. We are very pleased that Mr. Leer was

able to travel to ^"Jhitehorse to conduct the Workshop.

For three days the participants were involved in a
niomber of activities designed to teach them to hear and

write the sounds of Tlingit accurately. Mrs. Lucy Wren

and Mrs. Ida Douville pronounced words and sentences very

.carefully so that the other participants could hear and
repeat the sounds. It became clear that there are slight
differences in Carcross and Teslin pronunciations of Tlingit,

and in this booklet an attempt has been made to record those

dialect differences as they were noted during the Workshop.

On the final day of the Workshop Mr. Leer spoke to the
group about the Alaskan..Tlingit communities and explained
the native names for them. The session ended after the
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participants transcribed the Tlingit lines to a play which

was produced last Christinas by the Carcross Native Language

Class.

The Tlingit Literacy Workshop was offered as part of

the Native Language Instructor Certificate Course recently

instituted at Yukon College.

John Ritter

Director

Yukon Native Languages Project
February 9, 1984
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Names and Clans of Participants at Tlingit Literacy Workshop

Whitehorse, Yukon, January 23-25, 19 84

Sponsored by Yukon Native Languages Project

1. Jeff Leer Yeilkuneiyi
Fairbanks, Alaska

Lucy Wren
Carcross, Yukon

Nina Bolton
Carcross, Yukon

4. Virginia Kemble
Carcross, Yukon

Gooch Tlaa

Tusaxal

Gaanaxteidx

Gooch

Yeil

Gooch

Clara Schinkel
Whitehorse, Yukon

Saatlendu.oo Gooch / Yanyeidi

Agnes MacDonald
Whitehorse, Yukon

Ts'Sk'we M$

7. Margaret Workman Ayedindaya
Whitehorse, Yukon

8. Julie Cruikshank Kaneegweik
Whitehorse, Yukon

9. Ida Douville
Teslin, Yukon

10. Annie Peters
Teslin, Yukon

11. Agnes Johnston
Teslin, Yukon

Lagoon

X'ayaadei

K'aank'i
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Ts'tirk'i

Agay

Yeil / Deisheetaan

Gooch

Yeil

Gooch



The Tlingit Alphabet
1
m Consonant Sounds

Plain Sounds d dl dz j g 3

• Aspirated Saiinds t tl ts ch k k

Glottalized Sounds t' tl' ts' ch' k' k'

w Plain Fricatives 1 s sh X X

H Glottalized
H' Fricatives 1' s' X' X'

Other Sounds m n 1 y w h

V Vowels
Ml

:Short Vowe Is .Long Vowels

'1 ^ aa

M e ei

^ i ee

fl u oo

® Tone

I High tone is marked (v) on short vowels

High Tone is marked (w) on long vowels

® Low tone is not marked

1

1



Tlingit Vowels

Short

ah

e K

1 ^

u

Short

a

e

i

u

Long

aa

ei

ee

oo

Examples:
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Long

aa

..ei

ee

oo

ta

te

li

du lu

she/he is sleeping

rock, stone

don't!

his/her nose

shaa mountain

shaa women (more than 1)

dei road, trail

Dei-Shu .Haines, Alaska ('end
of the trail')

du see his/her daughter

gashoo pig



Tlingit Consonants

Plain sounds d dl dz j g 2

Aspirated Sounds t tl ts ch k k

Glottalized Sounds t' tl' ts' ch' k' k'

Plain Fricatives 1 s • sh X X

Glottalized Fricatives 1' s' X* X'

Other Sounds m n 1 y w h

Plain Sounds

dl

dz

du

dei

doosh

dleit

dzeit

joon

du jin

goon

gooch

gooch

gaa

Examples:
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his/her

road, trail

cat

snow

ladder, bridge

a dream

his/her hand

spring water

knoll, hill

wolf

raven's cry



Aspirated Sounds

tl

ts

ch

k

k

te

du tlaa

tsaats

chooneit

koon

kaa

Glottalized Sounds

t'

tl'

ts '

ch'

k'

t "aa

du tl'eik

ts'ats'ee

ch'aak'

k'unts '

k'watl

Plain Fricatives

li

lingit

Lingit

yeil
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rock, stone

his/her mother

bear root

arrow

bird (flicker)

man

board

his/her finger

songbird

eagle

potato

pot

don't1

person

Tlingit

crow



Plain Fricatives (continued)

sh

X

saa

shaa

xixch'

xeidu

tlx

xaana

xaat

xaat

Glottalized Fricatives

1*

s'

X'

X'

Other Sounds

m

1' aak

s'eek

x'ux'

X' aan

du X'oos

x'aan

maa sa

seem

soow

seew
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name

mountain

frog

comb

flea

evening

fish

root

dress

black bear

paper, book, letter

anger

his/her foot

fire

how?

rain (Teslin)

rain (Carcross and Northern
Coastal Tlingit)

rain (Southern Coastal Tlingit)



other Sounds (continued)

n

w

na'

daleiyi

yaat'a

weit'a

gaawM

hu

here

fish

this one

that one

drxom, bell, clock

he/she

(called 'glottal stop')

.Jcanas..aat - ,:name

wa.e - you

(used at end of word)

na' - here

Rounding

The sounds listed in the last two columns of the
consonant chart can be pronounced with lip-rounding.

Compare the following examples;

heen taak - in the water ('plain' k sound)

Also;

taakw

neek

neekw

nook

winter ('rounded' k sound)

news

sickness

(here the final w is not written because
it is automatically pronounced after the
oo-vowel)
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Tlingit transcriptions of curriculum material from

Teaching Yukon Native Languages

September Lessons

1. What is this? (non-human)

Who is this? (person)

Daa sawe (yaat'a)?

Aa sawe?

This is a man Kaa awe.

This is a woman. Shaawat awe.

This is a boy (teenage). Yadak'w awe.

This is a boy (child). Atk'iyatsk'u awe.

This is a girl (teenage). Shaatk' awe -

This is a girl (child). Shaatk'iyatsk'u awe

This is a baby (m. or f.). T:' ukaneiyi awe.

What is this? Daa sawe?

This is a fish. Xaat awe.

This is a king salmon. T'a awe.

This is a whitefish. Loox awe.

This is a berry. Tleikw awe.

This is a cranberry. Ka^eix awe.

This is a spruce tree. Aas awe.

What are you doing?

What is Virginia doing?

Virginia is fishing (by hook)

Virginia is picking berries.
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Daa sawe yei daa.eene?

Daa sawe yei adaane Virginia

Virginia ast'eix.

Virginia kuk'eet*.



September Lessons (continued)

5 . How are you?

I'm fine. And-you?

Me too, I'm fine.

6. What is the weather like?

7. It's sunny.

8. It's cloudy.

9. It's raining.
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Waa sa

iyatee?

Maa sa

Xat yak'ei. Wa.e dei
(Carcross)

Wa.e ku.aa
(TeslinY

Xat tsu xat yak'ei.

Waa sa yatee yagiyee?
(Carcross)

Maa sa kuyatee? (Teslin)

Awdigaan. (Carcross)

Amdigaan. (Teslin)

Kawligoos'.(Carcross)

Kuligoos'. (Teslin)

Soow daak wusitan.
(Carcross)

Seem daak wusitan.
(Teslin)



October Lessons

1. What do you see?

I see a moose.

I see a squirrel.

I see a dog.

I see a rabbit.

I see a porcupine.

I see a black bear.

I see a grizzly bear.

I see a gopher.

I see a mouse.

I see a horse.

I see a big wolf.

I see a little wolf.

I see lots of wolves

Hand me a knife.

Hand me a axe.

Hand me a gun

Hand me a bullet.

Here!

Here is X
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Daa sawe yisiteen?

Dzisk'w ^asiteen.

Kanals'aak xwasiteen.
(Carcross)

Kals'aak prasiteen.
~(Teslin)

Keitl ^asiteen.

Gax p^asiteen.

Xalak'ach' xwasiteen.

S'eek p^asiteen.

Yatseeneit p^asiteen.

Tsalk .p/asiteen.

Kuts'een xwasiteen.

Gundaan ^asiteen.
(Carcross)

Gamdaan ^asiteen.
(Teslin)

Gooch tlein ^asiteen.

Gooch k'atsk'u xwasiteen.

Gooch shayadihein ^asiteen,

Lita haande.

Shunxwaa haande.

Shunaxwaayi haande.

Oona haande.

At tuteiyi haande.

Na' .

Yaadu X



October Lessons

5. What is the man doing?

The man is going hunting.

6. What's your name?

My name is X

His name is Y

7. It is windy.

8. It is getting to be
fall time.

It is fall time.
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Daa sawe yei adaane we kaa?

Asx'eede yaa nagut.
(he is walking along)

Asx'eede "gwagoot.
(he will go)

Waa sa iduwasaakw? (Carcross)

Maa sa iduwasaakw? (Teslin)

X yei xat duwasaakw.
(Carcross)

X yoo xat duwasaakw.
(Teslin)

Y yei duwasaakw. (Carcross)

Y yoo duwasaakw. (Teslin)

Ooxja ayawditee. (wind has
picked up)

Wuduwanuk. (breeze is blowing)

Yeisk'wde yaa kunahein.
(Carcross)

Yeisde yaa kunahein.
(Teslin)

Yeisk'wde kuwahaa. (Carcross)

Yeist kuwahaa. (Teslin)



November Lessons

4.

Are you hungry?

Yes.

No.

What do you want?

I want food.

I want dry meat.

I want soup.

I want bannock.

I want potatoes.

.1 want .salt.

Are you thirsty?

Yes.

No.

Do you want tea?

Do you want water?

Do you want meat?

Do you want fish?

Do you want dry fish?

Do you want dry salmon?
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I eet gi yaan uwahaa?

4^.

Tleik'.

Daa sa i tuwaa sigoo?

Atxa ax tuwaa sigoo.

Dleey xook ax tuwaa sigoo.

Taxheeni ax tuwaa sigoo.

Sakwnein ax tuwaa sigoo.

K'unts' ax tuwaa sigoo.

jEil' ;ax tuwaa sigoo.

Isheiwakux agx?

I eet gi shakux uwahaa?

4?-

Tleik'.

Yat'aa heen gi i tuwaa
sigoo? (Carcross)

Tea gi i tuwaa sigoo?
(Teslin)

Heen gi i tuwaa sigoo?

Dleey gi i tuwaa sigoo?

Xaat gi i tuwaa sigoo?

Xaat xook gi i tuwaa sigoc

At x'eeshi gi i tuwaa
sigoo?



November Lesson (continued)

5. Where is the trap?

Where is the tent?

Where is the snowshoes?

Where is the packsack?

6. What are you eating?

I am eating dry meat.

7. What are you drinking?

I am...:drinking .water.

8. Where do you live?

I come from Teslin.

9. It is snowing.

Is it snowing?

10. It is winter.

It is getting to be winter.

11. It is freezing up.

It is frozen outside.
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Goosu we

Goosu we s'isa hit?

Goosu we I'ee hit?

Goosu we jaaji?

Goosu we gweil?

Daa sawe eexa?

Dleey xook (awe) xaxa.

Daa sawe idana?

Heen (awe) xadana.

Goof a kwaan sa (yei) iyatee?

Teisleen kwaan awe (yei)

xat yatee.

Dleit daak wusitan.

Dleit agi daak wusitan?

De taakwde kuwahaa. (Carcross

De taakwt kuwahaa. (Teslin)

Taakwde yaa kuwahein.

Yaa kukanalt'ix' (in progress

Kukawdlit•ix' (outside, in
general



December Lessons

This is my father.

This is my mother.

This is my grandfather.
grandmother.

Brother and sisters:

1. woman's brother
(younger or older)

2. man's sister.
(younger or older)

3. man's brother:

. younger .. brother.

older brother.

4. woman's sister:

younger sister,

older sister.

What is X doing?

X is sitting.

X is sleeping.

X is running.

X is dancing.

It is dark (outside).

There's lots of snow.
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Ax eesh awe.

Ax tlaa awe.

Ax leeIk'w awe.

Ax eek'.

Ax dlaak'.

.Ax keek' .

Ax hunx.

Ax keek',

Ax shatx.

Daa sawe (yei) adaane X ?

X at aa.

X at ta.

X yaa nashix.

X al'eix.

Kukawjigit (gaan).

Dleit yagei.



January Lessons

1. Where do you live?

I live in town.

I live in the bush.

I live in Carcross.

I live in Teslin.

This is my teeth.

This is your teeth.

This is his/her teeth.

My stomach.

My hair.

My arm.

My neck.

My head.

My eyes.

My nose.

My shoulder.

My hand.

My feet.

My ears.

My knee.

He/she is sewing.

He/she is crying.

He/she is playing.
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Goof a se keeya.oo?

Aan X' ayee kup\^aa. 60.

At gatu ku^aa. 60.

Naataasaheen (i) kup/aa.oq.

Teisleen kuxwaa.60.

Ax oox awe.

I oox awe.

Du oox awe.

Ax yoowu.

Ax shaxaawu.

Ax xeek.

Ax ludex•.

Ax sha.

Ax waak.

Ax lu.

Ax xiksha.

Ax j£n.

Ax x'oos.

Ax guk.

Ax keey.

Dakeis'.

Gaax.

Ash koolet. (Carcross)

Ash k;oolyat. (Teslin)



January Lessons (.continued)

5.

7,

8,

I am sewing.

I am crying.

I am playing.

I am sitting.

He is standing.

I am standing.

He is walking.

I am walking.

He is running.

I am running.

It is cold.

It is a cup.

It is a spoon.

It is a plate.

It is a blanket.

It is eyeglasses.

No, this is not a X

Yes, this is a X .
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Xadakeis'.

Xagaax.

Ash kuxalet. (carcross)

Ash kuxalyat. (Teslin)

At xa.aa.

At han.

0

At xahan.

Yaa^agut.

Yaa^nxagut.

Yaa^ashix.

Yaa^xashix.

Kusi.aat'.

Gux'a awe.

Shal awe.

S'IX' awe.

X' oow awe.

Wakdaana awe.

Tleik', tlel X .

X awe.



February Lessons

1. Do you understand Tlingit?

A little bit.

2. Lake.

Dance hall.

Store.

School.

X's house.

3. What do you see?

.1 see a .lake.

4. What do you have?

5. I have a hat.

Mitts.

Jacket.

Socks.

Hudson Bay blanket.

Blanket (general).

Moccasins.

Pants.
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Lingxt agi x'eeya.axch?

Ch'a yei gugeink' x'axaa.axc

..Aa.
\

A1'exdaakahidi.

Hoondaakahidi.

Sgoon.

X hidi.

Daa sa(we) yisiteen?
0

Aa p/asiteen.

Daa sa(we) ijeewu?

S'aaxw (awe) ax jee(wu).

Tsaax'.

Kinaa.at.

L'ee x'wan.

L'ee.

X'oow.

At xashdi teel.

T'.ugataal; (Carcross) .

Tuk'ataal (Teslin and Coastal).



February Lessons (continued)

6. (You) eat!

(you) go to sleep!

(You) come here!

(You) go away!

(You) drink it!

7. Are you cold?

Yes, I'm cold.

No, I'm not cold.

Matches.

Firewood.

Kindling.

Make fire.

X is making fire.
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At xa.

Nata.

Haagu.

Juk (Scram!)

Nagu (Move!)

Idana.

Iseiwa.at' agi?

4?, xat seiwa.at'.

Tleik", tlel xat sawu.aat'

Kaas'.

Gan.

Tlaxch' or Aas katlaxdi.

Shoot ida.ak.

X shoot ada.aak.



March Lessons

Numbers (for things only, not for persons)

1. tleix.

2. deix.

3. nas'k.

4. daax'oon.

5. keejxn.

I see sheep.

I see caribou.

I see the sun.

I "see the :moon.

Month.

I see the star.

How many?

How many do you see?

How many sheep do you see?

I see ^ sheep.

Go get a rock.

Go get money.

Give me tea.
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6. tleidooshu.

7. daxadooshu.

8. nas'gadooshu.

9. gooshuk.

10. jinkaat.

Tawei ^asiteen.

Watsix ^asiteen.

Gagaan ^asiteen.

Aldis xwasiteen.

Dis.

Kudax.anahaa. (Carcross)

Kutx.ayanahaa. (Teslin)

X'oon sa(we)?

X'oon sa(we) yisiteen?

X'oon tawei sa(we) yisiteen.

•Keejin tawei ^asiteen.

Tegaa nagu.

Daanagaa nagu.

Yat'aa heen ax jeet

sa.in. (Carcross)

Tea ax jeet sa.in. (Teslin)



April Lessons

1. I'm sick.

My knee hurts

Muskrat.

Beaver.

These are animal tracks.

These are muskrat tracks

What tracks are these?

•It is ;getting daylight

It's already daylight.

Is it daylight out?

It is black..

It is white.

It is red.

It is blue/green,

It is gold.

It is yellow.
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Xat yanook. (Carcross)

Xat yaneekw. (Teslin)

Ax keey yanook. (Carcross)

Ax keey yaneekw. (Teslin)

Tsin.

S'ageidx.

At x'us.eeti awe.

Tsin x'us.eeti awe.

Daat x'us.eeti sawe?

Yaa kina.ein. (Carcross)

Yaa keena.ein. (Teslin)

(De) keiwa.aa. (Carcross)

(De) keewa.aa. (Teslin)

Keiwa.aa agi? (Carcross)

Keewa.aa age? (Teslin)

T'ooch' yax yatee.
(charcoal)

Dleit yax yatee.
(snow)

X'aan yax yatee.
Tfire)

S'oow yax yatee.
(some kind of rock)

Goon yax yatee.

S'eixwani yax yatee.
(lichen)



April Lessons

6. What is this?

This is black mitts,

7. The snow is melted.

The snow is melting,

8. Goose.

Owl.

Duck.

Mallard duck.

Grouse.

9. What is that bird doing?

It is flying around.

10. It is muddy.

11. Box.

12. Where is the.raven sitting?

The raven is sitting on the
box.

The raven is sitting under
the box.
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Daa sawe yaat'a?

T'ooch' tsaax'.

Pleit wulilaa.

Dleit yaa nallein.

T'aawak.

Masdzi. (Carcross)

Oondach or dzisk'w.

Gaaxw.

Kindachooneit.

Kaax'.

(Teslin)

Daa sawe (yei) adaane wei

ts'ats'ee?

At wudikeen.

Kul' wulilaa. (Carcross)

Kukamshikul'kw. (Teslin)

Kook.

Goof a sa at aa wei yeil?

Kook kat aa wei yeil.

Kook tayeet aa wei yeil.



May Lessons

1- It is getting to be spring,
(spring thaw)

2. A skin.

It is X skin.

What (animal's) skin is it?

This is a caribou skin.

Yaa kunachetl.

At doogu.

X ...doogu awe.

Daat doogu sawe?

Watsix doogu awe.

She/he is tanning a moose skin. Dzisk'u doogu alxwach.

Is the ice breaking up on the
lake?

-Yes, it .is breaking up.

The worm is crawling around.

Spider.

Blowfly.

Blackfly.

Mosquito.

Calf moose.

Rabbit (young)

Bear cub.

Wolf cub.

Pup.

Mouse (young).
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Aa agi yaa akanahein?

, yaa akanahein.

Tl'uk' at wootloox'.(Carcross

Tl'uk'x at wootloox'. (Teslin

Kaaseest'aan.

Xeen.

Jikdat'uk.

Taax'a.

Dzisk'u yadi.

Gax yadi.

S'eek yadi.

Gooch yadi.

Ketlyadi.

Kuts'een yadi,



May Lessons (continued)

7. continued

Porcupine (young).

Gopher (young).

Colt.

Beaver (young).

How many puppies do you see?

I see three puppies.

8.

9. Is the ice gone?
(from lake)

Yes, it's gone.

10. Paper.

Paper money.
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Xalak'ach' yadi.

Tsalgi yadi.

Gundaan yadi. (C)

Gumdaan yadi. (T)

S'ageidi yadi.

X'oon ketlyadi sa yisiteen?

Nas'k ketlyAdi (awe)
xwasiteen.

Uwachetl agi wei aa?

4$, uwachetl.

X'ux'.

X'ux' daana.



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10,

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Tlingit Names for Coastal Communities

Ketchikan.

Craig.

Klawock.

Wrangell.

Kake.

Angoon.

Sitka.

Juneau. (Gold Creek)

Auke Lake.

Hoonah.

Haines.

Chilkoot.

Skagway.

Dyea.

Klukwan.

Yakutat.
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Kichxaan.

Shaan Seet.

Lawaak.

Kaachxan.aak *w.

Keex'. also Lxex'wx.aan.
T'town where they never sleep')

Aangoon.

Sheet'ika. {'on seaward side of
Admiralty Island.
(Shee)')

Dzantik'iheeni.

Aak'w. ('small lake')

Xunaa. (refers to direction
of northwind)

(5>aawt'ak.aan. ('town alongside
the bell')

Deishu. ('end of the trail')

Jilkoot.

Shgagwei.

Daayee.

Tlakw.aan.

Yaakwdaat.



Tlingit Names for Coastal Rivers

1. Nass River.

2. Stikine River,

3. Taku River.

4. Chilkat River,

5. Alsek River.

- 28 -

Naas.

Shtax'heen,

T'aaku.

Jilkaat.

Aalseix.
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TLINGIT LITERACY WORKSHOP

Yukon Native Language Centre

Whitehorse, Yukon
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Guest Instructor:

Mr. Jeff Leer

Staff Linguist

Alaska Native Language Center
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INTRODUCTION

The material in this booklet was compiled at a

Tlingit Literacy Workshop held in Whitehorse, Yukon

Territory, Canada, during May 8-10, 1985. The

participants in the Workshop were speakers and teachers

of the Tlingit language who live in the communities of

Atlin, British Columbia, and Carcross, Teslin, and Whitehorse,

Yukon Territory. Also in attendance were staff members of

the Yukon Native Language Centre and the Curriculum Department

of the Council for Yukon Indians, as well as visitors from the

local community.

Guest Instructor for the Workshop was Mr. Jeff Leer,

Staff Linguist at the Alaska Native Language Center,

University of Alaska, Fairbanks. Mr. Leer has taken part

in previous training sessions organized by the Yukon Native

Language Centre, and we were all very pleased that he could

join us once again. Mr. Leer has been a student of the

Tlingit language for many years and provides expert

assistance in teaching literacy at these sessions.

T-he Tlingit Literacy Workshops are offered as part of

the Native Language Instructor Certificate Course at Yukon

College, Whitehorse. At an earlier session held in January,

1984, the participants compiled basic curriculum material

for use in classroom teaching, following the outline of

content presented in Teaching Yukon Native Languages (198 0) .
Some attention was also devoted to the topic of Tlingit

place-names. It was decided that the next Workshop would

have as a specific focus the recording and transcribing of

cultural information in Tlingit, including place-names and

personal names..

- 1 -
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The material in this booklet appears in the same order

as it was presented in the Workshop. The first day was
devoted to a review of basic Tlingit phonetics with ample
spelling and listening practice. This was followed in

days two and three by a study of Tlingit moieties, clans,

and crests, and by a careful working-out of Tlingit

kinship terminology based upon information provided by Mrs.

Elizabeth Nyman and Mrs-. Lucy Wren. Finally, a number of

personal names were recorded and transcribed. Some of

these are printed in this booklet.

We wish to thank Mr. Leer, the Elders, and all the

other participants for making the workshop a success.

Gunalcheesh!

John T. Ritter

Director

Yukon Native Language Centre

Whitehorse, Yukon Territory

June 5, 1985

- 2 -



<M Participants at Tlingit Literacy Workshop
Whitehorse, Yukon, May 6, 7, 8, 1985

• Sponsored by Yukon Native Language Centre
w

^ NAME NATIVE NAME CLAN MOIETY

1
Evelyn Jack

B Atlin, B.C.
Shaax *akee Yanyeidi Gooch

Gail Jackson
• Atlin, B.C.
\Hi

Sakinyaa Deisheetaan
(S'igeidx = Beaver)

Yeil

w

Gladys Johnston
m Teslin, Yukon

Ts 'eestank
Kaalyat *.

Gaanax.adi Yeil

V
Jeff Leer

H Fairbanks, Alaska
Weiha
Yeilkuneiyi

Gaanaxteidi Yeil

^•1

Elizabeth Nyman
gj' Atlin, B.C.

Seidayaa Yanyeidi Gooch

'•1
Carol Pettigrew

jH Whitehorse, Yukon
NSnadhSdama

John Ritter
A Whitehorse, Yukon

K'aiela Agay

P
Clara Schinkel
Whitehorse, Yukon

Saatleindu.oo Yanyeidi Gooch

Gertie Tom
I. Whitehorse, Yukon

Et'ats'inkhalme

Dora Wedge
Carcross, Yukon

Yaajinduhein Deisheetaan Yeil

Mark Wedge
1 Carcross, Yukon

Aandeduhein Deisheetaan Yeil

Mary Ann Whelan
m Carcross, Yukon

Kaalaa Dakl'aweidf Gooch

^ Margaret Workman
• Whitehorse, Yukon

Ayedndaya Agay

^ Lucy Wren
» Carcross, Yukon

1

Gooch Tlaa

- 3 -
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The Tlingit Alphabet

Consonant Sounds

Plain Sounds d dl dz j g 2

Aspirated Sounds t tl ts ch k k

Glottalized Sounds t' tl' ts • ch' k' k'

Plain Fricatives 1 s sh X X

Glottalized
Fricatives 1' s' X' X'

Other Sounds m n 1 y w h

Vowels

Tone

Short Vowels

a

e

i

u

Long Vowels

aa

ei

ee

oo

High tone is marked (v) on short vowels

High tone is marked (vv) on long vowels

Low tone is not marked
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Short

u

Long

aa

ei

Short

a

e

i

u

Tlingit Vowels

Examples:

at

ta

te

yei jine

il

i aayi
i hidi

uhaan

at gutu

ax aayi

a an

aa

i aat

jigweinaa

eil'

yeil

- 5 -

Long

aa

ei

ee

oo

thing

he/she sleeps

stone

he/she is working

dirty!

yours

your house

we, us

the bush

mine

land, village, town

lake,

yes

your aunt (father's sister)

towel

salt

crow



Long Vowels (continued)

ee

oo

heen

kaliheen

eeshaan

ax oox

gooch

- 6 -

water, river, stream

it' s swampy-

poor thing!

my tooth/teeth

wolf



Tlingit Consonants

Plain Sounds d dl dz j g 2

Aspirated Sounds t tl ts ch k k

Glottalized Sounds t' tl- ts ' ch' k- k'

Plain Fricatives 1 s sh X X

Glottalized Fricatives 1' s' X' X'

Other Sounds m n 1 y w h

Plain Sounds

dl

dz

j

Examples;

dei

daa

doosh

hadlou!

dleit

dzeit

joon

jaaji

gan

gaaw

gooch

gaach

gitgaa

gax

- 7 -

trail, road, highway

weasel

cat

surprise!

snow, white

ladder, bridge, dock, stairs

dream

snowshoe

firewood

drum, time, clock, bell,
hour, o'clock

wolf

rug

spruce needle

rabbit



Aspirated Sounds

tl

ts

ch

tas

taan

du tlaa

tleikw

tleik'

tleix'

tsaa

tsaats

du chaan

chaatl

chaash

chashhxt

kakein

kooxeedaa

koox

du kaani

kaa

kook

- 8 -

thread, sinew

sea lion

his mother

berry

no

one

seal

bear roots

his mother-in-law

halibut

bough

brush house

yarn

pencil, pen

rice

his brother or sister-in-law

man

box



Glottalized Sounds

t'

tl'

ts'

ch*

k'

k'

fa

t' aa

uwat'aa

tl'atk

'eek ]
'eik j

du

du

tl

tl

galats'eek'

ts 'ats ^ee''
ts'itskw

ch •aak'

ch'aakw

kadach'aak'w

k'isaani

k'idein

yak•ei

k'ateil

te k'aatl'

k'watl

- 9 -

king salmon

board

it's hot or warm

earth

his finger

pinch him

bird

eagle

long ago

he's carving

boys

good, well

it's good

jug, pitcher

flat rock

pot (cooking)



Plain Fricatives

sh

ill

lingit

lool

Idakat

saa

sik'!

du sha

shaa

shal

xaanaa

xxxch'

xaas

xat

xaat

du xan.aa

du xux

- 10 -

don't

person, Tlingit

fireweed

all

name

daughter! Cused when calling
or speaking to her)

his head

mountain

spoon

evening

frog

buffalo

I, me

fish, salmon

his spouse

her husband



, Glottalized Fricatives

1'

s '

X'

X'

Other Sounds

m

n

I'al

1 "eiw

I'ee

1 'ook

s 'us '

s 'xx'

s'eek

s 'eik

X'aat'

X'aax'

x'ux'

X' aan

X' aan

du x'e

x'aak

laa sa? )
aa sa?y

maa

waa

gamdaan )
gundaanJ

nadaakw

noow

- 11 -

j ackpine

sand

blanket (Hudson Bay)

cohoe salmon

harlequin duck

dish

smoke

island

apple

paper, book, letter

anger

red, fire

his mouth

ravine

how?

horse

table

low island, fort,
gopher colony (Teslin)



other Sounds (continued)

w

daleiyi

yayeinaa

yaay

xaay

dleey

weinaa

watsix

gaaw

seew

1 'eiw

haande

hit

haagu

trout

sharpening stones

whale

beaver house

meat

alkali

caribou

drum, clock/ hour, time

rain

sand

give me, this way

house

come here

(called 'glottal stop*).

haat yee.a - come here^ you folks

at la.at - baggage

(used at end of word)

na' - here

- 12 -



Rounding

The sounds listed in the last two coloumns of the
consonant chart can be pronounced with lip-rounding.
When they are rounded, they are written with w after
the consonant except where the preceding vowel or
consonant is also rounded.

The reason for this is that these consonants are
automatically rounded after a rounded vowel (that
is, u or oo) or a rounded consonant (that is, a
consonant followed by w). The consonant w itself
is also a rounded consonant.

Compare the following examples:

heen taak - in the water ('plain' k sound)

taakw - winter ('rounded' k sound)

Also:

neek - news

\

neekw

nook 4

sickness

(In spelling nook the final w is not
written because k is automatically
rounded after the vowel oo).

- 13 -
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TLINGIT MOIETIES, CLANS, AND CRESTS

Two Moieties;

Crow - Yeil

Wolf - Gooch

also

(Eagle - Ch'aak')

Clans;

Family groups which belong to one of the two moieties.
Two main types of clan names:

1. Ending with - .adi or - eidi

Examples:

Gaanax.adi (from Gaanax)

Kiks.adi (from Kiks)

fDakl'aweidi (from daak 'interior' plus I'eiw 'sand')
Toaxtl'uweidi

Feminine forms ending with shaa refer to female
person(s) of the clan.

Examples:

Gaanaxshaa (from Gaanax.adi)

Kikshaa (from Kiks.adi)

(Dakl'awshaa (from Dakl'aweidi
jDaxtl'ooshaa Daxtl'uweidi

2. Ending with Hit Taan - House Group.

Examples:

Kook Hit Taan - group that comes from

Kook Hit - Pit House

- 14 -



Tlingit Moieties, Clans, and Crests (continued)

2. (continued)

Some Taan Groups became so large they became
clans themselves.

Example:

Kaagwaantaan - from Kaawagaani Hit
(burned up house)

Deisheetaan - from Deishuhit

dei shu - end of the road

hit - house

- 15 -



CLAN NAIIES IN LOCAL AREA

Moieties:

Raven

(Yeil)

Gaanax.adi

•Deisheetaan

(from Deishuhit)
Haines people, (Johnny Johns)
house at end of the road

Ishkeetaan

(from Ishkahit)
(Sam Johnston)

house on hole in the river

Tukyeidi
(from a tukyee) neck of a lake

Kaach.adi

Wolf

(Gooch)

Shangukeidi

Teikweidi

Dakl'aweidi }
Daxtl'uweidi)

Kaagwaantaan

Wooshkeetaan

Naanyaa.aayi from naanyaa - upriver

Yanyeidi from yan - hemlock
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CRESTS

- symbol of a clan - usually an animal

Yeil (Crow).

Clan Crest

Gaanax.adi Yeil Raven

Ishkeetaan Yeil Raven

-

Xixch' Frog

Deisheetaan S'igeidi Beaver

Yeil Raven

Tukyeidi Tawei? Sheep

Gooch (Wolf)

Clan Crest

Yanyeidi Keet Killer Whale

Dakl'aweidi Gooch Wolf

Ch'aak' Eagle

Genealogies: special symbols

Woman o

Man

Marriage o = ^

Children

Crow or ^

Wolf o or A

Yanyeidi Yadi = child of Yanyeidi (i.e. father is Yanyeidi)

Yanyeidi Dachxan = grandchild of Yanyeidi (i.e. mother's father
or father's father is Yanyeidi).

- 17 -



TLINGIT KIN TERMS

I. Consanguineal.Kin (Blood Relatives)

A. Siblings (brothers and sisters, parallel cousins)

(woman)

1. ax shatx my older sister

2. ax keek' my younger sister

3. ax eek' my brother

(man)

1. ax hunxw my older brother

2. ax keek' my younger brother

3. ax dlaak' my sister

B. Ascending (older) Generations

1.

2.

ax tlaa

ax eesh

3. ax tlaak'w

4. ax kaak

5. ax aat

6. ax sani

7. ax leelk'w

my mother

my father

my mother's sister
(younger or older)

my mother's brother
(younger or older)

my father's sister, also
her daughter

my father's brother
(younger or older);
also my father's sister's son

•

my grandmother or grandfather
(either side)
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KIN TERMS (continued)

C. Descending (younger) Generations

1. ax yadi my child; my sister's child
(woman stseaking)

my brother's child
(man speaking)

2. ax see(k')

3. ax yeet(k*)

4. ax kaalk'w

5. ax keilk'

6. ax dachxan(k')

my daughter; my sister's daughter
(woman speaking)

my brother's daughter
(man speaking)

also:
my mother's brother's

daughter
(man speaking)

my son; my sister's son
(woman speaking)

my brother's son
(man speaking)

also:
my mother's brother's son
(man speaking)

my brother's son or daughter
(woman speaking)

also:
my mother's brother's son or daughter
(woman speaking)

my sister's son or daughter
(man speaking)

my grandson or granddaughter
(either "side)
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I
tlaak'w

O =
tlaak'w xux kaak shat

sani (aat)

A O
kaak a^e kaak y^t

o

I sister/brother

SUMMARY OF KIN TERMS

A
kaak tl^ ^sh

1 ©
^If

man speaking: see(k') yeet (k')

woman speaking: kaalk'w

6
aat aat xux

(kaak^

5 1
aat see

aat

aat yeet

sani

©
s^i shat

tlaak'w

71
saru

@ A
sister/brother



KIN TER.MS. (continued)

II. Affinal Kin (spouse and in-^laws)

o =
(ego) JOJX

(ego) ^
shat

O
(ego)

1
Q
see

chaan i woo

o = 2 ^ = ©
aat'ashaa " kaani aat'ashaa kaani

,0 7 a,chaan | woo

A
aat'ashaa

I

kaani

©
chaan

q
aat'ash^ kaani

4
woo

O = A A =
xux

= Jik
shat ! xiK (either = ego)

seixux

- 21 -
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KIN TERMS (continued)

D. Other Terms

ax xan.aa my SDouse (male or female)

ax xooni my relative (general)

ax yakaawu my clan brother

ax een naa yadi my clan child

ax shaawu my clan sister

ax xwaayi my clan brother

ax yadak'u my boyfriend

ax shaatk'i my girlfriend

ax tseiyi my sweetheart

ax naa kaani my clan brother or sister-in-law
not relationship term
(not possessed)

Reciprocal Relationships; •

tlaa '\ /

see (k')

yeet(k')

tlaak'w

aat

kaak

tlaak'w is someone who is like a mother (tlaa)
but not one's biological mother, and sani is
someone who is like a father (eesh) but not one's
biological father.

< kaalk'w

< ^ keilk'

leelk'w <—^ dachxan(k')
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SAMPLE GENEALOGIES

I. Mrs. Evelyn Jack, Atlin, B.C.

MOTHER; (Evelyn)

Mother's mother
(Margaret Ward)

Mother's father
(Guy Reed)

FATHER; (Sylvester)

(Husband) (Jack)

Father's mother
(Antonia Jack)

Father's father
(Willie Jack)

CHILDREN;

1. Kathy

2. Louise

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

June

Willie

Terry

Sandra

Lucille

8.. Yvonne

9. Charmaine

10. Sylvester J.R.

Indian Name

Shaax'akee

Sh.eetixdu.oo

Shkooyeil

Neilyeewdasheet'

Keedudaa

Saatleindu.oo
(big name or famous)

Deiyikna.aat
(people walking on road)

Daaxlaa

Kikshaa Eesh

S'eiwat

Kaashawdahaa

Kudagaan
(light flashing?)

Xaasteen

Jeeneek

Keidudaa (L.W.)

Keedudaa (G.J., E.N.)

- 23 -

Clan

Yanyeidi

Yanyeidi

Crow

Gaanax.adi

Kook Hit Taan

Yanyeidi



SAMPLE GENEALOGIES;(continued)

SISTER

'Mother (Gloria Jack)

Mother's mother

Mother's father

Father (Henry Jack)

Father's mother
(Antonia Jack)

Father's father

Daaxkeix

(fancy blanket)

Keinaljeex\v

Neilyeewdasheet*

1. Brian Waats *eit

2. Henry Gunta.eesh

3. Lester Kikshaa Eesh

4. Lorraine Sh.eetixdu.oo

5. Douglas Jigei

6. Melvin Kaatgweix
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SAMPLEGENEALOGIES;(continued)

Mrs.ElizabethNyman,Atlin,B.C.

MOTHER:

Mother'smother

Mother'sfather

FATHER:

Father'smother

Father'sfather

CHILDREN;

1.TelegraphJack

2.TomWilliams

MOTHER:

Mother'smother

Mother'sfather

FATHER:

Father'smother

Father'sfather

CHILDREN;

1.Mary

2.TakuJack

3.TakuSam

4.Annie

5..BillieWilliams

6.Mary

Seidu.ooKaach.adi

Unknown

Unknown

Neisdeiw

Yanyeidi

Unknown

Unknown

Keix'anal.at

Neix'w(borninTakuHarbour)

Yeideikin
Nats'ai(?)

Kinx.ashee

X•agook'

S'igaxshaak'w

Daaxlaa=Kudagaan?

Yaxgoos'

X'adeikna.aat

25-

Yanyeidi

Yeil



Mrs. Elizabeth Nyman (continued)

MOTHER:

Mother's mother

Mother's father

FATHER:

(Telegraph Jack)

Father's mother

Father's father

CHILDREN;

1. Maggie

2. Felin

3. Ann

4. Willie Jack

MOTHER; Mary

Mother's mother

Mother's father

FATHER:
Tom Williams

Father's mother

Father's father

CHILDREN;

1. Anna

2. Shorty Jackson

Keix'anal.at

Seidu.oo Kaach.adi

Neisdeiw

Kaajeesti

Kaayadzi

Nach'al

Keedudaa

S'igaxshaak'w

Kinx.ashee

X'agook'

Neix'w

Seidu.oo

Neisdeiw

Kudagaan

Waknaas

- 26 -
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APPENDIX

Vocatives and Plurals of Tlingit Kin Terms

(Complied by Jeff Leer, ANLC)

CONSANGUINEAL KIN (BLOOD RELATIVES)

Siblings

Kin Term Vocative

shatx shatx

older sister (of female)

hiinxw . hun^
older brother (of male)

keek' kik'

younger sister (of female);
younger brother (of male)

dla^' dl^'
sister (of male)

eek • ik •

brother (of female)

Plural

shatxi has

hunxu has

kik'i yan

dlaak' has

eek' has

NOTE: These same tenns are used for one's "parallel
cousins", that is, children of one's mother's sister
(tlaak'w) or father's brother (sani), also, children
of relatives called by these terms in Tlingit. Such
cousins are distinguished by age and sex just as
brothers and sisters.
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CONSANGUINEAL KIN (continued)

First Generation: Ascending

Kin Term Vocative Plural

tlaa atlee, atlei tlaa has

mother

tlaak'w atlee, atlei tlaak'w has

mother's sister or other "aunt" of one's clan;
father's brother's wife

eesh eesh eesh has

father

sani eesh sani has

father's brother, father's sister's son or
other "uncle" or male cousin of one's father's
clan; mother's sister's husband.

RECIPROCALS of the above: see, yeet, yadi

NOTE; A tlaak'w is like a mother, and a sani is
like a father. This is reflected in the vocatives,
as well as in the fact that their children (called
"parallel cousins") are considered brothers and
sisters, and that the spouse of a tlaak'w is a
sani, and vice versa (see Siblings and the note
under yadi below).

aat aat aat has

father's sister, father's sister's daughter or
other "aunt" or female cousin of one's father's
clan.

RECIPROCAL: kaalk'w

NOTE; The children of an aat ("cross cousins") are
called by the same terms as one's father's sister
and brother (aat, sani).

. ♦

kaak kaak kaak has

mother's brother or other "uncle" of one's clan.

• RECIPROCAL: keilk'

NOTE: The children of a kaak ("cross cousins") are
called by the same terms as one's brother's children
(kaalk'w, see, yeet).
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CONSANGUINEAL KIN (continued)

First Generation: Descending

Kin Term Vocative Plural

see, seek' sik' see has

daughter; sister's daughter (of female);
brother's daughter (of male); mother's
brother's daughter (of male); wife's sister's
daughter; husband's brother's daughter

yeet, yeetk' yitk' . yeet has
son, sister's son (of female)i brother's son
(of male); mother's brother's son (of male);
wife's sister's son; husbands brother's son

yadi yatx'i
child (including uses of see, yeet)

RECIPROCALS of the above; tlaa, eesh, tlaak'w,
sani

NOTE: the forms seek', yeetk' (as well as
dachjjank' below) with the diminuitive suffix
-k' imply special closeness, and tend to be
used for one who is literally one's child.
Thus seek', yeetk' tend to be specifically the
reciprocals of tlaa, eesh. This distinction is
not maintained in the vocative and plural, however.

kaalk'w kalk'w kaalk'u has

brother's daughter or son (of female);
mother's brother's daughter or son (of female)

RECIPROCAL: aat

keilk' kelk' keilk'i has

sister's daughter or son (of male)

RECIPROCAL; kaak

Second Generation;

lee Ik'w leeIk'w leeIk'u has

grandparent or other older person of one's clan,
father's clan, or father's father's clan

RECIPROCAL; dachxan

dachxan chxank' dachxanx'i yan

dachxank' dachxanx'i saani

grandchild, etc.

RECIPROCAL; leeIk'w

- 29 -



CONSANGUINEAL KIN (continued)

Affinal Kin (in-laws)

Mates:

Kin Term Vocative

shat

xux

xan aa

Other:

kaani

wife

husband

ja-

ja'

spouse (husband or wife)

Plural

shatx'i yan

xuxx'u yan, xuxx'u wan

chaa kaani y^
husband's sister or clan sister (of female);
wife's brother or clan brother (of male)

aat'ashaa aat'ashaax'w yan

husband's brother's wife (of female);
wife's sister's husband (of male

chaan

mother-in-law

woo

father-in-law

yitshat

son-in-law

seixux

daughter-in-law

- 30 -

chaan has

woo has

yitshatx'i yan

seixuxx'u yan,
seixuxx'u wan



CONSANGUINEAL KIN (continued)

Affinal Kin (in-laws)

General:

xoonx'i
relative or friend

nashoowu

relative or friend of opposite clan

yakaawu yakaax'u
partner

een naa yadi een- naa yatx'i
child of the same clan (i.e. fathers are of same clan)

shaawu shaawu yan, shaawu wan
clan sister

xwaayi xwaayi yan
clan brother

shaawadi

wife of wife's clan sister (?)

kaawu

husband or husband's clan brother (?)

- 31 -
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Participants at Tlingit Literacy Workshop

Whitehorse, Yukon, November 26, 27, 28, 1986

Sponsored by Yukon Native Language Centre

NATIVE NAME CLANNAME

Gail Jackson
Teslin, Yukon

Sak inyaa Deisheetaan
CS'igeidi=Beaver]

MOIETY

Yeil

Gladys Johnston
Teslin, Yukon

Ts'eestank

Jeff Leer We iha

Fairbanks, Alaska Yeilkuneiyi

Lena Sidney
Whitehorse, Yukon

Mamie Smith
Carcross, Yukon

Se i 1. aat

Shawtlaax

Anne Turner Yeidisakw
Whitehorse. Yukon

Mary-Ann Whelan
Carcross, Yukon

Lucy Wren
Carcross, Yukon

Kaa laa

Gooch Tlaa

Gaanax. adi Yeil

Gaanaxte idi Yei 1

Dak 1' awe idi Gooch

Dakr aweidi Gooch



VOWELS:

DICTATION 1:

1. ta

2. te

3. a tu

4. s aa

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

ID.

s e it

see

shal

d o o s h

a ka

yei awe

Short VoweIs

u

he's sleeping

rock

inside it

name

necklace

doll

song

cat

on it

that's the way

Long -VoweIs

aa

e i

ee

oo

DICTATION 2

1. saa name

2. sa name it

3. see do 11

4. su as in ye isu
still

5. soo [no meaning]

6. sei (no meaning]

7. Si (no meaning]

8. saa name

9. se voice

10. sa name it!



CONSONANTS: ch d g h j k n s sh t w y,
are pronounced like the English sounds, or very
nearly like them.

Plain stops d dl dz j

Aspirated stops t tl ts ch

Plain fricatives Is sh

Other n

DICTATION:

1. d le i t snow

2. d z e i t ladder

3. 1 idzee it's difficult

4. tsaats bear roots

5. at lee mom

6. xe idu comb

7. taat roaster

8. xoots grizzly bear

9. tlei 1 no t

10. i xde down river, south

11. ling it Tlingit, person

12. du jeewu he's got it

V



POSSESSED FORMS OF NOUNS: take a suffix, usually -i, low-tone if
the word is high-tone, but high-tone
if the word is low-tone.

thread

roy threadax

ax

ts aa

tas

tas i

doosh

dooshi

eex

eexi

cat

my cat

Oil, grease

seal Oil

word ends with fricative

If the word ends with a stop, the possessed form has an unaspirated
stop before the suffix:

ax

ax

ax

ax

t—?-d i

tl-fdli

t s—*dz i

ch—>2 i

hit

hidi

gooch

goo J i

k ^g i

k J-^i

house

ray house

WO 1 f

my wo 1f

gaatl soda cracker

^aadli my soda cracker

seek

s eeg i

belt

my belt



POSSESSED FORMS OF NOUNS (continued)

shaak driftwood

shaa^i . my driftwoodax

Possessed forms of nouns ending with rounded stops;
the suffix IS u instead of i;

kw—>xu x'w—>x'u

kw—->xu x' w—>x' u

kw ygu k"w—>k ' u

kw—>ku k'w—^•k'u

ax

ax

ax

ax

ax

yaakw

yaagu

gaaxw

gaaxu

naakw

naagu

kook

koogu

goox

gooxu

ax guk

tsalgi gugu

boat

my boat

duck

my duck

medicine

my medicine

box

my box

s lave

my slave

my ear

groundhog ear



Possessive suffix after an unrounded consonant - i

Possessive suffix after a rounded consonant - u

w —-> w u

y —> y i

naaw whiskey

ax naawu my whiskey

ax

gaav

gaawu

noow

tsalgi noowu

r eiw

dzisk'u I'eiwu

ax

ax

taay

taay i

kaay

kaay 1

dleey

wasoos dleeyi

drum, clock, time

my drum, my clock

flat clear area

gopher colony

sand'

moose lick

garden

my garden

measuring stick

my measuring stick

meat, flesh

cow meat



Possessive pronouns;

Possessor

ax

i

du

a

haa

yee

has du

kaa

a t

my

your

his

its

our

you guys

their

somebody's

s ome th ing' s

Possessor

wasoos

watsix

xa lak' ach'

(dzisk'w->] dzisk'u

Ctsalk-^] tsalgi

Cnooskw-^) noosgu

Possessed

d leey 1

Possessed

d 1 e e y i

d 1e e y i

d leey a

d leey1

d leey i

d 1e e y i

meat

crov meat

caribou meat

porcupine meat

moose meat

gopher meat

wo Iverine meat

If the possessor ends in two consonants, add -i/-u according to
the rules given above. This has the effect of preventing three
consonants in a row withiri the phrase.



PLACE NAMES

Possessor

vatsix

dz i sk'u

k'walxi

guk i' i

tsalgi noovu

CONSONANTS:

Possessed

been water, river, creek

heeni Caribou river

heeni Moose river

heeni Smart river

heeni Swan river

heeni Gopher Den river

PlainStops d dl dz j g K

Aspirated Stops t tl ts ch k k

Glottal ized Stops t* tl' ts' ch' k' k'

Plain Fricatives 1 s s h X X

Glottalized Fricatives r s' x' x'

Other (n. y, w)



DICTATION:

1. t * aa , board

2. tl'atk ground, earth

3. ts'ats'ee bird

4. ch'aak' eag le

5. k' oox marten

6. koox rice

7. k'wat1 cook ing po t

8. seek belt

9. ax seek' my daughter

10. ax kaak my uncle (mother'

11. ax kaak* my forehead

12. taat night

13. t'aat' junco

14. ch'aak' eagle

15. ch'aakw long ago

BIG AND LITTLE:

t le in big

yadi . baby

-k' (w) j little
-k' [w) atsk' u /

These come afjcer the word they modify, not before as in English.

The forms -k'w and -k'watsk'u are used following the vowels aa
and a.

10



[cont inued]

hit t le in

hitk'

hitk' atsk'u

1 a taa

litaa tlein

1i taak'w

big house

lit^tle house

little house

knife

big kni f e

little knife

1 itaak'watsk'u little knife

aa

aa tlein

Aa Tlein

aak'W

Aak' W

heen

heen tlein

Heen Tlein

heenak'w

lake

big lake

A11 in

little lake

Auke Lake

water, river

big river

Ink.len River

little creek

11



If the word ends in two consonants the suffix -i or -u is added
to it before tlein, yadi, -k' (w] or -k' [wjatsk'u.

dz isk"w moose

dzisk'u tlein big moose

dzisk'u yadi baby moose

shachk meadow

shachgi tlein bigmeadow

shachgik' , little meadow

12



DICTATION:

1. 1' ook coho

2. S' 1S aa cloth

3. s'ix' p late, dish

4. x'ux' paper. book,

5. ax x' ® my mouth .

6. ax I'oot' my tongue

7. 1'ee x'wan socks

8. s'el' x'wan rubber boots.

9. x' aan fire

10. s' ix' dish

11. alts' Ik' he or she is

between fingers

13



2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

s' eek

s ' e i k

X' a d a a

ch'a k'at

x' aat'

x' a a

kook'aa

x'waa1'

t' aaw

m

smoke, cigarette

file

finally, at last

island,

point of land

it's too short

down feather

Wing feathers

waa sa?

maa sa?

da le iy a

Cglottal stop] wa. e

we. e

at la. at

ye i kunas. aat'

kus i. aat'

ROUNDED CONSONANTS:

naakw

ax naagu

naakw

t' e ix yanaagu

adaakw

14

How? What did you say?

lake trout

you

stuff, baggage

it's getting cold out

it's coldout

med i c ine

my medicine

octopus

bait for hook

she's rendering it
(fat]



EXAMPLES OF UNDERLINED CONSONANTS:

daak

dakde nagu

,dakde nagu

ixde nagu

iXt'

oox

ax OOX

yak'e i

ax yaa 1 ik' e i

k'wat'

k'wat1

kook

kook

Kookhittaan

Kookhittaan

at koowu

xaat koowu

at koowu

gan

San

x' aan

x' aari

kind©

yaa ndakin

15

inland, back (in the
woods, hills]

go out [into the open)
home [out of the woods]

go back [into the woods]

downstream, south

shaman

bubble

my tooth/teeth

i t' s good

I treasure him/her/it.
he/she/it isprecious to me

egg[s]

pot

cellar, hole in the ground

box

Pit House Clan

Box House Clan

tail of something [fish]

fishtail

den of something

[f i re]wood

hey you!

anger

fire

up [wards]

it's fly ing



(continued]

x'e igaa true

Lingit x'einax in Tlingit

POSSESSED BODY PARTS:

The use of -i/-u with body parts is different than with other
nouns. Sometimes it changes the meaning of the noun:

ax 3 in

k inaa. at" j ini

xoots jini

tsaa jini

my hand/arm

coat sleeve

bear arm/paw

seal f lipper

Most often -i/-u is added to indicate that the body part is
detached from its original location on the body.

ax oox

ax ooxu

kaa ooxu

shaan ooxu

ax s ha

s'eek shaaya

s' eek s ha

ax giik

kaa guk

kaa gugu

16

my tooth

my false tooth/teeth;
my extracted tooth.

corn

my head

black bear head
separated from his body]

bear head - on his body

my ear

somebody's ear

somebody's ear cut off.
dried fruit



TONE: high tone is marked with the accent (')

shaa mountain

shaa women

xaat

ax xaadi

xaat

ax xaadi

naakw

naakw

du naawu

du naawu

du aayi

du aayi

du taayi

du taayi

taay

t aay

goon

du gooni

goon

du gooni

root

my root

fish

my fish

octopus

rotten wood

his body

his dead body

his lake

his

his garden

his fat

garden

fat

gold

his gold

spring [water]

his spring [water]

17



POSSESSIVE ENDING; the possessive suffix has four forms,

-i afterunroundedconsonant

- u after rounded consonants [vD

- yi after unrounded vowel

- wu after rounded vowel [u, oo]

aa lake

watsix aayi caribou

ax t'aayi

de i

ax deiyi

g i 5 hoo

ax giShoowu

board

my board

road, trai 1

my road, trail

pig

my pig

A short high-tone vowel becomes a long low-tone vowel before the
possessive suffix C"-yi or -wu]

te

ax t e i y a

atxa

ax atxaayi

atsha

ax atsheeyl

rock

my rock

food

my food

song

my song

18



(cont inued)

ax lu

yeil lu

yeil loowu

a s hu

a shoowu

a tu

ax toowu

my nose

raven's beak

raven's beak

the end of it

half of it

inside it

my thinking, my mind

19



PLACE NAMES:

1. Wat s ix Shaay i

2. Janu Heeni

3. Janu Cheeni] Aayi

4. Tsalgi Tooli

5. Keitladi X'4at'i

6. S'eek Shaayi Heenak'u

7. T' a Yadi Aayi

8. T' a T le in Aay i

T' a Aak'u

T'a Aay i T le in

Gooch Aayi

Watsix Heeni

Xa lak' ach' Heeni

Tlaxaneis' Koovu

T laxanas'koowu

Ch* aak' Kudi

Xaay Goon

Caribou Mountain

Goat Creek

Goat Creek Lake

Gopher Knoll

Seagu 11 Is land

Black Bear Head Creek

Little Salmon Lake

Big Salmon Lake

Big Lake
Big Salmon Lake

Big Salmon

Wolf Lake

Caribou Creek

Porcupine Creek

Kingfisher Den

Eagle Bay -"Eagle Nest'

Beaver Lodge Pass

Geographic features often used in place names:

heen river, creek

heenak'w small creek

aa lake

20



(continued]

aak' w

X' a a t'

s haa

tool

goo ch

taxk

goon

kunageey^

geey

x' aa

x' aas

ish

21

little lake

island

mountain

knoll, hill (with trees)

hill (with buckbrush)

one-faced hill
\

spring (water)

bay

point

cliff

waterfall, strong rapids

hole in river



DIRECTIONALS;

ixde

nande

dakde

ikde

dakde

yande

d iyaade

k inde

y inde

ne iIde

gande

dakde

dakde

"2 2

go ing down river

going up river

going back away from
the water (river, lake)

going down to the shore
(beach)

going out into the lake
to the shore

going from the lake to
the shore

going to the other side
of the river, lake

going up

going down

going into the house

going out of the house

going to the back of the
house (inside)

going from the back of
the house out to the
front



up

down

ups tream

downstream

back

out

to the beach

to the shore

across

inside (home)

outs ide

toward

k 1 nde

yinde

nande

ixde

d4kde

dakde

ikde

yande

d iyaade

ne iIde

gande

23

naa form

keenaa

yeenaa

naanaa

iXinaa

d ig inaa

dig inaa

i£ inaa

keenax. a

yeenax. a

naanax. a

eexnax. a

daaknax. a

de ikeenax. a

eeknax. a

y annax. a

diyaanax. a

ne i Inax. a

gaannax. a



PLACE NAMES: around Carcross. Yukon

200

2 01;

202 .

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

Carcros s

Tagish Lake

Windy Arm

Tutsi Lake

Little Atlin Lake

Atlin Lake

Montana Mountain

Caribou Mountain

Nares Mountain

Crag Lake

Chootla Lake

(Crag Creek?]

Wheaton River

Marsh Lake

Teslin Lake

Nisutlin River

Teslin (Village)

Wolf River/Red River

24

Naataase Heen

Taagish Xayi

Cheizhele' (Tagish)

T'ooch' Aayi (Charcoal Lake)

Xaat Tlein Xayi
(Big Fish Lake)

Aa Tlein (Big Lake)

Tsalgi Shaayi
(Gopher Mountain)

Watsix Shaayi

Takaadi T'ooch'
(Rocks 1 ide Charcoa 1 Mountain)

X'eis'awaa Shaayi
(Ptarmigan Mountain)

Kaxweix Aayi
(Highbush Cranberry Lake)

Man Choodla
("Little Lake" in Tagish)

Kaxveix Heeni
(Highbush Cranberry Creek)

Giise Tu'
("Jackpine Water" in Tagish)

Titl'eileis
("sandy beach at the end" in Tagish)

Deisleen Aayi

N i laseen (Heeni)

A x'aka (on its mouth)

L'eix'w Heeni
(Ochre River)



OTHER PLACE NAMES:

Taku River

Nakina Lake

Inklin River

Sloko Lake

Squanga Lake

Kusawa

Kiuane

3 Aces

Jubilee Mountain

Mount White

Takhini

Hootchi Lake

25

T'aaku

Naak' ina. aa

Heen Tlein

L' oox' u Aay i

Dasgvaange

Koosawu Aa (narrow lake)

Lux. aani
(comes from loox aani
Whitefish land country)

Tleinax Tawei (lone sheep)

K' iyan (hemlock at the base)

Sinwaa

Taxheeni (from teix heeni
"broth from boiled food")

Hooch' i Xayi (last lake)



DICTATIONS;

g/k/k' g/k/k'

1. gan f irewood k' a t e i 1 pi tcher

2. k' ee1j aa storm Wind ^agaan sun

3. koon hero kook box

4. ke i 11 dog keedu dam

5. k' ade in we 11 k' e ik'w tern

6. goon spring water gukl' swan

7. kl 4kw small owl gaax she's cry ing

8. gaa 1' c lam k'e ikaxwe in flower

9. kake in woo 1 k'anaaxan fence

10. k'ats' sharp edge kut'aay hot weather

tl' /I' ts'/s'

1. tr eek ^ finger s'iksh Wild hellebore

2. 1'ee x'wan socks s' ix' p late, dish

3. t1'atk land ts'ats'ee b ird

4. t r aak'wach' Wild rhubarb ts' 00 taat morning

5. I'al jackpine s' ige idi beaver

6. 1' e i w s and S'60s'ani s pruce cone

7. tl' ei 1 milt ts'ootsxan Tsinshen

8. 1' oof tongue s ' eek black bear

9. I'eedi tail s' e enaa lamp

10. t r uk' X worm, snake s • e 1' • rubber

26



k' /x' k'/x'

1. x' aan anger k' watl pot

2. k'ade in we 11 x'aakw salmon that
has turned

3. K'iyan Jub i lee Mtn x'a^weinaa napk in

4. X' e e s ' tangle k'eik'W sea pigeon

5. x' aa po int x- as' j aw

6. k' 6ox marten x' oon punk

7. X"aax' apple k'e ikaxwe in flower

8. x' oow blanket x' aan fire

9. k' ee 1 j aa storm Wind k'anaaxan fence

10. k'wa Ix fern rhizome x' eex' wa 1' safety pin

a/aa ••

a/e i

1. kat spear head te stone

2. kaak mother's de i road
brother

3. tas thread 11 e i n big

4. gan f irewood s e voice

5. gaan outside gwe i 1 bag

6. has . them ne i 1 home

7. shal spoon we that

8. shaal fish trap y e i 1 raven

9. taakw Winter, year she blood

10. s haa mountain te i 1 pitch

•2 7



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

i/ee

dis

kie s

H

t e e 1

hit

in

xeen

see

Shi

i s h

d/t/t'

de i

t' a a

dis

te ix'

t' eex'

taakw

daanaa

T'aaku

9. tawei

10. dool

moon

bracele t

don't!

shoe

house

flint

fly

do 11

song

u/oo

shu

goon

un

lu

kut

oosh

y 00

tool

du

hole in river luk

road

board

moon

heart

ice

Winter

money

taku

mtn sheep

crane

dl/tl/tl'

tleik'

d le i t

tl'atk,

t lakv

tl'uk'x

d laa

t laa

T 1' anaxeedakw

tleil

d luwkat

28

end

spring of water

s h o o t it!

nose

nest

if only

like that

hill

his/her

drink (coffee)

no

snow

earth

aIways

worm

gee !

mother

my th i ca 1
woman

not

careful 1y.



dz/ts/ts'

1. dze i t ladder

2. ts in muskrat

3-

4.

ts•ats'ee

t s eek

bird

barbecue stick

5. dzisk'w owl. moose

6. dzant i flounder

00

. tsook'

ts• oo taat

again

morning

9. . dzaas thonging

10. Ts • ootsxan

j/ch/ch'

Tsimshian

g/k/k'

i: chookan grass k' ink' stink fish head

2. ch'aak' eagle kees . brace let

3. ch'00 ye i the same way gaas' post

4. j anu mtn goat goon spring water

5. chaan mother-in- law k' oox marten

6. ch'aakw long ago kat s powdered
c lam shells

7. jaaj i snowshoe k' ei we 11

8. j igve inaa hand towel koox rice

9. ch'eet diving bird k' i daaka aa one next door

10. chaas' sockeye salmon goox 5 lave
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Yukon Native Language Centre
Tlingit Literacy Session
October 13-15, 1993

Review of changes to the writing system:

1. Underline consonants —> consonant plus h
X ~> xh

g ~> gh
k -> kh

2. Long vowels are written with a single letter and a mark.
aa —> a

ei —> e

ee —> 1

ou —> 6 (rarely used)
00 —> u

3. "Indian l"(n 1-> 1 '

Vowels

a as in mama

e as in cafe
i as in Fifi

u as in Lulu

Think of these vowels as they sound rather than how they look.

1. at thing
2. te rock

3. de road

4. hit house
5. hin water

6. shii end

7. lin shoot it

8.
ys N

una gun

9. sa name

10. ta sleep



Dictation

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

an

jun
gan

gen

tan

set

wushka
washka

ish

gut
sa

10. ta

town

dream

wood

wood (Carcross)
sea lion

necklace

cheek (outside) (Teslin)
cheek (outside) (Carcross)
dad

dime

name

sleep

dog
puppy (Teslin)
puppy (Carcross)
puppy (Atlin)
daylight (Teslin)
daylight (Carcross?)

ketl

kedladi

kedledi
ketlyadi
kagan
kegen

hat wutuwa.at

hkt wutuwa.et

hat kamtuwa.ets'

hM kawtuwa.ets'

we came here (Teslin)
we came here (Carcross)
we came slowly (Teslin)
we came slowly (Carcross)

du sha

she

his/her head

blood



Consonants

m

d dl dz j g gh
t tl ts ch k kh

tr ts' ch' k' kh'

s sh X xh

r s' x' xh'

n 1 y w

Vowels a, e, 1, u, —and only sometimes o. These are very basic.

1. atli mother (Teslin)
etli mother (Carcross)

2. tsin muskrat

3. h'ta knife

4. y^ raven/crow

5. shal- spoon (Teslin)
she} spoon (Carcross)

6. xedu comb

7. diet snow/white
8. chi'}- cache

9. dux sinew

10. tn shoe

Reading and Translation Practice:

1. as daluni
2. gishu tayi
3. gijuk kiidi
4. an dat kanahik

an dM kenahik
5. dana dakagweii
6. at shakamdligan

et shakawdligan
7. gandadagugu

gendadegugu

tree bark

bacon

golden eagle nest
monkey (Teslin)
monkey (Carcross)
purse

strolling around (Teslin)
strolling around (Carcross)
woodpecker (Teslin)
woodpecker (Carcross)



^ 8. taskadliyi backstrap (Teshn)
teskedliyi backstrap (Carcross)

9. xun kayena buzz toy (Teslin)
xun keyena buzz toy (Carcross)

fl 10. xwasda yakw canvas boat
•U

•' Dictation: (g) and (gh)
1. gan outside

1 2. ghach rug

3. gan wood (Teshn)

1 wood (Carcross)
4. guch hill

jl 5. ghuch wolf

6. ghewii fishnet

A 7. gusu where is it

' 8. ghitgha spruce needles
m 9. gun gold
1 10. ghatl pilot bread

Dictation: (k) and (kh)
m 1. kha man

m 2. ka car

3. kiji'n five

1 4. khidu beaver dam

5. khusti living
1 6. kushda land otter

7. khuk box

W 8. kani brother/sister-in-law

* 9. kutiya totem pole
» 10. khena

1

1

awl



1 5

f
fl Dictation: (x) and (xh)

X and xh at the beginning of a word :

^ 1
1. xana evening

I 2. xhat fish

3. xuts grizzly bear
A 4. du xhik his/her shoulder
" 5. du xhuni his/her relative/friend
M 6. xun north wind
1 7. xhat me/I

8. xedu comb

1 9. xwasda canvas

10. du xhan
1

with him/her, his/her place

m

Dictation: (x) and (xh) at the end of a word:
• X and xh at the end of a word:

1 1. stux stove (Teslin)
sdux stove (Carcross)

a 2. alyexh he/she is fixing/making it
3. kuyex whiskeyjack/camprobber

— 4. i xh grease/oil (Teslin)
1 exh grease/oil (Carcross)

5. guxh slave

1 ,6. dux sinew

7. tinx stoneberries

1 8. ghaxh rabbit (Teslin)
• gaxh rabbit (Carcross)
m . 9. tlx fleas
1 10. dexh two

1
a 1. ghaxh he/she is crying
I 2. kux rice

• 3. du uxh his/her tooth/teeth



4. uxja wind
5. I'xde down river/south

6. ih dirty/yuck!
7. du shatxh her older sister (Teslin)

du shetxh her older sister (Carcross)
8. wunexh it healed — he/she is better/we
9. tlaxh mold

Dictation: (k) and (kh):
I du wakh his/her eye
2. sik belt

3. sukh moss

4. dakh back/behind/inland

5. ikh down towards the shore, bank
exh down towards the shore, bank

6. du nakh away from him/her
7. a shak head of a river/head waters

8. de yi'k in the trail/road

9. kukh pit
10. diikh cottonwood/poplar

After the break we did the glottahzed sounds then we worked on the
handout: "Tlingit Language Lessons Level 1". (See page 17.)



Thursday:
VOWELS

a (mama)
e (nescafe)
i (Fifi)
u (Lulu)

CONSONANTS

Stops
Plain d dl dz j g gh
Aspirated t tl ts ch k kh

t' tr ts' ch' k' kh'

Fricatives s sh X xh

s' x' xh'

m n 1 y w

Possessed Form

hit house axh hi'di

ketl dog axh kedli

XtJtS grizzly bear axh xudzi

ghuch wolf axh ghuji
sik belt axh sigi
ghakh lynx axh ghaghi

Rule:
If the first vowel has a high tone the second one doesn't.

Aspirated stops become plain stops before vowels like - i

tl'atk
tl'etk

land
land

Rounded Sounds:
yakw boat
tlekhw berry
gaw drum/time

axh tl'atgi (Teslin)
axh tl'etgi (Carcross)

axh yagii
axh tleghu
axh gawil



Nasal Sounds:

gaw drum/time axh gawu
1 9^^

few sand axh Tewu

nuw fort axh nuwii

tay garden axh tayi
tay fat axh tayi
xhay beaver lodge s'igedi xhayi
dliy meat (beaver) s'igMi dliyi
tiy patch axh tiyi
ri blanket axh fiyi

(for potlatch)

Nasal Sounds in the middle of a word:

axh gati
axh gayti
axh geyit1

wudixwetl

xhat wudixwetl

imdixwetl

iwdixwetl

xhat wusitin
amsitin

awsitin

pick it up
you guys pick it up (Teslin)
you guys pick it up (Carcross)

he/she is tired

I am tired

you are tired (Teslin)
you are tired (Carcross)

he saw me

he saw her (Teslin)
he saw her (Carcross)

System of markinp^ the vowels:
low tone high tone

short a a

long a a

Old wSvstem

haat has uwa.at

at has woo.aat

Revised System

hkt has uwa.at

at has wu.at

they came here

they are walking
around

8



Old System

aade has gug.a.aat
aade has gu^a.at ye

haat uwagiit

at woogoot

aade gugagoot

aade gugagut ye

Yanyeidi
Yanyeidee

Revised System

ade has gugha.at they'll go there
Me has gugha.at ye the place that they

will go to

hat uwagiit

at wugut

Me gughagut

ade gughagut ye

YanyMi
Yanyedi

he/she came here

he/she is walking
around

he/she will go there

the place where
he/she will go

Clan name

Clan name

COMPOUND NOUNS:
The stem of a noun may be shortened when it occurs in a compound
or incorporated into a verb.

heen shaak

heen shak.aayi

haa shagoon

hin shak

hin shak.ayi

ha shagun

ye awe ha
shagunkawaha

head of river

lake at the head

of a river

our background/
heritage
that's our heritage
/culture



1

10

1
• Dictation:

^ . 1. du xhiyi pack sack
1 2. xhiy pack

3. du nawu his booze
• 4. naw booze

5. a kayi its measurement

1 6. kay mile
7. detuwu a reader (Carcross)

datiwu a reader (Teslin)
1 8. detuw he is reading (Carcross)

datiw he is reading (Teslin)
1 9. a t'awii its feather

10. t'aw

1
feather

1 Dictation:

1 1. t'a king salmon
2. dexh two

• 3. t'aw feather

• 4. t'exh hook

a 5. a dugii its fur/skin

B 6. du t'ugii his/her baby pack/cradle
^ 7. at'acht he/she is slapping it (Teslin)
1 at'echt he/she is slapping it (Carcross)

8. dana money

I 9. t'aka on the floor
10. t'uch'

1

1

black/charcoal



Dictation:

1. du dlak'
2. du trekh

du tl'ikh

3. tl'atk

tl'etk
4. diet kha

5. tl'etakhw kha
6. watsi'x dliyi
7. a tl'eh
8. dlegu

Dictation

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

ts'utat
dzet

ts'atsi

ts'axwel"

dzas

ts'ighini

Dictation:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

jaji
a ch'adu

ch'akw

jighwena
ch'in

ch'ak'

junkhu
chu

ch'it

ji'k'a

his sister
his/her finger (Carcross)
his/her finger (Teslin)
land (Teslin)
land (Ca;rcross)
white person
good virtuous person
caribou meat

fish milt

lullabye

morning
ladder/bridge
bird

small crow

string
magpie

snowshoes

black epidermis of moose hide
long ago
towel

ribbon

eagle
in a dream

more/still

diving bird
baby pack

11



VOWELS

short
low high

long
low high

a

e

i

u

Dictation

a

e

1

u

a

e

1

u

1. kux marten

2. guxh slave

3. gwel bag
4. k'itja south wind

5. gan firewood (Teslin)
gen firewood (Carcross)

6. k'wat' eggs

7. gishu pig
8. k'inashii sharp pain
9. k'l'nk' fermented/aged salmon
10. k'wal-xh ferns

Dictation

1. ghayes' iron

2. kh'isha baseball bat
3. ghewu fish net

4. kh'anaxhan fence

5. ghagan sun

6. ghitgha spruce needle
7. kh'ekaxwen flower

8. ghat silver salmon

9. kh'ahyel liar

10. ghata trap

a

e

1
/\

u

12



Friday
Practice

adaxh after that

at thing
at paternal aunt
a lake

de already
te rock

de road
de how about...

ihi don't

she song
ye yati it is so
SI doll

tsu again
shu end

ch'u more/still
wu father-in-law

Vowel Markings

no mark on vowel means —low and short

(' ) means high and short
(' ) means low and long
(^ ) means high and long

Dictation - (tl) and
1. tl'atk earth/world (Teslin)

tl'etk earth/world (Carcross)
2. rak dress

3. du fit his tail

4. du tl'ikh his finger (Teslin)
du tl'ekh his finger (Carcross)

5. du rut' his tongue

13



6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

du tl'ikhtlen
du tl'ekhtlen

I'ex

fexh

tl'ak'

few

middle finger (Teslin)
middle finger (Carcross)
aluminum

dance

wet

sand

a da yas.exh he/she is examining it

ixh

exh

oil (Teslin)
oil (Carcross)

du uxh

uxja
his tooth/teeth
wind

ikh copper (Teslin)
ekh copper (Carcross)
adekh he's challenging
ikh down toward the shore/coast (Teslin)
ekh down toward the shore/coast (Carcross)

In the new writing system you never find two vowels together. If you
do you must separate them by a period (.). You can have two
consonants together.

Differences in Dialect

Teslin Carcross
datiw detuw he/she is reading
dahiin dehun he/she is selling
da.a de.a he/she is sitting
tledahin tlMehin once

dakhan dekhan quarrelling
at et thing
hin wat hin wat mouth of a river
xhat xhat me

14



Dictation: (ts) and (s')

1. sik black bear
2. s'ikh smoke (Teslin)

s'ekh smoke (Carcross)
3. tsutat morning
4. s'lksh false hellibore
5. ts'atsi bird (Teslin)

ts'ets'i bird (Carcross)
6. s'akh bone
7. s'uw green/blue
8. s'i eyebrow
9. ts'axwei small crow

10. du s'Mi his boss

Dictation: (k') and (x')

1. xux' book/paper
2. k'lnk' fermented salmon head
3. xuw blanket
4. x'at' island

5. k'iden good; well; carefully (Teslin)
k'eden good; well; carefully (Carcross)

6. x'ada file

7. kudas' shirt (Teslin)
kudes' shirt (Carcross)

8. x'likja steam/fog
9. x'an anger

10. a k'ats'i sharp edge (of a knife) (Teslin)
e k'ets'i sharp edge (of a knife) (Carcross)

Dictation: (kh') and (xh')

1. xh'an fire/red
2. kh'anaxhan fence
3. xh'ahat door

15



4. xhun diaper moss
5. kh'ich' scar

6. du xh'e his/her mouth
7. xh'wat' rainbow trout

8. kh'anashgide poor

9. kh'ekaxwen flower
10. xh'ix'wal' safety pin

Dictation: Tone Exercise (1)
1. xhat me

2. xhat fish
3. xhat root

4. sha head
5. sha mountain

6. sha women

7. til shoe

8. til scar

9. ikh copper

10. ikh down to the shore

11. ghaxh rabbit

12. ghaxh he/she is crying

Dictation: Tone Exercise (2)
1. gan outside
2. gan firewood (Teshn)

gen firewood (Carcros
3. gan ka smoke hole
4. du nawii his corpse
5. du nawu his booze

6. du tayi his/her sleep/fat
7. du tayi his garden
8. du tayi under him

9. yat'a it is warm

10. yat'a this one
11. du ayi his own
12. du ayi his lake

16



Greetings

1. How are you?

2. I am fine.

3. How about you?

4. Me too, I'm fine.

5. How is he/she?

6. He/she is fine.

7. How about ?

8. How is he/she?

9. He/she is fine.

Tlingit Literacy - October, 1993

September Lessons

Ma sa iyati?

Xhat yak'e.

Wa.e de?

Xhat tsu, xhat yak'e

Ma sa yati?

Yak'e.

de?

Ma sa yati?

Hii tsii yak'e.

Tlingit Basic Language Lessons Page 17



September Lessons

Weather

1. How is it outside?

2. It is sunny.

3. It is sunny and hot.

4. It is cloudy.

5. It is raining.

6. It is windy.

Tlingit Literacy - October, 1993

Ma sa khuyati?

Khumdigan.

Khumditaxh'.

Khuhgus'.

Sim dak wusitan.

Wuduwaniik.

Tlingit Basic Language Lessons Page 18



People

1. Who is this?

2. Who is that?

3. This is a man.

4. This is a woman.

5. This is a teenage boy.

6. This is a teenage girl.

7. This is a boy.

8. This is a girl.

9. This is a baby.

Tlingit Literacy - October, 1993

September Lessons

A saya or adu saya.

A sawe or adu sawe.

Kha aya.

Shawat aya.

Yadak'w aya.

.ShMk' aya.

Atk'iyatsk'u aya.

Shatk'iyatsk'u aya.

T'ukaneyi aya.

Tlingit Basic Language Lessons Page 19



September Lessons

Fish

1. What is this?

2. This is a fish.

3. This is a king salmon.

4. This is a grayhng.

Berries

1. What is this?

2. This is a berry.

3. This is a high-bush cranberry.

4. This a lowbush cranberry.

5. This is a stoneberry.

Tlingit Literacy - October, 1993

Da saya?

Xhat aya.

T'a aya.

T'asi aya.

Da saya?

Tlekhw aya.

Kaxwexh aya.

Itl'at aya.

/• / /

1 inx aya.

Tlingit Basic Language Lessons Page 20



September Lessons

Activities

1. What are you doing? Da sa ye da.i'ne?

2. I am fishing. Axhast'exh.

3. I am picking berries. Khuxhak'it'.

4. What is the boy doing? Da sa ye adane we yadak'w?

5. The boy is fishing. Ast'exh we yadak'w.

6. What is the woman doing? Da sa ye adane we shawat?

7. The woman is picking berries. Khuk'it' we shawat.

Tlingit Literacy - October, 1993 Tlingit Basic Language Lessons Page 21
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Tlingit Consonants

There are 46 consonants in the TUngit language, many more than in
English. Some are written with one letter, some with two or three, and
kh'w as in kh'watl 'pot', and xh'w as in xh'wat' 'down feathers' take four
letters.

The letter J as in tut 'fireweed', is not found in English. It is called 'Indian-
r, 'bar-l' or 'slash-l'. This consonant is made with the tongue in the same
position as for ordinary 1, but much air comes out around the sides of the
tongue, making a hushing sound. [Because coastal Tlingit has no ordinary
1, it simply uses the 1letter for the t sound, e.g., lul 'fireweed'.]

On the Consonant Chart the consonants are arranged in vertical columns
and horizontal rows.

The columns are arranged according to where the sounds are made in the
mouth, from the lips (labials) to the vocal chords (glottals). For example,
the consonants d, t, t' and n are all made in the same place with the tongue
tip touching the gums just behind the teeth.

The rows show how the sounds are made. It can be seen that t, ch, k, and
kh are all made in the same way. They are aspirated stops. The air flow is
stopped and then a puff of air (aspiration) is released.

There are three columns for rounded consonants. These are made in the
same way as their unrounded partners but in addition they have rounded
lips. So k is the same as kw except that kw has rounding.

The distinction between velar or 'front-k' sounds and uvular or 'back-k'
sounds is very important in Tlingit. Although English does not have this,
many languages of the world do, such as Turkish,

Inuit (Eskimo) and Georgian. The Tlingit name for velar is kha-k'ilAl'an
'roof of mouth'. The name for uvular is kha-nut'ayi 'uvula', which is the
thing hanging down at the back of your throat.

Glottal Stop
A glottal stop is made when the glottis or vocal chords close and release,
which is a little like what you do when you cough.

There are three ways of writing glottal stop in Tlingit.

1. In the middle of a word use a period to write glottal stop.

si.at' it is cold
we.e/wa.e you
nay.a (you folks) go!

-2-



khus.uk' playing house, playing with dolls
sayna.at person's name
khis.exh person's name

There is always a glottal stop between two vowels.

2. At the end of a word, the glottal stop is writtenwith apostrophe,
na' here!, take it!
hagwa' serves you right, that's what you get
he' (surprise, also he.e)

3. At the beginning of a word, the glottal stop is not written.

-3-



Tlingit Consonant Chart

Labial
lips

Alveolar
tongue tip behind teeth

Velar
middle of tongue against

roof of mouth

Uvular
back of tongue touches
uvula at back of throat

Glottal
vocal chords

• Stops
(stop off the breath)

rounded rounded rounded
(rate)

Plain 1 da
weasel

diet
snow

dzet
ladder,

nidge, stairs

jaji
snowshoes

gan
firewood

gw8t
bag

gha
(raven
call)

laghwan
tie it into

a bow

nay.a
{youfolks)

go!

ana.wech
usually) wear,

it

Aspirated
followed by
a puff of air

ta

sleep
tla

mother
tsats

bear root,
hedysarum

chan
mother-in-

law

k^i
brother/

sister-in-
law

kwey
mark,

landmark

kha
man

khwan
people

from

Glottalized
followed by a

pop

t'a
king

salmon

tl'atk
earth,
ground

ts'ats'i
bird

ch'ak'
eagle

k'mk'
fermented
fish heads

k'wat'
egg (not
fish egg)

kh'atel
pitcher

kh'wati
pot

Fricatives
(breath flows through narrow opening creating friction)

Plain
fireweed

sa

name

sha
mountain

xixch'
frog

xwe

whew!
xhat
me, 1

xhvt^agut
I went

has
they, them

ya-
nahwen
is swim

ming along
Glottalized
raised vocal

chords

rak
dress

s'ikh
smoke,
cigarette

x'ax'
apple

x'wan
longjohns

xh'6
mouth

xh'wai'
down

feathers

Sonorants
(softer, you can sing them continuously)

Nasal
air through

nose

ma-sa?
how?

na'
here; take

it

Nonnasal wakh
eye

daleyi
trout

ya
this



Tlingit Vowels
T=Teslin, C=Carcross, A=Atlin

The basic Tlingit vowels are a, e, i and u. An o occurs sometimes in
borrowed words and interjections.
The vowels can be long or short and have either high or low tone.

short
low

(no mark)

short
high

{-)

long
low

(-)

long
high

(-)

ch'a & a (4) £
just that, there yes sitting, lake

de te de de
already rock trail, road enough

i \\ di
A

1

your don't! tea yuck!

tsu tsu gishii (T, A) nashu
again also, too geshii (C) extends

pig

ho ho aho
thankyou I don't want to

(coast: I understand)

-5-



Nasalized Vowels

1. Irregular in expressions, e.g.,
4

'I'm not impressed'

4ho , 'Oh yeah!, Oh, I get it, I understand'

2. Nasalization rule for Teslin (not for Atlin or Carcross): Whenever a
syllable ends with a vowel plus y or w, the vowel is nasalized. This is
found with the combinations:

ay aw

ey ew

iy iw

— uw

Examples:
tay fat
tay garden
xhay beaver lodge, sweat bath

yay whale

kwey mark, landmark

dliy meat

kiy knee

t'iy elbow

tty chin

gaw drum; clock, hour, time

haw oh?, oh! (also ham)

haw bough

naw alcohol, booze

few sand

-6-



siw, Sim (T) rain

suw (C) rain

datiw (A) he's reading
datiw, datuw (T) he's reading
detuw (C) he's reading
s'uw blue-green
tuw-slna candle

Note: There is no nasahzation in hay' 'how much?, how big?'
possibly because it ends in glottal stop.

A Vowel Change

((noun stem-)stem-)stem

1/^ t
compounding head

stems stem

(unstressed) (stressed)

If a stem ends with e, it becomes a when it is in a compound preceding the
head stem, that is, preceding the last stem in the word. This rule has
exceptions.
xh'e mouth xh'a-da around the mouth, lips
se voice, neck sa-da around the neck

-7-



Some Words Borrowed From Chinook Jargon
T1 = Tlingit, CJ = Chinook Jargon, Fr = French

T1 nadakw

CJ ladap
Fr la table

T1 nakwnet

CJ lablet

Fr le pretre

T1 wanadu,
older nawadu

CJ lamadu

Fr la mouton

T1 wasus

S.Tl waswus

CJ masmus

T1 naw

CJ lam

Eng. rum

table

priest

sheep

cow

alcohol, booze

-8-



other Comments on Tlingit Language

The importance of tone. The place Hutshi has been thought to be Huch'i
Ayi 'last lake' but it is actually Huch'i Ayi 'last one'. When packing,.this
was the place to put the last stuff.

mhm' annoyed

?hr

hayin! said to a baby? (coast: haek)
hedlaw (C) my goodness!
hadl6(T) my goodness!
aho (C) 'I don't want to'

ahd de(T) 'I don't want to'

4hQ 'Oh yeah! Oh, I get it, I understand'

The tone on sa in words like da-sa 'what' or ma-sa 'how' is especially high
because it marks a question. But we do not have to write this special height
because it is predictable.

Being Lucky:

lixhetl

lixhedli

wulixhetl

gaxhlaxhetl

Lixhetl ya tl'atk

Dikankhawu, laxhetl ha-jit-ti

he/she/it is lucky or fortunate
it is lucky, brings good luck, fortune (coast)

he/she is lucky, blessed
let him/her be lucky, get lucky, ge blessed

-9-



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Listen to each example. Write [ d ] and [ t ] and [ t' ] as you hear
them.

L te 1. rock

2. t'a 2. board

3. de 3. road

4. tat 4. night

5. t'uk 5. baby bag

6. d^a 6. money

7. t'ish 7. skin stretcher

8. tS 8. shoe

9. dush 9. cat

10. tat' 10. junco (bird)

- 10-



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /d/ /t/ /t'/ as you hear them in the following:

Yukon College
Box 2799

, _ Whitehorse, Yukon
JF Canada YIA5K4

Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403)668-8825



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Listen to each example. Write [ dl ] and [ tl ] and [ tl' ] as you hear
them.

1. dlmkwat

2. tlakw

3. tlakw

4. dliy

5. tl'ikh

6. diet

7. m

8. tl'atk

9. dlak'

10. tl'ak'

L carefully

2. quickly

3. always

4. meat

5. finger

6. snow; white

7. not

8. land

9. man's sister

10. wet wood

- 12-



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /dl/ /tl/ /tl'/ as you hear them in the following:

Yukon College
Box 2799
Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada YIA 5K4
Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403)668-8825

carefully quickly always

// t\\
not

KM ® MUJ W



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Listen to each example. Write [ dz ] and [ ts ] and [ ts' ] as you hear
them.

L dz^ti 1. flounder

2. tsik 2. roasting stick

3. tsu 3. also

4. dzas 4. babiche

5. ts'utat 5. morning

6. kuts'in 6. mouse

7. dzet 7. ladder

8. latsin 8. strength

9. lits'a 9. smells good

10. tsa 10. seal

- 14-



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /dz/ /ts/ fts'I as you hear them in the following:
iTVogw
tgru

Yukon College
Box 2799
Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada YIA SK4
Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403)668-8825

also

strength



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Listen to each example. Write [ j ] and [ ch ] and [ ch' ] as you hear
them.

1. ch'it 1. diving bird

2. jiin 2. dream

3. cha 3. term of respect for brother-in-law

4. jegit 4. jacket

5. chunet 5. arrow

6. ch'akw 6. long ago

7. jaji 7. snowshoes

8. ch^ 8. stink

9. ch'ak' 9. eagle

10. janwu 10. goat
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /)•/ /ch/ /ch'/ as you hear them in the following:

term of respect
for brother-in-law

Dmtve
latiguaae

m

Yukon College
Box 2799
Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada YIA SK4
Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403) 668-8825

long ago stink #



1

1
•

Tlingit Listening Exercise

Listen to each example. Write
• them.

. g ] and [ k and [ k' ] as you hear

• 1. gan L outside

• 2. Iflt 2. killer whale

• 3. kaken 3. yam

' 4. k'ux 4. marten

• 5. kux 5. rice

• 6. gut 6. dime

• 7. k'ilja 7. Chinook wind

® 8. kast 8. barrel

• 9. k'iden 9. well

• 10. k'is^

1

1

10. boys

1
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /g/ /k/ /k'/ as you hear them in the following;

Yukon College
Box 2799
Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada YIA 5K4
Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403) 668-8825

m §0) well

10



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Listen to each example. Write [ gh ] and [ kh ] and [ kh' ] as you
hear them.

1. ghach

2. kh'atr

3. khidu

4. ghatl

5. kh'atel

6. ghitgha

7. khena

8. ghat

9. gh^di

10. khuti

1. rug

2. flat and thin

3. beaver dam

4. pilot bread

5. pitcher

6. pine needle

7. awl

8. sockeye

9. lynx

10. weather
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /gh/ /kh/ /kh'/ as you hear them in the following:

I]

%kgn
igtwacie

tm

Yukon College
Box 2799
Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada YIA 5K4
Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403) 668-8825

%



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Listen to each example. Write [ tl' ] and [ 1] as you hear them.

1. tl'atk 1. earth

2. i'ak 2. dress

3. tl'aden 3. sideways

4. tl'ikh 4. finger

5. i'ew 5. sand

6. I'a 6. breast

7. tl'eii 7. milt (fish semen)

8. al'm 8. hunting

9. tl'ughu 9. liver

10. tl'uk'xh 10. worm; bug
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /tlV and /I / as you hear them in the following:

I
)

MS}Native
(gnauaae

Yukon College
Box 2799
Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada YIA 5K4
Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403) 668-8825

BREAST MILT

r



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Listen to each example. Write [ ts' ] and [ s' ] as you hear them.

1. s'lis' 1. harlequin duck

2. ts'ats'i 2. bird

3. s'lx' 3. plate

4. s'axh 4. bone

5. iits'a 5. smells good

6. ts'iitat 6. morning

7. s'et' 7. rubber

8. s'ikhd^et 8. pipe

9. s'l 9. eyebrow

10. alts'ik' 10. pinches it
(holds between thumb
and forefinger)

-24-



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /tsV and /sV as you hear them in the following;

RUBBER

Yukon College
Box 2799
Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada YIA SK4
Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403) 668-8825



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Listen to each example. Write [ k' ] and [x' ] as you hear them.

L asx'ix' L tearing off (meat) from
bone with teeth.

2. k'mk' 2. fermented fish heads

3. x'at' 3. island

4. k'e 4. goodness

5. x'a 5. point

6. x'ux' 6. paper

7. k'tix 7. marten

8. k'ilja 8. chinookwind

9. x'ax' 9. apple

10. x'us' 10. club (weapon)
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /kV and /xV as you hear them in the following:

GOODNESS

IS=r

M
Whitehorse, Yukon

LUnClUClClC Canada Y1A5K4/ i" / Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403) 668-8825

College

n%

'Zr )

n o
'W



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Listen to each example. Write [ kh' ] and [ xh' ] as you hear them

1. xh'ak

2. kh'ekh'w

3. xh'us

4. xh'e

5. kh'atiyet

6. xh'ix'wal'

7. kh'wM

8. xh'ahini

9. xh'in

10. kh'atel

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

canyon

tem (bird)

foot

mouth

is a liar

6. pin

7. pot

8. saliva

9. willow-like plant

10. pitcher, jug
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /khV and /xhV as you hear them in the following:
P^tive

lui

Yukon College
Box 2799

/ —„^Whitehorse, Yukon
IGHCIUCICJC Canada Y1A5K4*— ^ / / ! Telephone (403) 668-8820

Facsimile (403) 668-8825

/ ^ IS A LIAR

'

SALIVA



Title

The Moose Hunt

Lucy Wren, Carcross

Dzisk'w-kaxh esx'ide yugut.
He is hunting moose.

pagel

Kha awe. We kha esx'ide yugut.
That is a man. The man is going hunting.

page 2

Dat-kaxh-sa esx'ide yugut? Dzisk'w-kaxh esx'ide yugut.
What is he going huntingfor? He is going huntingfor moose.

page 3

Gusu we una? Yadu una.

Where is the gun? Here is the gun.

page 4

A-yaxh et yugut.
He is walking by the lake.

Note: et yugut gets run together in normal speech so it sounds like
edugut.
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pages

Dzisk'w-xh'us.iti awsitin.

He sees moose tracks.

page 6

We khadzisk'w awsitin. We kha-dzisk'w hm edena.

The man sees a moose. The bull moose is drinking water.

page 7

We kha-dzisk'w we kha awsitin.

The bull moose sees the man.

pages

We kha-dzisk'w we kha-nakh khut-yujixix.
The bull moose runs awayfrom the man.

Note: khut-yujixix gets run together in fast speech so it sounds like
khudujixix.

Hedo! We kha we dzisk'w eyawsi.unxha.
The man shoots at the moose and misses.
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The Moose Hunt
Liz Smith and Margaret Bob, Teslin

Title

Kha dzisk'w at'to.

The man is hunting moose.

pagel

Q: Gude-sa ya nagut we kha ?
Where is the man going?

A: Asx'itde ya-nagut.
He is going hunting.

page 2

Q: Da-sa amsitin ?
What does he see?

A: Kha-dzisk'w amsitin.

He sees the bull moose.

page 3

Q: Gusu we una ?
Where's the gun?

A: Yadu una.

Here is the gun.
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page 4

Q: Gude-sa ya-nagut we kha ?
Where is the man going?

A: A xh^de ya-nagut ?
He is going towards the lake.

pages

Q: Da-sa amsitin?
What does he see?

A: Dzlsk'u-xh'us.iti amsitin.

He sees moose tracks.

page 6

Q: Ma-sa khuwanuk we dzisk'w ?
What is the moose doing?

A: Hin adana we dzisk'w.

The moose is drinking water.

page?

Q: Da-sa amsitin we dzisk'w ?
What does the moose see?

A: Dzisk'w kha amsitin.

The moose sees a man.
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pages

Q: Ma-sa khuwanuk we dzisk'w ?
What is the moose doing?

A: Kha-n^ khut-wujixix we dzisk'w.
The moose runs awayfrom the man.

Hedo! Kha dzisk'w ayamsi.unxha.
Gosh! The'man shot at the moose and missed.
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Tlingit Moieties

Moiety
The Tlingit belong to one of two major moieties or social divisions. These are Yel
'Crow' and Ghuch 'Wolf. It is a rule that youmarry someone from the opposite
moiety.

Clan

Within each moiety there are several clans.You inherit yourmother's clan. Important
possessions are the property of the clan, such as songs, names, emblems, houses,
regalia, stories and dances.

Yet ~ Crow

Clan Name,
Man of Clan

Deshitan Ishkitan Kiikhhitt^ Ghanaxh.adi

Woman of Clan Deshitan-shawau Ishkitan-shawu Kukhhittan-shawu Ghanaxh-sha

Primary Crest

Secondary
Crests

Slidedi

Beaver

Xixch'

Frog

Xhat fish
Tsaghsl' spear

Yel

Crow

Yel

Crow
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Ghuch -- Wolf

Dakht'awedi Yanyedi

Dakht'aw-sha Yanyedi-sha

(Teslin:)
Ch'ak' Eagle

Kit Killer Whale

(Teslin:)
Ghuch Wolf

(Atlin:)
Xuts Brown Bear

Ghanaxh.adi

(woman) Ghanaxhsha
Primary Crest Yet
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Chorus:

Jesus Loves Me

Jesus-ch xhat-sixhan xhwasiku.

Du-x'ux'uch ha-in kanik

At-yatx'i du-ayixh siti.

Hu litsin, tlel ha-ulchin.

4, Jesus xhat-sixh^

4, Jesus xhat-sixhan

A, Jesus xhat-sixhan

Du-x'ux'u ye-sh-kalnik.
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Our Grandparents' Land
Tlingit National Anthem

1. Ch'a-Me ye-unatigha-xha

Lest it be left desolate

ha-litk'w-has-am

our grandparents' land

a-kade xhat-sagaxhdu.axhch-a

My voice will always be heard (singing) on it.

Hu-he-ya ...

vocables

2. Da x'egha ch'a-yanaskha i-tuwu

Do speak your mind truthfully

axh-at-has, a-yaw e-yaw

my aunts (father's sisters), vocables

I-yeli-kax' xh'anghidagax'xhi

Make prayers for your Raven

Hu-he-ya ...

vocables
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Yukon Native Language Centre
Tlingit Literacy Session

October 30 - November 1,1996

Participants

• Name Indian Name Address Phone

Ms. Wimiie Atlin Dage Carcross, Yukon

I Ms. Margaret Bob Shuwutin Box 44
Teslin, Yukon

390-2570 work
390-2675 home

9 Ms. Ida Calmegane Khaxh'anshi Tagish, Yukon

• Mrs. Bess Cooley
w

Keyishf Yukon College

Mrs. Pearl Keenan

1
1

T'akhu Tla Apt. 207
100 Lambert Street
Whitehorse, Yukon
YIA 17,?

633-5529

Mrs. Jane Montgomery

1
YNLC
Whitehorse,Yukon

668-8820

• Ms. Emma Sam Wakhsani Whitehorse, Yukon 667-3737

B Mrs. Jessie Scarf Yadultm Whitehorse, Yukori 667-2022

Mr. Dan Shorty Khenaljux Box 1096
Whitehorse, Y.T.
YIA 5A5

633-5453

M Ms. Liz Smith Shkhindiya Box 75
Teslin, Yukon

390-2570 work
390-2675 home

g Mrs. Mamie Smith Shawtlaxh Carcross, Yukon

Mrs. Lucy Wren

1

1

Ghiich Tla Carcross, Yukon
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N3

S^ukon
Native
Igmuacjc

Jn\

Box 2799
Whiichorse. Yukon
Canada YIA 5K4
Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403) 668-8825

SCHEDULE

Native Language InstructorsTraining Session
October30 -November1,1996

Tlingit Literacy

TOGCTHEfl TOOAY-. FOR OURCXOOfteMTOUOftftOW

C CDUHGILDFTDKDHflllSTHATIDHS
'>* -IIMSUTUNDraVE W>ffTEHO[{Se.Yin<ON TEL:(M3)e«7-7nl
^ YUSM BUtHa5^^6^e5r7

Wednesday, October 30,1996 Thursday, October 31,1996 Friday, November 1,1996

9:00 a.m. INTRODUCTION

TLINGIT CONSONANT CHART

CLASSROOM EXERCISE
-d, t, t'

TLINGIT VOWELS

FISH CAMP CONTINUED (Carcross) CAMPING BOOKLET (Teslin)

10:45 a.m. CLASSROOM EXERCISE
-ts', s'
-tr, I'

LISTENING EXERCISE
-k, kh

FISH CAMP CONTINUED (Teslin)

LISTENING EXERCISE
-kh, xh

CAMPING BOOKLET CONTINUED (Teslin)

TLINGIT DICTIONARY
-English Index

12 noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 p.m. LISTENING EXERCISE
-k', x'

FISH CAMP BOOKLET
-Teslin

-Carcross

OLD & REVISED WRITING SYSTEM
-Writing Practice

EXCLAMATIONS

EXCLAMATIONS

TLINGIT DICTIONARY
-Looking up words

CAMPING BOOKLETCONTINUED (Tagish)

2:45p.m. TLINGIT NOUN DICTIONARY

FISH CAMP CONTINUED (Teslin)

CAMPING BOOKLET (Carcross) LISTENING EXERCISE

gh

VOTING GAME

CLOSING PRAYER
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Tlingit Literacy Session
October 30 - November 1,1996

ALPHABET

Old Revised Old Revised

aa
V

a g gh

ei
V

e k kh

ee
s

1 X xh

GO u 1 1

aa a 1 1

ei e

ee 1

6o u
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Tlingit Literacy Session
October 30 - November 1,1996

CONSONANTS

Stops:
Plain d dl dz j g gh

Aspirated t tl ts ch k kh

Glottalized t' tr ts' ch' k' kh'

Plain 1 s sh X xh

Glottalized 1' s' x' xh'

w y 1 m n

Fricatives:

Sonorants:

VOWELS

a a a a

e e e e

i 1
N,

1 1

u u
V

u u

-4-
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I Tlingit Literacy Session
October 30 - November 1,,1996

Classroom Exercise: d. t, f

d t t'

de road te rock t'a board

dana money tat night t'uk baby bag

dush cat tit shoe t'lsh skin stretcher

da sa what ta is sleeping t'a king salmon

da weasel tas thread(A) t'aw^ goose
tes sinew (C)

de already tay garden t'aw feather, quill

di tea tay fat t'at' unco

at dayi birch (A) tiy chin t'uk shoot it
et dayi birch (C)

til scar t'iy elbow

dis moon tu inside t'ukaneyi baby (A)
t'akwaneyi baby (T, C)
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ts'

Tlingit Literacy Session
October 30 - November 1,1996

Classroom Exercise: ts' and s'

ts'ats'i bird, song bird si eyebrow

ts'utat morning s'lX' dish

ts'ighini magpie s'lk black bear

ts'axwel small crow s'axw hat

lits'a smells sweet, is fragrant s'akh bone

s'axh groundhog

s'in carrots

s'ina light, lamp

s'udin type of mouse

s'agwat brown

s'lksh false hellebore

-6-
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Tlingit Literacy Session
October 30 - November 1,1996

1

•
Classroom Exercise: tl' and 1

1
tr 1'

" tl'ak' wet 1'^ dress

1 tl'aden
w

sideways I'ut' tongue

« tl'atk land I'ew sand

" tl'ikh finger(s) I'awsha eroded hill

• tl'ikhna.at thimble I'i x'wan socks

1 I'i Hudson Bay blanket

1
t'al
I'el

jackpine (A,T)
jackpine (C)

I'a breast

1

1
1
t

I'uk coho

1

-7-



k'unts'

k'lnk'

k'ux

k'e

k'isani

k'ilja

k'

Tlingit Literacy Session
October 30 - November 1,1996

Classroom Exercise: k' and x'

potato

stink head

marten

let me see it!

boys

Chinook wind (south)

-8-

x'a hitu

x'an

x'as

x'at'

x'ax'

x'un sa

x'ux'

x'uw

x'egha

point (of land)

anger

waterfall

island

apple

how many

paper, book

blanket

really, truly



Tlingit Literacy Session
October 30 - November 1,1996

Classroom Exercise: kh' and xh'

kh'

kh'wM cooking pot

kh'atel pitcher, jug

kh'anashk'ide poor

kh'atr flat

-9-

xh'

xh'ahat

xh'^

xh'ak

xh'an

xh'kiguk

xh'ayet

door

canyon

between

fire; red

by the fire

podatch; dishes
(gift)



Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Liz Smith and Ms. Margaret Bob

Listening Exercise: [ k ] and [ kh ]

Examples of [ k ]:

1. kijm L five

2. ketl 2. dog

3. sik 3. belt

Examples of [ kh ]:

1. kha 1. man

2. a khuwu 2. its den

3. khena 3. awl

-10-



g Listen to each sentence. Write [ k ] and [ kh ] as you hear
1 them.

1 L du tl'ikh 1. his/her finger

' 2. Mi

t
2. a nest

M 3. t'ukaneyi 3. baby

1 4. khas' 4. matches

5. ghakh
t

5. lynx

A 6. dakhes' 6. he/she is sewing

t 7. khutigus' 7. cloudy

8. kats'ak 8. squirrel

V

» 9. khusa.at' 9. cold

1 10. axh wakh

1

10.

-11-

my eye



Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /k/ and /kh/ as you hear them in the following:
iA/*
ignauaae

/ p f

r r
hO
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Liz Smith and Ms. Margaret Bob

Listening Exercise: [ g ] and [ gh ]

Examples of [ g

1. giich L hill

2. gan 2. wood

3. gan 3. outside

Examples of [ gh ]:

1. ghuch 1. wolf

2. ghan 2. look here

3. ghakh 3. lynx

-13-



Listen to each sentence. Write [ g ] and [ gh ] as you hear
them.

1. Gaxw xhatin.

2. Amdigan.

3. Ghaxh xhMn.

4. Khuligus'.

5. Ghakh xhMn.

6. Datgha sa it'un ?

7. Ya nagut.

8. Gusu we ghata ?

9. Ghaxh.

10. Ghanu.

1. I see a duck.

2. It's sunny.

3. I see a rabbit.

4. It's cloudy.

5. I see a lynx.

6. What are you going
hunting for?

7. He is walking along.

8. Where's the trap?

9. He is crying.

10. Sit down.

-14-
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /g/ and /gh/ as you hear them in the following:
^auve
[gmuaae



GUGHAXHI

Camping

Translated by
Margaret Bob, Liz Smith, Emma Sam, Bess Cooley

Illustrations by
Chris Caldwell

1991

This illustrated sequence is part of a series produced by:

Yukon Native Language Centre
Box 2799

Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada Y1A5K4

Phone (403) 668-8820
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Adu-saya ?
Who is this?

Khukawxhe aya.
This is Khukawxhe.

Gude-sa ya-nagut?
Where is he going?

A ghaxhiyi yede ya-nagut.
He is walking to where he is going to camp.

-17-
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Ma-sa khuwanuk ?

What is he doing?

Te akachak xh'an.iti-yis.
He is piHng up rocks for the fireplace.

-18-



Da-sa a-da-yu-tuyatank ?
What is he thinking about?

'Gusu ya tlaxch'.'
Where is the dry brush?

-19-
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Da-sa agha wugut ?
What did he go for?

Tlaxch' ayasaha.
He is gathering dry brush.

Gan tsu awat'i.
He found wood too.

-20-



Da-sa agha khusM ?
What is he looking for?

Khas'gha khushi.
He's looking for matches.

-21-



Khas' gi amsit'i ?
Did he find matches?

A, du-jintMe ye-adane.
Yes, he is putting them into his hand.

Sh-tugha diti.
He is pleased with himself.

-22-



Da-sa agas.i?
What is he cooking?

Suknen agas.i.
He is cooking bannock.

Suknen akawahin we gux'a ka.
He has mixed the batter in the can.

-23-



Du It gi yan.uwaha ?
Is he hungry?

tlaxh x'egha du it ym.uwaha.
Yes, he is hungry.

Yan jiyit xh'amdit'axh.
He is so hungry his mouth is wide open.

-24-



De yan uwa.i gi we suknen.
Has the bannock finished cooking?

yan uwa.i.
Yes, it has finished cooking.

Du tuwu yak'e suknen axhayi.
He is happy that he is eating bannock.

-25-
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Ma-sa des khuwanuk ?
What is he doing now?

Yan-at-wuxhayf xh'angugu wuta
After he finished eating he went to sleep by the fire.

De xiwa.at.
It's night time.

Khutghanaha kha dis duwatin.
You can see the stars and the moon.

-26-



GUGHAXHI

Camping

Translated by
Lucy Wren

Illustrations by
Chris Caldwell

1991

This illustrated sequence is part of a series produced by:

Yukon Native Language Centre
Box 2799

Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada Y1A5K4.

Phone (403) 668-8820
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Yedak'w esx'ide ya-nagut.
The young man is going hunting.

Hin-yaxh awe ya-nagut.
He is walking by the creek.

A ghwaxhide awe ya-nagut.
He's walking to where he's going to camp.

Kel.una awe esx'ide ya-nagut.
He's going hunting with no rifle.

-28-
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We a ghwaxhiyi ye shuxh ede.ak
He's making a fire where he's going to camp.

We te we xh'anda ayakawachak.
He piled rocks around the fire site.

A degiyge awe shuxh ede.^.
He's making a fire in the middle.

-29 -
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"Kel^h-tin gwa gi shut akhade.ak,'
ye awe tuwati.

"Maybe I should build a fire with dry branches,"
he thinks.
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Kelaxh awe hush-kade ye-edane.
He gathers up dry branches.

A-tin awe shut aguxhde.ak.
He'll build a fire with them.

-31 -
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Ha gusu ya axh-khas'i ?"
"Where are my matches?"

Du-ghultu awe khushi khas' kaxh,
tlel khas' du-ji.

He looks in his pocket for matches, but he doesn't have any
matches.
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We du-gweii tudaxh khas' awat'i.
He found some matches from his bag.

Khas' daket tudaxh du-jintade ye-edane.
He shakes the matches out of the match container into the palm of

his hand.

Du-tuwu sigu tsu et-shukh.
He's happy and he laughs.

-33-



Suknen awe agas.i.
He's cooking bannock.

We kets'uga-yet awe elshet.
He's holding the frying pan.

I-jm tse kiseg^ !
Be careful not to burn your hand!

-34-



Tlaxh x'egha uwalaxw suxh suknen agas.i.
Because he is really starving, he cooked the bannock fast.

We du-l'ut' du-xh'enaxh wulighekh.
His tongue is hanging out of his mouth.

-35-



Xh'anguk et a.
He's sitting by the fire.

We du-suknM axha.
He's eating his bannock.

Ch'u tie daxhgha awe daxh-axha we suknen.
He's eating the bannock two pieces at a time.

-36-



Suknen tlaxh k'iden awaxha.
He made a real good meal of the bamiock.

Adaxh awe xh'anguk yuta.
Then he went to sleep by the fire.

Tlaxh k'iden yuta.
He slept very well.

-37-
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XHAT A DUSXUGI YE

Fish Camp

Translated by
Margaret Bob and Liz Smith

Illustrations by
Susan McCallum

1991

This "Talking Book" is part of a series produced by:

Yukon Native Language Centre
Box 2799

Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada Y1A5K4

Phone (403) 668-8820
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Adu saya ? Jisku aya.
Who is this? This is Jisku.

Da sa ye ad^e ? Ast'exh awe.
What's he doing? He's fishing.
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Adu saya ya kha ? Jisku du ish awe.
Who is this man? He is Jisku's father.

Ma sa khuwanuk ? Ghewu ke anai.at.
What is he doing? He's pulling up the net.
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Adu saya ? Jisku du dlak' aya.
Who is this? This is Jisku's sister.

Da sa ye adkie ? T'asi ask'ixh't.
What is she doing? She is gaffing grayhng.
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Da sa ya anaiat we shatk'iyetsk'u ?
What is the young girl carrying?

Dexh t'asi ya anal.at.
She is carrying two grayling.

Gude sa ya anal.at ?
Where is she carrying them too?

Du Klk'u xhande anghaxashi yis.
To her grandma so she can cut them.

-42-
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Ma sa khuwanuk du tla ?
What is her mother doing?

Nadakw ka xhat axash.
She is cutting fish on the table.

Ma sa khuwanuk du sik' ?
What is her daughter doing?

Du tla ajilatm.
She's watching her mom work.

-43-



Da sa ye has adane ?
What are they doing?

Tlex' a xhat yande ashayati. Du kik' s'ikh ye
adane xhat tayi.

Oneof them is hanging fish. The younger sister is making smoke
under the fish.
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Da sa ya anasxhut' du hunxh ?
What is his older brother dragging?

Dukh ya anasxhut' xh'an kayis.
He is dragging cottonwood for the fire.

-45-



Ma tiyich saya at a Fido?
Why is Fido sitting there?

Xhat xuk du it uwaha, ach awe Fido at a.
He is hungry for dry fish, that's why Fido is sitting there.
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Ma tiyich sa as k'iyit ta ?
Why is he sleeping under the tree?

A amlixach xhat xuk du xh'exh ghaxhdutiyi,
ach awe wuta.

He gave up waiting for them to give him dry fish, that's why he
went to sleep.
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XHAT A DUSXtJGI YE

Fish Camp

Translated by
Lucy Wren

Illustrations by
Susan McCallum

1991

This "Talking Book" is part of a series produced by:

YukonNative Language Centre
Box 2799

Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada Y1A5K4

Phone (403) 668-8820
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Etk'iyetsk'u aya xhat est'exh
The boy is fishing.

Nes' xhat awdzit'exh.
He has caught three fish.
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Du ish ghewu ke enel.et.
His dad is pulling up the net.

Sheyedihen xhat awdzighew.
They caught a lot of fish.
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We du dlak' xhat daxh ak'exh'.
His sister is gaffing fish.

Dax'un xhat awe daxh awak'exh'.
She gaffed four fish.
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We hes du liik'w xhat daxh axash.
Their grandmother is cutting fish.

We du dachxh&ik' tsu dexh xhat ya enel.et.
Her granddaughter is carrying two fish too.

-52-
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We hes du tla xhat aguxhsexuk.
Their mother is going to dry fish.

We nad^w ka awe xhat daxh axash
She is cutting fish on the table.

We du sik' khu.a esh jiletm.
Her daughter is watching her work.

-53-



We du sik' xhat yende asheyeti.
Her daughter is hanging fish.

We tlex' a du sik' xhat teyi shuxh ede.ak.
Her other daughter is making fire under the fish.
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We kha awe xhat teyide ch'M' gen aya.
The man is packing willow wood for under the fish.

-55-



We ketl tsu xhat xuk du it uwaha, ech awe
kha deyin et a.

The dog is hungry for dry fish too, so he's sitting facing them.
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We etk'iyetsk'u ch'M' gen aya iti yudixwetl,
ech awe as k'it shestan.

The boy is tired after packing willow wood, so he is lying down
under a tree.

-57-



Tlingit Literacy Session
October 30 - November 1,1996

EXCLAMATIONS!

uhu.u

hedlo

hdhohd )
huhuhu )

he

ne

hdho cha

cha

haw

hMia )
hmhm )

M

cha dagu

edlaxhadle

edlaxhadle-e

hay

hihihy^

aho de

oh how cute!
oh how small!

oh my goodness!

(pain)

(response to someone calling one's name)

term of endearment between
married couples

term of affectionate respect

really!

Oh yeah?

I'm not impressed!

You don't say!

irritation

exasperation (Oh, for crying out loud!)

How big!

(extreme irritation)

(when someone asks you to do
something you really don't want to do)
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SCHEDULE

Native Language InstructorsTraining Session
November 8 -10,1999
Tlingit In-Service
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Monday, November 8,1999 Tuesday, November 9,1999 Wednesday, November 10,1999

9:00 a.m. PRAYER

REVIEW CONSONANT CHART & VOWELS

LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS

ch, ch'

LISTENING EXERCISE

t, t'
ACTIVITIES
Practice

LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS

I, I'

LISTENING EXERCISE
s, s', sh

10:45 a.m. LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS
d, t, f

LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS

S' k/ k'
LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS
X, x'
xw, x'w

12 noon limch lunch Itmch

1:00 p.m. LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS
dl, ti, tr

LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS
gw, kw, k'w

LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS
ch, kh, kh'

LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS
xh, xh', xhw
xh'w, m, n, 1, w, y

2:45 p.m. LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS
dz, ts, ts'

HOMEWORKASSIGNMENT WORD LISTS

LISTENING EXERCISES - WORD LISTS
ghw, khw, kh'w

LISTENING EXERCISE - WORD LISTS
glottal stop, h

CLOSING
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Tlingit Consonant Chart

Labial
lips

Alveolar
tongue tip behind teeth

Velar
middle of tongue against

roof of mouth

Uvular
back of tongue touches
uvula at back of throat

Glottal
vocal chords

Stops
(stop off the breath)

rounded rounded
(rare)

(Note: 2)
Plain da

weasel
diet
snow

dzet
ladder,

bridge, stain

jaji
snowshoes firewood

gwel
bag

gha
(raven
call)

laghwdn
tie it into

a how

nay.d
{youfolks)

go!

ana.wech

it

Aspirated
followed by
a puff of air

ta
sleep

tia
mother

tsats
bear root,
hedysarum

ch^
mother-in-

law

kani
brother/
sister-in-
law

kwey
mark,

landmark

kha
man

khwan
people
from

Glottalized
released with a
jopping sound

t'a
king

salmon

tra&
earth,
ground

ts'ats'i
bird

ch'ak'
eagle

k'rnk'
fermented
fish heads

k'wdt'
egg (not
fish egg)

kh'atel
pitcher

kh'wM
pot

(bre;
Fricatives

ath flows through narrow opening creating friction)

Plain mi
fireweed

sa

name

sha
mountain

xixch'
frog

xw8
whew!

xhdt
me, I

xhwagut
I went

hds
they, them

ya-
nahwen
is swim

ming along

Glottalized
produced with
vocal chords

closed

dress

s'ikh
smoke,
cigarette

x'ax'
apple

x'wdn
longjohns

xh'6
mouth

xh'wat'
down

feathers

Sonorants
(softer, you can sing them continuously)

Nasal
vibration
through

nasal cavity

ma-s^?
how?
(Note 2)

na'
here; take

it

Nonnasal
eye

daleyi
trout

ya
this

•Note 1: rounded w and hw do not occur in the Teslin dialect
♦Note 2: m does not occur in the Carcross dialect



Tlingit Vowels
T=Teslin, C=Carcross, A=Atlin

The basic Tlingit vowels are a, e, i and u. An o occurs sometimes in borrowed
words and interjections.
Thevowels canbe long or shortandhave either high or low tone.

short short long long
low high low high

(no mark) (' ) (^) (^)

ch'a a a(|) a

just that, there yes sitting, lake

de te de de awe
already rock trail, road that's enough!

•

1 tf di
A

1

your don't tea yuck!

tsu tsu gishu (T.A.) n^shu
geshu (C)

again also, too pig extends

ho ho aho
thank you I don't want to

(coast: I understand)
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Yukon Native Language Centre
Tlingit Literacy

November 8-10, 1999

D
1. a) Axh yawashu we de.

b) A yaxhxh yawashu we de.

2. Tlekha d^a axh jit his'.

The road goes through there.

The road goes along the shore
of the lake.

Loan me twenty dollars.

3. We shatk'iyatsk'u dush at amsinuk.(T)The girl is carrying a cat
We shatk'iyatsk'u dush at awsihuk.(C) around.

4. Das'a wakht wujixix we ghaxh. (T) The rabbit ran into the snare.
Das'a wakh yujixix we gaxh. (C)

5. Dis yan uwawat. (T)
Dis yen yawawat. (C)

1. We te ke ghix'!

2. Tkt yin at wugut we s'lk. (T)
lat yin et yugut we s'ik. (C)

3. Til xh'usdaxh amdiyikh. (T)
Til xh'usdaxh awdiyekh. (C)

The moon is full.

Throw the rock!

The black bear is walking
around in the middle of the
night.

He took off his shoes.

4. We tit tut amsikhuxh du yagu. (T) She ran (steered) her boat into
We tit tut awsikhuxh du yagu. (C) the wave.

5. Dzisk'u tayi aklas'ukxh. (T)
Dzisk'u tayi ekles'uk. (C)

She's rendering fat. (by frying
it).
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1. T'a axash. (T)
T'a exash. (C)

He's cutting a board.

2. a) T'ukaneyi t'uk tude amsinuk. (T) She put the baby into the baby
carrier.

T'ukweneyi t'uk tude awsinuk. (C)

b) T'uk in ya analjik' we
t'ukaneyi. (T)

T'uktm ya enetjik' we
t'ukweneyi. (C)

3. At dugu t'lsht awati. (T)
Et dugu fish awati. (C)

4. T'at' hat kamdlihich. (T)
T'at' hat kawdliyich. (C)
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She's packing the baby on her
back with a baby carrier.

She put a skin on the
stretcher.

The junco Gingo) flew here.



DL
1. We atk'iyatsk'u dlinkwat attm

du mk'w. (T)

We etk'iyetsk'u dluwket ettm
du lilk'w. (C)

2. Dzisk'u dliyi awe xhasaxi^. (T)
Dzisk'u dliyi awe xhasexuk. (C)

3. Axh dlak' khus.uk'.

4. Diet dak wusitan. (T)
Diet d^ yusiten. (C)

5. Dlagwatin xhwat^ we xhat.

TL

1. Tlakw ya nashix. (T)
Tlakw ya neshix. (C)

2. Axh tla nelde ya nagut. (T)
Axh tla nelde ya negut. (C)

3. Tletu te kat ishkh^. (T)
LeM te ket ishkh^. (C)

4. Yu ixina hit tlen at da.a. (T)
Yu ixina hit tlen et de.a. (C)

5. Tlaxch'i in shut ada.ak. (T)
Tlaxwch'i in shuxh ede.ak. (C)

The boy is taking (good) care
of his grandfather.

I am drying moose meat.

My sister is playing (with
dolls, playing house, etc.).

I speared the fish.

She's running fast.

My mother is going/walking
home.

-Abutterfly is perched on a
rock.

A big house is standing there
downriver.

He's making a fire with dry
branches
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TL'

1. We tl'atk wuditl'ak'. (T)
We tl'etk yuditr^'. (C)

2. Kijm yati du tl'ikh. (T)
Kijm yeti du tl'ikh. (C)

3. Xhat tl'eii awe at tin. (T)
Xhat tl'eli awe et tin. (C)

4. Tl'ikhnlat in awe dakhes'. (T)
Tl'ekhna.ettm awe dekhes'. (C)

5. Tl'ukxh at wutlux'. (T)
Tl'uk et yutlux'. (C)
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The ground is wet.

She has five fingers.

The fish milt is lying
there.

She's sewing with a thimble.
(Thimbles used to be made of
tough hide.)

The worm is wiggling around.



DZ

1. Dzas aldaxhii we kha. (T)
Dzas ekexhil we kha. (C)

2. Dzet kaxh ke nagut. (T)
Dzet kaxh ke negut. (C)

3. Dzisk'w awa.un.

The man is coiling the babiche.

She's dimbing the ladder.

He shot a moose (with a gun).

4. Dzixhawu at awe daxh ahun. (T) He is selling furs.
Dzixhawu et awe daxh ehun. (C)

5. Dzanti jaji awe daxh atyexh. (T) He is making flounder snow-
Dzanti jaji awe daxh elyexh. (C) shoes (round and flat snow-

shoes.)

TS
1. Tsa at wuhu. (T)

Tsa et yuhu. (C)

2. We shawat tsax' akhes'. (T)
We shawat tsax' ekhes'. (C)

3. Tsats akaha. (T)
Tsats ekeha. (C)

4. Tsalgi dugu x'uw at axh. (T)
Tselgi dugu x'uw et axh. (C)

5. We tsik alukayexh. (T)
We tsik elukeyexh. (C)

A seal is swimming around.

The woman is sewing mitts.

He's digging up bear roots.

A gopher skin blanket is lying
there.

He's sharpening the barbecue
stick.
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TS'
1. Ts'ats'i at kamdlihich. (T)

Ts'ets'i et kawdliyich. (C)
Birds are flying around.

2. Ch'a yesu ts'utat awe awa.at. (T) They left early in themorning.
Ch'e yesu ts'utat awe awa.at. (C)

3. Ts'ighini xhat axha. (T)
Ts'ighini xhat exha. (C)

4. Du ts'indli awal'ix'.

5. Ts'ikaxhk'w kawat'a.
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A magpie is eating fish.

He broke his forearm.

The mountain blueberries are
ripe.



1. Jaji in ya nagut. (T)
Jajitm ya negut. (C)

2. Axh jm wudixwetl. (T)
Axh jm yudixwetl. (C)

3. Janu awa.un. (T)
Jenu awa.un. (C)

4. Jighwena axh jit axh.

5. Jukh at shi. (T)
Jukh et sM. (C)

She's walking with snowshoes.

My hands are tired.

He shot a mountain goat.

Give me a towel.

A robin is singing.

CH
1. Chunet in watsix awajakh. (T) He killed the caribou with an

arrow.

Chunettm awe watsix awat'uk. (C) He shot the caribou with an
arrow.

2.

3.

Chukwan ya kanas.en. (T)
Chuken ya kenes.en (C)

Chft alyexh. (T)
Chfl etyexh. (C)

4. Axh at chash hit yit a.

The grass is growing.

He is building a cache.

My aunt is sitting in a brush
house.

5. Chas' awe yes ke uhinch. (T) The humpback salmon swim
Chas' awe yesk'w ke uhinch. (C) up in the fall.
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CH'

1. Ch'ak' as yit a.

2. Ch'al' awe dzisk'w axha. (T)
Ch'al' awe dzisk'w exha. (C)

3. Ch'agu hidi ch'u at da.a. (T)
Ch'agu hidi ch'u 6t de.a. (C)

The eagle is sitting in a tree.

The moose is eating willows.

The old house is still standing
there.

4. We i ch'ini axh w^gha yati. (T) Your ribbon looks nice to me.
We i ch'ini axh wagha yeti. (C)

5. Ch'^'wa in atul we jaji, (T)
Ch'ak'watm etui we jaji. (C)
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He's drilling holes in the
snowshoe frame with a punch.



G

1. nelde aya. (T)
Gen nelde eya. (C)

2. Gishu ya anaswat. (T)
Geshu ya eneswat. (C)

3. Axh guk yanikw. (T)
Axh guk yenuk. (C)

4. Gaxw at wusikwan. (T)
Gaxw et yusikwan. (C)

5. Gun xhwat'i.

K

1. Kijin dana axh jiwii. (T)
Kijm dana axh jihu. (C)

2. Ketl adaghasha. (T)
Ketl daxh esha. (C)

She is packing firewood home
(on her back).

She is raising a pig.

My ear is sore.

The ducks are swimming
around.

I found gold.

I have five dollars.

The dogs are barking.

3. Kast kade akamsixa we hin. (T) He poured the water into the
Kast kade ekawsixa we hin. (C) barrel.

4. Ka ya anaskhuxh. (T)
Ka ya eneskhuxh. (C)

5. Kaken I'ix'wan aksane. (T)
Keken I'ix'w^ ekesene. (C)

She is driving a car.

She's knitting wool socks.
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K'

1. K'ux dugu x'uw in wudix'uw. (T) She put on a marten skin robe.
K'ux dugu x'uwtin yudix'uw. (C)

2. Atlen k'itja ayamditi. (T)
Atlen k'ilja eyawditi. (C)

3. K'unts' aksa.exh. (T)
K'unts' ekse.exh. (C)

4. K'isani has ash kulyet. (T)
K'isani hes esh kulet. (C)

5. We t'a awak'ixh'. (T)
We t'a awak'exh'. (C)
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The south wind is blowing
hard.

She is growing/planting
potatoes.

The boys are playing.

He gaffed the king salmon.



GW

1. A kat tse isax'akhw i gweii. (T)
E ket tse isex'akhw i gweii. (C)

2. Dzisk'u gwenli wusht ta.a. (T)
Dzisk'u gwenli hush le.a. (C)

3. Ghalshat we gwata.

KW

1. Has du kweyi yaxhwatm. (T)
Hes du kweyi yexhwatm. (C)

2. Kwata axh jit kati. (T)
Kwata axh jit keti. (C)

3. Kwas g^de nas.in. (T)
Kwas gende nes.in. (C)

K'W

1. K'wat' axh xh'es sa.i. (T)
K'wat' axh xh'es se.i. (C)

2. Kalak'wat' we k'udas'. (T)
Kelek'wat' we k'udes'. (C)

Don't forget your bag.

Put the moose hooves all
together.

Hold the dagger in your hand.

I recognize their mark.

Give me a quarter.

Take the chamber pot outside.

Cook me an egg.

Fold up the shirt.
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GH

1. Ghatl idawu. (T)
Ghatl idewu. (C)

2. Ghuch a kaxh ya nashix. (T)
Ghuch a kaxh ya nesMx. (C)

3. Ghach net axh.

4. Axh xh^ ghanu.

5. Ghitgha axh jiyis sata. (T)
Chitgha axh jiyis seta. (C)

KH

1. Khuyak'e. (T)
Khuyek'e. (C)

2. Kha dzisk'u amsitin. (T)
Kha dzisk'u awsitin. (C)

3. Khena in akhes. (T)
Khenatm ekhes'. (C)

4. S'igedi khidude khwagut.

Take along pilot bread for
your lunch.

There is a wolf running on
the lake.

Bring the rug in.

Sit by me.

Boil up some spruce
needles.

The weather is nice.

He saw a bull moose.

She is sewing it with an awl.

I am going to go to the beaver
dam.

5. Khas' axh jintat yamdighich. (T) I got a splinter/sliver in the
Khas' axh jintat yawdighich. (C) palm of my hand.
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KH'

1. Kh'asigu yat.

2. Shi wet'a, kh'aliyel.

It is fun here.

Watch out for that guy, he's a
liar.

3. Kh'anaxh^ hit da mdudliyexh. (T) They built a fence around the
Kh'anaxhan hit da wdudliyexh. (C) house.

4. Lits'a we kh'ekaxwen. (T)
Lits'a we kh'ekexwen. (C)

5. Kh'atel kaxh yaxh kasaxa. (T)
Kh'atel kaxh yaxh kesexa. (C)

The flowers smell nice.

Dump out the pitcher.
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GHW

1. We t'a ka yen keseya we ghwat'.
(C)

2. Jighwena axh yawati. (T)
Jighwena axh yawa.axh. (C)

3. T'ukweneyi ya ndaghat'. (C)

KHW

1. Gut'akhwan sa ye iyati ? (T)
Gut'akwan sa ye iyeti ? (C)

2. Ke ilkhwech.

3. De khwagut.

KH'W

1. Kh'watl wudli.uk. (T)
Kh'wM yudli.uk. (C)

2. Du jm awakh'ekh'w.
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Put the rug down on the floor
(to keep the cold from coming
in).

The towel is hanging there.

The baby is crawling.

Where are you from?

He's gagging (trying to vomit).

I am going now.

The pot is boiling.

He cut his hand.



Glottal Stop
1. Nay.a de ! (T)

Ney.a de! (C)

2. Na.at at la.at. (T)
Na.et et le.et. (C)

3. Wa.e de?

4. As a ka kawa.a. (T)
As e ka kawa.a. (C)

5. Ya khina.en. (T)
Ya khine.en. (C)

H

1. Hin axh jit sa.m. (T)
Hin axh jit se.m. (C)

2. Hit yit akhin. (T)
Hit yit ekhm. (C)

3. Huch' awe !

4. Hu tsu ham nagha.at.

5. Du hunxh awe.

You guys go now!

The clothes are lying there.

How about you?

There is a tree growing on it.

It's getting to be daylight.

Bring me some water.

People are sitting in the house.

That's all!

Let him come with us too.

That's his older brother.
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1. Lul a kawa.a. (T)
Lul a kawsi.a. (C)

2. Du M ye gugenk'. (T)
Du hi ye kwsigenk'. (C)

3. Lita axh jit ti.

4. Lukshiyan amdzighat. (T)
Lukshiyan awdzighat. (C)

5. Lughwena in yalghekw. (T)
Lughwenatm yelghekw. (C)

1. L'^ ye ana.wech we shawat. (T)
L'ak ye ene.ech we shawat. (C)

Fireweed is growing there.

Her nose is small.

Give me the knife.

He caught a mink.

He's wiping his face with a
handkerchief.

The woman usually wears a
dress.

2. We ketl du t'ut' in hin atlet'. (T) The dog is drinking waterwith
We ketl du I'ut'tin hin etlet'. (C) his tongue.

3. L'ew an khus.uk'. She is playing with sand.

4. Naghas'e I'idi awe wudlikutl'. (T) The fox's tail is bushy.
Naghas'e lidi awe yulikutl'. (C)

5. L'at xhut wutuwa.at. (T)
L'el xhut yutuwa.et. (C)
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We walked into a stand of
jackpine.



s

1. Sik t'uch' yaxh yati. (T)
Sik t'uch' yaxh yeti. (C)

2. Sim wusit^. (T)
Suw dak yusiten. (C)

3. Du SI dat ghaxh.

4. Set ye aya.u. (T)
Set ye eye.u. (C)

5. Du sik' awe.

1. Axh s'aghi daghanikw. (T)
Axh s'aghi daxh yenuk. (C)

2. S'lkh ye nasm xhat tayi. (T)
S'ekh ye nesm xhat teyi. (C)

3. S'ina kamdigan hit yi. (T)
S'ina kawdigen hit yi. (C)

4. Sheyadihen axh s'axu. (T)
Sheyedihen axh s'axu.

5. S'axh xhwadlidas'. (T)
S'axh xhwadlides'. (C)

The belt is black.

It is raining.

She's crying for her doll.

She's wearing a necklace.

It is her daughter.

My bones are sore.

Make smoke under the fish.

The lights are shining in the
house.

I have lots of hats.

I snared a groundhog.
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SH

1. Sha yaxh ya nagut. (T)
Sha yaxh ya negut. (C)

He is walking on the side
of the mountain.

2. Shatk'iyatsk'u sgunde ya nagut. (T) The girl is going to school.

Shatk'iyetsk'u khu et duMwde
ya negut. (C)

3. Shat nadakw kat t^. (T)
Shel nedakw ket ten. (C)

4. A sata we shexh'w. (T)
A seta we shexh'w. (C)

5. Shugwa ya anastin. (T)
Shuga ya enestin.
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The spoon is on the table.

Boil some alders.

He's carrying a bag of sugar.



1. Lige we xuts. (T)
Lige we xuts. (C)

2. Xun ayakawad^. (T)
Xun eyekawaden. (C)

3. Xakw ka yan uwakhuxh. (T)
X^w ka yen uwakhuxh. (C)

4. Xixch' te kat a. (T)
Xixch' te ket a. (C)

5. We xasha yaghfl' ! (T)
We xesha yeghfl' ! (C)

1. X'uw ga.axh. (T)
X'uw ge.axh. (C)

2. Hin x'aside khwagut.

3. X'ux' atiw. (T)
X'ux' etuw. (C)

4. X'us' axh jit tan. (T)
X'us' axh jit ten. (C)

5. We x'at' kade gaxhtukhuxh.

The grizzly bear is big.
The polar bear is big.

The north wind is blowing
with snow.

He landed his boat on a sandy
beach.

The frog is sitting on a rock.

Sharpen the saw!

Take a blanket.

I am going to the waterfall.

She is reading a book.

Hand me the club.

We are going to go to the
island (by boat).
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xw
1. Xwe, xhat wudixwetl. (T)

Xwe, xhat yudixwetl. (C)

2. Xwasda y^w iayexh. (T)
Xwasda yakw teyexh. (C)

3. Yel du xwayi awe we yukh.

4. Xwasda til xh'ust idayikh ! (T)
Xwasda til xh'us ideyekh ! (C)

5. Te xwaja kaxh khwagut.

X'W

1. X'w^ a.uw. (T)
X'wan e.uw. (C)

2. S'el' x'wan xh'ust idayikh. (T)
S'el x'wan xh'us ideyekh. (C)
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Whew, I am tired.

Make a canvas boat.

Cormorant is Raven's sidekick.

Put on tennis shoes!

I will go get a rock hand
scraper.

He's buying long johns.

Put on rubber boots.



XH
1. Xhat ast'exh. (T)

Xhat est'exh. (C)

2. Xhawaghi xh'et shut^. (T)
Xhawaghi xh'et shuten. (C)

3. Axh sha yanikw. (T)
Axh sha yenuk. (C)

She is hooking fish.

Close the window.

My head hurts.

4. Axh xhum awe axh xhant uwagut. My friend came to visit me.

5. Axh xhikshat wujikh^. (T)
Axh xhikshat yujikhakh. (C)

XH'
1. Xh'ahat hede shunat^. (T)

Xh'ahat xh'edaxh shunetki. (C)

2. Ye xh'uskudliyat'.

3. Du xh'e altin. (T)
Du xh'e eltm. (C)

4. At xh'ishi axha. (T)
Et xh'ishi exhd. (C)

5. Xh'^axh ke nagut. (T)
Xh'aknaxh ke negut. (C)

XHW
1. Xhach xhwat'i.

2. Gaxw xhwasitin.

3. A yaxhde xhwagut.

It landed on my shoulder.

Open the door.

He has long feetAegs.

She is watching his mouth.

She's eating dried salmon
(or dried fish).

He is walking up the canyon.

I'm the one that found it.

I saw a duck.

I walked to the lake shore.
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XH'W

1. Xh'wat' x'uw tut ta.

2. Tlex' xh'wat' awe xhwadzit'exh.

3. Shexh'w dayi astexh. (T)
Shexh'w dayi estexh. (C)

4. Xh'wal' du jintadaxh al.ux. (T)
Xh'wat' du jintadaxh et.ux. (C)

5. Xh'wat' akamtis'uk. (T)
Xh'wat' ekawtis'uk. (C)

M (Teslin Only)
1. Ma sa iyati ?

2. Gamdan ya na.at.

3. Sim dak wusitan.

4. Ma sa khiyanuk ?

5. Sitgamsande ya khunahen.
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He is sleeping in a down
sleepinging bag.

I caught one dolly varden trout
(by hooking it).

He is boiling red alder bark
(making tea of it).

He is blowing down feathers
off the palm of his hand.

She fried a dolly varden trout.

How are you?

The horses are walking along.

It is raining.

What are you doing?

It is geteting to be noon.



N
1. Netde ya nagut. (T)

Nelde ya negut. (C)

2. Na.at asxuk. (T)
Na.et esxuk. (C)

3. Nusk amdzighat. (T)
Nusk awdzighat. (C)

He is going home.

She is drying clothes.

He trapped a wolverine.

4. Naghas'e ant wugut. (T) The fox is walking around
Naghas'e an xh'ayi et yugut. (C) town.

5. Nelt a.

1. Daleyi xhwadzighew. (T)
Deleyi xhwadzighew. (C)

2. Tsesluwe aya.ak. (T)
Tsesluwe eye.ak. (C)

W
1. Gusli axh wutsaghayi ?

2. Xh'unel' was'i dMik'ets'. (T)
Xh'unel' was'i dMik'ets'. (C)

3. Du wushka akadlakw. (T)
Du washka ekedliakw. (C)

4. Wa.e s'e !

5. Wet'ach wusinexh. (T)
Wet'ach yusinexh. (C)

She is sitting at home.

I caught trout (in a net).

She is filling the round-toed
snowshoes.

Where is my cane?

The rose bush has thorns all
over it.

He is scratching his cheek.

You first!

That one rescued it.
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1. I ya na.us'! (T)
Yinda.us'! (C)

2. Yet at wudikhin. (T)
Yet et yudikhin. (C)

3. Ye nasm ! (T)
Ye nesm ! (C)

4. Yad^'w hande ya nagut. (T)
Yed^'w hande ya negut. (C)

5. Yadu a.

••

Y (Carcross only)
1. Du ya awa.us'.

2. Du 5Kiwu awti.at.

3. Du yuwu yenuk.
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Wash your face!

The raven is flying around.

Do it!

The young man is coming this
way.

Here it is.

She washed her face.

He took his lunch along.

His stomach hurts.



Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listening Exercise: [ ch ] and [ch' ]

Examples of [ ch ]:

L cha

2. ch^

3. chunet

Examples of [ ch' ]:

L ch'ak'

2. ch'it

1. term of respect for
brother-in-law

2. stink

3. arrow

1. eagle

2. diving bird

3. ch'akw 3. long ago
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Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ ch ] and [ ch' ] as you hear them.

L Chunet in awe
watsix awajakh.

2. Ch'ak as yit a.

1. He shot the caribou with
an arrow.

2. The eagle is sitting in a tree.

3. Ch'at' awe dzisk'w 3. The moose is eating willows,
axha.

4. Chukwan ya
kanas.en.

5. Chfl alyexh.

6. Ch'agu hidi ch'u
at da.a.

7. We i ch'ini axh
wagha yati.

8. Axh at chash hit
yit a.

9. Ch'ak'wa in atut
✓ • Ak • •

we jaji.

10. Chas' awe yes
ke uhinch.

4. The grass is growing.

5. He's building a cache.

6. The old house is still
standing there.

7. Your ribbon looks nice on me.

8. My aunt is sitting in a
brush house.

9. He is drilling holes in the
snowshoe frame with a punch.

10. The humpback salmon swims
up in the fall.
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listening Exercise: [ ch ] and [ch' ]

Examples of [ ch ]:

L cha

2. ch^

3. chunet

Examples of [ ch' ^

L ch'ak'

2. ch'it

1. term of respect for
brother-in-law

2. stink

3. arrow

1. eagle

2. diving bird

3. ch'^w 3. long ago
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Tlingit Language
Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ ch ] and [ ch' ] as youhear them.

L Chunettm awe
watsix awat'uk.

2. Ch'ak' as yit a.

1. He shot the caribou with
an arrow.

2. The eagle is sitting in a tree.

3. Ch'al' awe dzisk'w 3. The moose is eating willows,
exhl

4. Chuken ya kenes.en. 4. The grass is growing.

5. Chfl elyexh. 5. He's building a cache.

6. Ch'agu hidi ch'u 6. The old house is still
et de.a. standing there.

7. We i ch'ini axh
wagha yeti.

7. Your ribbon looks nice on me.

8. Axh at chash hit 8. My aunt is sitting in a
yit a. brush house.

9. Ch'ak'watm etui
we jaji.

9. He is drilling holes in the
snowshoe frame with a punch.

10. Chas' awe yesk'w 10. The humpback salmon swims
ke uhinch. up in the fall.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /ch/ and /ch'/ as you hear them in the following:

10



Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listening Exercise: [ k ] and [ k' ]

Examples of [ k ]:

1. kit 1. killer whale

2. kast 2. barrel

3. kux 3. rice

Examples of [ k' ]:

1. k'itja 1. Chinook wind

2. k'iden 2. well

3. k'ux 3. marten
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Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ k ] and [ k' ] as you hear them.

1. K'unts' aksa.exh. L She is planting (growing)
potatoes.

2. Kijm dana axh 2. I have five dollars.
jiwu.

3. Atlen k'ilja ayamditi. 3. The south wind is
blowing hard.

4. K'is^i has ash kulyet. 4. The boys are playing.

5. We t'a awak'ixh'. 5. He gaffed the king salmon.

6. Khtl daxh asha. 6. The dogs are barking.

7. Ka ya anaskhuxh. 7. She is driving a car.

8. Kaken I'ix'wan aksane. 8. She is knitting wool socks.

9. Kast kM6 akamsixa 9. He poured the water into
we hm. the barrel.

10. K'ux dugu x'uw in 10. She put on a marten skin
wudix'uw. robe.
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listening Exercise: [ k ] and [ k' ]

Examples of [ k ]:

1. kit 1. killer whale

2. kast 2. barrel

3. kux 3. rice

Examples of [ k' ]:

1. k'itja 1. Chinook wind

2. k'iden 2. well

3. k'ux 3. marten
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Tlingit Language
Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ k ] and [ k' ] as you hear them.

L K'unts' ekse.exh. L She is planting (growing)
potatoes.

2. Kijin dana axh jihu. 2. I have five dollars.

3. Atlen k'ilja eyawditi. 3. The south wind is
blowing hard.

4. K'is^i hes esh kulet. 4. The boys are playing.

5. We t'a awak'exh'. 5. He gaffed the king salmon.

6. KM daxh esha. 6. The dogs are barking.

7. Ka ya eneskhuxh. 7. She is driving a car.

8. Keken I'ix'wan ekesene. 8. She is knitting wool socks

9. Kast kade ekawsixa 9. He poured the water into
we hin. the barrel.

10. K'ux dugii x'uwtin .
yudix'uw.

10. She put on a marten skin
robe.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /k/ and /k'/ as you hear them in the following:

c£

Igmuacic

10



Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listening Exercise: [ kh ] and [ kh' ]

Examples of [ kh ]:

L kha 1. man

2. khena 2. awl

3. khuti 3. weather

Examples of [ kh' ^

1. kh'atr 1. flat and thin

2. kh'atet 2. pitcher

3. kh'wM 3. cooking pot
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Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ kh ] and [ kh' ] as youhear them.

L Khuyak'e. L The weather is nice.

2.. ]0i'asigu 2. It IS fun here-.

3. Kha dzisk'w amsitin. 3. He saw a bull moose.

4. Khena in akhes'.

5. Shi wet'a, kh'aliyel.

4. She is sewing it with an awl.

5. Watch out for that guy;
he's a liar.

6. Lits'a we kh'ekaxwen. 6. The flowers smell nice.

7. S'igedi khidude khwagut. 7. I am going to the beaver dam.

8. Kh'atM kaxh yaxh
kasaxa.

9. Kh'anaxhan hit
da mdudliyexh.

10. Khas' axh jintat
yamdighich.
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8. Dump out the pitcher.

9. They built a fence around
the house.

10. I got a splinter/sliver in the
palm of my hand.



Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listening Exercise: [ kh ] and [ kh' ]

Examples of [ kh ]:

L kha L man

2. khena 2. awl

3. khuti 3. weather

Examples of [ kh' ]:

I. kh'atr 1. flat and thin

2. kh'atel 2. pitcher

3. kh'wM 3. cooking pot
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Tlingit Language
Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ kh ] and [ kh' ] as youhear them.

L Khuyek'e. L The weather is nice.

2. Kh'asigu yat. 2. It is fun here.

3. Kha dzisk'w awsitin. 3. He saw a bull moose

4. Khenatm ekhes'. 4. She is sewing it with an awl.

5. Shi wet'a, kh'aliyel. 5. Watch out for that guy;
he's a liar.

6. Lits'a we kh'ekexwen. 6. The flowers smell nice.

7. S'igMi khidude khwagut. 7. I am going to the beaver dam.

8. Kh'atel kaxh yaxh
kesexa.

9. Kh'anaxh^ hit
da wdudliyexh.

10. Khas' axh jmtat
yawdighich.

8. Dump out the pitcher.

9. They built a fence around
the house.

10. I got a splinter/sliver in the
palm of my hand.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /kh/ and /kh'/ as you hear them in the following:

10



Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listening Exercise: [ I ] and [ t' ]

Examples of [ 1 ]:

1. hi L nose

2. lun 2. bark

3. lita 3. knife

Examples of [ 1' ]:

1. I'ak 1. dress

2. al'un 2. hunting

3. i'ew 3. sand
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Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ 1] and [ I' ] as you hear them.

L Du M ye gugenk'. L She has a small nose.

2. Lut a kawa.a.

3. L'ak ye ana.ech
we shawat.

4. Lita axh jit ti.

5. We ketl du I'ut' in
hin atlet'.

2. Fireweed is growing there.

3. The woman usually wears a
dress.

4. Give me the knife.

5. The dog is drinking water
with his tongue.

6. Lukshiyan amdzighat. 6. He caught a mink.

7. Lughwena in
yalghekw.

7. He is wiping his face with
a towel.

8. L'ew an khus.uk'. 8. She is playing with sand.

9. L'al xhut wutuwa.at. 9. We walked into a stand of
jackpine.

10. Naghas'e I'idi awe
wudlikutl.

10. The fox's tail is bushy.
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listening Exercise: [ 1] and [ V]

Examples of [ 1 ]:

L 111 L nose

2. lun 2. bark

3. lita 3. knife

Examples of [ 1' ]:

L I'ak 1. dress

2. et'un 2. hunting

3. I'ew 3. sand
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Tlingit Language
Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ I ] and [ 1' ] as you hear them.

L Du hi ye kwsigenk'. L Her nose is small.

2. Lul a kawsi.a. 2. Fireweed is growing there.

3. L'ak ye ene.wech 3. The woman usually wears a
we shawat. dress.

4. Lita axh jit ti. 4. Give me the knife.

5. We ketl du I'ut'tin 5. The dog is drinking water with
hin etlet'. his tongue.

6. Lukshiyan awdzighat. 6. He caught a mink.

7. Lughwenatm 7. He is wiping his face with
yelghekw. a handkerchief.

8. L'ew an khus.uk'. 8. She is playing with sand.

9. L'et xhut yutuwa.et. 9. We walked into a stand of
jackpine.

10. Naghas'e I'ldi awe 10. The fox's tail is bushy.
yulikiltl'.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write Pl! and /!'/ as you hear them in the following:
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1 Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

1 Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

1 Listening Exercise: [ s ] and [ s' ]

• Examples of [ s ]:

• 1. sik 1. belt

1 2. sak 2. eulachon

3. sit'

1
3. glacier

_ Examples of [ s']:

. 1. s'lx' 1. plate

• 2. s'i 2. eyebrow

1 3. s'us'

1

3. harlequin duck
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Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ s ] and [ s' ] as youhear them.

L S'ikh ye nasm 1. Make smoke under the fish,
xhat tayi.

2. Sik t'uch' yaxh yati. 2. The belt is black.

3. Sim dak wusit^.

4. Du si dat ghaxh.

5. S'lna kamdigan
hit yi.

3. It is raining.

4. She's crying for her doll.

5. The lights are shining in
the house.

6. Sheyadihen axh s'axu. 6. I have lots of hats.

7. Set ye aya.u.

8. Du sik' awe.

9. Axh s'aghi
daghanikw.

10. S'axh xhwadlidas'.
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7. She's wearing a necklace.

8. It is her daughter.

9. My bones are sore.

10. I snared a groundhog.
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listening Exercise: [ s ] and [ s' ]

Examples of [ s ]:

1. sik 1. belt

2. sak 2. eulachon

3. sit' 3. glacier

Examples of [ s' ]:

1. s'lx' 1. plate

2. s'i 2. eyebrow

3. s'us' 3. harlequin duck
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Tlingit Language
Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ s ] and [ s' ] as you hear them.

1. S'ekh ye nesm
xhat teyi.

L Make smoke under the fish.

2. Sik t'uch' yaxh yeti. 2. The belt is black.

3. Suw dak yusiten.

4. Du si dat ghaxh.

5. S'lna kawdigen
hit yi.

6. Sheyedihen
axh s'axu.

7. Set ye eye.u.

8. Du sik' awe.

9. Axh s'aghi
daxh yenuk.

3. It is raining.

4. She's crying for her doll.

5. The lights are shining in
the house.

6. I have lots of hats.

7. She's wearing a necklace.

9. It is her daughter.

8. My bones are sore.

10. S'axh xhwadlides'. 10. I snared a groundhog.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /s/ and /s'/ as you hear them in the following:

c:^

10



Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listening Exercise: [ t ] and [ t' ]

Examples of [ t ]:

L tit L wave

2. hit 2. house

3. ta 3. sleep

Examples of [ t' ]:

1. t'a 1. king salmon

2. sit' 2. glacier

3. I'ut' 3. tongue
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Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ t ] and [ t' ] as you hear them.

L Tlekha dana axh jit L Lend me twenty dollars,
his'.

2. T'a axash. 2. He's cutting a board.

3. Dis yan uwawat. 3. The moon is full.

4. We te ke ghix'! 4. Throw the rock!

5. T'at' hat kamdlihich. 5. The junco (jingo) flew here.

6. T'ukaneyi t'uk tMe 6. She put the baby into
amsinuk. the baby carrier.

7. Til xh'usdaxh
amdiyikh.

8. lat yin at wugut
we s'ik.

7. He took his shoes off.

8. The black bear is walking
around in the middle of
the night.

9. At dugu t'isht awati. 9. She put a skin on the stretcher.

10. T'uk in ya analjik'
we t'ukaneyi.

10. She's packing the baby on her
back with a baby carrier.
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listening Exercise: [ t ] and [ t' ]

Examples of [ t ]:

1. tit 1. wave

2. hit 2. house

3. ta 3. sleep

Examples of [ t' ]:

1. t'a 1. king salmon

2. sit' 2. glacier

3. I'ut' 3. tongue
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Tlingit Language
Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ t ] and [ t' ] as you hear them.

L Tlekha dana axh jit L Lend me twenty dollars.
his'.

2. T'a exash. 2. He's cutting a board.

3. Dis yen yawawat. 3. The moon is full.

4. We te ke ghix'! 4. Throw the rock!

5. T'at' hat kawdliyich. 5. The junco (jingo) flew here.

6. T'ukweneyi t'uk tMe 6. She put the baby into
awsinuk. the baby carrier.

7. Til xh'usdaxh 7. He took his shoes off.
awdiyekh.

8. Tat yin et yugut 8. The black bear is walking
we s'ik. around in the middle of

the night.

9. Et dugu fish awati. 9. She put a skin on the stretcher.

10. T'uk in ya eneljfk' 10. She's packing the baby on her
we t'ukweneyi. back with a baby carrier.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /t/ and /t'/ as you hear them in the following:

10



I
I Language Structure

Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listening Exercise: [ tl ] and [ tl' ]

Examples of [ tl ]:

1. tla 1. mother

2. kht\ 2. dog

3. tlek' 3. no

Examples of [ tl' ]:

1. tl'atk 1. earth, ground

2. hetr 2. how nice

3. tl'ak' 3. wet wood
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Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ tl ] and [ tl' ] as you hear them.

1. Tlakw ya nashix. L She's running fast.

2. Tl'uk'xh at wMux'. 2. The worm is wiggling around.

3. Axh tla nMde 3. My mother is going/walking
ya nagut. home.

4. Kijm yati du tl'ekh. 4. She has five fingers.

5. We tl'atk wuditl'ak'. 5. The ground is wet.

6. TMu te kat 6. A butterfly is perched on a rock,
ishkakh.

7. Tlaxwch'i in shuxh 7. He's making a fire with dry
ede.ak. branches.

8. Xhat tl'eli awe at 8. The fish milt is lying there,
tin.

9. Yu ixina hit tlen 9. Abig house is standing there
at da.a. downriver.

10. Tl'ikhna.at in awe 10. She's sewing with a thimble,
dakhes.
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listening Exercise: [ tl ] and [ tl' ]

Examples of [ tl ]:

L tla 1. mother

2. ketl 2. dog

3. tlek' 3. no

Examples of [ tl' ]:

1. tl'etk 1. earth, ground

2. hetr 2. how nice!

3. tl'ak' 3. wet wood
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Tlingit Language
Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ tl ] and [ tl' ] as you hear them.

1. Tlakw ya neshix. 1. She's running fast.

2. Tl'uk et yMux'. 2. The worm is wiggling around.

3. Axh tla nMde 3. Mymother is going/walking
ya negut. home.

4. Kijm yeti du tl'ekh. 4. She has five fingers.

5. We tl'etk yuditl'ak'. 5. The ground is wet.

6. LMu te ket 6. Abutterfly is perched on a rock,
ishkakh.

7. Tlaxwch'itm shuxh 7. He's making a fire with dry
ede.^. branches.

8. Xhat tl'eii awe et 8. The fish milt is lying there,
tin.

9. Yu ixina hit tlen 9. Abig house is standing there
et de.a. downriver.

10. Tl'ekhna.ettin awe 10. She's sewing with a thimble,
dekhes.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /tl/ and /tl'/ as you hear them in the following:
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listening Exercise: [ ts ] and [ ts' ]

Examples of [ ts ]:

L tsu 1. also

2. xuts 2. grizzly bear

3. tsa 3. seal

Examples of [ ts' ]:

L ts'utat 1. morning

2. xats' 2. clear sky

3. lits'a 3. smells good
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Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ ts ] and [ ts' ] as you hear them.

L Tsa at wuhu. L A seal is swimming around.

2. Tsats akaha. 2. He's digging up bear roots.

3. Ts'ighini xhat axha. 3. A magpie is eating fish.

4. Tsalgi dugil x'uw 4. A gopher skin blanket is
at a&i. lying there.

5. Ts'ikaxhk'w kawat'a. 5. The mountain blueberries
are ripe.

6. We tsik alukayexh. 6. He's sharpening the barbecue
stick.

7. Ch'a yesu ts'utat 7. They left early in the morning,
awe awa.at.

8. We shawat tsax' 8. The woman is sewing mitts,
akhes'.

9. Du ts'indli awal'ix'. 9. He broke his forearm.

10. Ts'ats'i at 10. Birds are flying around,
kamdlihich.
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listening Exercise: [ ts ] and [ ts' ]

Examples of [ ts ]:

L tsu L also

2. xuts 2. grizzly bear

3. tsa 3. seal

Examples of [ ts' ]:

L ts'utat L morning

2. xats' 2. clear sky

3. lits'a 3. smells good
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Tlingit Language
Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ ts ] and [ ts' ] as you hear them.

L Tsa et yuhu. 1. A seal is swimming around.

2. Tsats ekeha. 2. He's digging up bear roots.

3. Ts'ighini xhat exha. 3. A magpie is eating fish.

4. Tselgi dugii x'uw 4. A gopher skin blanket is
et axh. lying there.

5. Ts'ikaxhk'w kawat'a. 5. The mountain blueberries
are ripe.

6. We tsik etukeyexh. 6. He's sharpening the barbecue
stick.

7. Ch'e yesil ts'utat 7. They left early in the morning,
awe awa.at.

8. We shawat tsax' 8. The woman is sewing mitts,
ekhes'.

9. Du ts'indli awal'ix'. 9. He broke his forearm.

10. Ts'ets'i et 10. Birds are flying around,
kawdliyich.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /ts/ and /ts'/ as you hear them in the following:

tl
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listening Exercise: [ x ] and [ x' ]

Examples of [ x ]:

L xun L north wind

2. xuts 2. grizzly bear, brown bear

3. xana 3. evening

Examples of [ x' ]:

L x'ux' 1. paper

2. x'at' 2. island

3. x'lls' 3. club, weapon
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Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ x ] and [ x' ] as you hear them.

L Lige we xuts. 1. The grizzlybear is big.

2. X'uw ga.axh.

3. Xun ayakawadan.

4. X'lix' atiw.

2. Take a blanket.

3. The north wind is blowing
with snow.

4. She's reading a book.

5. Hin x'aside khwagut. 5. I am going to the waterfall.

6. Xakw ka yan
uwakhuxh.

7. Xixch' te kat a.

8. We xasha yaghfl'.

9. X'us' axh jit tan.

10. We x'at' kM6
gaxhtukhtjxh.

6. He landed his boat on a
sandy beach.

7. The frog is sitting on a rock.

8. Sharpen the saw.

9. Hand me the club.

10. We are going to the island
(by boat).
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listening Exercise: [ x ] and [ x' ]

Examples of [ x ]:

L xun 1; north wind

2. xuts 2. grizzly bear, brown bear

3. xana 3. evening

Examples of [ x' ]:

1. x'llx' 1. paper

2. x'at' 2. island

3. x'us' 3. club, weapon
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Tlingit Language
Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs.Mamie Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ x ] and [ x' ] as you hear them.

L Lige we xuts. 1. The grizzly (polar) bear is big.

2. X'uw ge.axh.

3. Xun eyekawaden.

4. X'ux' etuw.

2. Take a blanket.

3. The north wind is blowing
with snow.

4. She's reading a book.

5. Hin x'aside khwagut. 5. I am going to the waterfall.

6. Xakw ka yen
uwakhuxh.

7. Xixch' te ket a.

8. We xesha yeghff.

9. X'us' axh jit ten.

10. We x'at' kade
gaxhtukhuxh.

6. He landed his boat on a
sandy beach.

7. The frog is sitting on a rock.

8. Sharpen the saw.

9. Hand me the club.

10. We are going to the island
(by boat).
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /x/ and /x'/ as you hear them in the following:
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listening Exercise: [ xh ] and [ xh' ]

Examples of [ xh ]:

1. xhat 1. fish, salmon

2. xhik 2. shoulder

3. xhuxh 3. husband

Examples of [ xh' ]:

1. xh'ak 1. canyon

2. xh'in 2. willow-like plant

3. xh'us 3. foot
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Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ xh ] and [ xh' ] as youhear them.

L Xh'ahat hede shunatan. L Open the door.

2. Xhat ast'exh. 2. She's hooking a fish.

3. Xhawaghi xh'et shut^. 3. Close the window.

4. Ye xh'uskudliyat'.

5. Du xh'e altm.

6. Axh sha yanikw.

7. Axh xhikshat
wujikh^.

8. At xh'ishi axha.

4. He's got long feetAegs.

5. She's watching his mouth.

6. My head hurts.

7. It landed on my shoulder.

8. She is eating dried salmon
(or dried fish).

9. Xh'aknaxh ke nagut. 9. He is walking up the canyon.

10. Axh xhum awe axh 10. My friend came to visit me.
xhant uwagut.
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Language Structure
Tlingit Language Listening Exercise

Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listening Exercise: [ xh ] and [ xh' ]

Examples of [ xh ]:

L xhat 1. fish, salmon

2. xhik 2. shoulder

3. xhuxh 3. husband

Examples of [ xh' ]:

L xh'ak 1. canyon

2. xh'in 2. willow-like plant

3. xh'us 3. foot
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Tlingit Language
Mrs. Lucy Wren and Mrs. Mamie Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ xh ] and [ xh' ] as you hear them.

L Xh'ahat xh'edaxh 1. Open the door.
shunet^.

2. Xhat est'exh. 2. She's hooking a fish.

3. Xhawaghi xh'et shuten. 3. Close the window.

4. Ye xh'uskudliyat'. 4. He's got long feet/legs.

5. Du xh'e ettm. 5. She's watching his mouth.

6. Axh sha yenuk. 6. My head hurts.

7. Axh xhikshat yujikakh. 7. It landed on my shoulder.

8. Et xh'ishi exha. 8. She is eating dried salmon
(or dried fish).

9. Xh'aknaxh ke negut. 9. He is walking up the canyon.

10. Axh xhum awe axh 10. My friend came to visit me.
xhant uwagut.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /xh/ and /xh'/ as you hear them in the following:
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LISTENING EXERCISE ACTIVITY

What You Need:

List of ten sentences
Pictures to match sentences

How To Play:

Checkyour alphabet. Select the sounds you want to compare,
for example t and t'. Compose a list of sentences that contain the sounds.

Introduce the activity by comparing the sounds. Use at least
three words containing each sound. \A^en the students know the
sounds, start the activity.

Give each student the sheet with the ten pictures which match
your list of sentences. Make sure they put their name and grade on it,
especiallywhen using as a test. Students must put in the target soimds
they hear and in the correct order. There canbemore than one target
sound in each sentence. Saythe first sentence. You will have to repeat
the sentenceat least three times. Dothe first sentence as an example.
Check the sentence to see if students imderstand the activity. Once
students know how to do the listening exercise, complete the sentences
and then check the answers.

NOTE:
Can be adapted for different grade levelsby using long sentences, as the
students' literacy improves.

Could be used as a test or part of a test.
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LISTENING EXERCISE ACTrVTTY
Southern Tutchone Language

SIGNAL

Game Objective:
This game provides listening practice for particular soimds.

What you need:
- a prepared list of words that do and do not contain the
target sounds.

- for younger childrenuse picture flash cards to accompany
the vocabulary.

How to play:
Arrange the students in a semi-circle, (standing). Direct the students to

signal when they hear the target sound (glottalsound, Indian 1, etc.) by sitting
down.

Note:

Play only one round of this game, and do not have your list longer than
10 words.

Vary signalby asking the students to touchtheirheads,or put on a hat,
or raise both hands when they hear the target sound.

Example of 11 Example of [ 1]

1. ala my hand 1. lu fish
2. al; dancing 2. law don't
3. alu it's cold 3. alay^ my friend
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LISTENING EXERCISE ACTIVITY

VOTING GAME

What you need:

List of sentences.
Small sound cards.

How to play:

Check your alphabet. Select the sounds youwant to compare,
for example, t, t'. compose a listofsentences that have the sounds you
want to compare.

Introduce the activity by comparing the soimds. Use three
words containing each sound. When the students know the soimds, start
the activity.

Give each student one card for each soimd, for example a't
card' and a 't'card'. Say a sentence. The students raise the card
containing the sound in the sentence. Checkeach students response.

NOTE:

Use five to ten short basic sentences.
Could be played in teams and for points.
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At Home

by
Lis Smith and Margaret Bob

Tlingit Language

Illustrations by
Susan McCallum

1991

This "Talking Book" is part of a series produced by:

Yukon Native Language Centre
Box 2799

Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada Y1A5K4

Phone (867) 668-8820

©
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Da sawe ye adane Xunk' ?
What is Xunk' doing?

Du tla jiyis gan nelde aya.
He is packing in firewood for his mother.

Gux' sa yande ayaguxhta.at ?
Where will he put it?

Gan dakakhuk tude ayala.at.
He's putting it in the woodbox.
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We Xunk' du dlak' ma sa khuwanuk ?
What is Xunk's sister doing?

Hu khu.a hm aya.
She is packing water.

Has du tla has du jiyis at gas.i.
Their mother is cooking for them.
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Ma sa khuwanuk Xunk' du Kk'w ?
What is Xunk's grandmother doing?

Ykiagut til akhes'.
She is sewing moccasins.

Adu jiyis sa ?
Who for?

Xunk' jiyis akhes'.
She's sewing them for Xunk'.
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Ma sa khuwanuk Xunk' du dl^' ?
What is Xunk's sister doing?

Wudixwetl, kujuxa ka tach uwajakh.
She's tired; she fell asleep in the stroller.

Has du kedli tsu ghach kat ta.
Their dog is sleeping on the floor too.
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Ma sa has khuwanuk du ish kha du tla ?
What are his father and mother doing?

Du ish sakwnen axha.
His father is eating bannock.

Du tla khu.a di adana.
His mother is drinking tea.

Has du yatx'i a da yu has xh'ali.atk.
They are talking about their children.
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At Home

by
Lucy Wren

Tlingit Language

Illustrations by
Susan McCallum

1991

This "TalkingBook" is part of a series produced by:

Yukon Native Language Centre
Box 2799

Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada Y1A5K4

Phone (867) 668-8820
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Simon awe yat'a.
This is Simon.

Ch'e tlakw yegi kenaxh ye jine Simon.
Every day Simon has to do chores.

We gen ekechak.
He must pack wood to the woodpile.
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A kedaxh hin eya.
He must pack water from the lake.

Ch'e tdeket x'isha daxh shawatl'it'.
He fills the water buckets in his home.
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Angie axh fflk'w.
This is gramma Angie.

Ch'e tlakw dekhes' yegi kenaxh.
She sews every day.

Ya yegi til ekhes'.
Today she is making slippers.
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Ya t'ukweneyi Margaret ye duwas^w.
This baby is Margaret.

Simon du dlak' awe. Du ketagu
tlex' takw awe.

She is Simon's sister. She is one year old.

Margaret yegi netech.
Margaret takes a nap every day.

Hes du kedli Clover ye duwas^w.
Their dog's name is Clover.
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Simon du tla kha du ish awe.
These are Simon's parents.

Jessie ye duwasakw du tla.
His mom's name is Jessie.

Du ish Earl ye duwasakw.
His dad's name is Earl.

Ch'e tlakw yegi kenaxh ye jine Earl.
Earl works each day on the trapline.

Jessie khu.a nel edetx'i daxh eltm
kha du lilk'w.

Jessie stays at home to care for her children and gramma.
TlingitIn-Service February, 2000 Page 93
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Yukon Native Language Centre -Yukon College
Tlingit Literacy Session
November 15 -17, 2000

Name

Ms. Margaret Bob

Ms. Josephine Holloway

Mrs. Emma Sam

Mrs. Jane Smarch

Ms. Marlene Smith

Ms. Liz Smith

Mr. Ed Smith

Ms. Fanny Smith

Mrs. Mamie Smith

Participants

Address

Box 16

Teslin, Yukon YOAIBO

118-833 Range Road
Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A3A7

Aboriginal Lang. Serv.
Whitehorse, Yukon

Box 54

Teslin, Yukon YOAIBO

Carcross School

Carcross, Yukon YOB IBO

Box 133

Teslin, Yukon YOAIBO

Box 75

Teslm, Yukon YOAIBO

Carcross School
Carcross, Yukon YOB IBO

Box 20

Carcross, Yukon YOB IBO

Phone

390-2570 - w

390-2911 -h

668-8820 - w
668-5122-h

667-3737

821-2929

390-2675

821-2929

821-3408
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Yukon Native Language Centre -Yukon College
Tlingit Literacy Session
February 14-16, 2001

Name

Mrs. Winnie Atlin

Ms. Margaret Bob

Mrs. Ida Calmegaiie

Mrs. Ada Haskins

Ms. Josephine Holloway

Mrs. Emma Sam

Mrs. Jane Smarch

Ms. Fanny Smith

Mrs. Mamie Smith

Ms. Marlene Smith

Mrs. Lucy Wren

Participants

Address

General Delivery
Carcross, Yukon YOB IBO

Box 16

Teslin, Yukon YOAIBO

Box 23

Carcross, Yukon YOB IBO

Box 323

Skagway, Alaska 99840

118-833 Range Road
Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A3A7

Aboriginal Lang. Serv.
Whitehorse, Yukon

Box 54

Teslin, Yukon YOAIBO

Carcross School
Carcross, Yukon YOB IBO

Box 20

Carcross, Yukon YOB IBO

Carcross School
Carcross, Yukon YOB IBO

General Delivery
Carcross, Yukon YOB IBO
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390-2911 - h
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Yukon College
Box 2799

- - Whitehorse. Yukon
rf; Canada YIA5K4

Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403)668-8825

SCHEDULE
Native Language Instructors Training Session

November 15 - 17,2000
Tlingit Literacy - Whitehorse

Y » To^THB^TOom-FoncxincHarRENTOuofVow

CDBHGILDFYDHH FIRST BAneWS
HWUTIMDRNS W>ffTEHORSe.VlMDN lEL:

Tuesday, November 15, 2000 Wednesday, November 16, 2000 Thursday, November 17, 2000

9:00 a.m. PRAYER

INTRODUCTIONS

ALPHABET

GLOTTAL STOP

WORD LIST
-Teslin

LISTENING EXERCISE
-Vowels

10:45 a.m. ALPHABET REVIEW CONTINUED
-Consonants and Vowels

WORD LIST CONTINUED CARCROSS MATERIALS
-Sewing

12 noon Ivmch limch lunch

1:00 p.m. POEM - CARCROSS COMPUTER
-Native Language Books

COMPLEIE CARCROSS MATERIALS

2:45 p.m. READING PRACTICE
-Moose Himt

WORD LIST - TESLIN

LISTENING EXERCISE FINAL PROOF READING
-At home (Carcross, Teslin)

CLOSING
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lUnUllClCIc Cauaita YIA 3K4'-' ^1 -• / Tdephonc (403) 668-8820

Facsimile (403)668-8825

SCHEDULE
Native Language Instiructors Training Session

February 14 - 16,2001
Tlingit Literacy - Whitehorse

% ^ TOGETHERTOOAK_ TOROUnOlEiJRWTDMOf^^

GnUHCILOFYDKflHFIHSTHAnDHS
IINBimMnWE W>flTENOme.VIIION m.-(40S)M7-7Bt
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Wednesday, February 14, 2001 Thursday, February 15, 2001 Friday, February 16, 2001

9:00 a.m. PRAYER- LUCYWREN

INTRODUCTIONS

ALPHABET

LISTENING EXERCISE
-kh and kh'

LISTENING EXERCISE
ts and ts'

SONG
-Dlegii
-Where of where has my httle dog gone

PERSONAL NAMES

10:45 a.m. LISTENING EXERCISE
kh an(i kh'

LISTENING EXERCISE
ch and ch'

LISTENING EXERCISE
g and gh

12 noon lunch lunch limch

1:00 p.m. VOTING GAME
kh an(i kh'

Lib1hNING EXERCISE-CONTRAST
t and t'

CARCROSS SCHOOL CONVERSATION LIST

LISTENING EXERCISE
k and k'

LISTENING EXERCISE
k' and kh'

LISTENING EXERCISE
xandxh

LORD"S PRAYER

2:45p.m. LISTENING EXERCISE
tl and tr

LISTEING EXERCISE
complete k and k'

TESLIN CD ROM PROJECT
-Sharon Shorty recording Margaret Bob

LISTENING EXERCISE
x' and xh'

CLOSING
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Tlingit Consonant Chart

Labial
lips

Alveolar
tongue tip behind teeth

Velar
middle of tongue against

roof of mouth

Uvular
back of tongue touches
uvula at back of throat

Glottal
vocal chords

Stops
(stop off the breath)

rounded rounded
(rate)

(Note: 2)

Plain da
weasel

diet
snow

dzet
ladder,

bridge, stairs

jaji
snowshoes

gdn
firewood

gwel
bag

gha
(raven
call)

taghwdn
tie it into

a bow

nay.d
(you folks)

go!

ana.wech

it

Aspirated
followed by
a puff of air

ta
sleep

tla
mother

tsats
bear root,
hedysarum

ch^
mother-in-

law

kani
brother/
sister-in-
law

kwey
mark,

landmark

kha
man

khwan
people
from

Glottalized
released with a
jopping sound

t'a
king

salmon

tl'atk
earth,
ground

ts'ats'i
bird

ch'ak'
eagle

k'ink'
fermented
fish heads

kVdt'
egg (not
fish egg)

kh'atM
pitcher

kh'wM
pot

Fricatives
(breath flows through narrow opening creating friction)

Plain Ml
fireweed

sa

name

sha
mountain

xlxch'
frog

xwe

whew!

xh^t
me, I

xhwagut
/ went

h^s
they, them

ya-
nahwen
is swim

ming along

Glottalized
produced with
vocal chords

closed

rak
dress

Sikh
smoke,
cigarette

x'ax'
apple

x'wdn
longjohns

xh'6
mouth

xh'wal'
down

feathers

Sonorants
(softer, you can sing them continuously)

-

Nasal
vibration
through

nasal cavity

mS-sa?
how?
(Note 2)

na'
here; take

it

Nonnasal wakh
eye

daleyi
trout

ya 1
this \1

•Note 1: rounded w and/iw do not occur in the Teslin dialect
♦Note 2: m does not occur in the Carcross dialect



Tlingit Vowels
T=Teslin, C=Carcross, A=Atlm

The basic Tlingit vowels are a, e, i and u. An o occurs sometimes in borrowed
words and interjections.
Thevowels canbe long or short and have either high or low tone.

short short long long
low high low high

(no mark) ( ' ) V) in

ch'a a a (^) a

just that, there yes sitting, lake

de te de de dwe
already rock trail, road that's enough!

i di 1

your don't tea yuck!

tsu tsu gishu (T.A.) nashu
geshu (C)

again also, too pig extends

ho ho aho
thank you I don't want to

(Coast: I understand)
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VOWELS
Short+low tone
a

e

i
u

short+high tone

e

1

u

6

long+low tone
V

a
V

e
V

1
V

U

long+high tone
a

e

1

u

6

Example of length and tone contrasts:

Tsu wugut.
John tsu wugut.
John tsu wugut.

sha
sha
Wedu a.
Wedu a.
Wedu a.

Wet a.

til
til
t'a
t'a

yat'a
yat'a

xhat
xhat
xhat

tay
tay
du datayi
du tayi

gun

gun

agun

He went again.
John went also.
John went again.

head
mountain
There it is.
There's some there.
There is a lake there.
He/she is sitting there.

scar

shoe
king sahnon
board

it's warm/hot
this one

root

fish, salmon
me

garden
fat
his/her body fat
in his/her sleep

gold
spring (water)
portage to or from it

Tlingit Literacy November, 2000 and February, 2001 Page 7



Example of length and tone contrasts: continued

shi
sM

guk
guk

Kha dzisk'w amsitin.
man moose he sees it

Kha, dzisk'w amsitin.
man, moose he sees it

song

help!

ear

go ahead!

He sees a bull moose.

The man sees the moose.

Glottal Stop
1. At the beginning of a word, it is not written.

yii a

he/she is sitting
lake

that lake yonder.

2. In the middle of the word, it is written as a period (.).

yu.a

xha.a

at dus.a

dus.i
du si

it is said

I am sitting
they are making him/her sit there
they cook it
his/her daughter

3. At the end of a word, it is written as an apostrophe (').

na'

h?'
ja'

here! (take it)
(surprise) wow! gosh!
Dear. Honey, (between husband and wife)

Page 8 TlingitLiteracy November, 2000andFebruary, 2001



Nasalization
In Teslin a syllable ending with y or w is nasalized.

ay tay
kay

garden
mUe, cord (of wood), a measure

ey Amsigey. He/she paid him/her.

iy dliy
Nay.a/Niy.a !

meat

You folks go!

aw gaw

haw

t'aw

drum, clock
boughs
feather

ew I'ew sand

(iw) suw/siw/sim rain

uw Sh_tu xhaltuw.
Sh_tu xhaltim.

I'm studying.

xhiy
ketl xhiyi, ketlxhiyi

backpack
dog pack

A, U
H?'!

Yes (Atlin, Teslin, Carcross)
(surprise) Wow! Gosh!

Ya has na.at

Ketl xhwasitin

Ketl awe_xhwsitin.

They are walking along.
I saw a dog.
I saw a dog.

Tlingit Literacy November, 2000 and February, 2001 Page 9
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Tlingit Literacy Session
November 15-17,2000

Lengtli Contrast

(a)

1. t'a king sahnon 1. t'a board
2. gan firewood 2. gan outside
3. sha head 3. sha women

1. Yadu a.

2. A k^e has wu.at. (Teslin)
A kade hes yu.at. (Carcross)

3. Gan nel yala.a. (Teslin)
Gen nel yele.a. (Carcross)

4. T'a ka naxit'. (Teslin)
T'a ka nexit'. (Carcross)

5. Ma sa yati? (Teslin)
Wa sa yeti? (Carcross)

Here it is.

They went to the lake.

Bring the firewood in.

Sweep the floor.

How is he/she/it.

Tone Contrast
Listening Exercise

(a) (a)

1. sha mountain 1. sha woman

2. tay fat 2. tay garden
3. xhat root 3. xhat fish

Page 10 TlingitLiteracy November, 2000andFebruary, 2001



Tlingit Language
November, 2000

Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith
Listening Exercise: [ ch ] and [ch' ^

Examples of [ ch ]:

1. cha

2. chan

3. chunet

Examples of [ ch' ]:

1. ch'ak'

1. term of respect for
brother-in-law

2. stink

3. arrow

1. eagle

2. ch'it 2. diving bird

3. ch'akw 3. long ago

Tlingit Literacy November, 2000 and February, 2001 Page 11



Tlingit Language
Ms. Margaret Bob and Mrs. Liz Smith

Listen to each sentence. Write [ ch ] and [ ch' ] as you hear them

Chunet in awe

watsix awajakh.
L He shot the caribou with

an arrow.

Ch'ak' as yit a. 2. The eagle is sitting in a tree.

Ch'at' awe dzisk'w
axha.

3. The moose is eating willows.

Chukw^ ya
kanas.en.

4. The grass is growing.

Chfl atyexh. 5. He's building a cache.

Ch'agu hidi ch'u
at da.a.

6. The old house is still

standing there.

We i ch'ini axh

wagha yati.
7. Your ribbon looks nice to me.

Axh kt chashhit

yit a.
8. My aunt is sitting in a

brush house.

Ch'ak'wa in atul
we jaji.

9. He is drilling holes in the
snowshoe frame with a punch.

Chas' awe yes
ke uhinch.

10. The humpback salmon swims
up in the fall.
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Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Listening Exercise: [ ch ] and [ ch' ]

Examples of [ ch

1. cha

2. Chan (T, A)
Chen (C)

3. chunet

Examples of [ ch' ]:

1. ch'ak'

2. ch'it

1. term of respect for
brother-in-law

2. stink

3. arrow

1. eagle

2. diving bird

3. ch'akw 3. long ago
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Tlingit Language

Listen to each sentence. Write [ ch ] and [ ch' ] as you hear them.

1. Diet ye yati, ch'a an
awe wutuwa.at. (T)

Diet ye yeti, ch'e m
awe wutuwa.at. (C)

2. Axh ch^ shuxhwsiti.

3. We ch'ak' guch shaki
at a. (T)

We ch'ak' guch shaki
6t a. (C)

1. There is snow, but we
went anyway.

2. I am expecting my
mother-in-law.

3. The eagle is sitting on the
hill top.

4. We ch'agu chfli ch'u
at da.a. (T)

4. The old cache is still standing.

We ch'agu chili ch'u
et da.a. (C)

5. We chtoet ch'al' xhude
awat'uk.

5. He shot the arrow into
the willows.

Tlingit Literacy November, 2000 and February, 2001 Page 15



6. De ch'^w awe del
xhwasatin xhalak'ach'. (T)

De ch'akw awe tlel

xhwasetin xhalek'ech'. (C)

7. Axh dechxhanx'i hes yaxh
hes yawsiwat. (C)

Axh dachxhanx'i yaxh
has yamsiwat. (T)

8. Ch'u daxhnaxh has awe
tliyade has wu.at. (T)

Ch'u daxhnaxh hes awe

tliyade hes wu.at. (C)

9. Ch^en ya kene.en we
taxhgi ya. (C,A)

Chuk^ taxhgi yaxh ya
kana.en. (T)

10. We ghuch tlen t'uch'
yaxh yetiyi a tilxh
siti du t'akhka. (C)

We ghuch tlen t'uch' yaxh
yatiyi a til du t'akhkawu. (T)

6. I haven't seen a porcupine
for a long time.

7. My grandchildren are all
grown up.

8. They both went walking
that way.

9. The grass is growing on
the hillside.

10. The big wolf has a black
scar on the side.
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Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Listening Exercise: [ g ] and [ gh;

Examples of [ g ]:

1. gun

2. guk

3. gaxw

Examples of [ gh ];

1. ghuch

2. ghach

3. ghatl

1. gold

2. ear

3. ducks

1. wolf

2. rug

3. pilot bread
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Tlingit Language

Listen to each sentence. Write [ g ] and [ gh ] as you hear them.

L Gaxh ghagan dayin a. (C) L The rabbit is sitting in the
sun (sunning himself).

We ghaxh ghagan dayin a. (A,T)

2. We ghiich we guch kMe
ghaxh.

3. Ghakh tlen amdzighat. (T)

Ghakh tlen awdzighat. (C,A)

4. Gan gaxhtuxash. (T,A)

Gen gaxhtuxash. (C)

5. Ma sa khuyati gan ? (T)

Wa sa khuyeti gan ? (C)

6. Gun xhwM'i.

7. Ghach net axh.

2. The wolf is crying on the
hill.

3. He trapped a large lynx.

4. We're going to cut firewood.

5. How is the weather outside?

6. I found gold.

7. Bring the rug in.
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8. Axh xhani ghanu. 8. Sit by me.

9. Axh guk yanikw/yanuk. (T) 9. My ear is sore.

Axh guk yenuk. (C)

10. Gishu ya anaswat. (T)

Geshu ya eneswat. (C)

10. She is raising pigs.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /g/ and /gh/ as you hear them in the following:

3 4. 5.

10.
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Examples of [ k ]

1. kit

2. kast

3. kux

Examples of [ k' ]:

1. k'llja

2. k'iden

3. k'ux

Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Contrasts: [ k ] and [ k' ]

1. killer whale

2. barrel

3. rice

1. Chinook wind

2. well

3. marten
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Tlingit Language

Listen to each sentence. Write [ k ] and [ k' ] as you hear them.

L Ch'a k'at khutuk'it'. (T)

Ch'e k'et khutuk'it'. (C)

2. Kijin k'ux xhwadzighat.

3. We kux kast kade
naxwen.

4. Axh kani kijm ketl du
fiwu. (T)

Axh kani du kedli
kijminaxh yeti. (A,C)

5. We k'udas' tlaxh ma
sa xh'alitsin. (T)

We k'udes' tlaxh wa
sa xh'alitsin. (C)

6. Et xeshti kMes' awe
kexhakhes' keyuttin. (C)

At dugu gudas' kawut
in kaxhakhes'. (A)

At xashti kudas' xhakhes'
kawuttin. (T)

1. At least we're picking berries.

2. I trapped five marten.

3. Scoop that rice into
a barrel.

4. My brother/sister-in-law
has five dogs.

5. That shirt is very expensive.

6. I'm sewing a skin shirt with
beads.
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7. Kanat'a wutuwa.m, k'iden
wutusi.i.

Kenet'a wutuwa.m, k'iden
wutusi.i.

8. Axh kelk' awe ketl axh
jit awsinuk. (C)

Axh kelk' awe ketl axh
jit amsinuk. (T)

9. We at kaxhi kaxh
kukhwagut. (T)

7. We picked blueberries and
cooked them well.

8. My nephew gave me a dog.

9. I'm going to get some sap.

We et kaxhi kaxh kukhwagut. (C)

10. Shatukhuwu tudaxh awe
khuk awat'i axh kik'. (C)

Axh kik' khuk awat'i
we shakhuwuli tu. (T)

10. My younger brother/sister
found a box in the cave.

My younger brother/sister
found a box in the cave.
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Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Listening Exercise: [ k ] and [ kh;

Examples of [ k ]:

1. ka 1. car

2. kijm 2. five

3. sik 3. belt

Examples of [ kh ]:

1. khas' 1. splinter/sliver

2. khuk 2. box

3. ikh 3. beach
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Tlingit Language

Listen to each sentence. Write [ k ] and [ kh ] as you hear them.

L We tlekhw khudaxh L There are too many leaves
kay^i axhu ye yati. (T) in the berries.

We tlekhw khudaxh

keyani exhu ye yeti. (C)

2. Tlakw de, we kM khut 2. Hurry up now; the dog has
wujixix. run away.

3. Axh kani kijm kh^w
axh jit amli.at. (T)

Axh kani kijm kh^w
axh jit amli.et. (C)

4. We ketl kast kadaxh

hin atlet'. (T)

We ketl kast kadaxh

hin etlet'. (C)

5. We kha kanest set

akadatin. (T)

We kha kanest set

ekedetin. (C)

3. My brother/sister-in-law
gave me five baskets.

4. The dog is licking water
from the barrel.

5. The man is wearing a cross.
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6. Kha dzisk'w amsitin. (T) 6. He saw a bull moose.

Kha dzisk'w awsitin. (C)

7. K'unts' aksa.exh. (T)

K'unts' ekese.exh. (C)

8. Khuyak'e. (T)

Khuyek'e. (C)

7. She is growing/planting
potatoes.

8. The weather is nice.

9. S'igedi khidude khwagut.(C) 9. I amgoing to go to the
beaver dam.

S'igedi khidude_kkhwagut. (T,A)

10. Ka ya anaskhuxh. (T) 10. She is driving a car.

Ka ya eneskhuxh. (C)
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Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Contrasts: [ k' ] and [ kh' ]

Examples of [ k' ]:

1. k'unts' 1. potatoes

2. k'ux 2. marten

3. sik' 3. daughter

Examples of [ kh' ]:

1. kh'ich' 1. scar

2. kh'atr 2. thin and flat

3. kh'atel 3. pitcher
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Tlingit Language

Listen to each sentence. Write [ k' ] and [ kh' ] as you hear them.

L Axh sik' kha axh yitk'
has khus.uk'. (T)

Axh sik' kha axh yitk'
hes khus.uk'. (C)

2. We hit da kh'anaxhani

k'iden ya analyexh. (T)

We hit da kh'anaxhani

k'iden ya enelyexh. (C)

3. Khudaxh kh'M' yaxh
yati we k'lxh'a. (T)

Khudaxh kh'M' yaxh
yeti we k'lxh'a. (C)

4. Kh'ekaxwen shayadihen
we a ye xhat yatiyi ye. (T)

Kh'ekaxwen sheyedihen
we a ye xhat yetiyi ye. (T)

1. My daughter and my son
are playing house.

2. He's building the fence
around the house well.

3. The gaff hook is too thin.

4. There are lots of flowers

where I am.
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5. Daxh kh'aliyel we k'isani. 5. Those kids are liars.

6. Kh'asigu yat.

7. SM wet'a, kh'aliyel.

8. K'isani has ash kulyet. (T)

K'isani hes esh kuiet. (C)

9. Kh'anaxhan hit
da_mdudliyexh. (T)

Kh'anaxhan hit
da_wdudliyexh. (C)

10. Kh'atel kaxh yaxh
kasaxa. (T)

Kh'atel kaxh yaxh
kesexa. (C)

6. It is fun here.

7. Watch out for that guy,
he's a liar.

8. The boys are playing.

The boys are playing.

9. They built a fence around
the house.

They built a fence around
the house.

10. Dump out the pitcher.

Dump out the pitcher.
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Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Listening Exercise: [ kh ] and [ kh' ]

Examples of [ kh ]:

1. kha

2. khena

3. khuti

Examples of [ kh' ]:

1. kh'atr

2. kh'atel

3. kh'watl

1. man

2. awl

3. weather

1. flat, thin

2. pitcher

3. cooking pot
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Tlingit Language

Listen to each sentence. Write [ kh ] and [ kh' ] as you hear them.

L Kha kayek xhwa.axh.
(T,A)

Kha keyek xhwa.axh.
(C)

2. Axh xhuxh kh'ekaxwen

axh jiyis hat awa.in.(T)

Axh tseyi kh'ekaxwen
axh jide ech awsiwu. (C)

Kh'ekaxwen axh jide ach
awsiwu kha texh'i yagi. (A)

3. Tlaxh ma sa khusi.at'
ya yagi. (T)

Wa sa khusi.at' ya yegi? (C)

Wa sa khusi.at' ya yagi? (A)

1. I hear the sound of someone
coming.

I hear the sound of people
coming.

2. My husband bought me
flowers.

My sweetheart sent me
flowers.

She/he sent me flowers for
Valentines Day.

3. It sure is cold today.

How cold is it today?
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4. At dayitin khakw
awtiyexh. (T)

4. She made a basket with birch.

Et dayi khakw awliyexh. (C) She made a birch basket.

Kh^w akawa.^. (A)

5. We kh'ateltm hin axh
jit sa.m. (T)

We kh'ateltm hin axh jit
se.m. (C, A)

6. Kh'anashgideden uwawat.
(C)

Kh'aneshgide yaxh uwawat.
(A,T)

7. Et hes khin, hes sh_kehiik.
(C,A)

Ch'a ye tukhin, agha
wutusitin. (T)

She wove a basket
(a small one).

5. Bring me water in a pitcher.

6. He/she was raised up poor.

7. They are sitting down telling
a story.

We were just sitting and then
we saw it.
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8. We ha dakhw^ ch'e
Meket hat hes uwa.et.

(C,A)

Ch'a Idakat Testin khw^
hat uwa.at. (T)

9. Khudaxh kh'atl' yeti
ya x'uw. (T, C, A)

10. We khashaxasha axh
jit kati. (T, A)

We khashexesha axh

jit ti. (C)

8. All the people around us
came.

All the Teslin people came.

9. This blanket is too thin.

10. Bring me the scissors.
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Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Contrasts: [ d ] and [ t' ^

Examples of [ d ]:

1. dana 1. dollar, money

2. de 2. trail, road

3. dexh 3. two

Examples of [ t';

1. t'a 1. king salmon

2. fix' 2. ice

3. t'a 3. board
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Tlingit Language
Contrast: [d] and [t'̂

1. Duwaku axh it uwaha. (T) 1. I'm craving snuff.

Duwaku axh xh'edaxh

tax'. (C,A)

2. T'a tlen xhwadzit'exh.

(T,C,A)

3. We tlekhw yen kawat'a.

4. DMis sawe axh itde at
yigut? (T,A)

Dat kaxh sawe axh itde
et yigut? (C)
et yigut pronounced edigut

5. Du sik' t'a ket ta. (T,C,A)

6. Dexh dana xhwatl.

Share my snuff.

2. I caught a big king
salmon, (on a set line)

3. The berries are fully ripe.

4. Why are you following me
around?

What are you following me
around for?

5. His/her daughter is
sleeping on the floor.

6. I found two dollars.

7. At diigu t'isht awati. (T,A) 7. She put a skin on the frame.

Et dugu t'lsh awati. (C)
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8. Ma sa duwas^w we
t'ukaneyi ? (T)

Wa sa duwasakw we
t'ukaneyi ? (C,A)

9. Xhat'uch' tlen xhwasitin.

(T,C,A)

10. T'ukaneyi t'uk tude
amsiniik. (T)

T'ukaneyi t'uk tude awsinM:.
(C,A)

8. What is the baby's name?

9. I saw a big black fox, (or
silver fox).

10. She put the baby into the
baby carrier.
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Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Listening Exercise: [ tl ] and [ tl';

Examples of [ tl ]:

1. tla

2. khtl

3. tlek'

Examples of [ tl' ]:

1. tl'etk

2. hetl'!

3. tl'ak'

1. mother

2. dog

3. no

1. earth, ground

2. how nice!

3. wet wood
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Tlingit Language

Listen to each sentence. Write [ tl ] and [ tl' ] as you hear them.

L Atli, axh shaxhawu
wuditl'ak', hint xhat
wudzigit. (T)

Etli, axh shexhawu
yuditl'ak', hint xhat
yudzigit. (C)

2. Tlakw de, ha tla de yan
uwani. (T)

Tlakw de, ha tla de yen
uwani. (C)

3. Ch'a tlakw awe ye jitune.

4. Du tl'ughu tlel ayaxh uti
at dana kaxh. (T)

Du tl'ughu tlel eyaxh uti
et dena kaxh. (C)

5. Tlekw has a.in has du

tlak'w jiyis. (T)

Tlekw hes e.in hes du

tl^'w jiyis. (C)

L Mom, my hair is wet, I
fell in the water.

2. Hurry up now, our mom
is ready.

3. We are always working.

4. His liver is no good from
drinking.

5. They're gathering berries
for their auntie (mother's
sister).
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6. Tlaxh ma sa khumdid'ak'
we Sim itdaxh. (T)

Suw itidaxh ch'u khuwditl'ak'.

(C,A)

6. The ground is sure wet
after the rain.

The ground is still wet
after the rain.

7. Tl'ekhna.attin xhadekhes'. (C) 7. I am sewing with a thimble.

Trikhna.at in xhadakhes'. (T)

Tl'ekhna.attin xhadakhes'. (A)

8. We tl'atgi ka awe at
wutlux' we tl'uk'xh.

We tl'etgi ka awe et
wutlux' we tl'uk'xh.

9. Tlel nail du tl'ikh axh
awuxashi. (T)

Tlel unetf du tl'ekh axh
awuxashi. (C)

Tlel unaM du tl'ikh axh

awuxashi. (A)

8. The worm is squirming
around on the ground.

9. He almost cut his finger
off.
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10. Tlakw ya gagu, tie!
naif yamtiidlaghi. (T)

Tlakw gegu, tlel unali
et wutu.adi. (C)

Tlakw ya gagu, tlel
unali yawtudlaghi. (A)

10. Hurry up, we're just about
there.

Walk faster, we're almost
there.
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Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Listening Exercise: [ ts ] and [ ts';

Examples of [ ts ]:

L tsu 1. also

2. xuts 2. grizzly bear

3. tsa 3. seal

Examples of [ ts' ]:

L ts'utat 1. morning

2. xats' 2. clear sky

3. lits'a 3. it smells good
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Tlingit Language

Listen to each sentence. Write [ ts ] and [ ts' ] as youhear them.

L Ch'e yesu ts'Mt
shaxhwdinuk, khuwdigwas'.
(C)

Ch'a yesu ts'utat
shaxhwdinuk, khumdigwas'. (T)

2. Seghanin ts'utat tsu hande
gaxhtu.at.

3. Kax' xhwalitsik setgawsan
yis. (C)

Kax' xhwalitsik sitgamsan
yis. (T)

4. Ts'ats'i daxh duwa.axhch,
tsu has at sM. (A, T)

Ts'ets'i daxh duwa.axh,
tsu hes et shi. (C)

5. We uxja litsin, ach awe
tlel xhwagut.

L I got up early in the
morning, and it was foggy.

2. We're going to come again
tomorrow morning.

3. I cooked a grouse on a
cooking stick for noon time.

4. You can hear the birds,
they're singing again.

5. The wind is strong, so I
didn't go.
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6. Axh tsax'i gf_ysitin' ? Ch'a
yesii daxh khut xhwaghix'.
(T)

Axh tsax'i gi_ysitin' ? Axh
wakhdese yaxhwli.et.
(C)

7. K'unts' gi i jiwu, axh jit
shuwaxix? (T,A)

K'unts' agi i jihu, axh jit
shuwaxix ? (C)

8. Tsats kakkhwaha, axh
Klk'u xh'es kukhasa.i.

6. Have you seen my mitts?
I misplaced them.

7. Do you have any potatoes,
I've run out?

8. I'm going to dig up bear
roots and cook them for
my grandma.

9. Tsatk kasaduk axh ituwaha. 9. I want to eat a whole gopher.

Tselk keseduk axh it uwaha.

10. Seghanin tsa tsu i xh^de
kkhwagut. (T)

Seghanin tsa i xh^de
kkhwagut. (C)

Seghan tsa i xh^de
kkhwagut. (A)

10. I won't come to see you
again until tomorrow.

I won't come to see you
again until tomorrow.

Tomorrow I'll come and

see you.
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Tlingit Listening Exercise

Write /ts/ and /ts'/ as you hear them in the following:
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Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Listening Exercise: [ x ] and [ xh;

Examples of [ x ^

1. xun

2. xuts

3. ux

Examples of [ xh ]:

1. xhaw

2. xhik

3. uxh

1. north wind

2. brown bear

3. air, bubble

1. fur

2. shoulder

3. tooth
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Tlingit Language

Listen to each sentence. Write [ x ] and [ xh ] as youhear them.

L Axh shatxh ghaxh agas.i
kux in. (T,A)

Axh shetxh g^h eges.i
kuxtin. (C)

2. Axh uxh yanikw, ach
awe ch'as xhat xhaxha. (T)

Axh uxh yanikw, ech
awe ch'es xhat xhaxha. (C)

3. We xuts hin yik dak
uwa.at xhat kaxh. (T)

We xuts hin yik dak
uwa.et xhat kaxh. (C)

4. Xun wuduwanuk, ach awe
axh xhuxh tie! wugut. (T)"

Xun wuduwanuk, ech awe
axh xhuxh tie! wugut. (C)

L My older sister is cooking
rabbit with rice.

2. My tooth hurts, so I'm
eating nothing but fish.

3. The bears are out in the
river for fish.

4. The north wind was blowing,
that's why my husband didn't
go.
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5. X^a niyade daxh du.axhji 5. Toward evening you can
nich we xixch'. hear the frogs.

6. Xixch' te kat a. (T,A)

Xixch' te ket a. (C)

7. We xasha yaghfl'! (T,A)

We xesha yeghfl' ! (C)

8. Xhat ast'exh. (T,A)

Xhat est'exh. (C)

9. Axh sha yanikw. (T, A)

Axh sha yenuk. (C)

10. Axh xhum awe axh
xhant uwagut.

6. The frog is sitting on a rock.

7. Sharpen the saw!

8. She is hooking fish.

9. My head hurts.

10. My friend came to visit me.
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Write /x/ and /xh/ as you hear them in the following:
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Tlingit Language
February, 2001

Listening Exercise: [ x' ] and [ xh';

Examples of [ x' ]:

1. x'ux'

2. x'as

3. ux'

Examples of [ xh' ]:

1. xh'e

2. xh'un

3. k'uxh'

1. paper, book

2. waterfall

3. shoulderblade

L mouth

2. diaper moss

3. pitch, gum
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Tlingit Language

Listen to each sentence. Write [ x' ] and [ xh' ] as you hear them.

1. Xh'ahat xh'et shuwat^.

2. Xh'eshx'u kayati
we x'ux'. (T, A)

Xh'eshx'u yaxh yeti
we x'ux'. (C)
ydxh yeti pronounced

3. Tlaxh x'egha x'an aya.u
we kha. (T)

Tlaxh x'egha x'an eye.u
we kha. (C)

4. Xh'wM' x'uw tut ta.

5. We xh'wat' ch'a ghegha
x'as kanaxh ke ushk'ench. (T)

We xh'wat' ch'e ghegha
x'as kanaxh ke ushk'ench. (C)

L The door is closed.

2. The book is blue
(bright blue).

3. That man really has a
bad temper.

4. She's sleeping in a down
feather blanket.

5. The rainbow trout keeps
tryng to jump over the
waterfall.
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6. Hin x'aside_khwagut. (C)

Hin x'aside_kkhwagut. (T,A)

7. Ye xh'uskudliyat'.

8. Xh'ahat hede shunatan. (T,A)

Xh'ahat xh'edaxh shunetan.
(C)

9. At xh'ishi axha. (T)

Et xh'ishi exha. (C)

10. X'ux' atiw. (T)

X'ux' etuw. (C)

6. I am going to the waterfall.

7. He has long feetAegs.

8. Open the door.

9. She's eating dried
salmon or dried fish.

10. She is reading a book.
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Et Getude_s Gugha.at

They Are Going Of Into The Bush

By Lucy Wren

Tlingit Language Specialist
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Shayedak'w awe et yuxun.
et yuxiin pronounced eduxiin

Shayedak'w is packing to go.

We kaxhax'w.a ket el.et we du edi.

He has his things on the bed.

Du tukh'atali kha du lix'wani et el.et.

He has pants and his socks there.

Sakwnen gwel tsu etestin.
He has a bag of flour there too.

Gishu tayi tsu et etin.
He has bacon there too.
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Kes'ugwa yet tsu et eten.
He has a frying pan there too.

Lita tsu et etin.

He has a knife there too.

Hin tsu eguxhse.m, kha guxh'a tsu akghwat^.
He's going to take water and a cup too.

Du xhiyi awa.axh.
He has gotten his pack out.

Du edi etude ekughachak.
He's going to pack his things in it.
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We hes du tla awe tlekhw kenigwat' estexh.
Their mother is cooking berry jam.

"Yen et xhwaxun, etle."
"I've finished packing up, mom."

"We i uxh an i.us' a, kha xedu tsu gele.a."
"Take along your toothbrush and comb."

"We axh xhiyi tude xhwati.M de.'
I've aheady put them in my pack."
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Yanegut Ish du kaxh hat uwagut.
Yanegut Ish has come for hrni.

Shayed^'w du get yujixix.
du get yujixix •pronoxm.c&ddugMujixix

Shayedak'w runs to greet him.

Hes du tuwii sigu hush xhan hes yudi.et.
hes yudi.et pronounced hesudi.et

They are glad to get together.

Yanegut Ish yutsagha du jihu.
Yanegut ish has a walking stick.
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De_s gugha.at.
They're going to start off now.

Shayedak'w du tla xhawaghmaxh du it xh'ewaten.
Shayedak'w's mother speaks to him through the window.

5?Yetsinet kaxh khunetis' ch'e tlakw.

"Keep an eye out for grizzUes."

"Tlel ha da yu titeni.
"Don't worry about us."

59"K'iden esh_kaxhtuttin.'

"We will take good care of ourselves.'
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We de yik ya-s ne.et.
They are walking along the trail.

Yu-s xh'ate.et.

They are talking to each other.

We yel hes awsitin.
They see a raven.

Hes du shukaxh ya-ndekhm we yet.
The raven is flying ahead of them.

We-s du itdaxh tsisk'w hes ech letin.
A moose is watching them from behind.
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Sh^axh ke-s ne.et.

They are walking up the valley.

We kha watsix hes ech yusitin.
A bull moose sees them.

We ch'^' hes du kanaxh ya-ndekhm.
An eagle is flying over them.

Jenu sha yedax' hes awsitin.
They see mountain goats on the mountain side.
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Ekhdechun ya neshix we Shayed^'w.
Shayedak'w is running downhill.

Yanegut Ish ye xh'ayekha, "Shayedak'w, axh yigha s'e."
YanegUt Ish says, "Shayed^'w, wait for me."

We yel hes du xhande duwa.axh.
The raven calls to them.

Ghaxh! ghaxh!" ye duwa.axh.
He calls, "Caw! caw!"

Ghakh yetx'i-s awsitin, daxh esh kutet.
They see the baby lynx; they are playing.
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A yaxh dak hes uwa.et.
They come to a lake shore.

We s'igedi khidi-s awsitin.
They see the beaver dam.

We kaghit ya nehen tsii-s awsitin.
They see a loon swimming along too.

S'igedi yudzit'akw.
A beaver slaps his tail.

We gaxw tsu hes du yudikhin.
And the duck has taken off, flying away from them.
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Yakwyedi hes du jihii.
They have a small canoe.

Yanegut Ish we yakw ekawaket'.
Yanegut ish unties the boat

Shayedak'w khu.a axh dak awaten we y^w.
Shayed^'w then carries it down to the water.

We a shude hes gughakhuxh.
They are going to go to the end of the lake.
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Shayedak'w s'e yakw yide yugut.
First, Shayedak'w gets aboard.

We axha axh awat^.

He picks up the paddle.

Y^egut Ish, tsakh we yakw!" ye eyawsikha.
"Y^egiit ish, push the boat out!" he tells him.
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We a shude ya-s nekhuxh.
They are going to the end of the lake.

We yetsinet hes ech letin.
The bear is watching them.

X'ant uwanuk yetsinet.
He's angry, the bear is.

Du shuket awe we a shude-s gughakhuxh!
They will get to the end of the lake before he does!
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Conversation Sheet - Sewing
(Translated by Fanny Smith)

November Session

1. Axh tuwa sigu ts^' xhwakhayi.

2. I it gi khadashi?

3. We axh tasi kawdidux'.

4. Axh It idashi.

5. Axh tasi kawdlixis'.

6. Axh t^'^'i kawal'ix'.

7. Axh tasi wulik'uts.

8. We tas tlel Me anaxh

wukhasiyighi ye we t'ax'al.

9. Tlel Me kukhadux'u ye we tas.

10. At kawdixit, we yi dakhes'i kaych^.

I want to sew mitts.

Do you need help?
(Can I help you?)

I have a knot in my thread.

Can you help me? (Help me!)

My thread got tangled up.

My needle broke.

My thread broke.

I can't thread my needle.
(I can't pull the thread through
the needle).

I can't tie a knot in the thread.

It's time to put away your sewing.

11. Tlel xhwasaku wa sa khukkhwanugii. I don't know what to do.

12. Akat xhat sewax'^w

wa sa ye daduneyi.

13. Ha wa sa khukkwanuk?

14. Ayaxh gi ye daxhane?

I forgot how to do this.

What do I do now?

Am I doing this right?
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15. We yi dakhes'i hat yita.l

16. Tlel unaM yani xhwakhayi we
axh tsax'i.

17. Da sawe ikhes'?

18 Gaxhtudakha gi ya yagi?

19. Khashaxasha h^de.

20. Gusu we tas?

Vocabulary

kawut beads
tas dalaneyi wax

tas thread
I'l tas cotton thread
tax'al' needle

kat'isha three corner needle
kawut tax'al'i beading needle
I'l kh'atr duffle, material

Bring your sewing.

I'm almost done sewing
my mitts.

What are you sewing?

Are we going to do some sewing
today?

Give me the scissors.

Where is the thread?
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Sentences - Teslin Women
November Session

Adu sa s'lsa hidi aya ?

Ha sisa hidi awe.

Ma sa khuwanduk i titk'w ?

Hm yaxh ya_nxhagut.

Axh ik' hin xh'ayaxh ya nagut.
(Axh kik-boy's younger brother.
Axh hunxh-boy's older brother.)

Tlakw ke_xhwjixfx.

Axh titk'w xh'an gto a, sisa hit
gannaxh.a.

Axh ish hm aya axh titk'u jiyis.

Yan awusneyi awe xh'an gugu wuta.

Whose tent is this?

It is our tent.

What is your grandma doing?

I am walking beside the creek.

My brother is walking beside the
lake.

I started running really fast.

My grandma is sitting beside
the fire, outside the tent.

My dad is packing water for
my grandma.

When he finished, he slept by the
fire.
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Vocabulary
November Session

axh s'i

axh xh'ustak or
axh ikhtak (T,A)

axh jintak

axh dixh' (T,A)
axh dexh' (C,T)

axh ghushka

axh letuxh

axh I'ut'

axh laka

axh ikhkaor

axh xh'uska

axh tiy

axh jm

Tliye ghanu !

Tliye gheykhi!

Shal axh jit ! (T, A)
Shel axh jit tdn ! (C)

si.ax'u at

my eyebrows

bottom of my foot

pahn of my hand

my back

my lap

my throat

my tongue

inside of my mouth

top of my foot

my chin

my hand

Sit still (1)!

Sit still (2 or more)!

Give me a spoon!

pepper
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H^de yii el'!

H^de we el' !

Gux'a axh jit tan !

Hingha nagu !

Atjusxha.at axh jit tan !

Give me the salt (from way over
there)!

Give me the salt (from near by)!

Give me a cup!

Go and get some water!

Hand me a fork!
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Wind

November Session

Xun wuduwanuk. North wind is blowiag.

K'ilja wuduwanuk. South wind is blowing.

Sanaxh wuduwanuk. East wind is blowing.

Dekinaxh wuduwanuk. West wind is blowing.
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Carcross Community School Conversation List
February Session

Wa sa khikghinuk sgun itdaxh ? (A) What are you going to do after school?

Da sa i tuwa sigu ye.ysaniyf sgun
itdaxh? (T)

Wa sa kaginuk sgund^ dak
yigudi? (C)

Tlel xhwasaku yesu. (C)
Ch'a yesu tie! xhwasaku. (T,A)

Jeff, xhat xh'iya,axh agi? (C)

Weha, axh xh'et agi yisi.axh? (T)

Da sa ye gaxhtusani ya yagi ? (C)

Ma sa khugaxhtunuk ya yagi ? (T)

Tatge da sa ye.ysini ?

What do you want to do after school?

What are you going to do after you
get out of school?

I don't know yet.

Jeff, did you understand me?

Jeff, are you listening to me?

What are we doing today?

What did you do yesterday?
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Lullaby and Nursery Rhyme
February Session

DLfeGtJ
Khexwne xh'eddxh

Hkide_xh chimetk'i,

H^de_xh chunetk'i.

Ts'itsguk' khat'ug_a,

Axh dlak' sik' sagw_a.

He ! net wujikhagh_a !

Chishden wujikhagh_a!

EDETX'I XH'ASHIYI
Ghuch Tld xh'edaxh

GMe sakwshe gi axhketlyedi
yugiit ?

Gude s^wshe gi yugut ?

Du gUk kuwats', kha du I'it kuyat'.

Gude s^wshe gi yugut ?

Khd xhuddxh a eshd,
du in ax'w khu.a ye_s eddykhd:
"Axh ketlyedi!"

A LULLABY

as sung by Nora Dauenhauer

Hand me my little arrow,

Hand me my little arrow,

I could shoot a little bird,

For my sister's little daughter.

Hey, it landed inside (the
house)!

It landed where I can shoot it
easily!

NURSERY RHYME

as sung by Lucy Wren

Where O where has my little
dog gone?

O where, O where has he gone?

His ear is short, and his tail is
long.

O where, O where has he gone?

Someone barks, and the rest
say, "Mypuppy [little dog]!"
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Ha S'^ti Xh'agax'i
Lord's Prayer

Adraft ofFebruary 16 andApril 19,2001

Ha Ish

Dikix' ye iyati.

I sayi gaxhlasayi.

I Khustiyi hat ghagut.

I saheyi ya tl'atgi ka yan ghani

Ch'a diki yaxh.

Ya yagi atxhayi ha jit ti

Ya yagi.

Ch'a ade de ye na.u ha l.ushk'eyi

Our Father,

Who art in Heaven!

Hallowed be Thy name.

Thy Kingdom come.

Thy will be done on earth

As it is in Heaven.

Give us this day

Our daily bread

And forgive us our trespasses,

Uhan ade ch'a Me ye tu.uxhx'weyaxh. As we forgive

Ha xhunikha l.ushk'eyi.

Lfl khukadlenxhaxh ha shigudikh,

L.uskh'e jidaxh khu.a ha ghasnexh.

Ye_nghati.

Our trespassers.

And lead us not into temptation,

But deliver us from evil.

Amen.
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Personal Names from Teslin
November Session

Gha.a

NMyamdashit'/ Nelamdashit'

Kaltm

Ghast^t'

Xunk'

Yedisakw Ish

Khashdaxh

Ketlsha Ish

Lt'anikanik

T^awexh

Daghunaxhen

Watkin

Ghuxhtlen

Daxhta

Sayamdu.axh

Sakinya

Nats

Yelshan Ish

K'asna

Nashak

Yebdi'e

Khuwak'a

Nuwteyi

Sht'awkwet

Chukatm

Kuxwens

Yaxhgus'

Tetxunch
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Personal Names
February Session

Khis.exh (kukhhittan) - Lucy

Kedugh^

Kadzusda (C)

Gadzusda (T)

GMelech

K'eduka

Kuye

Kha.itdesadu.axhch

'Always causes it to dawn'

'One starts to cry"

"Yells (up) toward the smoke hole'

Patsy Henderson's wife
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Lucy Wren Dedication - October, 2000
November Session

Tlingit

Gimalchish, Ghuch Tla.

K'eden ha i et yiletiiw.

Gunalchish, Ghuch Tla.

Ha i et dultuw hit

Gunalchish, Ghuch Tla.

Ghuch Tla, ha texh' tud^h
itusixh^.

Gunalchish, Ghuch Tla.

By: Fanny Smith
Marlene Smith
Eileen Wally

English Grade

Thankyou, WolfMother. Kindergarten

For teaching us good. 1,2,3

Thankyou, WolfMother. Kindergarten

Our house ofLearning. 4, 5,6

Thankyou, WolfMother. Kindergarten

WolfMother, we love you 7, 8, 9
from the bottom ofour hearts.

Thank you, WolfMother. All Students
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LISTENING EXERCISE ACTIVITY

What You Need:

List of ten sentences

Pictures to match sentences

How To Play:

Check your alphabet. Select the sounds you want to compare, for example
t and t'. Compose a list of sentences that contain the sounds.

Introduce the activity by comparing the sounds. Use at least three words
containing each sound. When the students know the sounds, start the activity.

Give each student the sheet with the ten pictureswhichmatch your list of
sentences. Make sure they put their name and grade on it, especially when using
as a test. Students must put in the target sounds they hear and in the correct
order. There can be more than one target sound in each sentence. Say the first
sentence. You will have to repeat the sentence at least three times. Do the first
sentence as an example. Check the sentence to see if students understand the
activity. Once students knowhow to do the listening exercise, complete the
sentences and then check the answers.

NOTE:

Can be adapted for different grade levels by using longer sentences, as the
student's literacy improves.

Could be used as a test or part of a test.
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.Listening Exercise

Example: [ ] [ ]

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

Write [ ] and [ ] as youhear them in the following examples:

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4 . 4.

5. 5.

6. 6.

7. 7.

8. 8.

9. 9.

10. 10.
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Sample Listening Exercise Sheet

Tlingit [soud 1] and [sound 2]
Write Psound 1] and [sound 2] as you hear them in the following sentences

2. 3. 4.

7. 8. 9. 10.
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^ukpn
Native Yukon College

Box 2799
Whitehorje, Yukon
Canada YIA SKA
Telephone (403) 668-8820
Facsimile (403) 668-8825

SCHEDULE
Native Language Instructors Training Session

February 25 - 27,2002
Tlingit Literacy - Whitehorse

TCX^T>4en TODAY.. Fon our CKIlOflEN TOMORROW

CDBHCILDfTDKDHFIBSTHAnPHS
t1»BUTUND(WE WKTEH0R8E.VUKDN m.-(«0a] W7-7UI

"• YIA5S4 FM:

Monday, February 25, 2002 Tuesday, February 26, 2002 Wednesday, February 27, 2002

9:00 a.m. OPENING PRAYER LW

PERSONAL NAMES

ALPHABET
-Consonant
-Vowel

PLACE NAMES
-Compile lists in small groups for Atlin, Carcross,
and Teslin

PLACE NAMES CONTINUED

1

10:45 a.m. PLACE NAMES PLACE NAMES CONTINUED
-Sentences

PLACE NAMES CONTINUED
-Make sentences, small groups

12 noon lunch lunch limch

1:00 p.m. PLACE NAMES
-Sentences

VERBS
-hunting, trapping, fishing, picking berries,
getting wood

PLACE NAMES CONTINUED
-Check Sentences

2:45 p.m. PLACE NAMES CONTINUED HOW PLACE NAMES ARE CONSTRUCTED PLACE NAMES CONTINUED
-Check sentences

POSSIBLE NAMES - BUILDINGS

WRAP-UP
CLOSING PRAYER



Tlingit Vowels
_ T=Teslin, C=Carcross, A=Atlin

The basic Tlingit vowels are a, e, i and u. An o occurs sometimes in borrowed
words and interjections.
The vowels can be long or short and have either high or low tone.

short short long long
low high low high

(no mark) ( ' ) (^)

ch'a a a (^) a

just that, there yes sitting, lake

de te de de awe
already rock trail, road that's enough!

i di
A

1

your don't tea yuck!

tsu tsu gishu (T.A.) nashu

geshu (C)
again also, too pig , extends

ho ho aho
thank you I don't want to

(Coast: I understand)

7
V V

1

Lo

<0

J
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Place Names

Why are place names important?
So you all know what you are talking about.
Place names carry history.
Use and occupancy.
Clan ownership/use.

Khwan Person or people from

Dzantik'ihini

A A —

Juneau Flounder "base

Atlen Atlin Big Lake

Tagish Tagish

Deslin (leslm) Teslin

Shawshe Dalton Post

lay A or Tay.a Fat Lake

Nilasin Nisutlin River

Nilasin Wat Nisutlin Bay

Ghuch Ayi Wolf Lake

Ghuch Hini Wolf River

Shanaxhhmi Yukon River

Tlaxhanes' Khuwu Kingfisher Den Johnstontown

Sixh'ati Hin fast river Jenkins River

Shanaxh Hini King River — (lit. Valley River)

Xas Hini Ross River — (lit. Bison River)

Janu X'at'i Goat Island

Watsix X'at'i Caribou Island (south ofAtlin)
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Sentences

Ghata xhu ana.atch axh.

T'akhii Hini xhat a shayadihen.

T'akhu Hini yak'e.

T'akhii Hini tlaxh x'egha wiida.

T'akhu Khwan hat yawagu.

Ade naxhtii.at we T'akhu Hini.
or T'akhu Hinide naxhtii.at.

Axh ish kha axh tla has du am.

T'ase Hini Wat awe ghewu ye hes
edane nuch we t'ase kaxh. (Carcross)

Ya khunachedli awe t'ase a yan
yu.aych. (Carcross)

We K'iyan awe Yanyedich yahen.

A Shu awe we de anaxh yawashu.

S'igedi Hini a ha uxhiych.

Xhat tlenx' axh dust'exh ye awe.

S'igedi Hinide naxhtiikhiixh.

Ade naxhtu.at.

Ade naxhtiikhuxh.

Ade ha yanghagu.

They run/set traps from here.

There is a lot of fish in the Taku River.

The Taku River is nice.

The Taku River is running full.

The Taku people have arrived,
(in canoes or boats)

Let's go to the Taku River.

My mom and dad's townAand.

They set nets at the mouth of
Grayling Creek to catch grayling.

In breakup, the grayling migrate there.

The Yanyedi claim Jubilee Mountain.

The trail goes through Lake's End.

We would camp at Beaver Creek.

You can catch fish there.

Let's go to Beaver Creek.

Let's go there (on foot).

Let's go there (by boat, car).

Let's go there (in several
boats, cars, etc.).
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Kusawu A fix' tunaxh kadusyikh
we t'asi.

Tagish Ayi ghewu ye kkhwasam.

Ghewil dak kakkhwayikh Deslin ka
at wutu.Mi.

Na.ilede naxhtu.adi.

We hinak'w axh nada, shayadihen
we xhat ax'.

They catch grayling through the ice
in Surprise Lake.

I'm going to set a net in Tagish Lake.

I'm going to set a net on Teslin Lake
when we get there.

Let's go to Na.ile.

There's a little creek there, and there
are lots of fish in it.
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Asx'itde kkhwagut. I'm going to go hunting.
Ghata xhude kkhwagut. I'm going to go trapping.
Xhat kaxh kukhagut. I'm going to go fishing.
Ast'exh kukhagut. I'm going to go hook fishing, jigging.
Ashaixhut' kukhagut. I'm going to go casting.
Tlekhw xhude kkhwagut. I'm going to go berry picking.
Khuk'it' kukhagut. I'm going to go berry picking.
Gan kaxh kukhagut. I'm going to go pick wood.
Ashakkhwaixhut'. I'm going to go cast for fish.

Sha kade kaxhtu.at. Dliy kaxhtusaxuk. We are going to themountain and dry fish.
orSha kade gaxhtua.at. Dliy gaxhtusaxuk.

T'uch' Ayide naxhtu.adi, xhat Let's go to TutchiLake and dry fish,
ghatusaxugu.

Shit'kade kkhwagut ghax'w kaxh. I'm going to Sitka for herring eggs.

Axh'akMe kkhwagut, khuwduwa.ix'. I'm going to Teslin for a potlatch.
Axh'akade kkhwagut khumduwa.ix'. (Teslin) (literally: theyhave invited people there)

Sha kade kkhwagut we Lingit I am going to go to the mountain for
nagu kaxh. Tlingit medicine.
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x'at'

_x'at'i
Ketladi X'at'i

Gaxw X'at'i

As X'at'i

ta

Ch'ak' Kudi Ta
Dashdane Khuta

wat
lagish Hini Wat
Nilasin Wat

Nant'ani Wat

T'ahmi Wat

T'ahini Wat

_shak
T'ahmi Shak

shak.ayi
T'ahini Shak.ayi
Sixh'ati Hin Shak.ayi
Ts'idatu Shak.ayi

^hitu
x'a hitu

Dan X'ayi Lutu

tlen
Sinwa Tlen

_yadi
Sinwa Yadi

island

(something or somebody's) island
Seagull Island
Duck Island

Spruce Island

back (of a bay)
Eagle Nest Bay
Sucker Bay

mouth (of a river, creek)
Tagish River mouth
Mouth of the Nisutlin

Mouth of the King Salmon River
Mouth of Hoodlinger River

head (of a river, creek)
Head of Kingsalmon River.
One river with this name is Hoodlinger River

lake at head (of a river, creek)
Kingsalmon River Headlake
Jennings Lake
Morris lake

"inside of nose" (of a point)
end point of a point
Dan Point

big ,
"Big Sinwa"

little^
"Little Sinwa"
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Sentences Using PlaceNames

Teslin

Daleyi kaxh ghewu kaxhtuyekh Dukh X'ayi hitu.
We are going to set a netfor trout at Wilson Bay

Undach ade sadu.axhji nich we S'ik Taxhgi k'iyi.
You hear owls at Jack's Portage.

A achkadutyadin we Ts'idatu Wat.
They used to play games at Morley Bay.

K'walxhi Hinide ya_nxhagut.
I'm going to Smart River

Atlin

S'ik X'at'i s'lk aka ye has yati.
There are bears on Bear Island

Janu X'at'i yes khuwuhayi awe janu dul'un.
In fall time they hunt mount goat on Goat Island.

Carcross

Kha L'a seyide asx'ide kkhwagut.
I'm going to hunt on Tittie Mountain. (Literally, on the sheltered side of Tittie
Mountain.

Ketladi X'at'ide kkhwakhuxh k'wat' kaxh.

I'm going to go by boat to Seagull Islandfor eggs.

L'el Hinide kkhwakhuxh, laxh' luwu kukhwak'it'.
I'm going to pick blueberries at Wheaton River.
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Possible Names for Buildings

Ha Khustiyi D^ahidi.

Ha Shagun Dakahidi.

Ch'agu Adi D^ahidi.

Tlagukhawu Adi Dakahidi.

Ha shade nakhx'i ax' ye has jine ye.

Na D^ahidi.

Khu At Dultuw Dakahidi.

Yakhusge Dakahidi.

At'exh D^ahidi.

Atyatx'i a dultin ye.

Hiin dakahidi.

Naw dakahidi.

Atxha dakahidi.

Us'i dakahidi.

Literal Translation

our lifestyle building

our heritage building

old things building

ancient people's things building

place where our leaders work

house of the nation/clans/band

house of teaching

house of wisdom

house of dance

place where they look after children

store, house of sale

liquor store, bar

restaurant, cafe

laudromat

Gunalchish hat yigudi / Gunalchish hat yiy.Mi. Thank you for coming.

Tsu hagu! / Tsu hat yi.a! Come again!
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Back Row: Jeff Leer, Andre Bourcier, Margaret Workman, Bess Cooley, Willie Campbell,
Betty Smith, Norman James, John Ritter, Anne Cullen, Josephine Holloway

Middle Row: Margaret Bob, Emma Sam, Mary Anderson, Fanny Smith, Lorraine Dawson.
Mamie Smith, Jane Smarch, Jo-Anne Johnson

Front Row: Ada Raskins, Wirmie Atlin, Bessie Jim, Lucy Wren, Ida Calmagene
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Name

Ms. Margaret Bob

Ms. Pauline Peters

Ms. Winnie Atlin

Ms. Mary Anderson

Mr. Willie Campbell

Ms. Lorraine Dawson

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Mailing Address Home Phone Work Phone E-mail Address

Native Language Instructor
Teslin School
Box 16
Teslin, Yukon
YOA IBO

Box 210
Teslin, Yukon
YOA IBO

Native Language Instructor
Carcross School
Carcross, Yukon
YOB IBO

Apt. 2-35 Lewes Blvd.
\^^itehorse, Yukon
Y1A4S5

Box 117

Atlin, BC
VOW lAO

Box 268
Atlin, BC
VOW lAO

390-2911 390-2570

390-2121

821-4618 821-2929

667-7008

250-651-7520 250-651-7525

250-651-7485 250-651-7739
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Ms. Gladys Johnston
(Ts'istank)

Ms. Josephine Holloway

Ms. Emma Sam

c/o Box 210
Teslin, Yukon
YOA IBO

Yukon Native Lang. Centre
Whitehorse, Yukon
YIA 5K4

Aboriginal Language Services
Box 2703
Whitehorse, Yukon
YIA 2C6

390-2121 Teslin
393-2599 Whse.

668-5122

667-6912
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667-3737
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SCHEDULE

Wednesday, March 5 Thursday, March 6 Friday, March 7

9:00 am

Opening Prayer
Kinship:
Tlingit Literacy Workshop May 6-8,
1985

Clan Chart

Checking Margaret Bob's sentences Family tree sample:
kinship terms

Kinship Charts

10:45 am

Kinship sentences:
Dictation
Interior clans

Checking Margaret Bob's sentences
(continued)

Conjugations:
eating and drinking

Siblings, parents, aunts anduncles:
Vocative, plural, and talkingabout

12 noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 am

Kinship sentences Fish names and cooking sentences MaryAnderson's beadwork
Spruce bark hat
Jeffs gift
Kinship:
Vocative, plural, and talking about

2:45 am

"Walking tosentences
Kinship sentences (continued)

Family trees:
p 20-21,1985 Literacy Session

Reviewing kin terms

Reciprocals
Wrap-up
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Tlingit Consonant Chart

Labial
lips

Alveolar
tongue tip behind teeth

Velar
middle of tongue against

roof of mouth

Uvular ,
back of tongue touches
uvula at back of throat

1 Glottal
vocal chords

.

(si
Stops

top off the ,breath)

rounded rounded rounded
(rare)

(Note: 2)

Plain da
weasel

diet
snow

dzet
ladder,

bridge, stairs

jaji
snowshoes

gan

firewood
gwel
bag

gha
(raven
call)

laghwan
tie it into

a bow

nay.a
(you folks)

go!

ana.wech
usually) wear

it

Aspirated
followed by
a puff of air

ta

sleep
tia

mother

tsats
bear root,
hedysarum

chw
mother-in-

law

k^i
brother/
sister-in-

law

kwSy
mark,

landmark

kha
man

khwan
people
from

Glottalized
released with a
topping sound

t'a

king
salmon

tl'atk

earth,
ground

ts'ats'i
bird

ch'ak'
eagle

k'mk'
fermented
fish heads

k'wat'
egg (not
fish egg)

kh'ata
pitcher

'

kh'watl
pot

Fricatives
(breath flows throueh narrow openinR creating friction)

Plain Wt

fireweed
sa

name

sha

mountain

xfxch'

frog
xwe

whew!

xhat

me, I
xhwagut
/ went

has
they, them

ya
nahM^en
is swim-

mins along

Glottalized
produced with
vocal chords

closed

dress-

s'ikh

smoke,
cigarette

x'ax'
apple

x'wan
longjohns

xh'e
mouth

xhVal'
down

feathers

Sonorants
(softer, you can sing them continuously)

Nasal
vibration
through

nasal cavity

ma-sa?

how?
(Note 2)

na'

here; take
it

-

Nonnasal wakh
e\e

daleyi
trout

ya
this

•Note 1: rounded w and hw do not occur in tiie Teslin dialect
*Note 2: m does not occur in the Carcross dialect
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KINSHIP

Example of a Simple Family Tree for Mary and Tom Williams

Person

Mother (Mary)
Mother's Mother

Mother's Father

Father (Tom)
Father's Mother

Father's Father

Children

(Anna)
(Shorty Jackson)

Alternate Spellings

Dakh ka Interior

Dakhka

Et' ka Coastal

Et'ka

Name

S'igaxhshak'w
Khinxh.ashl

Xh'aguk'
Nexh'w

Sedu.u

Nesdew

Kudagan
Wakhnas

Clan

Yanyedf

Ishkltan

Khach.adi

Yanyedf

Ayan stranger (referring to Southern Tutchone)

Dakh kakhwan

Dakhkakhwan

Ei' kakhwan

Et'kakhwan

T'fingit Literacy Session - 'Marcfi 2003 - YI^LC
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Annie

Partial Family Tree of Emma Sam

A
Jake

Frank Maggie Rosie
=K—Z—S

David Sliorty Annie

Elmer Sue
o=j^©

3am Kelly Ruth
=A

George Emma
Wakhsani

A~" 6yA A
Irene IRussell Irene

Khakinii

Mike

Lawrence

Doris

6 A 6 r A=
S^h Pet®'' Rachel George Jr. Rose Frank Russell Brian Millie

/V Man, Wolf Moiety Q Woman, Wolf Moiety
Man, Crow Moiety Woman, Crow moiety

lUngit Literacy Session - (Marcfi 2003 - y^fLC
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INTERIOR TLINGIT CLANS

Man Woman

Yanyedf Yanyedisha
Dakht'awedf Dakht'awsha
Ghanaxh.adi Ghanaxhsha
Ishkltan Ishkitan Shawu
Kukhhittan Kukhhittan Shawu
Deshltan Deshltan Shawu

Origin of Clan Names

There are many other clans and house groups among the
Coastal Tlingit, but a number have apparently not survived.
Traditionally there were 100 or more.

Clan names are most frequently formed by adding -.adi or -edf
to a place name. When referring to a woman, a form ending in
-sha is used. This may replace the -.adi or -edi.

Examples:

Ghanaxh : a bay near Ketchikan
Ghanaxh.adi; the clan of that area, or a male member of the dan
Ghanaxhsha : a female member of the clan

Dakh L'ew ; the interior sands

Dakht'awedi: the clan of that area, or a male member of the clan
Dakht'awsha : a female member of the clan
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Some clan names are made by adding -tan to a house name.
The combination -hittan can be translated "house group". When
referring to a woman, -hittan shawu is used.

Examples :

Ishkahit: fishing hole on house, house on fishing hole (Chilkat
River)

Ishkitan: the clan based on thathouse, or a male memberof the
dan

Ishkltan Shawu : a female member of the clan

KukhhiX \ pit house
Kukhhittan ; the clan based on that house, or a male member of

the dan

Kukhhittan Shawu : a female member of the clan

Deshuhit: house at the end of the trail

Deshltan: the clan based on that house, or a male member of the
clan

Deshltan Shawu : a female member of the clan
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Interior Tlingit Clans

Na
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KINSHIP SENTENCES

My Clan

1. Dakhw.a naxh sa isitl ?
What dan are you?

2. Kukhhittan shawu aya xhat.
I am Kukhhittan. (woman speaking)

3. Yanyedisha aya xhat.
I am Yanyedf. (woman speaking)

4. Ishkitain shawu aya xhat.
I am Ishkitan. (woman speaking)

5. Yanyedf aya xhat.
I am Yanyedf. (man speaking)

6. Ishkitan aya xhat.
I am Ishkitan. (man speaking)
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My Father's Clan

A. I Tsh khu.a de dakhw.a naxh sa sifi ?
So what clan is your father's then?

B. Yanyedi awe.
He's Yanyedf

C. Yanyedf yadf asf we.e.
Oh, so you 're a child of the Yanyedf.

A. I ish du ish dakhw.a naxh sa sitl.
So what clan is your father's father then?

B. Ishkltan awe.
He's Ishkltan.

C. Ishkltan dachxhan asf we.e.
Oh, so you're a grandchild of the Ishkltan.

or

C. Du tunaxh awe Ishkltan dachxhanxh xhat wusitl.
It's through him that I am a grandchild of the Ishkltan.
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Dialect Variations

Dakhw.a naxh sa isifi ?

Dakhw.a na sawe ye iyatj ?

Dakhw.a na sawe ye iditi ? (Teslin)
What clan are you?

Dakhw.a naxh sa sitl ?

Dakhw.a na sawe ye yafi ?

Dakhw.a na sawe ye diti ? (Teslin)
What clan is s/he?

Dakhw.a naxh sa satiyin ?

Dakhw.a na sawe ye tiyin ?

Dakhw.a na sawe ye datiyin ? (Teslin)
What clan was s/he? (now deceased)

i

Ma sa duwasakw ?
What is his/her name?

Ma sa dusagun ?
What was his/her name? (now deceased)
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Sisters and Brothers

I shatxh gi' khudzifi ?
Doyou have an older sister? (female speaking)

I shatxh Q\ khustiyin ?
Didyou have an older sister? (female speaking)

I shatxh Q\ ch'u khudzifi ?
Is your older sister stillalive? (female speaking)

axh shatxh khudzifi.
Yes, I have an older sister, (female speaking)

axh shatxhi has has khudzifi.
Yes, I have older sisters, (female speaking)

I kik' gf khudzifi ?
Do you have a younger sister? (female speaking)
Doyou have a younger brother ? (male speaking)

axh kik' khudzifi.
Yes, I have a younger sister, (female speaking)
Yes, I have a younger brother, (male speaking)

Axh kik'i yan has khudzifi.
I have younger brothers/sisters.

Axh kik'i yan has shayadihen.
I have lots ofyounger brothers/sisters.

Tiek, tiet axh shatxh khusti.
No, I don't have an older sister, (female speaking)
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Kha tsu tiet axh kik' khustf.
And I don't have a younger sister either, (female speaking)

Kha tsu tl'el axh ik' khustf.
And I don't have a brother, (female speaking)

TIek', tiet axh hunxhw khustf.
No, I don't have an older brother, (female speaking)

Kha tsu tIet axh kik' khustf.
And I don't have a younger brother, (female speaking)

Ch'a tienaxh khuxhdziti.
I'm an only child.

Given Names

Adu sayf sawe i yat wuduwati ?
Who were you named after?
(literally -whose name was given to you ?)

Axh titk'u sayf axh yat wuduwati.
I was given my grandmother's/grandfather's name.

Ch'a i yaxh ghCich wudushayf dudlighas.
It's against the rules to marry a wolf like yourself.
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Relatives and Friends

axh In a

axh In ax'w

axh in a has

axh xhuni

axh xhunxT

axh khusaxhani

my clan relative

my clan relatives (coastal)

my clan relatives (interior)

my relative (all-purpose name), my
friend

my relatives (all-purpose name), my
friends

my beloved (friend), my love

Wa sa i I kawaha ?
How is s/he related to you?

Axh tiak'w yaxh axh i kawaha.
She is like an aunt to me.
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SINGULAR, VOCATIVE AND PLURAL TERMS
' \

Brothers and Sisters

(talking about) English Vocative (calling) Plural

axh shatxh my older sister (woman) shatxh axh shatxhi has

axh hunxhw my older brother (man) hunxhw axh hunxhu has

axh kik' my younger sister (woman) "
my younger brother (man)

kik' 'axh kik' has'
axh kik'i yan

axh diak' my sister, any age (man) dIak' axh dIak' has

axh Tk' my brother, any age (woman) ik'

j

axh ik' has
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Parents, Aunts and Uncles

(talking about) English Vocative (calling) Plural

same clan axh tia my mother atli

opposite clan axh Tsh my father Tsh

same clan axh tiak'w my mother's sister tiak'w, atli

same clan axh kak my mother's brother kak

opposite clan axh at my father's sister at

opposite clan axh sani my father's brother sani, Tsh

'ffvngit Literacy Session - 'Marcfi 2003 - YQ/LC

axh tIa has

axh Tsh has

axh tiak'w has

axh kak has

axh at has

axh sani has
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Children, Nephews and Nieces

(talking
about)

English

axh SI

^ axh sik' > <

(diminutive)

' axh ytt
- axh yitk' >

(diminutive)
N,

my daughter (of a woman)
my sister's daughter (of a woman)

my son

my sister's son (of a woman)
my brother's son (man)

axh yadi my child

same clan axh ketk' my sister's Child (of a man)

opposite, clan axh katk'u my brother's child (of a woman)

'ffmgvt Literacy Session - (Marcfi 2003 - YI^LC

Vocative

(calling)

sik'

yitk'

ketk'

katk'w

Plural

axh sik' has

axh yitk'i has

axh yatx'i

axh ketk'i has

axh k^k'u has
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Grandparents and Grandchildren

(talking about) English

axh mk'w

axh dachxhan

my grandmother
my grandfather

my grandson
my granddaughter

my little grandchildren

Vocative (calling) Plural

mk'w

chxhank'

axh \\\Wu has
axh titak'w has

axh dachxhanx'i has
axh dachxhanx'i yan j

axh dachxhanx'i sani
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Reciprocals (a natural pair of relatives)

Pair Plural

wush kik'ida

wushdashay

wush kikyatx'i

wush dachxhanx'i yan

j a pair of brothers
\a pair ofsisters

husband and wife

wush kik'i yan

wush kani yan ,

twins (beside each other
children)

grandma and grandchild
grandpa and grandchild

T'Cingit Literacy Session - lAarcfi 2003 - YliLC

a group of brothers
a group of sisters

a group of brothers-in-law
a group of sisters-in-law ^
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WORDS AND EXRESSIONS

Comparison of ax words

hat s'axw

groundhog s'axh
ling cod s'axh'
devil's dub s'axt'

"Hat" may be an ancient diffused word:
Tlingit s'axw
So. Tutchone ts'at

ProtO'Ath. *ch'aXt

Eyak ch'iyalit

Common Words and

Yak'e awe.

Ayaxh awe.
Yak'e agi?
A, yak'e.
TIek', tiet usiik'e.
A dak'ats'i.

Ts'atsT.

Ts'utat.

Tach tits'uxhk.

At wulisTs.

ST.

Axh siyi.

Expressions

It is good.
That's right, or that's how it is.
Is it good?
Yes, it's good.
No, it's not good.
The thorns around it

Bird.

Morning.
She is moving in her sleep.
It is blowing in the wind.
Doll.

Mydoll.
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"WALKING TO" EXPRESSIONS

Du hidide ya nagut.
He is walking to his (own) house.

Du hididaxh ya nagut.
He is walking from his (own) house.

A yaxhde ya nagut.
She is walking to the lake shore.

A yaxhdaxh ya nagut.
She is walking from the lake shore.

A yaxhde kkhwagut axh titk'u netfdaxh.
I'mgoing to walk to the lake frommy grandmother's house.

Ash hidide ya nagut.
He is walking to her house, (not his own house)

"Ash" refers to the central character in the story, the one with whom the
narrator most strongly identifies. In this case, it is the woman. Ifit were the
man, we would translate:

She is walking to his house.
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VERB PARADIGM : CONJUGATIONS

Eating

1. Xhaxha.

2. Ixha.

3. Axha.

4. TCixha.

5. Yixha.

6. Has axha.

7. Duxha.

Action

/ am eating it.

You (one) are eating it.

S/he is eating it.

We are eating it.

You (folks) are eating it.

They are eating it.

People are eating it.
It's being eaten.
One is eating it.

T'Cingit Literacy Session - (Marcfi 2003 - YQ^LC

Command

Xha! Eat it!

Yixha ! Eat it!
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Drinking (a cold drink)

1. Xhadana. I am drinking it.

2. Idana.

3. Adaha.

4. Tudana.

5. Yidana.

You (one) are drinking it. Idana !

S/he is drinking it.

We are drinking it

You (folks) are drinking it Yidana

6. Has adana. They are drinking it

7. Duna. People are drinking it
It's being drunk. _
One is drinking it

Drink it!

Drink it!

Holding

1. Xhatashat.

2. Uashat.

3. Atshat.

4. Tutashat.

5. Yitashat.

6. Has atshat.

7. Dutshat.

I'm holding it

You (one) are holding it

S/he is holding it

We are holding it

You folks are holding it

They are holding it

People are holding it
It's being held.
One is holding it

Ghatshat! Hold it!

Ghaytashat! Hold it!
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SENTENCES PROVIDED BY MARGARET BOB
Tlingit Language Instructor
Teslin Elementary School

1. TIekhw kahini xhadana.
I'm drinking juice.

2. Shi xh'ahat kamduwagwat, ade nagu.
Somebody's knocking on the door, go there.

3. Taylde de nagu. (1 child)
Taylde de nay.a. (more than 1 child)

It's time to go to bed now.

4. NaxhtCixhex'w de.
Lets go to sleep now.

5. Da sa iya.axh ?
What did you hear?

5.b Da sa iya.axhch ?
What do you hear (now)?

6. B' axh jit sa.in.
Handme the salt (in a container).

1. Da sawe ilashat ?
What are you holding?

8. Gux'a aya xhatashat.
I'm holding a cup.

9. Gux'a itashat.
You are holding a cup.
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10. Xh'ahat xh'et shutan.
Close the door.

11. Xh'ahat hede shunatan.
Open the door.

12. Gux' sa gaghita ?
Where are you going to sleep?

13. Ch;a we t'a kax' kukhata.
I'm just going to sleep on the floor.

14. Da sawe Ixha?
What are you eating?

14b. Sakwnen t'us'i xhaxha.
I'm eating toast.

15. Da sawe idana?
What are you drinking?

16. Taxhhini awe xhatuk.
I'm drinking meat soup.

17. Di xhadana.
I'm drinking tea (cold).
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1. tCiwlne

Yana.et Xhadi

2. na.ile

3. xh'wat'

4. t'asi

5. s'axh'

6. t'a

7. t'uk

8. t?

9. ghat

10. dashdane

11. On

12. xhat yadi

13. shlsh

14. daleyi

15. tasteyi

FISH NAMES

big rich whitefish found in Sidney Lal<e
(name provided by Gladys Johnston)
Sidney Lake

type of whitefish found in lakes east of
Little Atlin Lake (name provided by Mary
Anderson)

Dolly Varden

grayling

ling cod

king salmon or chinook salmon

coho salmon

chum salmon or dog salmon

sockeye salmon

sucker

round whitefish (least cisco)

lake whitefish

inconnu

lake trout

northern pike
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COOKING SENTENCES

1 Tuwlne katas'uk.
Fry the rich whitefish.

2. Sikh atayl ye na.u we na.ile.
Smoke the whitefish.

3. Xh'wat' sata.
Boil the Dolly Varden.

4. T'asi xh'an guknaxh ghatusa.l.
We're going to cook grayling by the fire.

5. S'axh' tl'ughu katas'uk.
Fry the ling cod liver.

6. Ta sha.utl.
Boil the king salmon (to make soup).

7. L'uk tatsik.
Cook the coho salmon on a stick.

8. Tit' stux tude nas.ln.
Put the chum salmon in the oven.

9. Ghat katakhash kuxtin.
Steam the sockeye salmon with rice.

10. Dashdane sha.utl.
Boil the sucker fish (to make soup).
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11. On ghatghlkh.
Hang the round whitefish on a string over the fire.

12. Xhat yadi xh'an kanaxh sa.f.
Cool< the iaf<e whitefish over the fire.

13. Shish natdak.
Bal<e the inconnu under the fire.

14. Daleyf sha.uti yel texhiti'n.
Boil the lal<e trout with onions.

15. Tasteyf tatsik.
Coof< the northern pif<e on a sticf<.
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Names of Fish in Tlingit

T'fmgit Literacy Session - Marcfi 2003 - YQ^LC

Ghat
Sockeye Salmon

T'a
Chinook or King Saimon

L'uk
Coho Salmon

TW
Chum or Dog Salmon
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Daleyf
Lake Trout

r\

Un
Round Whitefish or

Least Cisco

Xhm yadi
Lake Whitefish

Shlsh
Inconnu

Dashdane
Sucker
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T^ ^ •
asi

Arctic Grayling

S'axh'
Ling Cod or Burbot

Tasteyi
Northern Pike

Xh'wat'
DoHy Varden
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Ms. Bessie Cooley
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Ms. Bessie Jim
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Dr. Jeff Leer
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Ms. Emma Sam
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Mailing Address
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Teslin School
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Box 133
Carcross, Yukon
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YTG
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Fairbanks, Alaska
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YTG Heritage L - 2
Whitehorse, Yukon

Box 31681
Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A6L3
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SCHEDULE

Wednesday Oct 13 Thursday Oct 14 Friday Oct 15

9:00 Opening Prayer

Alphabet Review

Opening Prayer

Place Names

Opening Prayer

To Wear

To Put On

10:45 Variations

Practice Sentences

Place Names (cont) To Take Ojf

To Give

12 lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Directionals

Preverbs

Possessive Terms

Position Teiius

To Have On

To Place

2:45 Practice Sentences Liquids Wrap-up

Closing Prayer
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Plain

Aspirated
followed by
a puff of air

Glottalized
released with a

popping sound

Plain

Glottalized
produced with
vocal chords

closed

Labial Alveolar Velar Uvular

lips tongue tip behind teeth middle of tongue against back of tongue touches
roof of mouth uvula at back of throat

Stops

Glottal
vocal chords

rounded rounded rounded
rare-Note2

da

weasel

diet

snow

dzet
ladder,

bridge, stairs

jaji
snowshoes

gan

firewood
gwel
bag

gha
(raven
call)

laghwan
tie it into a

bow

nay.a

(you folks)
go!

ana.wech
usually) wear,

it

ta

sleep
tla

mother

tsats
bear root,
hedysarum

chan

mother-in-

law

kani
brother!

sister-in-

law

kvrey
mark,

land,mark

kha

man

khwan

people
from

t'a

king
salmon

tl'atk

earth,
ground

ts'ats'i

bird

ch'ak'

eagle
k'mk'

fermented
fish heads

k'wat'

egg (not
fish egg)

kh'ata

pitcher
kh'wM

pot

Fricatives

(breathflows throughnarrowopening creatingfriction)

wt

fireweed
sa

name

sha

mountain

XlXCh'

frog
xwe

whew!

xhat

me, I

xhwagut
I went

has

they, them
ya-

nahwen
is swim

ming along

t'ak

dress

s'ikh

smoke,
cigarette

x'ax'
apple

x'wan
longjohns

xh'e

mouth

xh'wai'
down

feathers

Sonorants

(softer, you can sing them continuously)

Nasal
vibration
through

nasal cavity

ma-sa?

how?
(Note 2)

na

here; take
it

Nonnasal wakh

eye

daleyi
trout

•Note 1: rounded w and hw do not occur in the Teslin dialect

ya
this

*Note 2: m does not occur in the Carcross dialect



Examples of Variations between Coastal and Interior Tlingit

Interior Tlingit

gamdan

ma sa ?

Sim

sTw

suw

tingit

Coastal Tlingit

gawdan

wa sa ?

sTw (south)

suw (north)

lingft

English

horse

how?

rain

rain

rain

(Tlingit) person

In Coastal Tlingit the uvulars are underlined. In Interior Tlingit, "h" is put
after the main letter.

Coastal:

Interior: gh

k

kh kh'

Identifying Speakers

Initials will be used to identify speakers.

BC - Bessie Cooley

JL - Jeff Leer

ES- Emma Sam

FS - Fanny Smith

LW - Lucy Wren

X

xh

T'Cmgit Literacy Session - OctoSer 2004 - YI^LC
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Practice Phrases

1. Hat uwagut.

2. Ade wugut.

3. Ade nagut.. .

4. As.i.

5. TIet us.i.

6. TIet awus.L

7. dakh

He/she came here.

He/she went there.

After he/she went there

He/she is cooking it.

He/she is not cooking it.

He/she did not cook it.

inland

8. dakhka (dakha - FS) inland, interior (not coast)

9. Dakh uwakhuxh. He/she went upriver by boat.

10. Dak uwakhuxh. He/she went out by boat.
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Directional Words

1. dikT up, above

2. diyi down, below

3. dakh inland, back away from the beach
or shore

4. Tkh beach, down towards the beach or
shore

5. d^T out in open water

6. yan shore
yen(LW)

7. diya across

8. net inside (the house)

9. gan outside (the house)

10. Tx, ixki downstream

ixki south (\x is not used with the
meaning "south")

11. naki upstream, north
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Directional Words: Combining Forms

-de

towards

kinde

ymde

dakhde

ikhde

dakde

yande
yende

diyade

nelde

gande

ixde

nande

-dachun -na the _side
straight towards -yina the _part

1. diki

2. diyi

3. dakh

4. Tkh

5. dekT

6. yan
yen (LW)

7. diya

8. net

9. gan

10. Tx, ixki

11. nakT

kindachun

yindachun

dakhdachun

ikhdachun

dakdachun

yandachun
yendachun

diyadachun

ixdachun

nandachOn

Note: fxde (towards) downstream

nande (towards) upstream

But: ixkide northward

nakide southward

T'Cingit Literacy Session - October 2004 -YI^LC

dikina

diyina

daghina
dighina (LW)

ighina

dagina [to be checked]

ixina

nana

nanya
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Preverbs

1. ke nagut

2. ye nagut

3. dakh nagut

4. ylkh nagut

5. dak nagut

6. dak uwakhuxh

7. yan uwakhuxh

8. net uwagut

Directions Diagram

diyade
across

dakde
' towards the centre

yande
towards the shore

is going up

is going down

is going back inland

is going down to the beach or
shore, towards the water

is going out

went out into open water (by boat)

went ashore (by boat)

went inside

I'khde
towards the river shore
or beach

nande
upstream

V

a_

ixde
downstream

dakhde
away from the river shore
or beach, inland
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Sentences

1. Nande has wukhuxh axh Tsh kha axh ik'!

Mydad andmy brother (woman talking) went up the lake (by
boat).

2. Axh Tk' ixde wukhuxh.

My brother went downriver.

3. Axh kik' kindachun wunuk.

Myyounger sister sat up straight.

4. Nanade has wu.at.

They went up the road.

5. Nas'k gaw itdaxh awe dak xhwakhuxh tatge.
I started out after 3 p.m. yesterday (by car).

6. Axh Tk' Teslin-daxh dak uwakhuxh yade.
My brother (woman talking) left Teslin forhere / he's driving here.

7. Axh ik' sha kaxh ke nagut.
Mybrother is walking up on the mountain (ascending).
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Adverbs formed with Directional Prefixes

A large number of adverbs can be formed by combining the "towards"
form of a directional word with a body part noun plus -(i)n.

The "towards" directional is modified in this case:
-de "towards" changes to -da- and high tone is lost.

This gives the following construction:

Directional - da - Noun - (i)n

For example, kin-de "upwards" + sha "head" + -(i)n combine to give

kin - da - sha - n "head up" (literally: with head upwards)

Examples

1. yindashan

2. yindatan

3. kindatughun

4. kindaxh'usm

5. kindajinfn

6. yindayfgm

head down ("ymde ; downwards)

upside down (cup, pot, boat)

bottom up, with bum up in the air

feet up

with hand(s) up

upside down (boat)
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Examples (cont)

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

kindaym

yindayin

netdayTn

dakdayin

nandayin

12. ixdayTn

13. wushdayTn

14. wushdashan

15. wushdak'ul'in

1^. khuxhdak'ul'in
shgaw

face up

facedown

facing inside (nelde : inwards)

facing out (dakde : outwards)

facing upstream / facing north
('nande: upstream, northwards)

facing downstream / facing south
('fxde: downstream, southwards)

facing each other (wushde - together)

heads together

stern to stern, with rear ends together (as
people bacf<edup in a circle)

barge going backwards, somebody doing
something really stupid, clumsy
[this is a coastal Tlingit idiom]
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Tlingit Place Names
October, 2004

Coastal Orthography

1. Naataase Heen
"Fish camp in narrows between the lal<es'
Carcross

2. Taay.aa Shak.aak'u
head-lal<e-little

Fat Lake

3. Keitladi X'aat'i
seagull island
Seagull Island

4. S'aax' Kahaagu
ling cod eggs

5. Daa Heeni
weasel creek

Weasel Creek

6. S'aax yande lishoowu ye
"groundhog trailgoes to the shore" (?)

7. Gijukkudi
golden eagle nest
('gijuk; golden eagle)

8. L'awshaa Guksh
cut bank corner

(I'awsha ; cut bank or side hill)

T'Cingit Literacy Session - October 2004 - YQ^LC

Interior Orthography

Natase Hin

Tay.a Shak.ak'u

Ketladi X'afi

S'axh' Kahagu

Da Hini

S'axh yande tishuwu ye

Gijukkudi

L'awsha Guksii
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Coastal Orthography

9. Yanax dei daak yashoowu ye
trail out it extends place

('yanax ; along the ground, by there)
"Place where the trail comes out"

10. T'asi daade aawagaaxi ye
grayling for one cried place
Johnsons Crossing

11. At.s'eil'i X'aayi
rags point
Rag Point

12. L'eiw X'aayi
sand point
Sand Point

13. Noosgu Xaadi
wolverine fish lake

14. Watsfx Teix'i
caribou heart

Caribou Lake

15. D^eiyi yadi
trout little

Trout Lake

16. Noosgu Heeni
wolverine creek

Wolverine Creek

"ffivgit Literacy Session - October 2004 -YliLC

Interior Orthography

Yanaxh de dak yashuwu ye

T'asi dade awaghaxhi ye

At.s'et'i X'ayi

L'ew X'ayi

Nusgu Xhadi

Watsfx Texh'i

Daleyi Yadi

Nusgu Hini
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Coastal Orthography

17. Gooch Aayi
wolf lake

Wolf Lake

18. Shaa TIein
mountain big

Hayes Peak

19. T'asi Heeni
grayling creek
Grayling Creek

20. Tseindoo Lutu
rock island point
(Athabaskan origin)
Koaklas Point

21. Kaax' Heeni
grouse creek

22. Shaa TIein Heeni
mountain big creek
Sterling Creek

23. GiT X'aayi
rock cliff point
Rooky Point

24. X'aat' TIein
island big
Henry Island

25. Gooch Heeni
wolf creek

Interior Orthography

Ghuch Ayi

Sha Tien

T'asi Hini

Tsendu Lutu

Kax' HTni

Sha Tien HTni

GhiT X'ayi

X'at' Tien

Ghuch HTni
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Coastal Orthography

26. Veil Litayi Xoo
crow knife among
Tower Peak, "Crow Knife"

27. Heen Tlein
river big

Ward River

28. Xalak'ach' Heeni
porcupine creek

29. Siiaak'w Yadi
little mountain little

Spike Horn

30. Kayaanislit'ude
Leaf Lake

31. T'asi Aayi
grayling lake

32. Chn Tlein
cache big

33. Tsaats Lawoos'i
bear roots tough

34. Shaanax Tlein Heeni
valley big river
Meister River

Interior Orthography

Yet Litayi Xhu

HTn Tien

Xhalak'ach' Hini

Shak'w Yadi

Kayanisht'ude

T'asi Ayi

Chit Tien

Tsats Lawus'i

Shanaxh Tien Hini
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Origin of "Shakwak" (as in Shakwak Valley, Shakwak Highway
Project, Shakwak St in Haines Junction, ShakwakAir, etc.)

Sha Xh'ak
mountain between

I.e. nfiountain pass

Sha - x'w Xh'ak
mountain plural, between

many

i.e. pass between (many) mountains

Shax'w Xh'ak
(= "Shakwak")

The name "Shakwak" was first recorded by the journalist E. J. Giave.

E. J. Glave. 1890. Our Alaska Expedition. Frank Leslie's Illustrated
News. New York.

In the morning we pulled over in the raft to the western shore of the lake
Arkell or Kusawa]. Here there was a big break in the mountains forming
a wide pass leading away to the westward, known to the natives as
ShakWak.

E.J. Glave. 1892. Pioneer packhorses in Alaska. II. The return to the
coast. Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine. 44(6): 869-881.

This part of the land is known to the Indians as Shak-wak, being an
immense valley running northwest from Lake Kusu-ah almost to the
eastern arm of the Copper River. [Copper River = present-day White
River].
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Position Terms and Sentences

axh fiwu. I have

is in my possession.

1. axh khattu mypool<et

axh khattuwu. is in mypocl<et

\

2. nadakw ka on the table

nadakw kawu. is on the table.

3. gwet tu

gwet tuwu.

4. axh jika

axh jikawu

inside the bag

is inside the bag.

on my hand

is on my hand.

5. axh xh'us ka on my leg, on my foot

axh xh'us kawu. is on my foot.

6. axh sha

axh shawu.

my head

is on my head.
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Possessive Sentences : "to have

1. tfta axh jiwu.
I have a knife.

2. Lfta axh khattuwu.

Lfta axh ghuttuwu. (LW)
Lfta axh khattut xhatTn.

Lfta axh ghuttut xhatin. (LW)
I have a i<nife in my pocl<et.

3. Wakhdana ye xha.u.
I have glasses on. /1 am wearing glasses. /1 am using glasses.

4. Kina.at ye xha.u.
I have a coat on. / I am wearing a coat

5. Kina.at kat xhadatTn.
I have a coat on.

6. Xasdugutit xh'us xat.at. (LW)
Xasdugutrf xh'ust xhal.at.

I have canvas shoes on.

7. Tsax' axh jikawu.
Tsax' jikat xhat.at.

I have mittens on.

8. Tukh'atat ye xha.u.
Tukh'atat xh'ust xhat.at.

I have pants on.

5)
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9. S'axw ye xha.u.
S'axw shat xhadatTn.

I have a hat on.

10. Axh Tk' khudzifi.
I have a brother.

11. Daxhnaxh yatl axh Tk' has.
I have two brothers.

12. Shayadihen axh xhCinx'i has.
Shayadihen axh xhunx'f.

I have many relatives. (Literally, my relatives are many.)

13. Ha shade hani khudzitl.
Kha shade hani ha fiwu.

We have a chief. (Literally, our chief /leader is alive, exists.)

14. Axh sha awu.
I have a head.

15. Axh uxh awu.
I have (myown) teeth. (Literally, my teeth are there.)

Kha uxhu axh piwu.
/ have human teeth (in my possession). (Literally, I have
somebody's teeth.)

16. Tlet axh uxh khustf.
I have no teeth. (Literally, my teeth do not exist.)

TIel axh uxh a.
I have no teeth. (Literally, my teeth are not there.)
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17. Te axh jlwu.
I have a rock.

18. TIel te axh [i.
I don't have a rock.

19. Te awu.
There's a rock there.

20. TIet te a.
There's no rock there.

21. Awu a.
It'sthere.

22. Tlet a a.
It's not there.

Summary - "to have "
(thing) axh pwu.

I have a (thing) in my possession.

Axh (relative) khudzitl.
I have a (relative). (Literally, my (relative) exists, is alive.)

Axh (bodypart) khudzitl. or
Axh (bodypart) awu.

I have a (body part).
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Liquids

1. tiekhw kahini berryjuice

2. tiekhw dahTni water (condensation) on berry

3. tiekhw hmi berry creek

4. axh hini my water

5. axh dahTni my sweat (water on my body)

6. dPiy tuhTni liquid in meat

7. tiekhw xhuhTni liquid among the berries
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Sentences - to wear/to put on

Ye na.u ! Put on !

1. S'axw shat idatf! (LW)
Shaxh ghidatf!

Put a hat on!

2. Kiha.at naxh ghidati!
Kina.at kaxh ghidati!
Kina.at ket idetf! (LW)

Put a coat on!

3. L'axh kaxh ghida.axh !
L'axh ket idetf! (LW)
L'axh naxh ghida.axh !

Put a dress on!

4. L'lx'wan xh'ust idayfkh !
Put socl<s on! (Literally, pull socks on your feet)

5. Tsax' ye na.u !
Put mittens on!

6. TTI xh'ust idayikh !
Put a shoe on!

I tTli xh'ust idayfkh !
Put your shoes on!

Idatft !
Putyour shoes on!
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7. Set sexh ghastf!
Set set idatf! (LW)

Put a necklace on!

8. Itsfk !
Put a belt on!

9. KTs jikat idatf! (LW)
Put a bracelet on! (a solid, continuous bracelet)

KTs jikutxh ghastf!
Put a bracelet on! (a chain-link bracelet)

10. I na.adi kat It.a ! (LW)
I na.adi ka ye nlsnf! (FS)
Na ye shlnda.u ! (JL)

Get dressed!

Sentences' take off!

1. S'axw shadaxli idatf! (LW)
S'axw shadaxii ke idatf! (FS)

Take your hat off!

2. Kina.at nadaxh gidatf!
Kina.at kaxh gidati! (LW)

Take your coat off!

3. L'axh i kaxh ga.axh ! (ES)
L'axh nadaxh gida.axh !
L'axh kaxh gida.axh !
L'axh kaxh gidatf! (LW)

Take your dress off!
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4. L'lx'wan xh'Cisdaxh idayikh !
Take your socks off!

5. I tsax'i jikaxh It.a !
I tsax'i jmdaxh idayfkh !

Take your mittens off!

6. Tit xh'Cisdaxh idayikh !
Take your shoes off!

7. Set i sedaxh gasti!
Set sedaxh ke Istf ! (FS)

Take your necklace off!

8. Sik i kaxh gasyikh !
STk kaxh glstf! (BC)
I sigi kaxh gidatf! (LW)

Take your belt off! ,

9. I kisi jikaxh gidati ! (LW)
I kTsi jikaxh glstf! (BC)

Take your bracelet off!

10. Nadaxh ye findane ! (LW)
Na.at nadaxh ye nisni! (BC)
I na.adi kaxh ye nlsnf! (FS)

Get undressed! Take your clothes off!
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Sentences - to put on

She put on. (on herself) She put (his) on him.

hat S'axw shat awditT. (LW) S'axw a shat awati. (LW)

S'axw shaxh amditi. (BC) S'axw du shaxh awatT. (BC)

boots S'et' tTt xh'us awdiyfkh. (LW) S'el' til du xh'us awayikh.
(LW)

S'el' x'wan xh'ust amdiyikh. S'el' x'wan du xh'ust
(ES) awayikh. (BC)

chain-link Du sedi set akawditi. (LW) Set a set akawati. (LW)
necklace

Set sexh amdziti. (BC) Set du set amsifi. (BC)
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Sentences - pronouns

Suppose a person is telling a story about two people; Grandma and a
school teacher. The speaker identifies more closely with Grandma, so she
is the main character in the story.

Agha ^we xhant uwagut.
Then he (teacher) went to see her (Grandma).

Agha awe a xhant uwagut.
Then she (Grandma) went to see him (teacher).

Agha awe pit awati we x'ux'.
Then he (teacher) gave the book to her (Grandma).

Agha awe a pit awati we x'ux'.
Then she (Grandma) gave the book to him (teacher).

Agha awe Pit awati we x'ux'.
Then he gave the book to him.

ash pronoun

a pronoun

du pronoun

refers to the main character in the story, a person that the
speaker identifies with.
refers to a lesser character in a story
can be used on any occasion
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Sentences -1 have on, I am wearing

1. S'axw ye xha.u.
S'axw shat xhadatTn.

I have a hat on.

2. Kina.at ye xha.u.
Kina.at nat xhadatin.

Kina.at kat xhadatin.
I have a coat on.

3. L'ak tien kat xhada.axh. (ES)
L'ak tIen kat xhadatin.

I have a dress on.

4. LT x'wan axh xh'us kawu.

L\ x'wan xh'ust xhat.at.
I have socks on.

5. Tsax' ye xha.u.
Tsax' axh jikawu.
Tsax' jikat xhat.at.

I have mittens on.

6. Tit axh xh'us kawu.

Tit xh'ust xhat.at.
/ have shoes on.

Xhwaditrt.
I put shoes on (and they are still on my feet).
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7. Set ye xha.u.
Set kaxhdatin.

/ have a necklace on.

Set set xhastTn. [to be checked]
I have a chain-link necklace on.

8. Xhwadlisfk.
/put my belt on. I have mybelt on.

9. Kis axh jikui kawu. (BC)
KTs jikat xhadatTn.

I have a bracelet on.

10. Axh na.adi nat xhat.at.
Axh na.adi kat xhat.at.

I am dressed. I have my clothes on.

Cooking Terms

sakwnen Twu

sakwnen t'us'

at iwu

bread

toast, fried bread
something cooked
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Sentences - location

1. S'axw at tin.
A hat is lying there.

2. S'axw at xhatin.
I left a hat there, I have a hat lying there.

3. "I sha nett itTn."
"You left your head at home."

4. S'axw du shat xhatin.
I've got his hat on his head.

5. S'axw shat xhadatTn.
I've got my hat on my head.

6. Tit at tin.
A shoe is lying there.

7. Tit at ta.at.
Shoes are lying there.

8. Tit at xhata.at.
I left my shoes there.

9. Tit du xh'ust xhata.at.
I've got his shoes on his feet.

10. Tit xh'ust xhat.at.
I've got my shoes on.
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Schedule

Wednesday Nov 16 Thursday Nov 17 Friday Nov 18

9:00 Opening Prayer - Jane
Smarch

Alphabet

Participants' concerns

Opening Prayer

Basic Conjugation:
objective verbs

Opening Prayer - Ida
Cahnegane

Possessed forms of nouns

Happy Birthday song -
Bessie Cooley

10:45 Verb Conjugations:
Modes

- Imperative
- Consecutive

- Conditional

- Habitual

Basic Conjugation;
intransitive verbs

transitive verbs

Interjections

Wrap-up

Closing Prayer - Ada
Haskins

noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Phonology

Classifiers (body parts)

Discussion of high
language for services
and potlatches

Incorporated Nouns

2:45 Writing Practice

Song by Charlie Joseph

Sitka Native Language
Program

Incorporated Nouns (cont)

Part of a song
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Tiingit Vowel Chart
T-Teslin, C - Carcross, A-Atlin

The basic Tiingit vowels are a, e, i and u. An o occurs sometimes in borrowed words and interjections.
The vowels can be long or short and can have either high or low tone.

short low short high long low long high

(no mark)
X w

ch'a a a, 9 a

just that, there yes sitting, lake

de te dd de

already rock trail, road enough

i \\ di \

your don't tea yuckl

tsu

again
tsu

also, too

h6 ho
thank you

gishii (T, A)
geshu (C)

pig

nashu
extends

aho
/ don't want to

(Coastal: 1understand)



Labial Alveolar Velar Uvular Glottal

lips tongue tip behind teeth middle of tongue against
roof of mouth

back of tongue touches
uvula at back of throat

vocal chords

5-

N

Stops
(stop off the breath)

rounded rounded rounded
(rare)

(Note: 2)

Plain da diet dzet jaji gwel gha laghw^ nay.a ana.wech

weasel snow ladder,
bridge, stairs

snowshoes firewood bag (raven
call)

tie it into a

bow

{youfolks)
go!

usually) wear,
it

Aspirated ta tla tsats chm kM kwey kha khwan

followed by sleep mother bear root. mother-in- brother! mark, man people
a puff of air hedysarum law sister-in-

law
landmark from

Glottalized t'a tl'atk ts'ats'i ch'ak' k'mk' k'wat' kh'atet kh'watl

eleased with a king earth, bird eagle fermented egg (not pitcher pot
jopping soimd salmon ground fish heads fish egg)

Fricatives
(breath flows through narrow opening creating friction)

Plain m sa sha xixch' xwe xhdt xhwagut has ya-

fireweed name mountain frog whew! me, I I went they, them nahwen
is swim

ming along

Glottalized rak s'ikh x'ax' x'wan xh'e xh'wal'

with vocal dress smoke. apple longjohns mouth down

chords closed cigarette feathers

Sonorants
(softer, you can smg them continuously)

Nasal ma-sa? na'
vibration how? here; take
through

nasal cavity
(Note 2) it

Nonnasal
eye

daleyi
trout

ya
this

*Note 2: m does not occur in the Carcross dialect•Notel: rounded w and ftw do not occur in the Teslin dialect



1.

2.

3.

4.

0 (zero)

na

gha

ga

Verb Conjugation

zero conjugation

non-zero conjugation

The conjugation markers by themselves are found in the following modes,
among others. The Habitual mode differs from the others in that it has u-
instead of 0 in zero-conjugation verbs.

Imperative (an order) 0 na- gha- ga-

Consecutive (after....) 0 na- gha- ga-

Conditional

(generally in the future -
if... or when ...)

0 na- gha- ga-

Habitual (every time, usually,
always)

u- na- gha- ga-
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Conjugation Examples (Imperative Mode)

English
(Imperative)

zero

conjugation
non-zero conjugation

0 na gha ga

eat it! xha

sleep! nata

sit down! ghanu

grab it! gashat

hold it! ghatshat

see it! ghastln

look at it,
watch it!

tatfn

go! nagu

read it! natTw

write it! kashaxft

wash it! na.us'

trap it! Isghat
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English
(Imperative)

zero

conjugation
non-zero conjugation

gha0 na ga

be good, get igak'e
well!

cook it! sa.f

dance! anal'exh

sew it! kha

play now! ach kanllyat

tell! kananlk

work!
-

ye jinane

go! getgoing! gagu

go (there)! (ade) nagu

come! hagu

walk down! ye ghagu

sing! at gashf
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Conjugation Examples (Imperative Mode) cont

Note:

Hagu ! is a special contraction from *Hat gu !
Compare Ha\ yi.a ! Come, (you all)!

Note also that -gu is further contracted to -kw before an enclitic;

Hagu!

Hakw de!

Hakw s'e !

Come here!

Come here

now!

Come here

first!

Come here for

a while!

Hakw x'wan ! Do come!

Nagu

Nakw de

Nakw s'e

Go!

Go now!

Go first!

Go for a while!

Nakw x'wan ! Do go!
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Conjugation Examples of Mode

Conjugation markers are in bold. Suffixes showing mode are in red.

Conj. Imperative Consecutive Conditional Habitual

0 at xha !

eat!

at xha (awe) ...
after she ate ...

at xheni (awe)...
if she eats ...

at uxhaych
she eats (every time)
u- in zero conjugation

gha ghanu !
sit (down)!

ghanuk (awe)...
after she sat (down)

ghanukni...
if she sits (down) ...

ghanukch
she sits (down) (every
time)

na nata!

sleep! go to
sieep!

nata...

after she slept...
nateni...

if she sleeps...
natech

she sleeps (every time)

ga gashat!
grab it!

agashat (awe)...
after she grabbed it

agashatni (awe)...
if she grabs it...

agashatch
she grabs it (every time)
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Conj. Imperative Consecutive Conditional Habitual

0 hagu !
come (here)!

hat gut (awe)...
after she came

(here)...

hat gutni...
if she comes (here)...

hat ugutoh
she comes (here) (every
time)
u- in zero conjugation

na nagu !
go!

nagut...
after she went...

nagutni...
if she goes...

nagutch
she goes (every time)

ga gagu !
get going!

gagut...
after she got going

gagutni...
if she gets going...

gagutch
she gets going (every
time)

gha ya ghagu !
go down!

ya ghagut (awe)...
after she went down

ya ghagutni (awe)...
if she goes down...

ya ghagutch
she goes down (every
time)



Examples of Habitual Mode

1. Tledushu gaw awe at uxhaych.
She eats at six o'clocl<.

2. TIakw yiyi shatk' ghaghawedm at t'e ghanukjin.
It used to be that when a young woman had her first period, she would sit in
seclusion, (literally, she would sit behind something)

3. TV attmi natech.
She always fails asleep watching TV.

Examples of Consecutive Mode

1a. Axh ish a yan uwakhuxh.
My Dad went ashore.

1b. Yan khuxh awe gangha khuwashl.
After he went ashore, he lool<ed for wood.
(consecutive)

2a. Axh tia at wusi.T.
My mother cooked.

2b. Yan at sa.i awe ha wuxhuxh.
After my mother finished cool<ing, she invited us over.

Comparison of Glottalized Stops and Glottalized Fricatives

1. khuligus' it's cloudy
khuiiguts' (Carcross)

2. x'ax' awe that is an apple

3. kax' grouse

4. axh kak' my forehead

5. s'lx' plate
ts'ik' (Carcross)
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Examples of Verb Forms:
Imperfective, Perfective, Future, Repetitive, Consecutive

Theme: khu - \ - gus' (ga stative) to be cloudy outside
Stem gus'
Classifier \-

Areal prefix khu-
kliu "W- gus' literally means

1. Khuligus'.

2. TIef khutgus'.

3. Khumligus'.
Khuwiigus'. (Carcross)

4. TIet khuwutgus'.

5. Ke khuguxhtagus'.

6. Tie! ke khuguxhtagus'

7. Ke khulagus'ch.

8. TIel ke khuigus'ch.

9. Khuklagus' awe nel
wutuwa.at.

cloud

have

The area (the sky) has clouds

It's cloudy.
(imperfective)

It's not cloudy.
(negative imperfective)

It got cloudy.
(perfective)

It didn't get cloudy.
(negative perfective)

It will get cloudy.
(future)

It willnot get cloudy.
(negative future)

It always gets cloudy.
(repetitive)

It never gets cloudy.
(negative repetitive)

When it got cloudy (consecutive)
we went inside.
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Body Parts and Verbs Derived from Them

1. du jm his/her hand

2. iiji'n he/she has a hand/hands;
it has sieeves

3. tiet utjm it is sleeveless

4. du xh'us his/her foot

5. lixh'us he/she has a foot/feet;
it has feet, (a chair) has legs

6. du uxh his/her tooth

7. si.uxh he/she has a tooth/teeth

8. du xh'e his/her mouth

9. sixh'e it has a mouth

10. du ya his/her face
du ya (Carcoss)

11. siya it has a face

From here comes siyak'w (it has a little face, or it has a little face, / see).
This verb is found in the story of the woman who raised a wood worm. She
sings to it:

siyak'w asgf it has a little face, I see

12. du wakh his/her eye

13. siwakh it has eyes

14. du guk his/her ear

15. siguk it has ears
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Body Parts and Verbs Derived from Them (cont)

16. du tu his/her nose

17. litu it has a nose

18. du tuwu his/her mind

19. situ he/she is clever, has a mind
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Classifiers for Verbs of Possession of Body Parts

Stative verbs meaning to have (a body part) are formed by putting either
the 8- classifier or the t- classifier before the body part stem. If the body
part noun ends with a short high vowel, the verb stem is long and high.
Example:

xh'e mouth

sixh'e it has a mouth

Affricate Series

d dl dz j g gh

t tl ts ch k kh

t' tr ts' ch' k' kh'

1 s sh X xh

r s' X' xh'

s-

classifier

/- classifier if one of these

consonants is in the word

s- classifier

Please note the following rule: If the stem has an affricate-series
consonant in it (one of the consonants in the box above), then the I-
classifier must be substituted for either the s- or the sh- classifier.

In other words: the s- and sh- classifiers cannot occur before a stem
containing an affricate-series consonant; only \- (or zeco) classifiers can
occur here.
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Khutigus' it is cloudy

is an example of this. Since the stem contains s' then the classifier is
used (rather than s-).

Example Sentences

0- s- t'a (0) to warm 0

Here 0 represents the object, such as a- (it), s- is the classifier, and t'a
is the stem. (0) means the verb is zero conjugation.

1. Amsit'a.

2. Sat'a!

3. Aguxhsat'a.

4. Ust'aych.

5. Ast'exh.

6. Du jm alt'es'.

7. Amtit'a.

0- 0- kha (0)

8. Kha I

9. Awakha.

10. Akhes'.

She warms it.

Warm it!

She's going to warm it

She always warms it.

She is warming it.

She is warming it (a body part).

She warmed it (a bodypart - her
hand, etc).

to sew 0

Sew it!

She sewed it.

She is sewing it.
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Eskimo Comparison

Aya'itaarua'ucuumineraarmia agelraa.

Even thoughhe didn't want to window shop with me, he went.

aya'i- -taar- -(r)ua'r- ut-e- yuumir n'e-e-

envying keep on sortof with want not

ngraar- -mi -a age- -Iraa

even though he me, go he (past)

aya'i-

aya'itaar-

aya'itaaruar-

aya'itaarua'ute-

aya'itaarua'ucuumir-

aya'itaarua'ucuumin'ete-

aya'itaarua'ucuumin'eraar-

to envy (things)

to keep envying (things)

to keep envying things (for fun,
idly) = to v\^indow-shop

to window-shop with (person)

to want to window-shop with

not to want to window-shop with

even though... not want to
window-shop with
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Writing Practice - Charlie Joseph Song

Sitka Native Education Program - Isabella Brady

1. Hande axh
Give me my

2. Ts'ltsguk'
A little bird

chunetk'i. (ES)
little bow

khwM'uk (MB)
/ could shoot

3. Axh
My

diak'
sister's

Sik'
little daughter

sakw (BC)
for

4. He net wujikhakh (JS)
Over here inside the house it has landed

5. Chlshden
Easy to get

wujikhakh (JL)
it has landed

ES - Emma Sam

BC - Bessie Cooley

JL - Jeff Leer

MB - f^argaret Bob

JS - Jane Smarch
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Verb Types

Tlingit verb types in terms of subject (S) and object (O)

-0 + 0

-s impersonal objective

+S intransitive transitive

Transitive Verb - to see (someone)

O- 8- tin (gha) to see O

1. xhat wusi" tln she sawme

2. i- msi- tin she sawyou (one)

3. a- msi- tin she saw him/her/it

4. ha msi- tin she saw us

5. y' msi- tin she sawyou folks

6. has a- msi- tin she saw them

7. khu- msi- tin she sawpeople

Example Analysis:

6. has amsifin she saw them

has a- m- si- tin
object pronoun thematic classifier verb stem
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Objective Verb - to be tired

0- D- xwetl (0) 0 is / becomes tired

8. xhat wudi- xwetl I'm tired

9. i- mdi- xwetl you're tired

10. wudi- xwetl he/she/it is tired

11. ha mdi- xwetl we are tired

12. yi mdi- xwetl you folks are tired

13. has wudi- xwetl they are tired

14. khu- mdi- xwetl people are tired

Example Analysis:

8. xhat wudixwetl I'm tired

xhat wu- di- xwetl
object pronoun perfective classifier verb stem

Objective Verb - to be fine

0- 0- k'e (ga) 0 is fine, is good

15. xhat ya- k'e 1 am fine

16. i- ya- k'e you are fine

17. ya- k'e he/she/it is fine

18. ha ya- k'e we are fine

19. yi ya- k'e you folks are fine

20. has ya- k'e they are fine
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Example Analysis:

20. has yak'e they are fine

has
object pronoun

ya- k'e
classifier verb stem

Example with incorporated noun:

21. iyayak'e your face looks fine (scolding) i.e. you are not
being good, only your face looks fine

i ya (your face) is incorporated in the verb

Objective Verb - to have hiccups

0- 0- dut' (0) 0 has hiccups

22. xhat uwa- dut' 1have hiccups

23. 1- wa- dut' you have hiccups

24. uwa- dut' he/she/it have hiccups

25. ha uwa- dut' we have hiccups

26. yi uwa- dut' you folks have hiccups

27. has uwa- dut' they have hiccups

Example Analysis:

27. has uwadut'

has
pluralizer

they have hiccups

u-

perfective
wu -

wa-

classifier

ya-

'fCmgvt Qn-Servke- l^ovemSer 2005 -YQ/LC
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Objective Verb - to be strong

0- I- tsin (ga) 0 is strong

26. xhat ii- tsln 1am strong

27. i ti- tsln you are strong

28. ti- tsln he/she/it is strong

29. ha li- tsln we are strong

30. yi ti- tsln you fol/<s are strong

31. has ti- tsln they are strong
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Verbal Nouns

3"" Person Verb Verbal Noun

yak'e he is good 0-k'e goodness

khuwak'e the weather is

good
khuk'e good weather

titsln he is strong tatsln strength

sigu he is happy sagu happiness

yamkw he is sick 0-nikw sickness

si.at' he is cold sa.af coldness

khusi.af the weather is

cold

khusa.at' cold weather

khuwat'a the weather is

warm

khut'a warm weather

shighekh he is stingy shaghekh stinginess
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The Tlingit Classifiers

Classifiers without D-

1form Non-I form

ya- 0

li- ta-

si- sa-

shi- sha-

Classlfiers with D-

Iform Non-I form

di- da-

dli- \-

dzi- 8-

ji- sh-
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Verb Paradigm

Intransitive verb - to read

D-tuw

1. xhadatuw

2. idatuw

3. datuw

4. tudatuw

5. yidatuw

6. has datuw

(na) read, count

I am reading

you are reading

he/she/it is reading

we are reading

you folks are reading

they are reading

Example Analysis:

The pronoun shortens in front of a classifier.

1. xha da tuw

subject pronoun classifier verb stem

1 read

Transitive verb - to read a book

0 0-tuw (na) read O

7. x'ux' xhatuw 1am reading a bool<

8. x'ux' Ituw you are reading a bool<

9. x'ux' atuw he/she is reading a bool<

10. x'ux' tutuw we are reading a bool(

11. x^ux' yltuw you foll<s are reading a bool<

12. x'ux' has atuw they are reading a bool<
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Example Analysis:

12. x'ux'
object noun
book

has
pluralizer
they

a-

object pronoun
it (book)

tOw
verb stem

read

Transitive verb - to love him/her

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

0-s-xhan

xhasixhan

isixhan

asixhan

tusixhan

yisixhan

has asixhan

(gastative) love O

I love her

you love her

he/she/it loves her

we love her

you folks love her

they love her

Example Analysis:

6. has
pluralizer
they

a-

objectpronoun

her

Transitive verb - to love you (one)

7. ixhsixhan

8. isixhan

9. itusixhan

10. has isixhan

si-

ciassifier

xhan
verb stem

love

I love you

he/she/it loves you

we love you

they love you
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Example Analysis - to love you (one):

7. 1- xh- si"
objectpronoun subject pronoun classifier
you I

9. i- tu- si-
object pronoun subject pronoun classifier
you we

xhan
verb stem

love

xhan
verb stem

love

xhan
verb stem

love

10. has
pluralizer
they

I-

objectpronoun
you

Transitive verb - to love me

11.

12.

13.

14.

xhat

xhat

xhat

xhat has

has xhat

isixhan

sixhan

yisixhan

sixhan

sixhan

Transitive verb - to love us

15.

16.

17.

18.

ha

ha

ha

has ha

isixhan

sixhan

ysixhan

sixhan

si-

classifier

you (one) love me

he/she/it loves me

you folks love me

they love me

you (one) love us

he/she/It loves us

you folks love us

they love us
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Transitive verb - to love you folks

19. yi xhsixhan / love you folks

20. yl sixhah he/she/it loves you folks

21. yi tusixhan we love you folks

22. has yl sixhan they love you folks

Transitive Verb - to love them

23. has xhasixhan 1 love them

24. has isixhan you (one) love them

25. has asixhan he/she/it loves them

26. has tusixhan we love them

27. has yisixhan you folks love them

26. has asixhan they love them

Analysis:

26. has a- si- xhan

pluralizer object pronoun classifier verb stem

They love him/her/it
He/she/it loves them.

They love them.

Note that the pluralizer has may pluralize the subject they, or the object
them, or both.
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Note also that the pluralizer is used to mark more than one person (or
animals viewed as people). It is not used to mark more than one object:

a) Yak'e. He/she/it is good, fine, nice.

b) Yak'e. They are nice, (referring to objects),
e.g.

c) Yak'e ya kh'ekaxwen. This flower is nice.
These flowers are nice.

d) Has yak'e. They are fine, (referring to people),
e.g

e) Has yak'e i at has. Youraunts are fine.

You can also say:

I at has yak'e. Youraunts are fine.

Note that Tlingit does not allow two has in a row. Instead of:

* I at has has yak'e,

we leave out the first has and say:

I at has yak'e. Your aunts are fine.

Transitive Verb - to love one another

27. wush yidzixhan you folks love one another

28. wush gaysxhan! love one another!
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Tlingit Verb Template (Simplified)

Prefixes Stem

Object Incorporate Mode Subject Classifier

xhat me ji- ya- ka- na- xha 1 ya-, 0 tin see

i- you (one) xh'a- gha- i", 1- you (one) W-, \a- kha sew

a- him/her/it tu- ga- 0 he/she/it si-, sa- t'a warm

ha us sha- wu- tu-, tu- we shi-, sha- xhan love

yi you (pi) lu- ... yi-, y1- you (pi) di", da- etc.

kha-

khu-

them, one
, a person,

people

shu- du- a person,
people

(indefinite)

dli-, t-

etc.

Q.
N

CO
1

shagun- ji-, sh-



Incorporated Nouns (Body Parts)

Noun English Incorporate

kha xh'e mouth xh'a-

kha jm hand ]i-

kha tuwu mind tu-

kha sha head sha-

kha \u nose tu-

a shu end shu-

Examples of Incorporated Nouns

1. li.us is playful, mischievous

2. xh'ali.Cis is talkative, gossipy

3. tuti.us is mischief-minded

4. p.us

5. tuli.an

6. yasatkw

7. xh'ayasatkw

8. tuyasatkw

9. jiyasatkw

is always getting into things,
can't keep hands to self

is kind

is fast, quick

is a fast talker

is quick-minded, quick-witted

is a fast worker
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Examples of Incorporated Nouns cont.

10. yu xh'ayatank

11. yu tuwatank

12. yu tuditank

13. light

14. katighi

15. shaWighi

16. xh'ashakiighT

17. kajakhkw

18. jikajakhkw

19. xh'akajakhkw

20. tukajakhkw

21. tichtyakhw

22. jilichfyakhw

23. xh'alichtyakhw

24. tutich'iyakhw

25. kuti.axhch'an

26. xh'akwti.axhch'an

is speaking

is thinking

the mother is having contractions
(literally, "(the baby) is thinking")

is shining

is shining all over, is fancy

is cute (literally, "has a shining head")

has a cute way of talking, "talks like a
bird"

is skilled, precise

is skilled with his hands, is good at
making things

is skilled at speaking, is a precise
speaker

is a precise thinker

is slow, meticulous

is a slow worker

is a slow talker, is a deliberate talker

is a slow thinker, is a deliberate
thinker

is nice to listen to, sounds nice

is a fascinating speaker
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Examples of Incorporated Nouns cont.

27. kutitis'shan (coastal)

28. jikwiitis'shan

29. yadal

30. xh'ayadal

31. titsln

32. tutitsln

33. xh'alitsln

34. jititsln

35. yu lihashk

36. yu tukfihashk

37. YD Luktihashgi X'a

Analysis of 36

yu tu- ka-

is interesting to lool< at, is fascinating

is fascinating to watch at worl<

is heavy

is a heavy /weighty/ forcible speal<er

is strong

is strong-minded, strong-willed

is expensive

is strong with hands (in working)

it floats up and down

the point ("nose") of it floats up and
down

Floating Point (near Juneau)

ii-

up &down

38. at satin

39. a k'ut'

40. at k'ut'satm

41. a xh'e

42. at xh'asatm

incorporate incorporate classifier
nose surface

hash

stem

float

-k

suffix

repeatedly

full bag is lying there

the butt of it (e.g. of a spear)

bottom-heavy full bag is lying there

its opening, its mouth

wide-mouthed full bag is lying there
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The Tlingit National Anthem;
Lest My Grandfathers' Land Be Left Barren

1. Ch'a ade ye unatTgha
Lest it be left alone / untouched

Axh tTfk'w has anf
Mygrandfathers' town /land

A kade xhat sagaxhdu.axhch.
My voice will always be heard on it.

2. Da x'egha ch'a yanaskha i tuwu,
Do tell him your mind truthfully,

Axh at has,
My aunts,

I Yeli kax' xh'anghidagax'xhi.
Always to pray for your Raven.

Analysis - verse 1

1. ch'a ade ( ye yatl) (It is) just the way it was

2. ye unatigha lest it be so (Admonitive mode)

ye u- na- ti -gha
negative- conjunction- stem -postposition

thus be lest

ye nafich it is always so (Habitualmode)

ye na- fi -ch
thus conjunction- be -ch
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axh tilk'w has anf my grandfathers' town / land3.

4. a kade xhat sagaxhdu.axhch
my voice will always be heard on it (Repetitive Future mode)
(literally: on it, people will always hear my voice)

a

it

ka- de xhat

object

on to me

sa-

incorporate

voice (se)

gaxh- du-
future mode subject

person,

people

.ax -ch

stem suffix

hear repeatedly

Note: In Tlingit a sound can be heard "to" a place, and a person or thing
can be seen "to" a place, as if one's sight or hearing has traveled to the
place. So we say:

Hitkade duwa.axhch It can be heard on the rooftop ( hitka)

Yude duwatm it can be seen way over there (yu )

Analysis - verse 2

5. Da

6. x'egha
(x'egha at

7. ch'a

8. (ye) yanaskha

9. i tuwu

10. axh at has

11. i Yeti

please do!

truthfully
truth)

an added syllable

tell him! (Imperative mode)

your mind, your heart and soul (inner
being)

my aunts (of the Wolfmoiety)

your Raven
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12. (du) kax' xh'anghidagax'xhi that you may always pray for (him)
(Repetitive IHortative mode)

xh'a- n- gh-
incorporate conjugation mode
mouth (na-) (gha-)
(xh'e)

axh kax' xh'adagax'
axh ka xh'adagax'

sh ka xh'adagax'

xh'agax'

i- da- gax' -xh -i
subject classifier stem suffix suffix
you D- pray repeatedly

he/she is praying for me (rare)

he/she is praying (common)

prayer

Note: The second verse is addressed to the composer's aunts, but uses
the second person singular, as if talking to one person.
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Causative Verbs

Causative verbs replace the classifier with s- or \-

O- D- gax' (0) O is bothered by noise

1. xhat wudigax' I am bothered by noise / racl<et

O- s- gax'

2. xhat wusigax'

3. xhat xh'awsigax'

(0) noise bothers O

the noise is driving me crazy

he is driving me crazy with
his taH<ing

Incorporated shagun-, from;

kha shagun

4. ye shagunkawaha

5. ashagunkawanik

6. yan ashagunkawa.akhw

bacf<ground, history, ancestry

that's how they're related, that's the
origin of it

he explained the whole history of it,
how it came to be that way

he planned it out
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Automatic Nasalization of vowels before y, w, m, n

In Teslin Tlingit, a syllable ending with y, w, m, or n is nasalized. We
notice the nazalisation of the vowel especially if it is followed by y or w.
For example:

t'aw feather

is pronounced with a nazalised vowel in Teslin, i.e. as:
t'gvy feather

The word:

taum feather

was recorded by Father Veniaminoff (now St. Innocent), probably in Sitka,
about 175 years ago. t represents glottalized t , nowwritten t'. The
final -urn probably represents nasalized w. The syllable was therefore
nasalized, just as it is inTeslin today. The automatic nasalizationwe find in
Teslin is therefore a conservative feature found nowhere else in Tlingit.
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Possessed Forms of Nouns - Examples

Noun English Possessed Form English

1. de road, trail du deyf his/her road

2. a one (as in yak'eyi
a, a good one)

du ayf his/hers (literally,
"his/her one")

3. a lal<e du ayi his/her lake

4. te stone, rocl< du teyf his/her rock, gall
bladder, gall stone

5. khustr life, lifestyle du khusfiyf his/her life

6. ghata trap du ghatayi (Coastal)
du ghatayf (Teslin)
du ghatayf {Atlin, Carcross)

his/her trap

7. tita knife du Iftayi (Coastal, Teslin)
du tftayf (Teslin)
du litayf (Carcross) ?

his/her knife

8. k'udas' shirt du k'udas'i (Teslin, Carcross,
Coastal)

du k'udas'f (A. Sydney, E. Nyman)

his/her shirt

9. t'a board du t'ayi his/her board
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Noun English Possessed Form English

10. kanat'a blueberry du kanat'ayf his/her blueberry

11. das'a snare du das'ayi (all dialects)
du das'ayf (Teslin)

his/her snare

12. tax'al' needle du tax'at'i his/her needle

13. xhlgwaf pack strap du xhlgwal'i (Teslin, Coastal)
du xhlgwat'f (Atlin)

his/her pack strap

14. ghlghach' hammock, swing
(e.g. for a baby)

du ghlghach'i (Teslin, Carcross,
Coastal)

du ghlghach'f (Atlin)

his/her hammock

15. dana money du danayi (Coastal,Teslin)
du danayf (Teslin)
du danayf (Carcross)

his/her money

16. xhty dog pack ketl xhiyi his/her dog pack

17. dPiy
dRy

meat du dPiyf (Teslin)
du dRyf (Carcross, Coastal, Atlin)

his/her meat

18. gux'a cup, dipper du gux'ayi his/her cup

19. x'uw blanket du x'uwu his/her blanket
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Possessed Forms of Nouns

The possessed form of the noun is formed by adding the suffix -(y)i or -(w)u .
Usually the stem of the noun does not change and the suffix has the opposite tone from the stem tone.
You can see this in:

2. du a-yf his/hers (low tone stem)

I, 3. du a-yi his/her lake (high tone stem)
lo

I
I

I
n

I

There are two types of exceptions:

I.

If the stem ends in a siiort higli vowel, this vowel becomes long and low and the suffix has high tone.
See examples:

4. ? te stone, rocl< du teyf his/her rock, gall bladder, gall stone

5. khustf life, lifestyle du khusfiyf his/her life

10. kanat'a blueberry du kanat'ayf his/her blueberry

This rule applies to all dialects of Tlingit.
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Nouns with long low stems followed by the suffixes -ds', -AV, -aeh' have possessed forms with
high tone on the possessed noun suffix -(y)i' in Carcross and Atlin.

Noun English Possessed Form English

Coastal Carcross, Atlin

6. ghata trap du ghatayi du ghatayf his/her trap

8. k'udas' shirt du k'udas'i du k'udas'f his/her shirt

13. xhlgwal' pack strap du xhlgwal'i du xhlgwai'f his/her pack strap

14. ghlghach' hammock,
swing

du ghlghach'i du ghlghach'f his/her hammock,
swing

In 8,13 and 14 Teslin agrees with Coastal Tlingit. But Teslin has a different form in 6:

dughatayf his/her trap
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Instrumental Nouns

Instrumental nouns are formed with the suffix:

-a after high tone stems -a after low tone stems

Noun English Tlingit Verb English

1. ghata trap awdzighat he trapped it

2. das'a snare awdlidas' he snared it

3. una gun awa.un he shot it

4. gux'a cup, dipper hm awagux' he dipped out water

5. ifta l<nife wCifit it slid, glided

Other noun suffixes are;

-as' as in

-dl' as in

-ach' asm

k'udas'

tax'at'

xhlgwat'

ghlghach'

shirt

needle

pacl< strap

hammocl<, swing (e.g. for a baby)



1. Ishan !

2. Ishanak'w!

3. Juwak'w ni!
Juwak'w ftm !

4. Juwa!

5. Juwak'w!

6. lyak'e !

7. Ts'uh!

8. Haym yftk'!
Hayin sik'!
Haym, hagu sfk'!

9. T'ukaneyi ts'Tx !

10. Uha.u !
Uhu.u !

11. ST kadan !

nux' SI

13. Ne!

Ja'!

14. Yaxh at ghwaku

15. Hadlaw!

Interjections

Poor thing!

Poor little thing!

Shame on you!

Bad boy! Bad girl!

Bad littleboy! Bad little girl!

(scolding) "Yourface looks nice!"

You dirty little thing!

said to a crying baby as you rock
and comfort it

said to a baby with a dirty diaper
or spit on its face

Cute little thing!

Best daughter! Best doll!
china doll, can refer to a pretty girl

Honey! Sweetheart!

(frustration) said when trying to
do something butjust can't get it

Good gosh!
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Interjections (cont)

16. Likudzi!

17. Haw!

18. Haha ttin !

19. Gwa', haha ttfn

20. Gwa'!

21. He tlaw'!

22. He'!

Amazing!

Well, I'll be!

How about that! All of a sudden!

Good for him, it finally
happened!

That's what you get!

It's worrying!

Wow! That's surprising!
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Historical Relationships
E. Sapir's Na-Dene originally consisted of Haida, Tlingit and Athabascan, and Eyak
was later added to this group.

We have now been able to demonstrate that Tlingit, Eyak and Athabascan are without
doubt related, but that the relationship with Haida is doubtful at best. So we have
proposed a new name for the language family consisting of Athabascan, Eyak and
Tlingit, namely Tlina-Dene. This is based on the Athabascan, Eyak and Tlingit words
for person.

Proto-Athabascan: *d0ne: "person"
Eyak: lila:' "man"
Tlingit: tin-git "person"

from earlier lina-git (git is Haida for "child")

Eyak I regularly develops from earlier n , so Eyak Ilia:' "man" regularly corresponds
to Tlingit *tlna , evidently the original word for "person", referring also to "The People",
that is, the original Tlingit of the interior.

When a "tina" man married a woman of a different tribe (such as a Haida or
Tsimshian), their children would be referred to as "Lina-git", that is, "Child of the Lina".
As the Tlingit became more and more intermarried in the process of becoming a coastal
nation, these children ofmixed ancestry became the majority, and eventually the name
"Lina-git" came to symbolize the emergence of the Tlingit among the prosperous
nations of the Northwest Coast.

Therefore in the new name Tlina-Dene , the first part (Tlina) refers to the two coastal
nations (Tlingit iina and Eyak lila:', originally meaning "person") and the second part
refers to the widespread Athabascan family (Dene). This term has the advantage of
being similar to E. Sapir's term Na-Dene , but the change of Na- to Tlina-
emphasizes that Haida is no longer included in this ancient family of languages.

To sum up:

Tlina-Dene

Athabaskan

Eyak

L Tlingit

does not include Haida (an isolated language).
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Tlingit Orthographies during the American Period

Many of the early European explorers gathered at least a few words and phrases in the
native languages they encountered in their journeys. These words and phrases were
not written in any systematic way, as a rule, but impressionistically, with little or no
appreciation of unfamiliar sounds. Most of these explorers described the sound systems
of the Northwest Coast languages such as Tlingit as "harsh" and "guttural", and made
no secret of their distaste for these languages. Their purpose in documenting the
languages was motivated by a desire to establish profitable trade relations with these
native people; most of them had little or no interest in the languages per se.There were
notable exceptions, however, in particular the Russian Orthodox priest Father Ivan
Veniaminov, who later became Bishop Innocent and is now St. Innocent. Hewas
genuinely interested in the languages and cultures of the people among whom he
preached, and madea good start at distinguishing the various unfamiliar soundsof
Tlingit.

In the American period, the linguistic documentation of the Tlingit language became
more precise and detailed. In 1904, the missionary William A. Kelly and Francis H.
Willard, a Chilkat Tlingit, published their Grammar and Vocabulary of the Tlingit
Language of Southeastern Alaska, at the same time as ethnologist John R. Swanton
collected Tlingit myths, histories, songs, clan names and the like under the supervision
ofthe "father ofAmerican anthropology" Franz Boas. It was unfortunate that these
teams did not collaborate; together they could have gained a much deeper
understanding of Tlingit. Kelly and Willard succeeded in identifying all contrasting
consonants except dl and tl', and their transcriptions are virtually perfect except for
tone, and distortions based on Kelly's insistence on "Websterian orthoepy". Swanton
had a much less evolved understanding of the sound system; his transcriptions are
often difficult to decipher.

In 1914 Boas himself worked on Tlingit with Louis Shotridge (Stuwukha), also a Chilkat
Tlingit. They achieved a complete phonological analysis, identifying all the consonants,
vowels, and tone as well. However, there are sometimes errors of transcription due to
Boas misperception of the vowel system. He distinguished the vowels as reduced a e
Lu as opposed to full a e i u , evidently identifying the difference as one ofvowel
quality: actually, the crucial distinction is that of vowel length; the vowels a e i u
(and the rare o) can occur long or short. It is true that in most Northern dialects, and
particularly the Chilkat dialect, short vowels are pronounced more lax than long vowels:
kats "lime" sounds like English "cuts", and hit "house" sounds like English "hit".
These vowels are nevertheless clearly short. Long vowels are usually tense, but in the
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Northern dialects, particularly Chilkat, stem-final long low i and u tend to be
pronounced lax, as in ye yati, where the last syllable can sound almost like the Irish
pronunciation of "tea" / tii / or even with a completely lax vowel / ti •/.

At any rate. Boas not infrequently confuses the "lax" and the "tense" vowels with each
other. Naish and Story, on the other hand, distinguish stem vowels correctly, but do not
consistently distinguish the length of prefixal vowels; they often write "oo" for both
short u and long ij in prefixes, and sometimes also "ee" for both i and i. This is
the only flaw in their spelling system.

Another problem with the vowel system is that the vowels of suffixes endingwith -i / -u
(as the possessive suffix), the decessive suffix -in / -un, the prohibitive suffix
-ikh / -ukh, and the postposition -de "to, toward" can be pronounced short, half-long or
fully long. Such suffixes are underlyingly long; but are fully long only in emphatic and
deliberate speech. More usually the suffix vowel is half-long, but it can also be
pronounced completely short.

The same is true of enclitics like tsu/ tsu "also", tsa/tsa "only then", khu.a/khu.a
"however", aya / aya "this is awe / awe "that is ..." and the like, as well as some
very particles like de / de "already", tie / tie "just (then)", ch'u / ch'u "even". This
variability in the length of many of the most common suffixes and short words is one of
the main motivations behind the Interior Tlingit system ofwriting both the short and the
long vowel with the same symbol ( a e i u ) and indicating vowel length together with
vowel tone by means of diacritics.

In this way, words are written with the same letters even if the length ofthe final syllable
can vary from speaker to speaker or even from sentence to sentence. The variable
length is distinguished simply by thechoice of diacritic, which does not stand in the way
of the readability of the word. Simply stated, the Interior Tlingit orthography is easier to
read and it is easier to learn to write than the Coastal Tlingit orthography.

Following is a comparative chart of the Tlingit orthographies that have been used in the
century. Five of them are "scientific" orthographies and four of them are "practical"

orthographies.

Leer's "practical scientific" orthography is designed for the Tlingit, Eyak and
Athabascan languages, as well as neighbouring languages such as Haida and
Tsimshian. Very few special symbols are allowed: accented vowels, y and I, all of
which are found on standard fonts. (In email, all these may be avoided by using e.g. /a
for a, \a for a, and '^a for a, as well as y" for y and L for t.)
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Comparative Chart of Tlingit "Scientific" Orthographies

Obstruents

Swanton ^ Boas &
Shotridge ^

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation

Leer "Practical
Scientific"

d d d d d

t t' t t t

t! f t^ t' t'

L L X X dl

L L X X tt

L! L' X' X' t+'

+ + +

L! +' f +'

dz dz 3 3 dz

ts ts c c ts

ts! ts c^ c' ts'

s s s s s

s!
7

s s^ s' s'

dj dj 3 3 dzh

tc tc c c tsh

tc! tc c^ c' tsh'

c c
w

s s sh
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Comparative Chart of Tlingit "Practical" Orthographies

Obstruents

Kelly &
Willard'

Nalsh &
Story^

Coastal
Orthography^

Interior
Orthography^

d d d d

t t t t

dt t' t' t'

dl dl dl dl

tl tl tl tl

dl tl' tr tl'

hi 1 1 \

DL 1' 1' t'

ds dz dz dz

ts ts ts ts

dts ts' ts' ts'

s s s s

sz s' s' s'

j j j j
ch ch ch ch

dj ch' ch' ch'

sh sh sh sh
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Obstruents (cont)

Swanton ^ Boas &
Shotridge ^

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation

Leer "Practical
Scientific"

g g g g g

k k' k k k

k! R k^ k' k'

X [!!] 2 X X X X

q! X x^ X' X'

g".g° g7...k"' gW gW gw

k", k° k"' kw kw kw
k!", k!° k" k?w k'w k'w

X" , x° X" XW XW
XW

q!",q!° X" X?w X'w x'w

g g G G G

q q' q q q

q!
7

q q' q' q'
X [!!] ^ X X X X

q!
->

X X' X'

g", g°
1 1

g"
—!

GW CW Gw

q" ,q° q"' qw qw qw

q!" ,q!° q" q?w q.w q'w
X" , x° X"

XW XW Xw

q!\q!° X" X7W X'W X'w
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Obstruents (cont)

Kelly &
Willard'

Naish &
Story'

Coastal
Orthography'

Interior
Orthography'

g g g g

c k k k

g' k' k' k'

CH X X X

g^ x' X' x'

gw gw gw gw

kw, k°° kw kw kw

g'w, g'°° k'w k'w k'w

CHW, CH°° xw xw xw

x'w x'w x'w

g g g gh
k k k kh

k' k' kh'

'h X X xh

g x' X' xh'

gw gw gw ghw
qu kw kw khw

kw, k°° k'w k'w kh'w

'hw, 'h°° . xw xw xhw

gw, g°° x'w x'w xh'w
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Obstruents (cont)

Swanton ^ Boas &
Shotridge ^

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation

Leer "Practical
Scientific"

(no symbol) "j

? ? 7

(lacking) (lacking) ?w 7w

h h h h h

h", h° (lacking) h W h w hw

Sonorants

Swanton ^ Boas &
Shotridge ^

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation

Leer "Practical
Scientific"

y y y y y

y- y- (lacking) y y
w w w w w

n n n n n

m m

Notes

Note 1:

Note 2;

Syllable final non-glottalized stops are usually released, but they are
not aspirated, so underlyingly they are plain stops. They are written as
plain stops in Naish and Story's and in Leer's scientific orthography; in
the other orthographies they are written (incorrectly) as aspirated
stops. Therefore in the Tlingit practical orthographies:

syllable-final d is written t
syllable-final dl is written tl
syllable-final dz is written ts
syllable-final j is written ch
syllable-final g is written k
syllable-final gw is written kw
syllable-final gh/g is written kh/k
syllable-final ghw/gw is written khw/kw

Be careful not to get confused bySwanton's use of x and x. Swanton
uses ^ for the velar fricative, which Boas and Shotridge write as x ;
Swanton uses x for the uvular fricative, which Boas and Shotridge
write as x .
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Obstruents (cont)

Kelly &
Willard'

Naish &
Story'

Coastal
Orthography'

Interior
Orthography'

(no symbol) • . ,

(lacking) (lacking) .w .w

h h h h

wh (lacking) hw hw

Sonorants

Kelly &
Willard'

Naish &
Story'

Coastal
Orthography'

Interior
Orthography'

y [note 3] y y y

(lacking) (lacking) y (ory) y [note 5]

W [note 4] w w w

n n n n

1 (rare) 1 [note 6]

m (rare) m [note 6]

Notes

Note 3: Kelly and Willard use
T In place of ay (Coastal aay, Interior ay / ay)

Note 4; Kelly and Willard use
u in place of yoo (Coastal yoo, Interior yu / yu )
au in place of aw (Coastal aaw, Interior aw / aw)

Note 5; The sonorant y does not occur in most modern Tlingit; it is regularly
replaced by y.

Note 6: The sonorants I and m only rarely occur as distinctive sounds in
modern Tlingit.
In Coastal Tlingit, I is heard from some older speakers as a variant
of n.
The sonorant m is common only in Teslin Tlingit.
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Vowels

Short

Swanton Boas &
Shotridge

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation
Leer "Practical
Scientific"

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

A , a a & A A a a a
r

a

e , e e
r

e 6 € e
r

e e e
^ •

i , 1 L L L L 1
r

1 1 1

U , 0 [note 1] 0 U U 0 u U u
r

U

Long

Swanton Boas &
Shotridge

Naish & Story
M.A. Theses

Leer

Dissertation

Leer "Practical
Scientific"

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

a [note 2] a a a a a- a- 3 a; a:

e 0 e e e e- e- ^ e: e:

T
X

1
r

1 i
r

1 i- I- ^ 1:
r

1:

U , 0 [note 1] U U u U u- u- 3 u; u:

Notes

Note 1: Swanton uses short o and long 5 instead of u and u especially
next to a uvular consonant, where the vowel tends to be affected by
the uvular.

Note 2: Swanton uses long a in place of a next to a rounded consonant;
moreover, he does not indicate the rounding of the consonant. (I think
Boas sometimes writes ? for such a vowel.

Note 3: Leer distinguishes two types of long high-tone vowels: (1) those that
are long in Tongass Tlingit are written a- , etc. in his composite
orthography; (2) those that are glottalized in Tongass Tlingit are
written a' etc. in his composite orthography. Also, long low vowels are
written a', etc. in his composite orthography if they are fading vowels
in Tongass Tlingit.
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Vowels

Short

Kelly & Early Naish & Coastal Interior
Willard Story Orthography Orthography

/oiA^ tone high low high low high
tone tone tone tone tone

u u
r

U a a a
r

a

e e e e
r

e e e

1 1
-r

1 i 1 i 1

do 0
f

0 u u u u

Long

Kelly & Early Naish & Coastal Interior
Willard Story Orthography Orthography

low tone high low high low high
tone tone tone tone tone

a a , a a aa aa
X

a a

a el , el ei ei ei e e

e ee , ee ee ee ee 1 T

00 00 , 60 60 00 60
>

u

Notes

Note 4: Early Naish and Story add a "helper" h (which is not pronounced) to a
single vowel at the end of a word, e.g.

t'uh for t'a "king salmon"
t'ah for (Coastal) t'aa , (Interior) t'a "board"

Note 5: Naish and Story write low tone with the grave accent only on the stem
vowel. Otherwise they use no tone mark for a low vowel.
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Vowels

Three of the vowels have changed in the Coastal Tlingit orthography established by
Naish and Story - see Vowels (1).

u

a

0

a

aa

u

This gives the vowel system in Vowels (2), currently used for Coastal Tlingit.

Also, in the earliest Naish-Story orthography, one-letter vowels were followed by silent
h at the end of the word. So for example what is now written a daa "around it" in
Coastal Tlingit (Interior Tlingit a da )was earlier written
uh dah.

Coastal Tlingit 1 Coastal Tlingit 2

(original Naish-Story system) (revised Naish-Story system)
u a a aa

e ei e ei

i ee i ee

0 00 u 00
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Comparison between Coastal and Interior spellings of vowels, illustrated
with the vowel a :

Naish-Story Coastal Tlingit Interior Tlingit

short low u a a

short high u a a

long low a or a aa
N

a

long high a aa a

Example words and sentences

Naish-Story Coastal Tlingit Interior Tlingit

1 am fine xut yuk'ei xat yak'ei xhat yak'e

me xut xat xhat

root xat xaat xhat

fish, salmon xat xaat xhat
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Tl'anaxidakhw

Don Cameron xh'edaxh sh katnik,
JohnR. Swanton-ch kawshixidi, 1909,
Tlingit Texts andMyths, pp. 292-3

Ak'wx' ayii ye yati kha,
a kade wugut gangha.

A yaxhde ya nagudi ayu
awsitin shawat
yu a digiyge sh wudlihash.

Du shaxhawii ye kwdliyat'.

Ch'akw altmi aya awsitin
ye kwdzigeyi a at yatx'i.

Axh a wushat nelde.

Yan khukashghit ayii awaxhex'w.

Xhach Tl'anaxidakhw yadi asiyu.

Tat awe yii anxh'atuxh yawagut,
kha wakh ke akawajel.

Ya khega.a yu shawat yat awa.u.

Ts'utat ayu ya shandanuk,
du -xham! nel uwagut atk'atsk'u ye xh'ul'kulige.

Xhach kha waghi asiyu ashawiihik.

Ldakat yu khu.u, kha waghi ayu axh ke akawajel.

Wutsagha ash jihu yu shawat.

Ash xhani nel uwagut yu atk'atsk'u.
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The Story of the Tl'anaxidakhw

as told by Don Cameron
and written by John R. Swanton, 1909
Tlingit Texts andMyths, pp. 292-3

There was a man at Auke Lake;
he went to the lake for firewood.

As he was coming to the shore
he saw a woman
floating by herself in the center of [the lake .

She had long hair.

While watching her for a long time, he saw
small children.

He took one of them home.

When it was fiilly dark the people went to bed.

But actually it was the Tlanaxidakhw's child.

During the night it went through the town
taking people's eyes out.

Toward dawn a woman had a child.

In the morning [as] she was getting up
in came a child with a big belly.

Actually it was full of the people's eyes.

All those people, it had taken out their eyes.

That woman had a cane.

The child came into her house.
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Tl*anaxidakhw (cont)

Du wakhde ya gashich,
ch'u tie duwutsaghayich yut akultakhch.

Daxh.a ye nasgit akakawlitakh.

Ts'as kha waghi'ch shawlihi'k.

Hi'tx'i tuxh yawagiit yu shawat ajakhdaxh.

Adaxh ayu sh dade ye jiwdine.

Du yatk'u awaya ch'a kugeyiyede.

"Tl'anaxidakhwxh xhat guxhsati," yu yawakha.

Yekh ghagiidm yak axha nuch.

Wush ghede atsuw nuch yii yak nux'u.

Ch'a at anagutch,
ch'a an axh'awu.aych du yatk'u.
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The Story of the TFanaxidakhw (cont)

It kept reaching out for her eyes
but every time she just batted [its hands] away with her cane.

The second time [it came afterher], she skewered its [swollen belly].

It was just fiill of human eyes.

The woman went through the houses after she killed the child [and found all the
corpses].

After that she put a bunch of clothing on.

Sheput her babyon her back andpacked it off, wandering aimlessly.

"I am to be the Tl'anaxidakhw," she said.

When she went down on the beach, she would eat mussels.

She would put the mussel shells one inside the other.

She is always just walking around,
and as she does, she pacifies her little baby.
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Notes on Tl'anaxidakhw :

1. As seen in this text, turn ofthe century Sitka had the sound y,which ispronounced
like wbut with the lips unrounded. It isquite similar to the ghofthe neighboring
Athabascan languages, where ghis a velar approximant, that is to say (1) not uvular
but with the tongue poised near the roof ofthe mouth, and (2) phonetically not a velar
fricative, but articulatedwith the tongue too far from the roof of themouth to cause air
turbulence, sothat no rasping sound ismade when pronouncing gh.
(As far asI know, inAthabascan languages where gh isvelar, it is always phonetically
an approximant, like 1, eventhough it behaves morphophonologically likea voiced
fricative. In otherAthabascan languages, gh is a either a voiced uvular fricative or a
uvularapproximant that behaves like a voiced fricative.)

2. a ka here refers to the lake area: a kade to the lake rather than onto the lake.

3. sh wudlihash literally means she caused herselftofloat, meaning that she wyis
keepingherself in a floating posture.

4. ^ xh'atii is unattested elsewhere: an xh'atuxh yawagut went through the town. It
seems tobea variant of an xh'ayi. Compare hitx'i ttbdi yawagut went through the
houses. Outside this construction, hit tii (or hitx'i tu) doesn't seem to occur; instead
one says hit yi inside the house.

5. xhach is a variant of xhaju actually, which inmost dialects is khaju or
khach.

6. kha waghf ashawlihik is unusual, perhaps actually a causative meaning had it (his
stomach)full ofhuman eyes. Amore usual way to say this is kha waghich shawlihfk
(his stomach) wasfull ofhuman eyes. This occurs further down in the text.

7. Wutsagha ash jihu is remarkable in two ways. First, ...jihii preserves the oldform of
the predicate locative, namely -hu after a vowel but -u after a consonant. This same
form isnow found exclusively inthe Carcross dialect as represented by Lucy Wren.
The restofTlingit has ...jiwu, with thepredicate locative suffix (-)wu.
Second, this is the only example I have found where precedent third person pronoun
ash occurs unopposed to another third person. Most people nowadays would say
Wutsagha du jiwu, with the ordinary human third person pronoun du. I suppose that
Mr. Cameronuses this pronounhere so as to disambiguate the reference: the woman
has the cane, not the child.

8. ya gashich is a progressive habitual, reac/zmg owr.
9. akakawlitakh isnot elsewhere recorded. The first ka- visualizes the belly as a small

round object, like an abscess, that burstswhenpoked.
10. sh dMe ye jiwdine is not elsewhere recorded. It sounds like it would be used of

dressing in preparation for war, and so also here it could characterize the woman as in
effect dressing for battle, putting onasmany clothes as possible, knowing that she
would never return andwouldalwaysbe walkingthe earth.
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Notes on TFanaxidakhw (cont):

11. ch'a kugeyiyede is not elsewhere recorded. Today people usually say ch'a kugeyi
any old way, any which way.

12. Wush ghMe atsuw nuch refers specifically to fitting one shell inside the curve of
the next shell. Whenever people saw stacksof shells on the beach, they would look
around to see if they could find the Tl'anaxidakhw and securea blessing from her.

13. Ch'a at anagiitch literaWy mestns Aperson is alwaysjust walking around (perfectiye
habitual). Perhaps a better translation would be There's always someone just walking
around [on the beach].

14. Ch'a an axh'avvTi.aych: axh'awu.aych is the perfective habitual of axh'ayawa.a she
pacified (her baby), kept itfrom crying bynursing it, feeding it, caressing it... Ch'a
an most often means nevertheless, but Swanton gives the meaning at the same time.
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TAX'A ANAXH SHUKAWSIXI YE

Stuwukhachkawshixidi, 1914
Franz Boas, Notes on the Language ofthe Tlingit Indians (1917), pp. 168-9

Ghunana khuwa.u.

Has du xhux' awe khut jiwaha hat kasaya.

Ch'u tie ghunaye wugudidaxh
tlel lingit yaxh wuti.

Ch'u du tla tsii tlel at yaxh a da tuwuti.

Ch'a tlakw at gutut nagutch kanals'akw kha ts'utsgux' sani in.

Ch'a ya nalgeni yaxh awe desgwach uxhi at gutude.

Wa nani sawe du in wu.Mi atk'atsk'u ghut nel uwagiit.

"Gusu i in a khu.a?" du tlach xh'ewawus'.

Ts'as "Gushe awe," yan awlijakhw.

Ch'a kagenaxh awe desgwach tsu khut a wdzigit atk'atsk'u,
desgwach tsu khut a wdzigit.

We at kasayek' tsu desgwach ya yinayat' at gutude.

Du kak has dax'uninaxh has yati.

Hasch khu.a de has ayakhit has du kelk',
ch'a an awe du tlach tlel a utxachxh du yitk'.
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The origin of the mosquitoes

written by Louis Shotridge, 1914
Franz Boas, Notes on the Language of the Tlingit Indians (1917), pp. 168-9

A group ofAthabascans were living [somewhere].

Among them some kind of alien being was bom to a woman.

Even from the time he began to walk
he was not like a human being.

Even his own mother had a strange feeling about him.

He was always out in the woods killing squirrels and small birds.

As he got older he started spendingmore andmore nights in the woods.

One time he camehomewithout the boy whohad gonewith him.

"Where is your companion?" his mother asked him.

He simply insisted on answering, "How should I know?"

Over a long period of time first one boy was lost
and then another.

That little alien being spent more and more time in the woods.

He had four maternal uncles.

They were suspicious of their nephew,
but his mother never gave up on her son.
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Tax'a anaxh shukawsixi ye (cont)

Ch'u nanaxh akhini awe ghakh nel awaya.

Tledahin du tla tlaxh du tuwii sigu du yitk'i kaxh,
du kak has khu.a awe ch'a ash uwakhit.

Yan at xha awe du tlach ye yawsikha,
"Axh yitk', gusa tlaxh I yu kha shadu.us'gun.

Hande, i shat khukhahadi."

Wa sa kha tla kha ku.ank'u nuch
a yaxh awe tut ashawati du yitk'.

Tie a shade ya nashini in awe ash xetkat shawudit'exh'.

"Tlega de! Tlaxh khutxh xhat kaysixhan!"

Tie kaxh dakh shawaxi'x we shawat.

We Ts'axi'chk'i khu.a tie gant wujixix.

GwM! ch'u tie gwaya du xetka yan uwa.a hat in chunet xh'edi.

Tie tlel tsu wudasa.

Ch'u tie asgfwe du shakwk'utuwu a hat in we Ts'axichk'i.

Ch'u tie du tla awujaghidaxh hu khu.a tie tie! tsu wudustin.

Ch'a yikawayat'i yaxh awe
desgwach lingit tlanx' al'uni tsu tlel haxh u.at.

De tlaxh khudaxh ya kha shunaxixi awe,
wush in wudi.Mi wuch in a tlenaxh hat a uwagiit.

Ch'a huch awe tsa khun akawanik,
"Ts'axichk'ich khudaxh ya shunabcfxi we ant akhini."

Ch'u tie daxh awdunugu tuxh awe wuligas' we Ghunana.

Ch'u adaxh aya tlel yankaxh ha ulgas'xh.
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The origin of the mosquitoes (cont)

One time] when they were sitting quietly at home, he came home paclcing a lynx.
That one time his mother was happy for her son,
buthis uncles just got [more] suspicious of him.

When he finished eating hismother said to him,
"My son, why have you gone so long without washing your hair?

Bring [your head] over here so I can run my fingers through your hair."

Just as a mother babies her child,
so she took her son's head in her hands and drew it to herself

Butjust as shewas reaching out forhis head, he rammed his head into her chest.

"Begonenow! You are making too much of a fuss overme."

The woman just fell over backward.

Little Ts'axi'chk'i then ran outside.

But look! they could see some kindof flint arrowheads stuck in her chest.

She breathed no more.

It seemed that little Ts'axi'chk'i had some kind offlint in his little scalp.
After hekilled hismother, he was no longer to be seen.

Over a long period of time
one by one, adult hunters wouldn't come back [fi-om hunting .

Now when far too many people were going missing,
ofa pair of fi*iends who had gone out together, [only] one came home.

It was he himselfwho finally told the people,
"It is little Ts'axichk'i who is killing offthe townspeople."

As the realization sank in, the Athabascans moved away.

Ever since then, we have never lived permanently in one place.
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Notes on Tax'a anaxh shukawsixi ye:

General. The most characteristic feature ofthe Chilkat dialect is the replacement ofmost
instances oforiginal short e by short a, as in lingi't tlanx' adults, which is lingit
tlenx' inmost Tlingit. This is seen a number of times in the text. However, the Chilkat
dialect does have short e from two sources: first, from cases where original i is
lowered to e before a uvular consonant, e.g. awat'exh' pounded it with a rockor other
heavy object; inTlingit dialects further south this is pronounced awat'i'xh'. (A
derivativeform at shawdit'exh' rammedhis head into it, headbutted it is found on
line 25.) Chilkat short e is also found inparticles and enclitics originally ending in
long e, such as the particles tie (from tie) just, just then and gushe (from original
*gushe ) I don't know.

Another feature of the Chilkatdialect is the pronunciation of short a after a rounded
consonant. Here short a is rounded to the point where it sounds almost like short u.
Mr. Shotridge in fact writes this vowelas u or u (like shortu), but I am not convinced
that Cwa is in fact completely indistinguishable from Cu. Anexample from this text is
desgwach gradually, bydegrees more and more, which Mr. Shotridge writes as
desguch.

Line 2. hat kasaya would be said atkasaye by most speakers. The vowel e is found,
however, in at kasayek' little alien being (with thevowel lengthened before
diminutive -k') in line 13.

The word hat seems no longer to be used or even recognized, although Mr. Shotridge
uses it rather often inthis text, including here and lines 29 and 31. It is a prenominal
modifier meaning some kind of...; Mr. Shotridge translates it as a certain.... It implies
that the noun in question issomething unknown, not encountered inordinary day-to
day experience, e.g. hat in refers to something that at first glance looks like flint but
is somehow different.

Line 6. ts'iitsgux' sani little birds inthe Chilkat dialect corresponds to ts'itsgux' sani inmost
Northern Tlingit. Kanals'akw kha ts'utsgiix' sani in isa verbal noun meaning killing
squirrels and little birds; compare a.in is killing them. (This in just happens to look
like themuchmorecommon postposition in with.)

Line 17. Louis Shotridge vmtes khakh ; this may well bethe old Chilkat pronunciation of
gh^ lynx.

The implication here is that littleTs'axichk'i came bursting into thehouse and
disturbed the peace by acting more aggressive than usual. This isprobably what put
his uncles onguard. Apparently the aggression went unnoticed by his mother, who
was instead pleased withher son's gift, andproud of his prowess as a hunter.

Line 21. I'm not sure about the frame particle giisa, used with negative 1 to mean why.. .not...?
(Gusa is from gii sa where?)

Here the mother addresses her son obliquely with the fourth person (indefinite human)
pronominals kha and du-, literally. My son, why did onego so [long] without
washing one's head/hair? But even the fact that she addressed him as her little child
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wasno doubt offensive, even insulting, to little Ts'axichk'i, because he hadjust proved
himself an adult, andmothers were not supposed to talk directly to their adult sons in
those days.

Line 24. tut ashawati, literally tookhis head to herself.

Line 25. A contemporary English translation of ash xetkat shawdit'exh' would be/ze
headbutted her chest (specifically, her breastbone).

The precedent pronoun ash refers to littleTs'axichk'i's mother, who precedes
Ts'axichk'i here. In line 19, however, ash refers to Ts'axichk'i, who in this context
precedes his uncles.

Line 26. Tlega de! Begone (now)! or Enough already!

Line 30. Tlei tsu wdasa. She didn't breathe again/any. more. She was already dead.
Line 31. du shakwk'utuvm a there is/are some in his littlescalp,-wheis du shakwk'utu his

little scalp is the diminutive of du shakwtu hisscalp. Thediminutive prefix is
inserted inside the compound noun shakwtu/sha+gu+tii/ hair+base+inside,
figuratively the hair-forest, referring literally to the surface at the base of the hairs of
the head, just as at gutu theforest refers to the ground at the base of the trees.

The diminutive suffix often occurs in this text referring to Ts'axichk'i, perhaps because
he was physically small, and perhaps to express contempt for him and for the vicious
little critters he spawned as his final act of vengeance against mankind. This text ends
with these words:

We k^'t' khu.a tie tax'axh wusiti. A aya ch'u Ts'axichk'i kal't'i aya yidat lingit
asxha.

But the ashes became mosquitoes. And so even now little Ts'axichk'i's ashes eat
people.

Line 38. Ts'axichk'ich khudaxh ya shunalxixi.. is a subordinative progressive with -i, which
is unusual in a main clause. Here khudaxh might be a shortened form of khudaxh
from thepeople, i.e.Ts'axichk'i is causing people to vanish from the community (
khudaxh ). Apparently little Ts'axichk'i was bythis time so indifferent to thepeople's
reaction as to publicly admithis crimes. Hewouldn't have daredto say this unless he
had cometo the conclusion that the townspeople couldn't do anything do him^ and
apparently they came to the same conclusion, because from then on they never stayed
long in one place.

Mr. Shotridge writes what looks like ^t akhinf, a variant of the usual word ^t
khinf townspeople, literally those sitting/dwelling in town.
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The Gospel according to St. John, 1:43-51
Naish and Story

Jesus-ch wooxooxoo Philip kuli Nathanael
(Jesus calls Philip and Nathanael)

43. Yuh it ah yukyee Jesus doo toondutanee yei wootee Galilee kah-dei
n'gugoot. Jesus Philip kux koowushee; yei uh yawsikah, "Xan nu.uh."

44. Bethsaida kwan-x sitee Philip. Andrew ux' yei yutee, kuh Peter tsoo.
45. Philip Nathanael kux koowushee; an uh kawuneek,
"Doo kux koowtoowushee weh Moses-ch uh dat kuwo'oshxeedee ah,
weh uh kah kootoodziteeyee yoox'utungee x'ox'oo kux';
weh Dikee Ankawoo x'ei-tx ut kuneekx'ee-ch tsoo koon kawuneek.
Jesus uweh, Nazareth kax, Joseph yeet-x suteeyee."
46. "Dat yuk'eiyee ut suweh. Nazareth kax koodzitee," Nathanael-ch
woowoos'. Philip uh yax' yei yawukah, "Hah goh; gusteen."

47. Jesus-ch uh woosteenee Nathanael doo xun-dei yah nugodee, uh dah
yoo x'eiwutiin, "Weidoo, konux Israel tooyikyudee; tleil sh-wooduyeil."
48. Nathanael-ch x'eiwuwoos', "Wah-nux suweh xut yeesikoo ?" Jesus yei
yawukah, "Tlei weh tleilw asee, fig yoo doowusagoo as k'eet ee.ayee,
ee xw'siteen; ch'uh '1 Philip ee gwuxoo^ee."
49. Nathanael yei ush yawsikah, "Rabbi, wu.eh xah uweh Dikee Ankawoo
doo Yeet, kuh Israel kux' king tsoo."

50. Jesus yei yawukah, "Ee een kuxuneegee, ee xWsuteenee yoo tleikw asee
k'eet ee.ayee, unux ugeh ux eek' eeyuheen ?
Tlux konux uh yah-nux koogeiyee lit yei k'geesuteen."

51. Agah uyuh yei s ush yawsikah, "Uh yux yee een kukwkuneek,
dikee goos' woosh-dux guduk'otsnee, yei guj^^eesuteen Dikee Ankawoo
kookenayee kei nu.udee, tsoo woosh duxeinee-x' yei n'du.udee, ux xun-dei
Doolnokxoo Kah-x xut suteeyee."
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The Gospel according to St. John, 1:43-51
Wycliffe Bible Translators

43. Ya it a yakyi Jesus du tundatani ye wuti Galilee kade
nghagut. Jesus Philip kaxh khuwashi; ye ayawsikha, "Xhan na.a."

44. Bethsaida khwanxh siti Philip. Andrew ax' ye yati, kha Peter tsii.

45. Philip Nathanael kaxh khuwashi; an akawanik,
"Du kaxh khuwtuwashi we Moses-ch a dat kawushxidi a,
we a ka tatudzitiyi yuxh'atangi x'lix'u kax';
we Diki Ankhawu xh'etxh at kanikx'i'ch tsu khun kawanik.
Jesus awe, Nazareth kaxh, Joseph yitxh satiyf."

46. "Dat yak'eyi at sawe Nazareth kaxh khuwdziti," Nathanael-ch wusus'.
Philip a yax' ye yawakha, "Hagu; ghastin."

47. Jesus-ch wustini Nathanael du xhande ya nagudi, a da
yu xh'ewatan, "Wedu khunaxh Israel tuyikyadi; tie! sh wudayel."

48. Nathanael-ch xh'ewasus', "Wanaxh sawe xhat yisiku?" Jesus ye
yawakha, "Tie we tlekhw asi, fig yu duwasagu as k'it i.ayf
ixhwsitin; ch'a 1 Philip ighwaxhuxhji."

49. Nathanael ye ash yawsikha, "Rabbi, wa.e xhawe Diki Ankhawu
du Yit, kha Israel kax' king tsu."

50. Jesus ye yawakh^ "I in kaxhanigi ixhwsatinf yu tlekhw asi
k'it i.ayi, anaxh age axh ik' iyahin?
Tlaxh khunaxh a yanaxh kugeyi at ye kghisatm."

51. Agha aya ye s ash yawsikha, "A yaxh yi in kakkhwanik,
diki gus' wushdaxh ghadak'utsni, ye gaxhyisatin Diki Ankhawu
kukhenayi ke na.adi, tsu wush daxhenix' ye nda.adi axh xhande,
Dulnukxhu Khaxh xhat satiyf."
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Y^lnAwO

Deslin Khwan, 1972
Haa Tuwunaagu Yis,for Healing Our Spirit
NoraMarksDauenhauer & Richard Dauenhauer, pp. 172-4

X'egha
axh tuwu yak'e
aya yidat.

Aya ghuna.andaxh
ha xhut has uwa.at.

Tlel tsu has du ixh khutujiyi aya yax'
ha xhut has uwa.at.

Ha ha xhunx'i
aya mtusitin.

Tlaxh x'egha
ak'e khu.u ayu ye yati.

Ha ha tuwu tlaxh dat yaxh sa a kaxh yak'e.

Adaxh ush
ch'a tlakw
ch'a ye yiguwatl'
ye wush tustmch
kha wush yaxh ke tutudatanch,
aa,

aya ye wush tustmji.

Ha ch'a tlaxh a yanaxh aya
tie! tsu a sa ye tusatinch.

Shayadihen we Lingit.
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Y^nawu (cont)

Aya Ghunana yu tsu a daxhduwasakw, de ch'as a awe,
ha tie! ya ha yaxh yu xh'ali.atgi a.

Adaxh has khwa ya yidat ya ha xhu ye s yatiyi a khwa ch'u tie
tie x'egha
ha ani khwani yaxh ahe s yati
ya Me ha xh'enaxh yu s xh'ali.atgi ye.

Ha ch'akw,
ayii ch'akw,
ch'agu khawu
ha ye aya wush wuskuwun.
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Grammar & Vocabulary of the Tiingit Language of
Southeastern Alaska

William A. Kelly and F. H. Willard
1904

pages 733 - 735

To Tell.

Indicative Mood.

Note. - Remember c has the sound of k.

Present

Singular Plural

Cu-' hu-nec , / tell. Cu-too-nec , we tell.

Ce- nec , thou tellest. Cu-ye-nec, you tell.

U-cu-nec , he tells. HQs u-cu-nec, they tell.

Future

Cob-ku-nec , / shall tell. Cu' h-too-nec , we shall tell.

Cu-ge-nec , thou shalt tell. Cu'h-ye-nec, you shall tell.

Uc-gua-nec, he shall tell. Hus-uc-gua-nec , they shall tell.

Perfect

Cu'-'hwa'-nec , 1 told. Cu W -too' - wu' -nec, we told.

Ce -yu - nec', thou didst tell. Cu-ye-nec', you told.

0' -ca -wu' - nec , he told. Hus-u-ca-wu-nec, they told.
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Kelly and Willard (by Dr. Jeff Leer)
William A. Kelly and Frances H. Willard seemed to work well as ateam. The transcriptions are
phonetically near-perfect, so perfect in fact that Isuspect it was Mrs. Willard who wrote the Tlingit
words and sentences. Aside from afew minor defects in the transcription system, all the sounds in
the language are clearly distinguished. The only thing lacking is the tone.

One peculiar spelling is an-kau, lord, chief, which represents ankhawu.

They managed to identify an impressive number ofverb paradigms, but were unable to achieve a
global understandmg of the verb system, evidently because they tried to fit the multifaceted Tlingit
verb system mto arestricted number of categories designed for European languages like Latin and
Greek. It would have been like trying to put aglove on an octopus. To their credit, however, they
correctly identified both the potential and the decessive potential verb modes.

For some reason unknown to me, the fiiture forms given by Kelly and Willard lack the thematic
prefix ka-. Every dialect Iknow ofhas thematic ka- in the future as well, and so did my teacher
Nelly Willard, also aChilkat speaker. Igive the ordinary future forms with thematic ka- in
brackets.

Imperfective (K&W "present")
Du in kaxhamk. I'm telling him.

kaxhanik katunik

kinik kayinik
akanik has akanik

Future
•

Du in kakkhwanik. I'll tell him. I'm going totell him.

kukhanik [kakkhwanik] kaxhtunik [kagaxhtiinik]
kaghinik [kakghinik] kaxhyinik [kaghaxhyinik]
akghwanik [akakghwantk] has akghwanik [has akakghwanik]

Perfective (K&W "perfect")
Du in kaxhw^ik I told him. I've told him.

kaxhwanik kawtuwanik

kiyanik kayiynik
akawanik has akawanik
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Grammar&Vocabulary of the Tlingit Language of Southeastern Alaska (cont)
Pluperfect

Cu-'hu-nec-in , 1had told. Cu-too-nec-Tn', we had told.
Ce- nec-m', thou hadst told. Cu-ye-nec-m', you had told.
U-cu- nec-m', he had told. Hus-u-cu-nec-in, they had told.

Subjunctive Mood.

Future

Cun-'hu-mc-m , if! tell. Cun-too-mc'-m , if we tell.
Cu-ne-mc'-nT, if thou tellest. Cu-nu-ye-nTc-m , ifyou tell.
U-cu-nu-mc'-nT, if he tell. Hus-u-cu-nu-nic'-m , if they tell.

ImperativeMood.

Present

Cu'-nu'-nec, tell thou. Cu'- nu'-ye - nec , tell ye.

InfinitiveMood.

Present

Cu-'hu-nec-i', (me) to tell. Cu-too-nec-i', (us) to tell.
Ce-nec-T', (thee) to tell. Cu-ye-nec-T', (you) to tell.
U-cu-nec-i', (him) to tell. Hus-u-cu-nec-T', (them) to tell.

Future

Coo-ku-nec-T', (me) about to tell. Cu' h-too-necH(us) about to tell.
Cu-ge-nec-T', (thee) about to tell. Cu' h-ye-nec-i', (you) about to tell.
Uc-gua-nec-T', (him) about to tell. Hus-uc-gua-nec-T', (them) about to

tell.
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Kelly and Willard (by Dr. Jeff Leer) (cont)

Decessive Imperfective (K&W "pluperfect")
Du in kaxhanigm. 1 was telling him.

kaxhanigm katiinigin

kinigin kayinigin

akanigin has akanigin

Conditional (K&W "subjunctive future")
Du in kanxhamkni at gughashiMi. IfI tell him he'll laugh.

kanxhanfkni kMtiam'kni

kaninikni kanayim'kni [kanaynikni]

akananikni has akananikni

Imperative (K&W "imperativepresent")
Du in kananik. Tell him!

kananik kanayinik [kanaynik]

Subordinative Imperfective (K&W "present infinitive")
Du in kaxlianigi awe anaxh neluwagut du shat. AsI was tellinghim, hiswife came in.
Yak'e khun at kinigi. It's goodfor you to tellpeople things.

kaxhanigi katunigi

kinigi kayinigi

akanigi has akanigi

Subordinative Future (K&W "future infinitive")
Du in kakkhwanigf awe du dl^'ch wu.ix'. When I was about to tell him, his sister called to him.

kukhanigi [kakkhwanigi] kaxhtunigi [kagaxhtunigi]

kaghinigi [kakghinigi] kaxhyinigi [kagaxhyinigi]

akghwanigi [akakghwanigi] has akghwanigi [akakghwanigi]
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Grammar&Vocabulary of the Tlingit Language ofSoutheastern Alaska (cont)
Infinitive Mood.

Perfect

Cu-' hwa-nec-T', (me) to have told. Cu W-too-nec-T', (us) to have told.
Cu-yT-nec-T', (thee) to have told.. Cu-ye-nec-T', (you) to have told.
U-cu-wo6-nec-i(him) to have told. Hus-u-cu-woo-nec-i', (them) to have

told.

Participles.

Present

Cu hu nic , (1 am) telling. Cu-too-mc , (ive are) telling.
Ce-n\c , (thou art) telling. Cu-ye-mc , (you are) telling.
U'-cu-mc', (he is) telling. Hus-u-cu-mc , (they are) telling.

Future

Coo ku nic, 0am) about to be telling. Cu' h'-too' -nTc , (we are) about to be
telling.

Cu ge nic , (thou art) about to be
telling. Cu' h'-ye -nic , (you are) about to be

telling.
Uc'-gua -nic , (he is) about to be telling. HQs -uc -gua'-nTc, (theyare) about to

be telling.

Perfect

Cu -• hwa'-nec -1', (!) having told. Cu 'w'-too'-wu'-nec' -1', (we) having
told.

Ce -yu'- nec' -r', (thou) having told. Cu -ye -nec'-T ', (you) having told.
U-ca-wu-nec-i', (he) having told. Hus'-u'-ca'-wu'-nec' -T', (they) having

told.
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Kelly and Willard (by Dr. Jeff Leer) (cont)

Subordinative Perfective (K&W "perfect infinitive")
Yak'e gi du in kaxhwanigi? Is it all rightforme to tell him?
Axh in akawunigich axh tuwii yak'e. I'm glad because he told me.

kaxhwanigi kawtunigi

kayinigi kayiynigi

akawunigi has akawunigi

The following three conjugations are actually attributive forms of the verb; this means that they
modify a noun. The attributive clause, which always ends with the verb, usually precedes the noun
that it modifies. If you compare the attributive forms of the Imperfective and Future to the plain
Imperfective and Future, you will see that the stem is shortened from ...nikor ...nik to ...nik in the
attributive verb form.

Attributive Imperfective (K&W "present participle")
Du in kaxhanik at, What I'm telling him, literally, the thing I'm telling him.
Axh tuwa sigu Me kinik ye. I like the wayyou're telling it.

kaxhanik (at) katunik (at)

kinik (at) kayinik (at)

akanik (at) has akanik (at)

Attributive Future (K&W "future participle")
Du in kakkhwanik at. What I will tell him, literally the thing I will tell him

kukhanik (at) [kakkhwanik (at)] kaxhtunik (at) [kagaxhtunik (at) ]

kaghinik (at) [kakghinik (at) ] kaxhyinik (at) [kagaxhyinik (at) ]

akghwanik (at) [akakghwanik (at) ] has akghwanik (at) [has akakghwanik (at) ]

Attributive Perfective (K&W "perfect participle")
Du in kaxhwmigi at. What I told him, WXcrdXly the thing I told him.
Axh in akawanigi kha awe. That's the person that told me.

kaxhwmigi (at) kawtuwanigi (at)

kiyanigi (at) kayiynigi (at)

akawanigi (at) has akawanigi (at)
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Grammar &Vocabulary of the Tlingit Language of Southeastern Alaska (cont)

OptativeMood.

Present and future.

Cun'-ku'-nec , let me tell. Cu'-nu'h'-nec', let us tell.
LT-cun'-gu'-nec , let him tell. Hus'-u-cun'-gu'-nec , let them tell.

PotentialMood.

Future.

Cun-qua-nec , 1might tell. Cu-nu ' h-tdo-wu-nec , we might tell.
Cun-ge-yu-nec , thou mightest tell. Cu-nu ' h-ye-nec , you might tell.
U-coon-gua-nec , he might tell. Hus-u-coon-gua-nec , they might tell.

Pluperfect

Coon-ku-nec-m', / might have told. Cu-nu "h-too-nec-Tn', we might have
told.

Cun-ge-nec-m', thou mightst have told. Cu-nu 'h-ye-nec-m', you might have
told.

U-coon-gu-nec-m', he might have told. Hus-u-coon-gu-nec-m , they might
have told.
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Kelly aiid Willard (by Dr. Jeff Leer) (cont)

Hortative (K&W "present and future optative")
Huch akanghanik. Let him tell it.

kankhanik kanaxhtunik

akanghanik has akanghanik

Potential (K&W "future potential")
Lfl axh xh'et yayis.ayfkh, axh tla in has akunghmik. Don't kiss me (or) they might tellmy
mother.

kankhwMik [also kunkhanik] kanaxhtuwanik

kanghiyanik kanaxhyiynik

akunghwMk [also akunghanik] has akunghwanik [also has akunghanik]

Decessive Potential (K&W "pluperfect potential")
Xhwasatinin ush, du in kunkhanigin. IfI had seen him, I would have told him.

kvinkhanigin kanaxhtiinigfn

kanghinigin kanaxhyinigm

akunghanigin has akunghanigin
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Boas Conjugation Markers

From the following chart {GrammaticalNotes on the Language ofthe Tlingit Indians, p 36) it is
apparent that Boas had abasic understanding of the na-conjugation, the gha-conjugation, a^d the
ga-conjugation, and how these conjugation markers can be paired with the gha-"hypothetical"
prefix found in the hortative, potential, and habitual conditional verb modes.
(a) Forms without temporal prefix Indicative; present; continua-

tive.
Forms with prefix w Indicative; historic tense; tran

sitional.
" " «o (n) . . . Inchoative; temporal subordina

tion.
" ' ' ga (ft') \
• • 'fa(») /

• (fuy). .
• • • (^0*)

- $a(a ifav)
" • " nofa (way)

However, Boas apparently did not fully understand how the zero-conjugation fits into this scheme
The zero-conjugation has no marker except u- in the perfective habitual. The zero-conjugation, like

g^-'̂ onj^gations, takes gha-in the hortative, potential, and habitual conditional
llus gha- hypothetical" prefix, without aconjugation prefix before it, is identical in form and
behavior with the gha-conjugation prefix.

The top part of the following chart shows the modes that require the conjugation prefix. The
Imperative, Admonitive, Consecutive, and Conditional modes require the conjugation prefix. So
does the Perfective Habitual mode, but ifthe conjugation prefix is zero, the Perfective Habitual
t^es the prefix u-. The Hortative, Potential, and Contingent modes take the conjugation prefix plus
the gha-"hypothetical" prefix.

(&)

(c)

(d)
(^)
(/)
ide)
(«)
(«)

Temporal subordination.

Future.

Temporal sulwrdination.

Conjugation prefix zero na- gha- 2a-
Imperative
Admonitive
Past Conditional
Future Conditional

(no prefix) na- gha- ga

Perf Habitual u- na- gha- ga-
Hortative
Potential
Habitual Conditional

gha- na- gha- gha- gha-
0

ga- gha-

Conjugation proclitic
Future
(with prefixesea- u- gha-')

(no proclitic) (no proclitic) ye ke

Progressive
(imperfective modewith na-;
other modes with ga-)

ya ya ye ke
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Boas Conjugation Markers (cont)

The bottom half ofthis chart shows the modes where the conjugation ofthe verb is marked by a
proclitic, that is, aparticle that precedes the main verb word and cannot occur by itself, but only
with averb. The Future mode and the Progressive modes take the proclitic ye ifthe verb belongs
to the gha-conjugation, and they take ke ifthe verb belongs to the ga-conjugation. If the verb
belongs to the zero-conjugation or the na-conjugation, the Future mode has no proclitic, whereas
the Progressive modes take the proclitic ya.

The Future mode is marked by the prefixes ga- u- gha-, in addition to taking the conjugation
proclitics ye or ke. The Progressive mode is likewise marked with a combination ofprefix and
conjugation proclitic. Inaddition to the conjugation proclitic, the Progressive Imperfective is
marked by the prefix na; however, all other modes are marked with the prefix ga- inaddition to the
conjugation proclitic.

Progressive Imperfective: ya nagiit isgoing (along), keeps on going
Progressive Future: ya kghwagut will go along; will keep on going (k-<ga-)
Progressive Habitual: ya gagutch always keeps ongoing
Progressive Imperative: ya gagii go along! keep ongoing!
Progressive Hortative: ya kghagut let's go along! let's keep on going! (k- < ga-)
and so on.

In the following selection (pp. 77-78), Boas takes a number ofImperative and Hortative forms and
divides them into those that take no conjugation marker, those that take ga-, those that take gha-,
and those that take na-. The Imperative forms are further subdivided into those that take no subject
prefix in the singular Imperative and those that take the subject prefix i- or i- in the singular
Imperative. The rule here isthat the second person singular prefix i-or i- is used only ifthe verb
takes a classifier with the d-component. The second person plural imperative always takes the
second person plural subject prefix yi- or yi-, often contracted to y-.

(a) zero-conjugation
jakh kill it!
at shukh laugh!
ke gii come up! (singular)
ke y.a come up! (plural)
nel gii come in! (singular)
ssi.{ cook it!

(a') zero-conjugation with subjectprefix
ke ilghm lookup!
at ayilghm look there! (plural)
nel ilghm look in!
ke ishk'en jump up!
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Boas Conjugation Markers (cont)
(b) ga-conjugation
gasanu (pick him upand) carry him!
gasatan (pick it up and) carry it (astick)
ga.axh (pick itup and) carry it (a blanket)!
at gashi sing!
ya kaganik go along telling it!

(This form is aProgressive Imperative. Compare the ordinary imperative
kananik tell it!)

gagh^h cry!

(b') ga-conjugation with subject prefix
agiska be lazy!
ya gishix run along!
ya gis.i keep on cooking it (for yourself)!

(The last two forms are Progressive Imperatives.)
(c) gha-conjugation
ghasnexh save him!
ya ghagu walk down! (singular)
ya ghay.a walk down! (plural)

njerfcctlve. Here -gha .s apostposition meaning (searching)for... ,not thtconiagAioti

(c') gha-conjugation with subject prefix
ya aghilghin look down!

(d) na-conjugation
nata go to sleep!
na.in kill them!
nagii go! (singular)
nay.a go! (plural)
yuxh nagu go outside! (singular)

(yan hm! stand! is zero-conjugation)

(d) na-conjugation with subject prefix
yuxh anilghin look outside! (singular)
yuxh anayilghin look outside! (plural)
nishix run!
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Boas Conjugation Markers (cont)

In the next section, Boas gives a few Hortative paradigms, illustrating how the Hortative is formed
by the conjugation marker plus gha- hypothetical.

zero-conjugation; gha-
ke khagut let me go up
ke ghagut let him go up
ke xhtu.at let's go up
ke has gha.at let them go up

ga-conjugation: ga-gha-
ya kkhagiit let me walk along
ya khagut let him walk along
ya kaxhtu-at let's walk along [for most speakers ya gaxhtu.M]
ya has gagha.at let them walk along

Note: These are actually Progressive Hortative forms, formed with the progressive proclitic ya and
the progressive prefix ga-. The Progressive Imperfective is ya nagiit he is walking (along) .
Hortatives of ga-conjugation verbs do not take proclitics like ya and ke.

gha-conjugation: gha-gha-
ya khakhagiit let me walk down
ya ghaghagut let him walkdown
ya kh^tu.at let's walk down [for most speakers ya gh^htii.at]
ya has ghagha.at let them walk down

Note: The proclitic ya followed by a gha-conjugation verb gives the meaning down . The
Progressive Imperfective is ye nagiit he is walkingdown . (The proclitic ye down found in the
Progressive and the Future modes; everywhere else the proclitic ya down is used.)

na-conjugation: na-gha-
nakhagut let me walk
naghagiat let him walk
naxhtu.at let's walk
has nagha.at let them walk
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Gillian Story's Master's Thesis

pages 193-195

8-32 Conjunctive Paradigms

On'y SIX conjunctive perfectives (less than 2per cent of the conjunctives occurring) havebeen found in the narrative text examined (ofwhich two pairs occur in neighbouring sentences) and
ofthese SIX, two nuror perfectives. The conjunctive verb form under consideration is here said to

T" , fj'" '"mediately previous sentence (or previous sentence not removedymore than two sentences) when the verbs contam the same verb theme. Frequently the identity
extends to words of the verbal phrase and to other phrases comprised in the clauses, for example:
Perfective/perfective
(du X^e-X, wuduwAti) / C^As du X^e-X, wuduti / ...
'(They fed her). After feeding her...'

(In the examples of this section, the phrases are set offby commas and the clauses by slashes The
verb phrases are clause final in these examples.)

The phenomenon ofmirroring is characteristic ofconjunctive verb forms. Most commonlv
contenyoraneous verb forms mirror perfectives, conditional verb forms mirror futures (11.212)
(imperfectives), and contingent verb forms mirror frequentatives (10.2124) (non-perfectives):
Perfective/contemporaneous
( CunAye, uwA^Ad ) / Vd, Has ^ad / ...
'(They started off). When they got there ...'
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Naish and Story (by Dr. Jeff Leer)
Constance Naish and Gillian Story have contributed much to our understanding ofthe verb. Their
M.A. theses have much useful information in them; unfortunately, however, much oftheir linguistic
terminology is idiosyncratic and difficult for even linguists to grasp. The richness ofthe Tlingit verb
system, combined with the fact that Tlingit verbal categories are often extremely dijBficult to explain
to the general linguistic public, requires an unusually large linguistic vocabulary. Leer's Ph.D.
dissertation also makes use ofan unfortunately—but necessarily—large number oflinguistic terms.
However, itmay be possible to reduce the terminology to some extent, or at least reduce the load on
the student ofTlingit by "bringing it down toearth."

One place in particular where it is possible to reduce the number oflinguistic terms is inthe
terminology related to the Tlingit verb modes. Tlingit has 13 (!) such verb modes, compared to the 4
or5modes found inmost Athabascan languages. However, 4 ofthese verb modes are very similar
innature; these are called "conjunctive paradigms" by Naish and Story; Leer calls them
circumstantial modes." For these modes in particular it is particularly difficult to remember the
names ofthe modes, and moreover it is possible to simplify the terminology. Inthis book we will
adopt the simplified terminology, adopting the label Conditional in place ofN&S' "conjunctive"
^d Leers "circumstantial". The following chart sets out the simplified terminology and shows how
it corresponds to theterminology inLeer's dissertation and N&S's theses.

Simplified terminology for
the Conditional modes

Leer's dissertation N&S's theses

Perfective Conditional (lacking) perfective conjunctive
Past Conditional consecutive contemporaneous
Future Conditional conditional conditional
Habitual Conditional contingent contingent

Note that N&S recognize a separate "perfective conjunctive" mode that is missing from Leer's
dissertation. The following examples for these modes are taken fi:om pp. 195-197 ofStoiy's thesis.
(Fu^er examples can be found on pp. 399-417 ofLeer's dissertation.) The conditional modes are
typically paired with one ofthe indicative modes. The indicative mode states that something
happened (Perfective), will happen (Future), or happens every time (Habitual Perfective); the paired
conditional mode typically translates as "when" or "after" or (for the future conditional) "if
something happened/will happen/happens eveiy time, as illustrated by these examples.

A. Perfective followed by Perfective Conditional (only one example)

Du xh'exh wuduwati. Ch'as du xh'exh wuduti...
Theyfed it to her. Afterfeeding it to her...

B. Perfective followed byPast Conditional,
which translates as "when..." or "after..." plus averb in the past tense

Ghunaye uwa.at. At has at...
They startedoff. When they got there...
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Gillian Story's Master's Thesis (cont)

( du Ji-d, wuduwAtf) / du ji-d, duti / ...
'(It was given to him). When it was given to him ...'

( hm-d, awAXfj ) / hm-d, a Xij / ...
'(He threw it in the water). Whenhe tlirew it in the water

(A da-de, CunAye, awA^Ad ) / a da-d, a ^ad / ...
'(They startedoff for it). Whenthey came there ...'

(du XAni, a yAX^JixCx ) / du XAni, a vaXasFx / ...
'(I returned to him). After returning to him...'

(A yCg-HAX Awe, yud sawAxCx ) / a yCg-nAX, yud saxfx /...
'(His head stuckout). Whenhis head stuckout...'

(we ^an iCaya-nAX, yAn uwAqOX)/ we ^an iCaya-nAX, yAn qOX / ...
'(He came in front of the town). When he came in front of the town...'

(du ^fs yA-X, wugud) / wa nAnfs AyA, x^un ^a, du ^fs yA-d, gud AyA /
' (He kept comingto his father). Then after comingseveral times to his father...'

(yA CunAna-j AyA, a wsitin ) / yA GunAna-J, CAstm ...
'(The InteriorIndian sawhim). Whenhew^ seen by the Indian...'

Future/conditional

( A jig'^CAnaC ) / a jinAGni / ...
'(He'll let it go). Whenhe lets it go ...'

(^a-dAX, dag gACiXuf) / ^a-dAX, dag IXOt^ni /
'(You'llpull it ofQ. Whenyoupull it off...'
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Naish and Story (by Dr. JeffLeer) (eont)

Du jit wuduwati. Du jit duti...
It wasgiven to him. When it was given to him...

Hint awaxhich. Hint axhich...
He threw it in the water. When he threw it in the water..

A dMe ghunayi awa.at. A dat a.at...
They started offfor it When they came there [for it]...

Du xhani ayaxhwjixix. Du xhani ayaxhashix...
/ turned and ran backto him. After I turned and ran back to him.

A yiknaxh awe yut shawaxi'x. A yiknaxh yut shaxix...
His headstuck out ofit. When his headstuck outof it..

We an ighayanaxh yan uwakhuxh. We an ighayanaxh yan khuxh.
He stopped infront ofthe town [by boat]. When he stopped infront ofthe town...

Du ish yaxh wugut. Wa nani saya, x'un a du ish yat gut aya...
He kept coming to hisfather. Then after coming to hisfather so many times...

C. Future followed byFuture Conditional,
which translates as "when..." or "after..." or "if..." plus averb in the present tense

Ajikghwanakh. Ajinakhni...
He'll let it go. When he lets itgo...

Adaxh dak gaghixhut'. Adaxh dak ixhut'ni...
You'llpull it off. When youpull it off...
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Gillian Story's Master's Thesis (cont)

Frequentative/contingent

(Widen, nAdusnij ) / tdAkAd yede, yAn CAdusninin / ...
'(They repair it). When everything isdone ...'

(we Xad, a yig-de Awe, duGij nuj)/yagV, CAdACLjin / ...
'(They pitch the fish in). When the boat has pitched ...'

In addition, when asubordinate verb form is contmgent, the verb form ofthe nuclear clause
IS always frequentative. The converse does not hold.
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Naish and Story (by Dr. JeffLeer) (cont)

D. Habitual followed by Habitual Conditional,
which translates as "when..." or "whenever..." plus averb in the present tense or else averb
preceded by "would"

K'iden nadusnich. Ldakat yede yan ghadusninm...
They repair it (every time). When everything isdone...

We xhat a yi'kde awe dughich nuch. Yakwx' ghadaghijin...
Theypitch thefish in. When they havepitched them in theboat..

In the first of these two examples, the first verb is in the Perfective Habitual. In the last example the
first verb is in the Imperfective Habitual (Imperfective plus ...nuch).

Note: This simplified terminology leads to aminor complication when talking about composite
Conditional modes formed by combining averb in the Future mode with afollowing auxiliary verb
in one of the Conditional modes: nikw or nuk (Past Conditional), m'kwni or niikni (Future
Conditional), and ghani'gun or ghaniigun (Habitual Conditional). These very rare composite
modes can be called the Future-in-the-Past Conditional, the Future-in-the-Future Conditional, and
the Habitual-m-the-Future Conditional. As an example, consider the Future-in-the-Future
Conditional on p. 415 ofLeer's dissertation: ye guxhdaxhit nukni when (an animal) is about to
give birth (then itwill behave in a certain way). This Future-in-the-Future Conditional verb form
refers to atime mthe future (in this case, the time when the animal is about to give birth) where
something is going to happen in the even more distant future (in this case, the time when animal
actually does give birth).
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Leer - Past Narrative Sequence

Fll^nhPtll ^ Leer's dissertation, pp. 318-320, taken from one ofMrsElizabeth Nym^snarratives about her life. Here Leer takes asection ofastory set in the oast anddiscusses how the use of the modes is used by the storyteller in such away that the listener canfollow the sequence ofevents even if the stoiyteller digresses from the na^a^veS^^
"he events

the timeline ofastory told in the pastwhich he calls the now-window .Imagine that the story is lilce afilm in that the story is told bv'
moving from scene to scene. In most cases, averb in the Perfective signals that the narrator is
whirh®,l° ^ seene, ormLeer's terminology, opening anew "now-window" relative toettee^ " toperfectives. Futures, and sometime! even other PerJ-ecres',!
(d) Tie at wutuwaxun.
We got ready to go. (Perfective) ~ a new now-window

(e) Sh xhadliti.
/ rejoiced. (Imperfective) ~ same time as (d)

(f)Axh ish xhande gaxhtu.at.
We were going to see myfather, (Future)
(g) du in sh kakkhwadanik.
Iwould [be able to] tell him about myself. (Futare) - in the future from (d)

Tlis scene or "now-window" is signaled by the Perfcctive verb in (d): they got ready to go The
nTc^ 'he narrator is rejoicing at that time. The t^o Future in ff-^indicate that the narrator would see and talk to her father at afiiftne time relative to (d).
(h) Ketl at wakhde wtuwaghi'ch.
We harnessed up the dogs (Perfective)
(i) tie wtuwa.at ade.
and we went there. (Perfective) ~ a new now-window

a-k) WS fi^waneyi tsii xaf4 tflt n™.a, wefS wd S'igaxhshak'wWe^the baby s,t tmtde the shd-that one. S'igaxhshSk'w. (Imperfective) - same time
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Leer - Past Narrative Sequence (cont)

The Perfectives in (h-i) signal a transition to anew scene, where they hhch up the dogs and leave.
At this time the baby is sitting inthe sled, as indicated by the Imperfective.

(1) A at wutuwa.at.
So we arrived there— (Perfective) ~ a new now-window

(m)He', dzlsk'w kwshewe awaj^ axh ish.
My! myfather had killeda moose. (Perfective)
(n) Ldakat a yik.adi awe wdudzi.i.
They had cooked all the innards, (Perfective)
(o) we axh tlak'w khu.a kwshewe sakhnen awsi.i.
[and] my aunt had cooked bread. (Perfective) - in the past from (1)

The Perfective in (1) advances the story, introducing a new scene: they have arrived. The
Perfectives in(m-n-o), however, do not advance the story; in Leer's terms, they do not create new
now-windows. Instead, these Perfectives can be compared to aflash-back in amovie: they refer to a
timepriorto (1). The couple discovers thata moose had been killed anda fine meal had been
prepared (m-n-o) prior to their arrival (1).

(p) ha wdudzi.at.
They led us back[to our seats]. (Perfective) - a new now-window

(q)At tuxha
We ate. (Imperfective) ~ same time as (p)

The Perfective in (p) introduces anew scene: they are seated at the table. The Imperfective in (q)
refers to an activity going on inthe same scene as (p): they are eating dinner.

(r) Yan at tuxha awe, tie we s'lx' tie xhuyaxhwH.us',
After we ate (Past Conditional), I washed the dishes, (Perfective)
(s) tie kaxhwachak has du jiyi's.
andput the awayfor them. fPerfective) ~ a new now-window

(t) Ch'a tlakw axh tut wnixix
I keptpondering (Perfective with Imperfective meaning) - same time as (r-s)
we ade sh kukhasni ye.
the thought ofwhat I was going todo tomyself. (Future)
~ in the future from (r-s)

(u) A ch'u yidadide du kinayegi xhladlekw nich axh ish.
To this very day I thank the guiding spirit ofmyfather. (Imperfective Habitual)
- anaside, referring theabsolute present (that is, the time ofthe storytelling)
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Leer - PastNarrative Sequence (cont)

(v) 6, a yayit tukxhwajet we xana tlen.
Oh, I hadstored up enough inside me [to talk about] all evening long (Perfective) - in the
past from (r-s)

The Perfectives in (r-s) advance the story to anew scene, where she washes and puts away the
dishes. At this time, she is pondering what she is going to do in the future (t). In (u) the narrator
momentarily breaks away from the narrative timeline to explain the present consequences of the
events in the story. She signals that this comment refers to the present time by the words ch'u
yidadide to this very day followed by an Imperfective Habitual verb. Then in (v) she returns to the
narrative timeline, using aPerfective to refer to atime previous to (r-s). While she does the dishes
she is mentally reviewing all the experiences she had previously gone through and wanted to
discuss with her father.

Note: the Perfective in (t) is an example ofaverb that is Perfective in form but Imperfective in
meaning. Ifl happen to say, axh tut (the thought of) it is moving about in my
mind, Iwill be understood to mean that / ampondering something at present. In apast narrative
context, however, this will be understood to mean that I waspondering at the time of that particular
scene in the story, as above in (t).
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Writing System Comparison

Coastal Tlingit

aawaxaa

tieil awuxa

tiel awuxa

aawaxayi at

akgwaxaa

tieil akgwaxaa

woogoot

tieil wugoot

yaa nagut

yaa nagut kaa

gugagdot

tieil gugagoot

Interior Tlingit

awaxha

tiet awuxha

tiet awuxha

awaxhayi at

akghwaxha

tiel akghwaxha

WLigut

tiel wugut

ya nagut

ya nagut kha

gughagut

tiet gughagut

English

he/she ate it

he/she didn't eat it

thing he/she ate

he/she will eat it

he/she won't eat it

he/she went

he/she didn't go

he/she is going (along)

man/personwho is going
(along)

he/she will go

he/she will not go
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Note

Note that in the Interior Tlingit it is easier to recognize the stem of the verb. For
example, compare the stems of the verb, "for one to go".
In Coastal Tlingit the four stem variants are:
goot, goot, gut, gut.

But in Interior Tlingit all four forms are written with the same letters:
gut, gut, gut, gut.
This makes it easier to recognize and read the words.
Note also that there is frequently variation in vowel length in (all) Tlingit. An
example above is the negative word tie* or tiel, English "not".
In Coastal Tlingit these must bewritten with different letters: tieil or tiel.
But in Interior Tlingit both forms are written with the same letters, the only difference
is the accent mark: tlei or tiet.
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Tlingit Verb Modes

The Tlingit verb is extraordinarily rich in complexity. Tlingit has 12 verb modes
indicating mood, tense, and the like. Only 11 of them are now used productively.

Mode

imperfective

Perfective

Perfective

Habitual

Future

meaning prefix(es)

does, is doing -

did wu-

does every time con].-

will do, is going to ga- u- gha-
do

Classifier^ suffix

(I-)

I-

-ch

Potential might do, could do u- conj.- gha- I-

Imperative

Hortative

Admonitive

do! conj.-

let (him/her/them/ conj.- gha-
us/me) do

better not do u- conj.-

Past Conditional after (s/he) did conj.-

(-i)

' Most ofthe modes take the non-I-form ofthe classifier. Only four modes take the I-form ofthe
classifier. The Stative Imperfective and the Perfective take the I-form ofthe classifier only intheir
ordinary affirmative forms. Their negative, decessive, prohibitive and subordinative forms take the
non-I-form of the classifier. The Potential takes the I-form of the classifier in the affirmative and
negative, but not inthe decessive. The Realizational has been found only in the affirmative.
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Mode meaning prefix(es) Classifier^ suffix

Future

Conditional

Habitual

Conditional

Realizational

if / when (s/he) does conj.-

whenever (s/he)
does

did

conj.- gha-

conj.-

-ni

-(n)m

I-

Note: the Realizational mode is virtually obsolete in Modem Tlinglt. Most examples
come from songs.

Note

The Tlingit verb theme is an abstract formula that specifies the elements common
to every form of the verb.

• The verb theme must have averb root. Variable verb roots are indicated by a
tilde ~ after the root. So for example the root .us'~ (wash) is variable, and can
appear as .us', .us' or .us'.

• The verb theme must have aclassifier, immediately before the stem, i.e.
0, , s-. sh-, D-, D-t-, D-S-, D-sh-. Zero classifier is not written. Here is a
chart showing the classifiers, their non-I-forms, and their I-forms.

Classifier 0 1- s- sh- D- D-t- D-s- D-sh-

non-l-form zero i(a)- s(a)- sh(a)- da- \- s- sh-

I-form ya- W- si- shi- di- dli- dzi- ji-
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The verb theme may have thematic preflx(es) such as
ka-, ya-, ji-, xh'e- among many others.

The verb theme specifies transitivity, that is, whether the verb requires a
subject, an object, both subject and object, or neither. The subject is indicated
by _ and the object is indicated by O-. The subject _ comes after the
thematic prefix(es), if any, and before the classifier. The object O- comes
before the thematic prefix(es).

At the end of the verb theme, in parentheses, we indicate the conjugation of the
verb and whether it is a state, an event, or an act. So, for example, the verb for
"wash" is labelled "(na act)"; that is, is takes na- conjugation and is an active
verb.

We will illustrate the various forms of the verb using the theme for "wash":
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Imperfective Mode

Verb theme: O- _.us'~ (na act)

Imperfective stem .usk

Imperfective:

1®* person sing.

2"^^ person sing.

3'"^ person sing.

1®* person pi.

2""^ person pi.

3'̂ ^ person pi.

4*'' person
(indefinite human)

a.us'k

xha.us'k

i.us'k

a.us'k

tu.us'k

yi.us'k

has a.us'k

du.us'k

washes O

he/she is washing it
object =a- (it), subject=zero (he/she),
root =US'-(wash), suffix = -l< (repetitive)

I'm washing it
object =zero (it), subject =xha- (I)

you (one) are washing it
object =zero(it), subject = i- (you)

he/she is washing it
object = a-, subject = zero

we are washing it
object =zero(it), subject = tu- (we)

you (guys) are washing it
object =zero (it), subject =yi- (you plural)

they are washing it
object=zero (it), subject =zero,
"has" indicates plural humans

one (someone) is washing it
or people are washing it
or they are washing it
object =zero (it), subject =du- (indefinite
human)
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Imperfective

Affirmative

Negative

Decessive affirm.

Decessive negative

Prohibitive negative

Subordinative affirm.

Subordinative neg.

a.us'k

tiel u.us'k

a.us'gin

tiet u.us'gin

Ift u.us'gikh
lit i.us'gikh

a.usgi
a.us'gi-ch

\ u.us'gich
a.us'gi-daxh

she/he is washing it

is not washing it
(a- u- U-)

was washing it

wasn't washing it

let him/her not wash it

don't wash it

as she is/was washing it
because she is/was washing it

because she isn't/wasn't washing it
after she was washing it, after she
washed it
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Perfective (like the English past orperfect)
Perfective marl<er: wu-

Note

The affirmative perfective takes the I- form of the classifier, i.e.
ya-, fi-, si-, Shi-, di-, dli-, dzi-, ji-.

Perfective affirm.

Perfective neg.

Decessive affirm.

Decessive neg.

Prohibitive neg. (2 sg)

Subordinative
Perfective affirm.

Subordinative
Perfective neg.

awa.us' he/she washed it {a- wu- ya- .us')
object =a- (it), subject=zero (he/she),
mode = wu- (perfective), classifier =ya-

tlel awu.us' didn't wash it
tiel uwa.us' (Tesiin)

awu.us'in washed it (before something else
uwa.us'in (Tesiin) happened but now it's dirty again)

tiel awu.us'in she hadn't washed it (at the time)
tl§i uwa.us'in (Tesiin)

tiel awu.us'in if only she hadn't washed it /she
ush gi shouldn't have washed it

III awu.us'ikh Don't let him/her wash it!
Ill uwa.us'ikh (Tesiin)

Ill yi.us'ikh Don't wash it!

awu.us'i-ch because she washed it
uwa.us'i-ch (Tesiin)

\ awu.us'i-ch because she didn't wash it
I uwa.us'i-ch (Tesiin)
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Notes

1. Teslin has the prefix combination uwa- where the rest of Tlingit has awu-
2. The prohibitive particle is III ("don't... !")

The negative particle is tiel or tiel ("not") in independent clauses, e.g.
tiel awu.us' "she/he didn't wash it".

The negative particle is I ("not") in dependent clauses, e.g.
I awu.us'ich "because she/he didn't wash it".

Historical Note: III comes from If or ill ("don't!") plus I negative.
tiel comes from tiek' ("no") plus I negative.

3. Subordinative verb forms can take a number of postpositions, such as:

because ... a.us'gi-ch because she/he is washing it
-daxh after... a.us'gi-daxh after she/he was washing it

after she/he washed it

-de or -de until... a.us'gi-de until she/he washed it

-naxh during or around the time that...
a.us'gi-naxh during the time that she/he

was washing it
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Future (like the English future, meaning "will", "shall" or "going to"
do something)

Future markers: ga- u- gha-

Affirmative

Negative

Decessive affirm.

Decessive neg.

akghwa.us' will wash it, is going to wash it

tiel akghwa.us' won't wash it, isn't going to wash it

akghwa.us'in was going to wash it

tiel akghwa.us'in wasn't going to wash it

Subordlnative affirm. akghwa.us'i(ch) because she is/was going to wash it

Subordinative neg. I akghwa.us'i(ch) because she isn't/wasn't going to
wash it

Akghwa.us'ich awe tl^ khut uwati. (Teslin)
Because she wasgoing to wash it, she didn't put itaway.
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Perfective Habitual ("every time", "always")

Negative Perfective Habitual ("not yet")

Perfective Habitual markers: conjugation, suffix -ch

Affirmative

Negative

Decessive affirm.

Decessive neg.

Subordinative affirm.

Subordinative neg.

ana.us'ch

tlei una.us'ch

ana.us'jin

tiet una.us'jin

ana.us'ji
ana.us'jich

she washes it (every time)
(na = conjugation marker, -ch= habitualsuffix)

she hasn't washed it (yet)

she used to wash it (every time)

she hadn't washed it (yet)

when/after she would wash it
because she would wash it

ch'ut una.us'ji before she washes / washed It

Note

The Imperfective Habitual is formed by adding the auxiliary verb nich (Coastal
nuch ) to the Imperfective. Compare, for example:

Perfective Habitual ana.us'ch

Imperfective Habitual a.us'gi nich

washes it (every time), always
washes it

washes it (every time), is always
washing it

Perfective l-labitual

negative

Imperfective Habitual
negative

tiel una.us'ch hasn't washed it yet

tiel u.us'gi nich doesn't wash it
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The affirmative Imperfective Habitual means nearly the same thing as the
affirmative Perfective Habitual: "(it happens) every time", but can also mean "(it is
happening) every time".

The negative Imperfective Habitual, logically, means that something doesn't happen
time after time. But the negative Perfective Habitual has an unexpected meaninq-
"not yet".
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Potential ("might", "could", "would")
Potential markers: u- , Conjugation, gha-

Note

The potential takes the I- forms of the classifiers (but the decessive potential takes
the non-I- forms).

Affirmative

Negative

literally

literally

literally

ungha.us' he/she mightwash it (not used
in Interior Tlingit)

a- u- na- gha- ya- .us'

tiet ade ungha.us'i ye (khusti)
y

not a way that s/he might wash it there exists

i.e. there exists no waythat s/he mightwash it
(tie! khusti "itdoesn't exist;there is none")

she can'twash it / there's noway
she could / might wash it

tIet .ungha.us'i at
J (khusti)

not a thing that s/he might wash there exists

she doesn't have anything to wash /
there's nothing for her to wash

tIet ungha.us'i kha^ (khusti)

not a person that might wash it there exists

there's nobody to wash it
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Decessive Potential ungha.us'in she would have washed it

Dana Osh du ji ye tiyin, ungha.us'in.
If she had the money, she would /
could / might have washed it.

Imperative

Imperative marker: Conjugation

The singular Imperative has no subject prefix before the classifiers 0, I-,
s-, sh-, but the subject prefix i- (you) occurs before D-, D- i-, D- s-,
D- sh-. The plural Imperative always has yi- (you guys).

sing. na.us' wash it!

pi. n^y.us' (Teslin) wash it (you guys)!
nay.us'

Note

In Teslin,
nay.us' is pronounced nay.us', just as
tay ("fat") is pronounced t^y and
gaw ("drum; clock") is pronounced g^w .
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Hortative Mode (exhortation: "let...")

Hortative markers: Conjugation, gha-

Affirmative

1 sing.

4

angha.us'

naxhtu.us'

nakha.us'

naxhdu.us'

let her wash it
a- na- gha- .us'

let's wash it
na- gha- tu- .us'

na - gha - xha- .us'

let it be washed
na - gha - du- .us'

Hortative with -t or yis ("in order to")

Affirmative

Negative

angha.us'it so that she/he can wash it
angha.us'i yis

I ungha.us'it so that she/he not wash it
I ungha.us'i yis so that she/he wouldn't wash it
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Conditional Modes

Past Conditional - paired with Perfective

Future Conditional - pairedwith Future

Habitual Conditional - paired with Habitual

Perfective

Past Conditional

Future

Future Conditional

Na.at awa.us'. She washed clothes.

Ana.us' awe dak wusitan.
When / After she washed them, it rained.

Na.at akghwa.us'. She will wash clothes.

Ana.us'ni awe aguxhsaxuk.
When / If shewashes them, she'll dry them.

Habitual Perfective Na.at ana.us'ch. She washes clothes, (usually)
Habitual Conditional Angha.us'm awe usxukch.

Whenever she washes them, she dries them.
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AdmonitiveMode (warning: "better not, be careful not to...")

Admonitive marker: u- Conjugation

Admonitive with tse meaning "had better not..."

Nl.us' tse ! You'd better not wash it.

Una.us' tse ! She/he'd better not wash it.

KuMs' tse we xh'an !

You'd better not let the fire go out!
(Watch out;) don't let the fire go out!

Note

UH.us'gikh. Don't wash it.

LW u.us'gikh. Don't let her wash it.

Admonitive with -gha meaning "lest..." or "so that... not..."

Una.us'gha awe khut awa.axh.
Lest she wash it, he put it away.
He put it away so she wouldn't wash it.

Kuk'is'gha awe gan nel ayamii.at.
Lest the fire go out, she brought in firewood.
She brought in firewood so the fire wouldn't go
out.
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Realizational (an obsolete verb mode foundmainly in songs)
Realizational marker: Conjugation

Note

The Realizational is very rare, almost never found in Interior Tlingit. It requires the
I- form of the classifier.

Realizational

Perfective

Progressive

Progressive

Prog. Realizational
(Coastal)

Prog. Realizational
(Interior)

Ye nati, ankhawu xhat ghasha.
Let it be that a rich man marries me.
(Ye nati is a fixed phrase, meaning
"Let it be", an old Realizational)

"Dak gatis'is du tuwu i Yefi."
"Let your Raven's mind blow out to sea."

Dak wulis'is. It blew out. (into the open,
into open water)

Dak nals'is. It is blowing out.

Ya (ha)s na.at. They are walking along.

Deshgi ya s ga.at, deshgi ya s ga.at.
They walked and they walked.

Deshgi ya s ga.at.
They finally came.
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Realizational (cont)

Perfective (Interior)
Perfective (Coastal)

Realizational

Yamtuwadlakh. We made It / we got there / we
Yawtuwadlakh. arrived.

Yantuwadlakh ! We finally made it!

Past Conditional (Teslin) deshgi yantudlakh

Realizational

(from song)

Perfective

when we finally made it

'Axh litak'w has hidi a nakh ye naxhdzigit"
"I have put my grandfathers' house
behind me"

a nakh ye xhwdzlglt
"I have put it behind me"
literally, "I have moved away from it"
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An example of an event verb

dak s-tan~ (event) "it rains"

Perfective

Decessive

Future (will)

Decessive

Perfective liabitual
(every time)

Decessive

dak wusitan

dak wustanm

dak guxhsatan

dak guxhsatanm

dak ustanch

dak ustanjm

Potential (might, could) tiel ade dak uxhsitani
ye (khusti)

Decessive dak uxhsatanm

Imperative (command) dak satan !

dak satan !

Hortative (let...!) dak ghasatan

it's raining, it rained

it was raining (but not any
more)

it will rain, it's going to
rain

it was going to rain

it rains (every time)

it used to rain (every
time)

it can't rain

it might have rained

Rain!

Rain! (for an extended
period of time)

Let it rain!
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Admonitive (warning) dak ustan tse !

dak ustangha

Past Conditional dak satan (awe)

Future Conditional dak satanni (awe)

It must not rain. / It better

not rain.

lest it rain

when / after it rained

when / if it rains

Habitual Conditional dak ghasatanin (awe) whenever it rains
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Compound (Composite) Modes

The compound modes are formed by means of a small group of auxiliary verbs
that follow the main verb. These are:

Habitual nich (Coastal nuch)

Past Conditional mkw / nuk "after... (in the past)"

Future Conditional nikwni / nukni "when/if... (in the future)"

Habitual Conditional ghanigun / ghanugun "whenever... (every time)"

Only Imperfective and Future verb forms can be followed by these auxiliary
verbs. In this way we can construct eight compound modes (four Imperfective
and four Future).

Imperfective Habitual a.us'gi nlch
Imperfective + nlch

Decessive + nijm

Imperfective Past
Conditional
imperf + mkw / nuk

Imperfective Future
Conditional

imperf. + nikwni / nukni

a.us'gi nljm

a.us'gi nuk

a.us'gi nukni

washes it (every time)

after she washed it...

when / if she washes it
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1

1
. Imperfective Habitual
1 Conditional

imperf. + ghanigun /
1 ghanugun

a.us'gi ghanugun (awe) whenever she washes
it...

1 Future Habitual
future + nich

1

akghwa.us' nich is always going to wash it

I
Decessive

m
• future + nijin

akghwa.us' nljfn was going to wash it
(every time)

1 Future-in-the-Past
Conditional

1

akghwa.us' nuk (awe) when she was going to
wash it...

1
Future-in-the-Future

1 Conditional
akghwa.us' nukni (awe) if she is going to wash

it...

1 Future-in-the-Habitual
Conditional

1

1
1

akghwa.us' ghanugun whenever she is going to
wash it...

•

V.

1
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Epiaspects - Progressive

Introduction

The Progressive refers to motion in progress, an event in progress, or a state
coming into being.

ya nagut is going (along) •

ya nashix is running (along)

ya anajakh is killing it I
ya anat.at is carrying them (along) •

dak nastan it's starting to rain (dak wusitan - it's raining)

ya anatin is carrying it (along) 1
ke nak'en is getting good / better •

ya anaskwen is getting to know it (awsiku - knows it)

ya anaxhen is going along eating it (axha - is eating it) 1

The Progressive must begin with a directional preverb, usually ya, ye, or ke,
(but others may occur as well, such as dak .) If the verb root ends in a
consonant, the progressive stem is high short. If the verb root ends in a vowel,
the progressive stem is high long with suffix -n.
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Progressive (cont)

The Progressive is not a mode, but a higher category (epiaspect) which
combines with the various modes. (However, there is no Progressive Perfective.)
The Progressive Imperfectlve marker is na-. The progressive marker for the
rest of the modes is ga- (often contracted to k-, this replaces the conjugation
marker.) The conjugation of the verb is instead indicated by the choice of
directional preverb:

Conjugation
marker

zero

na-

gha-

ga-

Preverb in the

progressive

ya

ya

ye

ke

Example ofProgressives - to go along

Progressive ya nagut is going (walking along)
Imperfective

No Progressive Perfective

Progressive Future ya kghwagut will go / walk along
ga + u + gha + long high stem

Progressive Habitual ya gagutch goes, walks along (all the
time); is always going,
walking along
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Example of Progressives - to go along (cont)

Progressive Potential tl. ade ya kghwagudi can't be walking along/
ye (khusti) can't continue walking

along

Progressive Imperative ya gagu

Progressive Hortative ya kghagut

Progressive
Admonitive

Progressive Past
Conditional

Progressive Future
Conditional

ya gugut tse

ya gagut (awe)

ya gagutni (awe)

walk along! keep walking!

let him/her walk along/
keep walking

she/he better not keep
walking

when she/he went along
... / after she/he went
along ...

when she/he goes along
... / if she/he goes along

Progressive Habitual ya kghagudm (awe)... whenever she/he goes
Conditional along ..
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Types of Imperfectives

Introduction

There are many varieties of imperfectives. Many have stems with no suffix, but
many have imperfective suffixes;

-xh , -ch , -k{w), -t, -s', -x'(w), -t'

-xli

-cll

-k or -kw

-t

-s'

-x' or -x'w

-t'

basic Imperfective

repeated acts, repeated attempts

repeated acts (with preverbs such as ye and ke )

repeated acts (with yu ; in a few verbs without yu )

repeated blows (repeatedly hitting, striking, shooting)

persistent acts (such as sewing, sifting, shaking out,
rubbing, explaining, exhorting)

multiple acts or acting on multiple objects/people

multiple acts or acting on multiple objects/people

a.us'k is washing

repetitive Imperfective a.us'xh keeps washing it

ch'a ghegha
a.us'xh

keeps washing it in vain (it just
keeps getting dirty again)
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Types of Imperfectives (cont)

Perfective amiism

Progressive ya analsin

hid it

is hiding it (Progressive
Imperfective)

repetitive with -xli alsmxh, alsinch keeps hiding it

multiple with -x'

Perfective

Progressive

repetitive with -kw

multiple with -t'

aisfnx'

wuna

ya nanan

yu yanakw

is hiding (several, one here,
one there)

died

is dying

keeps dying

\ yu uwanagu a immortal one
(one that never dies)

has nat' they are dying off, one after
another
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1

1
Types of Imperfectives (cont)

m

1

• Each of these suffixed Imperfective verbs can generate its own set of modes,
_ • using the suffixed stem of the Imperfective. The conjugation marker of such
I derived Imperfective verbs is na-. For example:

•

1 "burn O
repeatedly, keep

1 "burn O" burning 0"
"burn

multiple 0"

• Imperfective is burning it asganxh asgant'

I Future aguxhsagan will burn it aguxhsaganxh aguxhsagant'

1 Imperative sagan burn it! nasganxh nasgant'

1 •Hortative ghatusagan let's burn it! naxhtusaganxh naxhtusagant'

I Future xhat sagaxhdu.axh people will hear my voice

I Future xhat sagaxhdu.axhch people will keep hearing my
• repetitive voice

1
•
•

1
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Verbs of Striking

Perfective awagwai punched it / her / him (once)

repetitive agwaft
imperfective with -t

punches it/him/her repeatedly; keeps
punching it/him/her (with a series of
blows)

repetitive agwaixh keeps punching it; keeps trying to
Imperfective with -xh punch it

Perfective awa.un

repetitive a.unt
Imperfective with -t

repetitive a.unxh
Imperfective with -xh

shot it

shoots (at) it repeatedly: keeps
shooting (at) it (with a series ofshots)

keeps trying to shoot it

Perfective awadzu hit it (by throwing something at it)

repetitive adzet
Imperfective with -t

repetitive adzexh
Imperfective with -xh

throws things (such as stones) at it
repeatedly: keeps throwing things at it
(with a series of throws)

keeps trying to hit it by throwing
things at it
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Verbs ofMissing

Perfective ayamligwalxha missed it (by punching, striking)

Perfective ayamsi.unxha missed it (by shooting)

Perfective ayamlidzexha missed it (by throwing something at it)
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Body part nouns incorporated into the verb
With some verbs, a noun referring to a body part may be incorporated into the
verb as a prefix. For example, the noun ya "face" may be incorporated into the
theme:

0-_- .US'- (naact) washes O",

to give a new theme with ya- inserted after the object (0-)
O- ya-_- .US'- (naact) washes O's face".

Imperfective

Perfective

Imperative

aya.us'k is washing his/her face
(i.e. someone else's face)

ayawa.us' washed his/her face
(i.e. someone else's face)

yana.us' wash his/her face!
(i.e. someone else's face)

You can also say du ya a.us'k , du ya awa.us', du ya na.us', where the
body part noun is not incorporated into the verb.

From such verbs we can also form themes referring to acting on one's own
body. Such themes have no object: instead, the D- form of the classifier is used
to denote acting on oneseif. So, for example, we find

ya- _D- .US'-

Imperfective

Perfective

Imperative

(na act)

yada.us'k

yawdi.us'

yanida.us'

" _ washes his/her own face",

is washing his/her (own) face

washed his/her (own) face

wash your face!

You can also say du jm a.us'k , du jm awa.us', i jm na.us', where the body
part is not incorporated.
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Body part nouns incorporated into the verb (cont)

Note that in jinida.Os', the subject i- (you) is required before the D- classifier.

ya - face

ji - hand(s)

xh'us - foot/feet

da - body

sha head

i ya na.us' wash your face!

yanida.us' wash your (own) face!
ya- (face) na- (conjugation) 1- (you) da- (classifier) .us'

wash his/her face!

wash your hands!

wash your feet!

wash your body!

wash your hair!

yana.us'

jinida.Os'

xh'usnida.us'

danida.us'

shanida.us'

As another example, from the theme

O- _ I- xash ~ (na act)

we get

O- sha- I- xash ~ (na act)

cuts O" (long, flexible object(s)
such as hair or grass)

_ cuts O's hair, _ gives O a
haircut"

Imperfective

Perfective

Imperative

ashataxashk

ashawlixash

shanalxash

is cutting his/her hair (someone
else's hair)

cut his/her hair (someone else's
hair)

cut his/her hair!
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Body part nouns incorporated into the verb (cont)

For cutting one's own hair, we get

sha- _ D- I- xash ~ (na act)

Imperfective

Perfective

Imperative

shakashk

shawdlixash

shanilxash

cuts his/her own hair"

gives self a haircut"

is cutting his/her (own) hair

cut his/her (own) hair

cut your hair!

Here again, the noun doesn't have to be incorporated. So the following
sentences mean the same thing:

Axh sha nalxash.

Xhat shanalxash.

Cut my hair!

Give me a haircut!
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Some Incorporated Body Parts

noun meaning incorporated example
form

meaning

du ya his/her face ya-

du jm his/her hand ji-

du lu his/her nose iu-

du xh'e his/her mouth xh'a-

du da his/her body da-

yaghwena

jighwena

tughwena

xh'aghwena

daghwena

"face-wiper"
face cloth

"hand-wiper"
hand towel

"nose-wiper"
handkerchief

"mouth-wiper'
napkin

"body-wiper"
bath towel

Note: xh'a- is underlyingly xh'e-, as we see when it is lengthened, e.g.

axh'a.us'k is washing his/her face
but

tiel axh'e.us'k is not washing his/her face

Some noun compounds

du da

a da

du yada

a shu

a shuyada
a shuwada

a shuwadanaxh yawagut

his/her body

its circumference, "around it"

around his/her face

end of it

around the end of it,
circumventing it

went around it (an obstacle)
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Some noun compounds (cont)
du xh'ashuyadanaxh yawagut

du jishuyadanaxh yawagut

a shudaxh wugut

a shut a

coffee shut a

kayakhijet
from

a ka ye akhich at

daxh'kayakhijet
from

a daxh'ka ye akhich at

The modern forms of these words are:

kakhajet
kayaghijet

gamdan
gawdan

went around not to disturb his
speech (literally, around the end
of his/her mouth)

went around his/her workplace

went out before the end of it

"sitting at the end of it" i.e. sitting
down to it

sitting down to coffee

chair

"the thing on which people sit"

horse (obsolete word)

"the thing on the back of which
people sit"

chair (Teslin)
chair (Coastal)

horse (Teslin)
horse (Coastal)
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Introduction to Noun Classes

Many Tlingit verbs also have different themes referring to different classes of
objects, based on their physical appearance, their feel, and differences in the
way they are handled. The verb of washing that weare studying here is one of
these verbs.

The basic verb theme is modified in two different ways to indicate the class of
objects.

1. If the classifier is zero or D-, the classifier component s- or I- is added to
the basic classifier to indicate that the object is "complex", specifically that it is:

- an object with many strands (such as rope, seaweed, hair, grass or
animal flesh), or
- an object that branches out at one or both ends (such as a branch, a
feather or an arrow), or
- an object that has one ormore lines/strings/ropes attached to it (such as
an anchor, a fishing pole, ora spear or harpoon with a line attached), or
- an object that is made up of many pieces joined orwoven together (such
as a ladder, a fence, or a woven basket or bag), or
- a long flexible pole or a long skinny tree (such as a willow).

To indicate this class of "complex" objects, the classifier changes as follows:
zero t==> t- or s-

D- i=> D-t- or D-s-

2. The second way to modify the basic theme is to add one or more prefix. By far
the most common prefix is ka-.

ka- , referring to one or more small round objects (such as berries, fish
eggs, eggs, pebbles, marbles, or pennies), or to small objects with round
heads (such as pins, tacks, or nails)

wakh-ka- , referring specifically to a hoop or hoop-like object

ji-ka- plus s/1-, referring specifically to a long flexible object (such as a
rope, string or long slender pole).
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As seen in the following verb, the prefix ka- may be combined with the addition
of s/\- to the classifier so as to refer to a string of small round objects (such as a
string of beads, fish eggs in their skein, or a net line with buoys).

Verbs of washingdifferent kinds of objects

she/he washed the

awa.us' we kayani leaves

clothing

x'uw blanket

te stone

f- classifier refers to a long flexible object, astrand, or an object with multiple
strands or branchings

amii.us' we tix' rope

takh'ask seaweed

dux sinew (soft &flexible)

t'aw feather

dliy meat
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she/he washed the

ka- refers to (1) small round objects or (2) a container

akawa.us' we gux'a

S'lX'

kuch'et'a

k'wat'

kh'wati

kut'ax'a

tiekhw

ka-f- refers to a strand of small round objects

akamli.us' we kahakw

set

axhuwa.us' we s'lx'

cup

plate, dish

ball

egg

pot, cooking pan

marble

berry, berries

(skein of) fish eggs

necklace (string of
beads)

dishes
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Addendum

ayawa.us'

ajiwa.us'

ashawa.us'

adawa.us'

he washed her

face

hands

head / hair

(whole) body

Verbs of eating different kinds ofobjects

awaxha we

amsixha we

sakwnen

xhat

xhat xh'uxhu

dliy

wasus dliyi

t'asi

lakh'ask

candy

she/he ate the

bread, bannock

fish

fish flesh

meat

beef (cow flesh)

grayling

seaweed

candy (out of a bag)
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khusaxha khwan

akawaxha we

akamsixha we

Coastal - kakashxha

Interior - kasxha

kamdzixha

x'ax'

k'waf

tiekhw

k'unts'

kux

kahakw

she/he ate the...

cannibal, "person-eating
tribe"

apple

egg

berry / berries / fruit

potato

rice

fish eggs

is eating berries off the
bush

ate berries off the bush
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Verbs of cooking different kinds of objects

As another example, let us take the verb
O- 0- .i (0 conjugation) "O gets cooked, Ocooks (as food)"

It is cooked

uwa.T of ordinary objects

w'Jsi.T of complex objects, such as seaweed, spaghetti
or animal flesh

of small round objects, such as eggs, peas, or
potatoes

kawsi.i of a string of small round objects, such as a
skein of fish eggs

The causative form of this verb is

O- _.s- .1 (0 conjugation) cooks O"

Since this causative theme already has the classifier s-, it can be modified only
by adding the prefix ka-.

She/he cooked it

swsi.i of ordinary objects or of complex objects

akawsi.i of small round objects or a string of small round
objects
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Ms. Ida Calmegane Box 23
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Ms. Sarah Charlie 64 Grizzly Circle
Whitehorse, Yukon Y lA 6J3

H. 393-2991
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Ms. Bessie Cooley Native Language Instructor
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Ms. Jo-Anne Johnson Rural Programs Coordinator
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Dr. Jeff Leer Alaska Native Language Center
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Mr. John Ritter Director

YNLC, Box 2799

Whitehorse, Yukon
YIA 5K4

W. 668-8820

jritter@yknet.ca

Ms. Emma Sam Box 31681

Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A6L3

H. 667-6912

Ms. Pauline Sidney Box 210

Teslin, Yukon
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Ms. Mamie Smith Native Language Instructor
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Schedule

Monday Sep 11 Tuesday Sep 12 Wednesday Sep 13

9:00 Opening Prayer - Ida
Calmegane

Alphabet

History of Writing
Systems

Verb Modes (cont):
Potential

hnperative

Review of Simple Verb
Modes

10:45 History of Writing
Systems (cont)

Verb Modes (cont):
Hortative

Composite Modes

Progressives

noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Verb Modes:

Imperfective
Perfective

Verb Modes (cont):
Circumstantial

Admonitive

Types of Imperfectives

2:45 Verb Modes (cont):
Future

Verb Modes (cont):
Realizational

Progressive

Verbs of Washing

Verbs of Eating
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Tlingit Vowel Chart
T - Teslin, C - Carcross, A - Atlin

The basic Tlingit vowels are a, e, I and u. An o occurs sometimes in borrowed words and interjections.
The vowels can be long or short and can have either high or low tone.

short low short high long low long high

(no mark) X
yv

ch'a
just

a

that, there
a, 9
yes

a

sitting, lake

de
already

te

rock
de

trail, road
de

enough
m

1

your
\\

don't
di
tea

1

yuck!

tsu
again

tsu

also, too

ho ho
thank you

gishCi (T, A)
geshu (C)

pig

nashu
extends

aho
/ don't want to

(coast: 1understand)



Labial |
lips

Alveolar
tongue tip behind teeth

Tlingit Consonant Chart
Velar

middle of tongue against
roof of mouth

Stops
(stop off the breath)

Uvular
back of tongue touches
uvula at back of throat

Glottal
vocal chords

rounded rounded rounded
(rare)

fNote* 2.^
Plain da

weasel

diet

snow

dzet

ladder,
bridge, stairs

jaji
snowshoes

gan

firewood
gwel
bag

gha
(raven
call)

laghwan
tie it into a

bow

nay.a

{youfolks)
so!

ana.wech
usually) wem\

it
Aspirated
followed by
a puff of air

ta

sleep
tla

mother

tsats

bear root,
hedysarum

chan

mother-in-

law

kani
brother/sist
er-in-law

kvt'ey
mark,

landmark

kha

man

khwan

people
from

aHi

Glottalized
eleased with a
topping sound

t'a

king
salmon

tl'atk

earth,
ground

ts'ats'i

bird

ch'ak'
eagle

k'mk'

fermented
fish heads

k'wat'
egg (not
fish egg)

kh'atet
pitcher

kh'watl
pot

Fricatives
(breath flows through narrow opening creating fri ction)

Plain

1 A.A. I • 1

m

fireweed
sa

name

sha

mountain

xixch'

frog
xwe

whew!

xhat

me, I
xhwagut
/ went

has
they, them

ya-

nahwen
is swim-

YyilVtO /I J/~iyi rjGlottalized
with vocal

chords closed

t'ak

dress

s'ikh

smoke,
cigarette

x'ax'

apple
x'wan
longjohns

xh'e

mouth

xh'wal'
down

feathers

Nasal
vibration
through

nasal cavity

Nonnasal

ma-sa?

how?
(Note 2)

na'

here; take
it

daleyi
trout

•Note 1: rounded w and hw do not occur in the Teslin dialect

Sonorants
(softer, you can sing them continuously)

*Note2: m doesnotoccurin theCarcross dialect
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Schedule

Tuesday Feb 19 Wednesday Feb 20 Thursday Feb 21

9:00 Opening Prayer - Ida
Calmegane

Welcome and Introductions

Goals of Session

Tlingit Alphabet

Opening Prayer - Sam
Johnson

Discussion

Listening Exercises check

Opening Prayer - Connie
Jules

Discussion of the Benefits

of Te aching / Leaming
Native Languages

Discussion of Goals

10:45 Making Listening
Exercises:

k and kh

Making Listening
Exercises:

X and xh

Review of sessions

Making Listening
Exercises:

k' and kh'

noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Line Game: k and kh

Making Listening
Exercises:

g and gh

YNLC Website

Word Scramble Game

Making Materials

YNTEP visit

Making Listening
Exercises:

x' and xh'

2:45 Heritage Research
Trainees Carcross/

Tagish FN

Making Listening
Exercises (cont):
g and gh

Daily Summary - Bessie
Cooley, Sarah Charlie

Making Materials (cont)

Daily Summary - Connie
Jules, Midori Kirby

Making Materials (cont)

Daily Summary - Tina
Jules, Ida Calmegane

Wrap-up
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Goals of the Session

1. Tlingit sounds and symbols

a. representation of alphabet

b. practice, practice, practice

c. k and kh; g and gh; x and xh

2. Review of teaching and learning resources

a. website: language lessons, story books

b. review of Literacy Session booklets

c. listening exercises and drills

3. Classroom Literacy

a. creation of teaching materials

b. Tlingit spelling game

c. Line Game

d. creation of listening exercises

4. Translations and Review of Materials

T'Cingit Literacy Session - (February 2008 - y(h/£C Tage 5
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Tlingit Vowel Chart

T-Teslin, C - Carcross, A-Atlin

The basic Tlingit vowels are a, e, i and u. An o occurs sometimes in borrowed words and interjections.
The vowels can be long or short and can have either high or low tone.

short low short high long low long high

(no mark)
r X /V

ch'a
just

r

a

that, there
a, p
yes

a

sitting, lake

de
already

te

rock

de
trail, road

de
enough

1
your

tl
don't

di
tea

\

yuck!

tsu

again
tsu

also, too

ho ho
thank you

gishu (T, A), geshu
(C)
pig

nashu
extends

aho
/ don't want to

(coast: 1understand)



Tlingit Consonant Chart

Labial
lips

Alveolar
tongue tip behind teeth

Velar
middle of tongue against

roof of mouth

Uvular
back of tongue touches
uvula at back of throat

Glottal
vocal chords

Stops
(stop off the breath)

rounded rounded rounded
(rare) (Note 2)

Plain da

weasel

diet

snow

dzet

ladder,
bridge, stairs

jaji
snowskoes

gan

firewood
gvt'el
bag

gha
(raven
call)

iaghwM
tie it into a

bow

nay.a

(you folks)
go!

ana.wech
(usually)
wears it

Aspirated
followed by
a puff of air

ta

sleep
tla

mother

tsats

bear root,
hedysarum

chan

mother-in-

law

kani
brother/

sister-in-law

kwey
mark,

landmark

kha

man

khw^

people
from

Giottalized
released with a

popping sound

t'a

king
salmon

tl'atk

earth,
ground

ts'ats'i

bird

ch'ak'

eagle
k'mk'

fermented
fish heads

k'wat'

egg (not
fish egg)

kh'atei

pitcher
kh'watl

pot

Fricatives
(breath flows through narrow opening creating friction)

Plain

fireweed
sa

name

sha

mountain

xixch'

frog
XWQ

whew!

xhat

me, /
xhvi'agut
I went

has
they, them

ya-nahwen
is swim

ming along

Giottalized
with vocal

chords closed

t'ak

dress

s'ikh

smoke,
cigarette

x'ax'

apple
x'wan
longjohns

xh'e

mouth

xh'wat'
down

feathers

Sonorants

(softer, you can sing them continuously)

Nasal
vibration in

nasal cavity

ma-sa?

how?

(Note 2)

na'

here; take
it

Nonnasal wakh

eye

daleyi
trout

ya

this

•Note 1: rounded w and Aw do not occur in the Teslin dialect
*Note2: m does not occur in the Carcross dialect



Word List: k and kh (front k and back k)

words beginning k words beginning kli

ka car kha man

kit killer whale khidu beaver dam

ketl dog khena awl

kukh pit khuk box

kast barrel khas' matches,
splinter

kijin five khakw basket

a kuwu its tail khu.u people

kut nest khush infected cut

kux rice khusi.at' it is cold out

kani brother / sister-

in-law

khugas' cloud

Kukhhittan (Interior)
Khukhittan (Coastal)

a Tlingit clan

I'Cmgit Literacy Session - (February 2008 -YI^LC Tage 8



Tlingit Language

k and kh

February 2008

Examples of k

1. ketl

2. kut

3. a kCiwu

Examples of kh

1. kha

2. khas'

3. a khuwu

dog

nest

its tail

man

stick, matches

its den

T'Cmgit Literacy Session -TeSruary 2008 - Y^fLC
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Tlingit Language

k and kh (gnquaqe

Write k and kh as you hear them.

1. We ketl at han.
The dog is standing there. (Thatdog there is standing.)

2. We khak'w kamdinet.
The young man is shivering.

3. Khas' dakakhuk at sa.m.
The match box is lying there.

4. Kut kat kala.at we k'wat.
nest in are lying that eggs

The eggs are lying in the nest.

Du kani

(Du kani
her brother-in-law

in yu xh'eyatank.
In yu xh'ayatenk. - Carcross)
with she's talking

She's talking to her brother-in-law.
He's talking to his sister-in-law.

We khena yak'ats'.
that awl is sharp

The awl is sharp.

At tan we khakw xakwdi.
there is lying that basket empty

The empty basket is lying there.

Literacy Session -TeSruary 2008 - yhfLC le 10Tag.



Tlingit Language

k and kh

Write k and kh as you hear them.

8. Nas'k kha at has
three men there they

Three men are sitting there.

9. Khumligas'. (Sam)
Itgot cloudy.

Khutigus'. (Bessie)
It is cloudy.

10. Kijm khutghanaha duwatm.
five star are visible

Five stars are visible.

T^Cingit Literacy Session -TeSruary 2008 -YI^LC
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Tlingit Language

k and kh

Write k and kh as you hear them.
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Word List: g and gli

words beginning g words beginning gh

gaxw duck ghakh lynx

guch hill ghuch wolf

gan firewood ghat sockeye

gaw drum ghaxh is crying

gun gold ghaxh rabbit

gun spring ghitgha spruce needle

gan outside ghati pilot bread

T'Cingit Literacy Session - 'February 2008 - yWLC 'Page 13



Tlingit Language

g and gh

February 2008

Examples of g

1. gan

2. guch

3. gaxw

Examples of gh

1. ghaxh

2. ghuch

3. ghati

firewood

hill

duck

rabbit

wolf

pilot bread

T'fingit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2008 - YI^LC "Page 14



Tlingit Language

g and gh

Write g and gh as you hear them.

1. We gaxw at wuhu.
that duck there it is swimming

The ducl< is swimming.

2. We ghuch ghaxh.
that wolf it is howling (crying)

The wolf is howling.

3. We guch shakide gishix.
that hill to the top you run

Run to the top of the hill.

4. We ghitgha hawdaxh ye kanasus.
that needle (dry) branch they are falling

The dry needles are falling off the branch.

5. Guk! Xh'et yitan we gaw.
go ahead that drum

Go ahead! Strike up the drum.

6. TIexh ghaxh we yadak'w.
he is crying that boy

The young boy can't stop crying.

'fCingit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2008 -YI^LC
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Tlingit Language

g and gh

Write g and gh as you hear them.

7. We ghakh xhaw tukat
that lynx log on top

The lynx is standing on the log.

han.
it is standing

8. We ghaxh at ishkhakh.
that rabbit there it is sitting

The rabbit is sitting there.

9. We gan kawachak.
that firewood it is piled up.

The firewood is piled up.

10. Ghat axh it uwaha.
socl<eye me to the desire comes (?)

I'm hungry for sockeye salmon.

T'Cingit Literacy Session - (February 2008 -YliLC Tage 16
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g and gh (gnquaqe

Write g and gh as you hear them.
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Word List: x and xh

words beginning x words beginning xh

xas buffalo xhat spruce roots

xedu comb a xhadi its roots

xOn north wind xhat salmon, fish

xuts grizzly bear,
brown bear

axh xhadi my fish

xakw sandbar xhat 1, me

xana evening xhaw log

xixch' frog xhuxh husband

xhik shoulder

xhawaghi window

xhay beaver lodge

xhly backpack

Literacy Session -TeSruary 2008 -YI^LC (Page 18



Tlingit Language

X and xh

February 2008

Examples of x

1. xun

2. xuts

3. xixch'

Examples of xh

1. xhat

2. xhat

3. xhuxh

north wind

^atve
ignquqqe

grizzly bear, brown bear

frog

spruce roots, tree roots

I, me

tiusband

'T'fmgit Literacy Session -TeSruary 2008 -Y^LC Tage ig



Tlingit Language

X and xh

Write X and xh as you hear them.

1. Xedu du jiwu.
comb his/her it is (ji - possessive)

He/she has a comb.

Xedu axh
comb my

I have a comb.

jiwu.
it is

2. Xhaw wet yatan.
log there is lying there (long piece ofwood)

The log is lying there.

3. Xun hat jimdigut.
northwind in this direction is coming to fight

The northwind came storming in.

4. Xhawaghi tunaxh tuwatin.
window through we see it

We see it through the window.

5. Xanade ya khunahen.
evening-toward progressive time is coming

Evening is coming.

T'Cingit Literacy Session -TeSruary 2008 - YI^LC
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Tlingit Language

X and xh

Write X and xh as you hear them.

6. Ketl xhiyi kumduwachak. (shakamduwachak)
dog its pack it is pacl^ed it is padded full, loaded up

The dogpack is packed.

7. Axh xhiksha yanikw.
my shoulder it hurts/aches

My shoulder hurts.

8. Xas dugu tit du jiwu.
buffalo its hide shoe his/her it is

He/she has leather shoes.

9. S'igedi at xha.
beaver something it is eating

The beaver is eating.

10. Xakw kat tin.
sandbar on it is lying

It is lying on the sandbar.

IT'Cingit Literacy Session -TeSruary 2008 -YI^LC Tage 21 ^
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Word List: k' and kh'

words beginning k' words beginning kh'

k'as' missing tootti kh'atel pitcher

k'lxh'a gaffhool< kh'Tch' red wound

k'udas' shirt kh'ekh'w tern

k'ux marten kh'anaxhan fence

k'llja south wind kh'ekaxwen flower

k'wat' egg kh'atr thin and flat

k'ats sharp point

k'at better, more

T'fmgit Literacy Session - (February 2008 - YQ^LC 'Page 23
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Tlingit Language

k' and kh'

February 2008

Examples of k'

1. k'ux

2. k'udas'

3. k'lxh'a

Examples of kh'

1. kh'atet

2. kh'ekaxwen

3. kh'atr

marten

shirt

gaff hook

pitcher

flower

thin and flat

'fCingit Literacy Session -TeSruary 2008 -Y^LC "Page 24



Tlingit Language

k' and kh' Ignquaqe

Write k' and kh' as you hear them.

1. K'ltja wuduwanuk.
south wind it is blowing

The south wind is blowing.

K'ltja akamsinuk. The south wind is blowing gently.
K'ltja ayamditi. [ayawditi (Atlin) ] The south wind came up.

2. Kh'Tch' du jinkawu.
healing wound his/her hand/arm on it is

He/she has a healing wound on his/her arm.

3. Kh'ekh'w ya ndakhm.
arctic tern along is flying

The arctic tern is flying along.

Kh'ekh'w ke ndakhm. The arctic tern is flying up.

4. K'ux at wujixix.
marten around it is running

or At wujixix we k'ux.
around it is running that marten

The marten is running around.

5. Kh'anaxhan ya duxatm.
fence face it is visible

The side of the fence is visible.

T'fingvt Literacy Session -(February 2008 -yhfLC (Page 25 ^
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Write k' and kh' as you hear them.
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Word List: x' and xh'

words beginning x' words beginning xh'

x'an anger xh'an fire

x'ada file xh'ada around his/her

mouth

x'un sa ? how many? xh'un diaper moss

x'at' island xh'e mouth

x'as waterfall xh'ak canyon, ravine

x'ux' paper, book xh'uns' crumbs

x'ukja steam xh'unef rosehips

xh'wat down feather

T'Cingit Literacy Session - TeSrxiary 2008 - YJ^LC 'Page 27



Tlingit Language

x' and xh'

February 2008

Examples of x'

1. x'ux'

2. x'ada

3. x'at'

Examples of xh'

1. xh'e

2. xh'un

3. xh'ak

paper, book

file

island

mouth

diaper moss

canyon, ravine

T'Cmgit Literacy Session -TeSruary 2008 -YI^LC
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Tlingit Language

x' and xh'

Write X' and xh' as you hear them.

1. X'ada tien
file big

This is a big file.

awe.

it is

Ignquaae

2. Du xh'e akamtisekh'w. [ akawtisekh'w (Atlin) ]
her mouth she put lipstick

She put lipstick on her mouth.

3. Ghukht'i Hini x'asi aya.
swan river its waterfall it is

This is Swift River Falls.

4. Xh'an gukde naxhtu.at.
fire by, toward let's go

Let's go over by the fire.

5. X'at'k' akat satin we
ilittle island on it is lying that

There's a little island on the lake.

6. X'ant uwanuk we khak'w.
anger to he's moved that young man

The young man is mad.

T'fingit Literacy Session - Te^ruary 2008 -YliLC
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Tlingit Language

x' and xh'

nu^n
fAMvi
Ignquaqe

Write x' and xh' as you hear them.

1. We x'ux' axh gati.
that book from there you pick

Pick up the book!

8. Sha xh'aknaxh awa.at.
mountain between,by way of they walked

They walked between the mountain.

9. Xh'unet' was'i xhut wugut. (Sam)
Xh'wanet' was'i xhut wugut. (Bessie)
rosehips bush among he/she is walking

He/she is walking through the rose bushes.

10. Dliwkwat
careful

Dliwkwat
careful

x'wan we a
"please" that its
exhortation

tatm we
watch it that

Be careful of its steam.

x'ukji.
steam

x'ukja. (Mary)
steam

'fCmgit Literacy Session -Ternary 2008 -YQ4lC Tage30
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Tlingit Language

x' and xh' [gnqucKje

Write x' and xh' as you hear them.
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Miscellaneous Comparisons and Analysis

Examples of Labialisation in Carcross Tlingit
ana.ech (Teslin) it is happening
ana.wech (Carcross)

wuha ya nahen (Teslin) (beaver) is swimming
wuhu ya nahwen (Carcross)

Examples of Nasalisation in Interior Tlingit
shiy (Coastal) sf/c/c
shly (interior)

gaw (Coastal)
g^w (Interior)

drum, clock

Unused Sentences

LTdiyo xh'et wusi.axh.
Yak'as'.

Xhat yak'as'.
We khOsh wudlikhit'.

He/she is listening to the radio.
He/she has a missing tooth,
I have a missing tooth.
The wound/sore is infected.

T^Cvngit Literacy Session -Te^ruary 2008 -YO^LC Tage32



Example Verb Paradigm
xhatin I see it

iyatin you see it
tuwatTn we see it

Verb Comparisons

ishkhakh it is sitting (bird, small animal)
has khin they are sitting (large animals, people)

at tan it is lying there (empty container)
at sa.in it is lying there (container with something

inside)
yatan it is lying there (long piece of wood)

Word Analyses
khugus' cloud (also khugas')
khugas fog
Khumtigas'. It got cloudy.
Khu m ligas'.
khu- m-

weather mark ofpast

words for star

khutxh.anaha (Atlin, Teslin)
khutxh.ayanaha (Coastal)
khudaxh.anaha (Carcross)
khudax is also used
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Word Analyses (cont)
akamtisekh 'w she put lipstick
a ka m ti sekh'w
it surface past classifier color/dye

tense

x'at'k'a little island

x'at' k' a
island little it

Sha xh'aknaxh awa.at. They walked between the mountain.
xh'ak naxh
between by way of

xh'ak ravine, canyon
sha mountain
shax'w mountains

xh'unet' was'i rosebush

x'us'.usya brush, back brush
Xh'unet' was'i xhut wugut.

He/she is walking through the rose bushes.

X'us'.usya xhut wugut.
He/she is walking through the backbrush.

huch'i ayi the last one
huch'i ayi the last lake
huch'i ayi a the last lake
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Schedule

Monday Feb 16 Tuesday Feb 17 Wednesday Feb 18

9:00 Opening Prayer

Listening Exercise:
kh and kh'

Progressives Listening Exercise:
x' and xh' (cant)

Discussion of Language
Structure

10:45 Listening Exercise:
t' and s'

Listening Exercise:
ts' and s'

Listening Exercise:
tl and tr

noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Listening Exercise:
oh and ch'

Teslin Christmas Concert

Listening Exercise:
dz and ts

Listening Exercise:
k' and kh'

2:45 Listening Exercise:
t' and tr

Listening Exercise:
x' and xh'

Wrap-up and Gift-giving
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Tlingit Vowel Chart

T - Teslin, C - Carcross, A - Atlin

The basic Tlingit vowels are a, e, i and u. An o occurs sometimes in borrowed words and interjections.
The vowels can be long or short and can have either high or low tone.

short low short high long low long high

(no mark)
r A yx

ch'a a a, ^ a

just that, there yes sitting, lake

de te de de
already

1

rock

\\

trail, road

di

enough

1

your don't tea yuck!

tsu

again
tsu

also, too

gishu (T, A)
geshCi (C)

pig

nashu
extends

hd ho
thank you

aho
1don't want to

(coast: 1understand)



Aspirated
followed by a

puff of air

Glottalized
released with a

popping sound

Plain

Glottalized
with vocal

chords closed

Nasal
vibration in

nasal cavity

Nonnasal

Labial |[
lips

ma-sa?
how?

(Note 2)

wakh
eye

da
weasel

ta

sleep

t'a
king salmon

na

here; take it

Tlingit Consonant Chart

Alveolar
tongue tip behind teeth

diet
snow

tia
mother

tl'atk
earth, ground

dzet
ladder,

bridge, stairs

tsats
bear root,
hedysarum

ts'ats'T
bird

Velar ;
middle of tongue against roof

of mouth

Stops (stop off the breath)

jaji
snowshoes

Chan
mother-in-law

ch'ak'
eagle

gan
firewood

kani
brother/sister

-in-law

k'mk'
fermented

fish heads

rounded

gwet
bag

kwey
mark,

landmark

k'waf
egg (hot fish

Uvular
bacl< of tongue touches uvula

at bacl< of throat

gha
(raven call)

kha
man

kh'atel
pitcher

rounded

laghwan
tie it into a

bow

khwan
people from

kh'wati
pot

Fricatives (breath flows through narrow opening creating friction)
tut

fireweed

t'ak
dress

daleyf
trout

sa

name

s'ikh
smoke,
cigarette

sha
mountain

xixch'
frog

X'EX'
apple

xwe

whew!

X wan

long Johns

SonorantS (softer, you can sing them continuously)

ya
this

xhat
me, I

xh'e
mouth

xhwagLit
I went

xh'war
down

•Note 1: rounded w and hw do not occur in the Teslin dialect *Note 2: m does not occur in the Carcross dialect

Glottal
vocal chords

nay.a
(you folks)

go!

has
they, them

rounded
(rare; Note 2)

ana.wech
(usually)
wears it

ya-nahwen
is swimming



Tlingit Language

kh and kh'

February 2009

Examples of kh

1. khas'

2. wakh

3. khakw

Examples of kh'

1. kh'atr

2. kh'atet

3. kh'an§xhdn

Teslin Dialect

match

eyes

basket

flat, thin

pitcher

fence

I'Cmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YI^LC
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TLiNGiT Language Teslin Dialect

kh and kh'

Write kh and kh' as you hear them.

1. Khas' yan akamsitan.
He laid a match down.

2. Kh'atet agamdi.u.
She bought herself a pitcher.

3. S'agwat yaxh yati du wakh.
Her eyes are brown.

4. Hand^ we s'lx' kh'atl'.

Hand me the plate.

5. Khakw amtiyexh.
She made a basket.

6. We shawat at shukh.
The woman is laughing.

7. We kh'anaxhan awanigwat'.
He painted the fence.

8. Ghakh tien amsitin.
He saw a big lynx.

9. Kh'ekaxwen wexh ya daxh kana.en.
Flowers are growing there.

10. Lita kh'atr wedu.
There is a table knife.

%
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

kh and kh'

Write kh and kh' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

k' and kh'

February 2009

Examples of k'

1. k'as'

2. k'unts'

3. k'uxh'

Examples of kh'

1. kh'ekaxwen

2. kh'^r

2. kh'atel

Teslin Dialect

gap where a tooth
is missing

potato

gum, pitch

flower

flat, thin

pitcher
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

k' and kh'

Write k' and kh' as you hear them.

1. K'as' awe wet.
That is where a tooth is missing.

2. Lita kh'ati at tin.

The table knife is lying there.

3. Kh'ekaxwen awak'uts'.
She picked a flower.

4. K'unts' da akayexh.
He is peeling potatoes.

5. Kh'anaxhan amtiyexh.
She built a fence.

6. Daxhnaxh k'isani wet nakh.
Two young boys are standing there.

7. Du kh'aluy] uwas'uk.
The area under his nose is dry.

8. Hit k'iyi at a we ketl.
The dog is sitting behind the house.

9. Hin akawu we kh'atet.
There is water in the pitcher.

10. K'uxh' agamdi.u.
He bought himself gum.
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Write k' and kh' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

ch and ch'

February 2009

Examples of ch

1. chati

2. ghuch

3. chukwan

Examples of ch'

1. ch'ak'

2. ch'at

3. ch'Tn

Teslin Dialect

halibut

wolf

grass

bald eagle

willows

ribbon
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

ch and ch'

Write ch and ch' as you hear them.

1. ChatI amdzit'exh.
He hooked a halibut.

2. Xhalak'ach' as kaxh ke nagut.
The porcupine is climbing the tree.

3. Ghuch wet han.
The wolf is standing there.

4. Ch'al' ya kanas.en.
Willows are growing.

5. Ch'ak' ya ndakhin.
The bald eagle is flying.

6. Chukwan wexh ya kanas.en.
The grass is growing along there.

7. Diet ch'in ye aya.u.
She is wearing a white ribbon.

8. Chunet xhatm.
I see an arrow.

9. Chas' ya naltsis.
The humpback salmon is swimming along

10. Xixch het a.
The frog is sitting here.
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Tlingit Language

tl and tl'

February 2009

Examples of tl

1. tiak'w

2. tiakhwyadi

3. tielu

Examples of tl'

1. tl'ikh

2. akwdlixhitr

Teslin Dialect

maternal aunt

raspberry

butterfly

finger

s/he Is scared

3. tl'atgikatleghu strawberry

T'fmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YQ^LC
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

tl and tr

Write tl and tl' as you hear them.

1. Du trikh wudix'is.
His finger is swollen.

2. Ye kwsigenk'i tietu ayatm.
He sees a small butterfly.

3. Akwdlixhitr we shatk'.
The young girl is scared.

4. TIakw awe ande nakhuxhch.
He drives to town all the time.

5. Tl'atgikatleghu a.m.
She is picking strawberries.

6. Tlex' yagi ka sTm dak wusitan.
It rained on Monday.

7. Sh wudlik'ati' we kha.
The man is quiet. (The man is not talking.)

8. Du tiak'w xh'es at sa.T.
He is cooking for his maternal aunt.

9. Tl'ikhkakis kadan du jit kamduwati.
Someone gave her a nice ring.

10. TIakhwyadi axha.
She is eating raspberries.
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

tr and I'

February 2009

Examples of tr

1. tl'ikhna.at thimble

2. tl'atgikatleghu strawberry

3. tl'uk'xh

Examples of f

1. nt

2. I'ew

3. I'ak

robin

tail

sand

dress

T'Cmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 2009 - YI^LC
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

tl' and t'

Write tl' and I' as you hear them.

1. Tl'uk'xh ke akawaha we jakhkw.
The robin dug up a worm.

2. Khuk tu.et amsi.u.

He bought a box of salt.

3. Tl'ikhna.at tin dakhes'.

She is sewing using a thimble.

4. We kha kha shawat has at'exh.

The man and woman are dancing.

5. T'axh'w du tl'ikh ka kawa.a.
A wart grew on her finger.

6. S'udln nt ye kwtisa.
A shrew's tail is thin (skinny).

7. Akwdlixhitr we shatk'.

The young girl is scared.

8. L'ex x'isha awe.
That is an aluminum bucket

9. Shuga axhude ye amsinl we tl'atgikatleghu.
She put sugar on the strawberries.

10. L'ew ka ke mduwayish we yakw.
They pulled the boat up on the sand.
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Write tl' and I' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

r and s'

February 2009

Examples of t'

1. t'Tx'wan

2. t'uk

3. fat

Examples of s'

1. s'ikh

2. s'igedi

3. s'^h

Teslin Dialect

socks

coho salmon

jackpine

smoke

beaver

groundhog
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TLiNGiT Language Teslin Dialect

r and s'

Write I' and s' as you hear them.

1. Yis I'ak du jiwu.
She has a new dress.

2. S'axh kaxh at'un.

He is hunting for groundhog.

3. L'Tx'wan xh'ust amdiyikh.
She put on socks.

4. L'at xhuxh ya nagut.
He is walking among the jack pine trees.

5. Turn s'ina at akamtigan.
She lit a candle.

6. S'isa hit wet da.a.
The tent is there, (situated, standing).

7. L'uk ke uwax'ak.

The coho salmon have arrived here.

8. S'igedi xhude wugCit.
He went beaver hunting / trapping.

9. L'ew hin yikde duwatin.
You can see sand (bar) in the river.

10. S'ikh xhatrn.
I see smoke.
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Tlingit Language

s' and ts'

February 2009

Examples of s'

1. s'axw

2. s'axh'

3. s'lsa

Examples of ts'

1. ts'ats'i

2. ts'utat

3. ts'agwel

Teslin Dialect

hat, cap

ling cod

canvas

small birds, song birds

morning

crow
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TLiNGiT Language Teslin Dialect

s' and ts'

Write s' and ts' as you hear them.

1. S'isa hit awakha axh sani.
My paternal uncle sewed a tent.

2. Wuduwanuk ya ts'Citat.
It's windy this morning.

3. S'ln ke akawaha.
She dug up / harvested carrots.

4. Lits'a yis kawa.ayi dukh kayani.
Fresh grown poplar leaves smell good.

5. S'axh' amdzighew.
He netted a ling cod.

6. Sha kade wugut ts'Tkaxhk'w kaxh.
She went up on the mountain for blueberries.

7. S'lkh xhat tayi ye amsini .
She made smoke under the fish.

8. Yidat takw.iti ts'agwet yax' wutusitin.
l/l/ie saw a crow here this summer.

9. Yis s'axw shat adatm.
He has a new cap on his head.

10. Has du It yan uwaha we ts'ats'i.
Those birds are hungry.
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

s' and ts'

Write s' and ts' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

ts and dz

February 2009

Examples of ts

1. tsa

2. tsTk

3. tsm

Examples of dz

1. dzet

2. dzanti

3. dzas

Teslin Dialect

seal

roasting stick

musl<rat

ladder

flounder

babiclie lacing

T'Cmgit Literacy Session - (February 2009 - YI^LC
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TLiNGiT Language Teslin Dialect

ts and z l^quc^e
Write ts and dz as you hear them.

1. Yak'e ixhwsatini tsu.
It's good to see you again.

2. Dziyak awe axh ji|t xh'amditan.
She telephoned me earlier.

3. Kayash yat ayamsitan we dzet.
He put the ladder up against the cache.

4. Tsagha yfs as yadi as'uw.
He is chopping a sapling for a pole (to push a boat).

5. Dzanti kaxh akhghwast'exh.
He will fish for flounder by hook.

6. Tsa amsitin yidat takw.iti.
She saw a fur seal this summer.

7. Dzas awaxash.

She cut the babiche lacing.

8. Te kat a we tsm.
The muskrat is sitting on a rock.

9. Dzixhawu at awe naghas'e.
The fox is a fur-bearing animal.

10. Tsik yis ch'at' akhghwat'Tx'.
She will break a willow for a roasting stick.
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ts and dz

Write ts and dz as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

x' and xh'

February 2009

Examples of x'

1. x'us'

2. x'a

3. x'uw

Examples of xh'

1. xh'ahSt

2. xh'wanet

3. xh'an

Teslin Dialect

club

point of land

blanket

door

rosehip

fire
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TLiNGiT Language Teslin Dialect

x' and xh'

Write x' and xh' as you hear them.

1. Hede shutan we xh'ahat.
The door is open.

2. Yut x'a niyade ya nakhuxh we yakw.
The boat is travelling toward that point of land.

3. Xhat yis x'us' awe.
That club is for fish.

4. Xh'anguk titi yan awakha.
She finished sewing the slippers.

5. X'isha ya anat.at we kha.
The man is carrying buckets.

6. Xh'wanel akhghwa.in.
She will pick rosehips.

7. X'uw akamlik'wat' we kha.
The man folded the blanket.

8. Yamtis'ikh we xh'an.
The fire is smoking.

9. Akhghwatiw we x'ux'.
She will read the book.

10. Xh'es'awa wet a.
The ptarmigan is sitting there.
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x' and xh'
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Tlingit Language

kh and kh'

February 2009

Examples of kh

1. khas'

2. wakh

3. khakw

Examples of kh'

1. kh'atr

2. kh'atef

3. kh'anaxhan

Carcross Dialect

match

eyes

basket

flat, thin

pitcher

fence
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Tlingit Language Carcross Dialect

kh and kh'

Write kh and kh' as you hear them.

1. Khas' yen akawsiten.
He laid a match down.

2. Kh'atet agawdi.u.
She bought herself a pitcher.

3. S'agwat yexh yeti du wakh.
Her eyes are brown.

4. Hande we s'lx' kh'atr.

Hand me the plate.

5. Khakw awliyexh.
She made a basket.

6. We shawat et shukh.
The woman is laughing.

7. We kh'anaxhan awamgwat'.
He painted the fence.

8. Ghakh tien awsitin.
He saw a big lynx.

9. Kh'ekaxwen wexh ya daxh kana.en.
Flowers are growing there.

10. Uta kh'atr wedu.
There is a table knife.
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Tlingit Language

kh and kh'

Write kh and kh' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

k' and kh'

February 2009

Examples of k'

1. k'as'

2. k'unts'

3. k'uxh'

Examples of kh'

1. kh'ekaxwen

2. kh'atr

2. kh'atel

Carcross Dialect

gap where a tooth
is missing

potato

gum, pitch

flower

flat, thin

pitcher
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

k' and kh'

Write k' and kh' as you hear them.

1. K'as' awe wet.

That is where a tooth is missing.

2. Lita kh'ati et tin.

The table knife is lying there.

3. Kh'ekaxwen awak'uts'.
She picked a flower.

4. K'unts' da adakayexh.
He is peeling potatoes.

5. Kh'anaxhan awtiyexh.
She built a fence.

6. Daxhnaxh k'isani wet nakh.
Two young boys are standing there.

7. Du kh'atuyi uwas'uk.
The area under his nose is dry.

8. Hit k'iyi et a we ketl.
The dog is sitting behind the house.

9. Hm akawu we kh'atet.
There is water in the pitcher.

10. K'uxh' agawdi.u.
He bought himself gum.
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Write k' and kh' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

ch and ch'

February 2009

Examples of ch

1. chati

2. ghuch

3. chuken

Examples of ch'

1. ch'ak

2. ch'at'

3. ch'm

Carcross Dialect

halibut

wolf

grass

bald eagle

willows

ribbon
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

ch and ch'

Write ch and ch' as you hear them.

1. ChatI awdzit'exh.
He hooked a halibut

2. Xhalak'ech' as kaxh ke nagut.
The porcupine is climbing the tree.

3. Ghuch wet hen.

The wolf is standing there.

4. Ch'al' ya kanas.en.
Willows are growing.

5. Ch'ak' ya ndakhm.
The bald eagle is flying.

6. Chuken wexh ya kanas.en.
The grass is growing along there.

7. Diet ch'Tn ye aya.u.
She is wearing a white ribbon.

8. Chunet xhatm.
I see an arrow.

9. Chas' ya naltsis.
The humpback salmon is swimming along

10. Xixch het a.

The frog is sitting here.
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ch and ch'

Write ch and ch' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

tl and tr

February 2009

Examples of tl

1. tiak'w

2. tiakhwedi

3. tietu

Examples of tr

1. tl'ekh

2. akwdlixhetl'

Carcross Dialect

maternal aunt

raspberry

butterfly

finger

s/he is scared

3. tl'etgikatleghu strawberry
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

tl and tr

Write tl and tl' as you hear them.

1. Du tl'ekh wudix'is.
H/s finger is swollen.

2. Ye kwsigenk'i tiefu ayatm.
He sees a small butterfly.

3. Akwdlixhetr we shatk'.
The young girl is scared.

4. TIakw awe ande nakhuxhch.

He drives to town all the time.

5. Tl'etgikatleghu a.in. ^
She is picking strawberries.

6. Tlex' yagi ka suw dak wusiten.
It rained on Monday.

7. Sh wudlik'atr we kha.
The man is quiet. (The man is not talking.)

8. Du tiak'w xh'es et sa.i.
He is cooking for his maternal aunt.

9. TI'akhkakTs kadan du jit kawduwati.
Someone gave her a nice ring.

10. TIakhwedi axha.

She is eating raspberries.
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Carcross Dialect

tl and tl'

Write tl and tl' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language Carcross Dialect

tl' and I'

February 2009

Examples of tl'

1. tl'ekhna.et thimble

2. tl'stgikatleghu strawberry

3. tl'uk'xh

Examples of 1'

1. fit

2. few

3. fak

robin

tail

sand

dress
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

tl' and I'

Write tl' and I' as you hear them.

1. Tl'uk'xh ke akawaha we jukhk.
The robin dug up a worm.

2. Khuk tu.ef awsi.u.

He bought a box of salt.

3. Tl'ekhna.et tin dakhes'.
She is sewing using a thimble.

4. We kha kha shawat hes at'exh.
The man and woman are dancing.

5. T'axh'w du tl'ekh ka kawa.a.
A wart grew on her finger.

6. S'udln nt ye kwtisa.
A shrew's tail is thin (skinny).

7. Akwdlixhetl' we shatk'.
The young girl is scared.

8. L'ex x'isha awe.
That is an aluminum bucket.

9. Shuga axhude ye awsinl we tl'etgikatleghu.
She put sugar on the strawberries.

10. L'ew ka ke wduwayish we yakw.
They pulled the boat up on the sand.
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Tlingit Language

r and s'

February 2009

Examples of V

1. f'lx'wan

2. I'uk

3. \'e\

Examples of s'

1. s'ekh

2. s'igedi

3. s'axh

Carcross Dialect

socks

coho salmon

jackpine

smoke

beaver

groundhog
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Tlingit Language Carcross Dialect

I' and s'

Write t' and s' as you hear them.

1. Yis t'ak du jihu.
She has a new dress.

2. S'axh kaxh at'un.
He is hunting for groundhog.

3. L'Tx'wan xh'ust awdiyekh.
She put on socks.

4. L'et xhuxh ya nagut.
He is walking among the jack pine trees.

5. Tuw s'ina et akawtigen.
She lit a candle.

6. S'isa hit wet da.a
The tent is there, (situated, standing).

7. L'uk ke uwax'ak.

The coho salmon have arrived here.

8. S'igedi xhude wugut.
He went beaver hunting / trapping.

9. L'ew hin yikde duwatm.
You can see sand (bar) in the river.

10. S'ekh xhatin.
I see smoke.
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Write t' and s' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

s' and ts'

February 2009

Examples of s'

1. s'axw

2. s'axh'

3. s'fsa

Examples of ts'

1. ts'atsf

2. ts'Citat

3. ts'agwel

Carcross Dialect

hat, cap

ling cod

canvas

small birds, song birds

morning

crow
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

s' and ts'

Write s' and ts' as you hear them.

1. S'isa hit awakha axh seni.
My paternal uncle sewed a tent.

2. Wuduwanuk ya ts'Citat.
It's windy this morning.

3. S'm ke akawaha.
She dug up/harvested carrots.

4. Lits'a yis kawa.ayi dukh kayani.
Fresh grown poplar leaves smell good.

5. S'axh' awdzighew.
He netted a ling cod.

6. Sha kade wugut ts'ikaxhk'w kaxh.
She went up on the mountain for blueberries.

7. S'ikh xhat tayi ye awsinl.
She made smoke under the fish.

8. Yidat takw.iti ts'agwef yax' wutusitin.
\Ne saw a crow here this summer.

9. YTs s'axw shat adatin.
He has a new cap on his head.

10. Has du It yan uwaha we ts'ats'i.
Those birds are hungry.

Bnquaae
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s' and ts' (gnquaae

Write s' and ts' as you hear them.
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Tlingit Language

ts and dz

February 2009

Examples of ts

1. tsa

2. tsTk

3. tsm

Examples of dz

1. dzet

2. dzanti

3. dzas

Carcross Dialect

seal

roasting stick

musl<rat

ladder

flounder

babiche lacing
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

ts and dz

Write ts and dz as you hear them.

1. Yak'e ixhwsatini tsu.
It's good to see you again.

2. Dziyak awe axh ji|t xh'awditen.
She telephoned me earlier.

3. Kayash yet ayawsiten we dzet.
He put the ladder up against the cache.

4. Tsagha yis as yedi as'uw.
He is chopping a sapling for a pole (to push a boat).

5. Dzanti kaxh aghwast'exh.
He will fish for flounder by hook.

6. Tsa awsitin yidet takw.iti.
She saw a fur seal this summer.

7. Dzas awaxash.

She cut the babiche lacing.

8. Te ket a we tsm.
The muskrat is sitting on a rock.

9. Dzixhawu at awe naghas'e.
The fox is a fur-bearing animal.

10. Tsik yfs ch'at' aghwat'ix'.
She will break a willow for a roasting stick.
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Tlingit Language

x' and xh'

February 2009

Examples of x'

1. x'us'

2. x'a

3. x'uw

Examples of xh'

1. xh'ahat

2. xh'unef

3. xh'an

Carcross Dialect

club

point of land

blanket

door

rosehip

fire
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

iSrMix' and xh'

Write x' and xh' as you hear them.

1. Hede shuten we xh'ahat.
The door is open.

2. Yut x'a niyade ya nakhuxh we yakw.
The boat is travelling toward that point of land.

3. Xhat yis x'us' awe.
That club is for fish.

4. Xh'anguk titi yan awakha.
She finished sewing the slippers.

5. X'lsha ya anat.at we kha.
The man is carrying buckets.

6. Xh'unel' aghwa.m.
She willpick rosehips.

7. X'uw akawtik'wat' we kha.
The man folded the blanket.

8. Yawlis'ikh we xh'an.
The fire is smoking.

9. Aghwatuw we x'ux'.
She will read the book.

10. Xh'es'awa wet a.
The ptarmigan is sitting there.
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Listening Exercises - Interlinear notes

Sentences - kh and kh'

1. He laid a match down.

Khas' yan akamsitan.
match to rest s/he put it (short, stick-likeobject)

2. She bought herself a pitcher.
Kh'atet agamdi.u.
from awa.u s/he bought it

ga- D- "for self"
m- "imperfective"

3. Her eyes are brown.
S'agwat yaxh yati du wakh.
brown like it is, they are his/her eyes

kayati, kasitl for one eye only
yaxh, yexh like

4. Hand me the plate.
Hande we s'lx' kh'ati'.
hither the, that dish flat, thin

5. She made a basket.

Khakw amtiyexh.
basket s/he made it
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6. The woman is laughing.
We shawat at shukh.
the woman (something) s/he is laughing

7. He painted the fence.
We kh'anaxhan awamgwat'.
the fence s/he painted it

nigwat paint

8. He saw a big lynx.
Ghakh tien amsitin.
lynx big s/he saw

9. Flowers are growing there.
Kh'ekaxwen wexh ya daxh
flowers over there (progressive) (plural)

10. There is a table knife.

Lita kh'atr wedu.
knife thin there is

'ffmgit Literacy Session - TeSruary 200g - YlfLC

kana.en.
it is growing,
they are growing
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Sentences- k' and kh'

1. That is where a tooth is missing.
K'as' awe wet.
gap of missing tooth that is there

2. The table knife is lying there.
Lita kh'ati a|t tin.
knife thin there located (object) it is lying

3. She picked a flower.
Kh'ekaxwen awak'uts'.
flower s/he picked (pulled it out)

4. He is peeling potatoes.
K'Lints' da akayexh.
K'unts' da adakayexh.
potato around s/he is whittling

(s/he is peeling)

5. She built a fence.

Kh'anaxhan amtiyexh.
fence s/he made it

6. Twoyoung boys are standing there.
Daxhnaxh k'isani we 11 nakh.
two (humans) young boys there[located theyare standing
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7. The area under his nose is dry.
Du kh'aluyi uwas'uk.
his/her philtrum it is dry

(area under the nose)

8. The dog is sitting behind the house.
Hit k'iyi at a we ketl.
house bacl<at there s/he/it is sitting the dog

9. There is water in the pitcher.
Hin aka|wu we kh'atet.
water its surface is located the pitcher

10. l-le bought himself gum.
K'uxh' agamdi.u.
gum (pitch) s/he bought for herself/himself
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Sentences - ch and ch'

1. He hooked a halibut

ChatI amdzit'exh.
halibut s/he hooked it

2. The porcupine is climbing (walking up) the tree.
Xhafak'ach' as ka|xh ke nagut.
porcupine tree surface{along up s/he/it is going (walking)

3. The wolf is standing there.
we t han.Ghuch

wolf there \ located one is standing

4. Willows are growing.
Ch'at' ya kanas.en.
willows they are growing

5. The bald eagle is flying.
Ch'ak' ya ndakhm.
bald eagle it is flying

6. The grass is growing along there.
Chukwan we xh
grass there \ along

ya kanas.en.
it is growing
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7. She is wearing a white ribbon.
Diet ch'in ye aya.u.
white ribbon thus s/he is wearing

8. I see an arrow.

Chunet xhatm.
arrow I see it

9. The humpbacl< saimon is swimming aiong.
Chas' ya naltsis.
humpbacl< salmon is swimming along

10. The frog is sitting here.
Xixch he 11 a.
frog over here \ located s/he/it is sitting
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Sentences - tl and tl'

1. His finger is swollen.
Du trikh wudix'is.
his finger is swollen

2. He sees a small butterfly.
Ye kwsigenk'i tietu ayatm.
this small butterfly s/he sees it

3. The young girl is scared.
AkwdlixhitI' we shatk'.
s/he is scared the young girl

4. He drives to town all the time.

TIakw awe an|de nakhuxhch.
always it is town] to s/he drives (orgoes byboat)

5. She is picking strawberries.
Tl'atgikatleghu a.m.
strawberry s/he is picking

6. It rained on Monday.
Tlex' yagi ka sim dak wusitan.
on day on rain (falling down) (rain) is falling^
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7. The man is quiet. (The man is not tallying.)
Sh wudlik'atr we kha.
self quieted (stop talking) the man

8. He is cooking for his maternal aunt.
Du tiak'w xh'es at
his/her maternal aunt for the mouth

of things

9. Someone gave her a nice ring.
Tl'ikh Ika | kis kadan du
finger on bracelet nice his/her

10. She is eating raspberries.
TIakhwyadi axha.
raspberry s/he is eating it, them

'fCingitLiteracy Session - (February 2009 - Y14LC

sa.i.

s/he is cooking

ji 11 kamduwati.
possessedIto gave it

(small round object)
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Sentences - tr and f

1. The robin dug up a worm.
Tl'uk'xh ke akawaha we jakhkw.
worm up s/he/itdugit the robin

2. He bought a box of salt.
Khuk tu.et amsi.Ci.
box in. salt s/he bought it

3. She is sewing using a thimble.
Tl'ikhna.at tin dakhes'.
thimble with s/he is sewing

4. The man and woman are dancing.
We kha kha shawat has at'exh.
the man and woman they are dancing

5. A wart grew on her finger.
T'axh'w du tl'ikh ka kawa.a.
wart his/her finger on it grew

6. A shrew's tail is thin (skinny).
S'udin nt ye kwHsa.
shrew tail thus itissl<inny
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7. The young girl is scared.
Akwdlixhitr we shatk'.
s/he is scared this young girl

8. That is an aluminum bucket.

L'ex x'lsha awe.
aluminum budget it is

9. She put sugar on the strawberries.
Shuga axhude ye amsinl we tl'atgikatleghu.
sugar amongst them s/he put those strawberries

10. They pulled the boat up on the sand.
L'ew ka ke mduwayish we yakw.
sand on they pulled the boat
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Sentences - I' and s'

1. She has a new dress.

Yis t'ak du jlwu.
new dress his/her is in his/herpossession

2. He is hunting for groundhog.
S'axh kaxh at'un.

groundhog for s/he is hunting

3. She put on socl<s.
L'lx'wan xh'us 11 amdiyikh.
socks foot I(on)to s/he pulledit

4. He is walking among the jack pine trees.
L'al xhu Ixh ya nagut.
jackpine among \ through along s/he is walking

5. She lit a candle.

Turn s'lna a|t akamtigan.
tallow light it to s/he set fire

6. The tent is there, (situated, standing)
S'fsa hit we|t da.a.
canvas house there \ located is standing (sitting)
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7. The coho salmon have arrived here.

L'uk ke uwax'ak.
coho up (fish) have swum

8. He went beaver hunting / trapping.
S'igedi xhu | de wugut.
beaver among I to s/he went

9. You can see a sand bar in the river.

L'ew hin yfk|de duwatin.
sand river inside to it is visible

10. I see smoke.

S'ikh xhatm.
smoke I see
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Sentences - s' and ts'

1. Mypaternal uncle sewed a tent.
S'isa hit awakha
canxas house s/he sewed it

2. It's windy this morning.
Wuduwanuk ya ts'Citat.
it's windy, breezy this morning

3. She dug up (harvested) carrots.
S'ln ke akawaha.
carrots up s/he dug

axh
my

sani.

uncle (father's brother)

4. Fresh grown poplar leaves smell good.
Lits'a yis kawa.ayi dukh kayani.
it smells good new, fresh grown poplar leaves

5. He netted a ling cod.
S'axh' amdzighew.
ling cod s/he netted

6. She went up on the mountain for blueberries.
Sha ka | de wugut ts'ikaxhk'w kaxh.
mountain on j to s/he went lowbush blueberry for
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7. She made smoke under the fish.

S'ikh xhat tayi ye amsini .
smoke fish under (thus) s/he made it

8. \Ne saw a crow here this summer.

Yidat takw.iti ts'agwet ya|x' wutusitin.
now summer crow here I at we saw

9. He has a new cap on his head.
Yis s'axw sha|t adatin.
new hat, cap head \ on s/he has it (wearing it)

10. Those birds are hungry.
Has du Tt yan uwaha we ts'ats'i.
them in contact hunger came those small birds,

with song birds
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Sentences - ts and dz

1. It's good to see you again.
Yak'e ixhwsatini tsu.
good you I see again

2. She telephonedme earlier.
Dziyak awe axh
earlier, it is my
a while ago

J" t

possession \ to
xh'amditan.
s/he spoke

3. He put the ladder up against the cache.
Kayash ya|t ayamsitan we dzet.
platform, cache vertical face \ to s/he put it the ladder

4. He is chopping a sapling for a pole (forpushing a boat).
Tsagha yis as yadi as'uw.
pole for tree small, young s/he is chopping

5. He will fish for flounder by hook.
Dzanti kaxh akhghwast'exh.
fiouder for s/he will hool< fish

6. She saw a fur seal this summer.

Tsa amsitin yidat takw.iti.
seal s/he saw it now summer
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7. She cut the babiche lacing.
Dzas awaxash.
babiche lacing s/he cut it

8. The muskrat is sitting on a rock.
Te ka|t a we tsm.
rock on\ located s/he/itis sitting the muskrat

9. The fox is a fur-bearing animal.
Dzixhawu at awe naghas'e.
furry thing(s) it is fox

10. She will break a willow for a roasting stick.
TsTk yis ch'at' akhghwal'Tx'.
roasting stick for willow s/he willbreak
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Sentences - x' and xh'

1. The door is open.
Hede shutan
off to the side the end is situated

(it is open)

we xh'ahat.
the door

2. The boat is travelling towards that point of land.
Yut x'a niya|de ya nakhuxh we yakw.
wayover point direction] toward it is going along the boat
there (by boat)

3. That club is for fish.

Xhat yfs x'us'
fish for club

awe.

that is

4. She finished sewing the slippers.
Xh'an|guk tili yan awakha.

fire\ beside shoes finishing s/he sewed it

5. The man is carrying buckets.
X'Isha ya anat.at we kha.
bucket s/he is carrying them the man

6. She will pick rosehips.
Xh'wanet akhghwa.Tn.
rosehip s/he will pick them
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7. The man folded the blanket.

X'uw akamtik'wat' we kha.
blanket s/he folded it the man

We kha x'uw akamtik'wat'. (alternative)

8. The fire is smoking.
Yamtis'lkh we xh'an.
it is smol^ing the fire

9. She will read the book.

Akhghwatiw we x'ux'.
s/he will read the book

We x'ux' akhghwatiw. (alternative)

She will read a book, (or books)
X'ux' akhghwatiw.

10. The ptarmigan is sitting there.
Xh'es'awa we|t a.
ptarmigan there \located s/he/it is sitting
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Grammar and Vocabulary

Progressives

The progressive talks about:
o motion in progress, or
o actions viewed as motion, or
o transition between different states.

The progressive is formed by:
1) a proclitic (also called a preverb): ya, ye, ke
2) a prefix: na-
3) verb stem (usually has a special stem)

Examples of progressives:
ya nagut
ya nakhuxh
ya ndakhm

Compare progressives:
x'ax' ya anaxhen
s'm ya anaxhen

with present:
x'ax' axha

s'm axha

s/he's going (along) walking
s/he's going (along) by boat
it's flying (along)

s/he's going along eating an apple
s/he's going along eating a carrot

s/he's eating an apple
s/he's eating a carrot
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•
•

•

2 Further Examples of Progressives
A
W

• progressive:
• present:
•

ke nak'en

yak'e
it's getting better
it's good

•
• progressive:
J present:
A

ke khunas.at'

khusi.at'

it's getting cold
it's cold

^ progressive: sim dak nastan it's starting to rain
• past: Sim dak wusitan it's raining
^ (the thematic proclitic dak over-rides the progressive proclitic)
•

- «

# progressive:

• pasf;
A

ye andagan
amdigan

the sun is starting to shine
the sun is shining

W

J progressive:
• past:

chukwan ya kanas.en the grass is growing
chukwan kamsi.a the grass grew

•

• progressive:
• present:
•

dliy ya anas.m
dliy as.T

s/he is starting to cook meat
s/he is cooking meat

•
• progressive:
^ present:
m

xhat ya anasten
xhat astexh

s/he is starting to boil fish
s/he is boiling fish

0 progressive:
• present:

ke nasgwen
sigu

it's getting to be fun
it's fun, pleasant

? progressive:
• present:

axh tuwa ke nasgwen I'm starting to like it
axh tuwa sigu Hike it

•
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Stuwukha (Louis Shotridge) Vocabuiary
Louis Sliotridge studied with Franz Boas and compiled lists of Tlingit
words for food, fruit, vegetables, etc.

Examples:

apple

beans

red l^idney
beans

« /V n

xax

aguns

gwens

tsatgi kahagu

from Tlingit for crabapples
adapted from Englisti

descriptive "gopher
kidneys"

dried apricots shan gugu
dried peaches

'oldpeople's ears'

corn

sugar

pepper

curry powder

shan uxhu

shuga
tinukdzi I'ew

'oldpeople's teeth'

adapted from English
"sweet sand"

si.ax'u.at "sour stuff"

tuxh'wans'i nakw "pellet medicine"

xhat an dus.i at "something you cook
fish with"
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Shotridge Vocabulary (cont)

baking powder ke kdakhachji at "something that rises'

bread, flour

alcohol

sakwnen

naw

comes from Chinool<

Jargon
sapolil -• sablil

Chinook Jargon
lam —• rhum

axh da ya khughatch
Iget dizzy, disoriented,
"wobbly"

Miscellaneous Grammatical Notes

yat a
het a

/V 1 yv

wet a
/V I yv

yut a

/fs s/ff/ngr /7ere
/f's sitting over here
it's sitting there
it's sitting way over there
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Miscellaneous Vocabulary

1. ya khlna.en

2. we Ide duwatTn
there \ to it is visible

3. yis t'ak

4. tiagu t'agi

5. ch'agu t'agf

6. sakwnen

sakwnen iwu

sakwnen kaxuk

7. tsu

xhat tsu

8. axh jit
axh in yu xh'amti.at
me with s/he spoke (together)

9. t'Tsh

t'Tsh suxdi, t'Tsh saxwdi

10. yis
yes

a yis

it is getting to be dawn

it is visible there

new dress

old dress

old-timey dress

bannocl<

bread ("cooked bannock")
flour ("dry bannock")

again
me too (also, too)

to me (to my possession)
she spoke with me

frame (made of poles)
frame pole

new

fall time

for it (for that purpose)
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Miscellaneous Vocabulary (cont)

11. takw

Iti

takw.iti

12. dzas axash

13. xh'an

x'an

a x'an

14. x'ant uwanuk

x'an aya.u

13. tl'atgi Ika Itieghu
ground on \berry (possessed)

14. dexh

daxhnaxh

15. awa.u

agamdi.u

16. amtiyexh
agamdiiyexh

winter

after

summer

s/he is cutting babiche

fire

anger

the point of it

s/he is angry
s/he has anger

Strawberry

two (for objects)
two (for humans)

s/he bought it
s/he bought it for herself/himself

s/he made it

s/he made it for herself/himself
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Miscellaneous Sentences

1. She went to the phone.
Kaxis' xh'e|t uwagut. (Bessie)
wire mouth to s/he went

2. He called on the phone.
KaxTs' tu Inaxh
wire inside through

hat xh'amditan. (Mamie)
here s/he spo/ce

You are wanted on the phone.
KaxTs' xh'e | de iduxhuxh.
wire mouth | toward youare beingcalled

4. She ate with me (from my food, at my table).
Axh xh'e|daxh at uwaxha.
my mouth from s/he ate

5. Thank you for the meal.
Gunatchish i xh'e|daxh at xhwaxhayi.
thank you your mouth from thing(s) that I ate
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Examples of Tone Variation in Possessed and Postposition

1. x'lsha

axh x'lshayi
axh x'lshayi

2. dana

axh danayi

3. ghata
axh ghatayi
axh ghatayi ^

axh tayi
axh tayi
axh tayi

sha|xh amditi
head \ down over

axh shaxh awati

axh sha

bucket

my bucket

money

my money

trap
my trap

my garden
my fat
under me

he put it on his head

he put it on my head
my head
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Schedule

Wednesday Sept 9 Thursday Sept 10 Friday Sept 11

9:00 Opening Prayer

Listening Exercise:
1 and 1

Verbs: for oneself

Opening Prayer

Comparison of:
k' and x'

kh' and xh'

Word Lists

Sentences

Comparison of:
X and xh

Word Lists

Sentences

Classroom Expressions

10:45 Listening Exercise
(cont)

Positional Verbs:

sleeping
Comparison of:

k and kh

noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Positional Verbs

Emma Sam:

article re. award

presentation of gift

Classificatory Positional
Verbs

Classroom Expressions
(cont)

2:45 Positional Verbs:

translation practice
Classificatory Positional

Verbs (cont)
Wrap-up

Gifts

Closing Prayer
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Sentence Analysis : f and t' Listening Exercise
(Tesiin dialect)

1. Yis t'ak agamdikha.
new dress s/he sewed for herself/himself

She sewed herself a new dress.

2. Ldakat at akawachak.
every (all) thing s/he packed up

He packed up everything.

3. L'Tx'wan kaxhsane.
socks I am knitting

I am knitting socks.

4. Lichani nakw ayasahexh.
wild sage s/he is gathering
(stinky medicine)

She is gathering wild sage.

5. S'et' x'wan xh'ust amdiyekh.
rubber boots to the foot/feet s/he pulled on

He put on rubber boots.

6. Lakh'ask du tuwa sigu.
seaweed to his/her mind it is pleasant

She likes / wants seaweed.
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7. L'ew (rem) kat a we ketladi.
sand on it is sitting seagull

The seagull is sitting on the sand.

8. Du tetuxh yamkw.
his/her throat it is sore / it hurts

Her throat hurts.

9. L'amsha hin kinade duwatin.

L'amsha hin kanade duwatin.
sandy cliff water/ above, over it is visible

creek/river

A sandy cliff is visible above the water.

10. Axh tuwa sigu
I to my mind it is pleasant

I like his vest.

du t.utjini.
his/her vest

(something without sleeves)
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Tlingit Language

\ and f

September 2009

Examples of 1

1. tita

2. \u\

3. tetuxh

Examples of 1'

1. t'ak

2. few

t'em

3. nt

Teslin Dialect

knife

fireweed

throat

dress

sand

tail
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

\ and r

Write I and t' as you hear them.

1. YTs t'ak agamdikha.
She sewed herself a new dress.

2. Ldakat at akawachak.

He packed up everything.

3. L'lx'wan kaxhsane.

I am knitting socks.

4. Lichani nakw ayasahexh.
She is gathering wildsage.

5. S'et' x'wan xh'ust amdiyekh.
He put on rubber boots.

6. Lakh'ask du tuwa sigu.
She likes / wants seaweed.

7. L'ew (t'em) kat a we ketladi.
The seagull is sitting on the sand.

8. Du tetuxh yamkw.
Her throat hurts.

9. L'amsha hm kinade duwatm.
A sandy cliff is visible above the water.

10. Axh tuwa sigu du t.utjmi.
I like his vest.

Ignquaqe
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

\ and *'

Write I and I' as you hear them.

8



Tlingit Language

* and f

September 2009

Examples of 1

1. Iita

2. \u\

3. tetuxh

Examples of t'

1. t'ak

2. few

3. nt

Carcross Dialect

knife

fireweed

throat

dress

sand

tail
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

* and f

Write I and V as you hear them.

1. YTs I'ak agawdikha.
She sewed herself a new dress.

2. Ldaket et akawachak.

He packed up everything.

3. L'Tx'wan kaxhsane.
/ am knitting socks.

4. Lichani nakw ayasahexh.
She is gathering wild sage.

5. S'et' x'wan xh'ust awdiyekh.
He put on rubber boots.

6. Lakh'ask du tuwa sigu.
She likes / wants seaweed.

7. L'ew ket a we ketledi.

The seagull is sitting on the sand.

8. Du tetuxh yanuk.
Her throat hurts.

9. -L'awsha hin kanade duwatin.
A sandy cliff is visible above the water.

10. Axh tuwa sigu du t.utjmi.
I like his vest.

Ignquaae
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Word List - xh' and kh'

There are not many Tlingit words that use xh'.

xh'

1. xh'ak ravine

2. Sinwa Xh'ak Sinwa Ravine (near Jake's Corner)

3. Sha Xh'ak Shakwak Valley (?)
"between the mountains"

4. du xh'e his/her mouth

5. du xh'ata the corner(s) of his/her mouth

6. du xh'ada his/her lips, around his/her mouth

Note: The prefixed form of xh'e (mouth) is xh'a- . This form
occurs in compounds like the above and in verbs.

kh'

1. kh'atel pitcher

2. kh'ekaxwen flower

3. kh'ich' scar

compare to :

(4. k'ltja south wind, Chinook wind)
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Sentence Analysis : xh' and kh' Listening Exercise
(Tesiin diaiect)

1. Xh'aknaxh ke has uwa.at
canyon-along up they came

They came up through the canyon.

2. Lita tientm du jm awakh'ek'w.
knife big-with tiis/herhand s/tie cut it (body part)

She cut her hand with a big knife.

3. Xh'wat' x'uw du jiwu du tia.
down feathers blanket s/he has his/her mother

His mother has a down feather blanket/quilt/comforter.

4. Kh'ekaxwen kak'e du diak' jiyis awa.u.
flowers beautiful his sister for he bought

He bought his sister really pretty flowers.

5. Xh'es'awa yux' at xha.
ptarmigan over there it is eating (something)

A ptarmigan is eating over there.

6. Dexh kh'atel tiekhw awa.in.
two pitcher berries s/he picked

She picked two gallons of berries.

7. We shawat at xh'ishi axh xh'exh awati.
this woman dry salmon she fed me

(my mouth s/he gave)

The woman fed me dry salmon.
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8. Kh'ekh'w amsitin tatge.
arctic tern s/he saw yesterday

He saw terns yesterday.

9. Xh'an.lti amiiyexh.
fire pit s/he made

She made a fire pit.

10. We kh'anaxhan awamgwat'.
this fence s/he painted

He painted the fence.
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Tlingit Language

xh' and kh'

September 2009

Examples of xh'

1. xh'e

2. xh'ak

3. xh'wat'

Examples of kh'

1. kh'atet

2. kh'ich'

3. kh'ekh'w

Teslin Dialect

mouth

canyon

down feathers

pitcher

scar

arctic tern
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

xh' and kh' pmve
ignqmae

Write xh' and kh' as you hear them.

1. Xh'aknaxh ke has uwa.at

They came up through the canyon.

2. Lita tientin du jin awakh'ek'w.
She cut her hand with a big knife.

3. Xh'wat' x'uw du jlwu du tia.
His mother has a down feather blanket/quilt/comforter.

4. Kh'ekaxwen kak'e du diak' jlyis awa.u.
He bought his sister really pretty flowers.

5. Xh'es'awa yux' at xha.
A ptarmigan is eating over there.

6. Dexh kh'atet tiekhw awa.in.

She picked two gallons of berries.

7. We shawat at xh'Tshi axh xh'exh awati.

The woman fed me dry salmon.

8. Kh'ekh'w amsitin tatge.
He saw terns yesterday.

9. Xh'an.iti amtiyexh.
She made a fire pit.

10. We kh'anaxhan awamgwat'.
He painted the fence.
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Tlingit Language

xh' and kh'

September 2009

Examples of xh'

1. xh'e

2. xh'ak

3. xh'wat'

Examples of kh'

1. kh'atet

2. kh'ich'

3. kh'ekh'w

Carcross Dialect

mouth

canyon

down feathers

pitcher

scar

arctic tern
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Tlingit Language Carcross Dialect

xh' and kh'

Write xh' and kh' as you hear them.

1. Xh'aknaxh ke s uwa.et

They came up through the canyon.

2. Lita tientm du jm awakh'ek'w.
She cut her hand with a big knife.

3. Xh'wat' x'uw du jihu du tia.
His mother has a down feather blanket/quilt/comforter.

4. Kh'ekaxwen kak'e du diak' jlyis awa.u.
He bought his sister really pretty flowers.

5. Xh'es'awa yux' et xha.
A ptarmigan is eating over there.

6. Dexh kh'atel tiekhw awa.m.
She picked two gallons of berries.

7. We shawat at xh'Tshi axh xh'exh awati.

The woman fed me dry salmon.

8. Kh'ekh'w awsitin tatge.
He saw terns yesterday.

9. Xh'an.iti awtiyexh.
She made a fire pit.

10. We kh'anaxhan awamgwat'.
He painted the fence.
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Word List - x and xh

X

1. xedu comb

2. XI n bluefly

3. xuts brown bear

4. xixch' frog

xh

1. xhat fish, salmon

2. xhalak'ach' porcupine

3. xhTy backpack

4. xhat I, me
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Sentence Analysis : x and xh Listening Exercise
(Teslin dialect)

1. Xhiy aya.u.
backpack s/he owns it

He has a backpack. / f-ie owns a backpack.

2. Xakw hin yikde duwatm.
sandbar water inside-to it is visible

river it is seen

A sandbar is visible in the river.

3. Xit'a ye aya.u.
broom s/he is using / wearing it

She is using a broom.

4. Xhat asxuk.
fish s/he is drying

She is drying fish.

5. Ast wujixix we xhatak'ach'.
tree-arriving at it ran that porcupine

The porcupine ran up a tree.

6. Hande we xedu.
give me this comb

Give me the comb.

7. Du xhiksha ke nanikw.
his/her shoulder it is getting sore

s/he is getting sick

His shoulder is getting sore.
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8. Xil'i wex' ya kana.en.
mossberries there-at it is growing

Mossberries are growing there.

9. Xhanas' kat han we kha.
raft on-at s/he is standing this man

The man is standing on a raft.

10. Xakwt'i akhghwa.m.
soapberries s/he willpick

She will pick soapberries.

Note: 1. XhTy du jiwu.
2. Xhiy aya.u.

He has a backpack.
He owns/has a backpack.

Sentence (1) means that the person has a backpack in his
possession or on his person, where he has easy access to it if he
needs it.

Sentence (2) means that he owns a backpack; the backpack may
not be on his person or easily accessible, but he is the owner of it.
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Tlingit Language

X and xh

September 2009

Examples of x

1. xm

2. xuts

3. xixch'

Examples of xh

1. xhat

2. xhanas'

3. xhatak'ach'

Teslin Dialect

bluefly

brown bear

frog

fish

raft

porcupine
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

X and xh

Write X and xh as you hear them.

1. Xhiy aya.u.
He has a backpack. / He owns a backpack.

2. Xakw hin yfkde duwatin.
A sandbar is visible in the river.

3. Xit'a ye aya.u.
She is using a broom.

4. Xhat asxuk.

She is drying fish.

5. Ast wujixix we xhatak'ach'.
The porcupine ran up a tree.

6. Hande we xedu.
Give nne the comb.

7. Du xhiksha ke nanikw.
His shoulder is getting sore.

8. XTt'i wex' ya kana.en.
Mossberries are growing there.

9. Xhanas' kat han we kha.
The man is standing on a raft.

10. Xakwt'i akhghwa.in.
She willpick soapberries.
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Tlingit Language

X and xh

September 2009

Examples of x

1. xTn

2. xuts

3. xixch'

Examples of xh

1. xhat

2. xhanes'

3. xhatak'ach'

Carcross Dialect

bluefly

brown bear

frog

fish

raft

porcupine
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Tlingit Language Carcross Dialect

ImquaaeX and xh

Write X and xh as you hear them.

1. Xhiy eya.u.
He has a backpack. / He owns a backpack.

2. Xakw hin yikde duwatm.
A sandbar is visible in the river.

3. Xit'a ye eya.u.
She is using a broom.

4. Xhat esxuk.

She is drying fish.

5. Ast wujixix we xhatak'ach'.
The porcupine ran up a tree.

6. Hande we xedu.
Give me the comb.

7. Du xhiksha ke nanuk.
His shoulder is getting sore.

8. XTt'i wex' ya kana.en.
Mossberries are growing there.

9. Xhanes' ket hen we kha.
The man is standing on a raft.

10. Xakwt'i aghwa.Tn.
She will pick soapberries.
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Word List - k and kh

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

k

kljin

kit

a ka

kushda

kh

kha

khusti

khuti

khita

five

l<iller whale

on it

river (land) otter

man

life, way of life

weather

platter
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Sentence Analysis ; k and kh Listening Exercise
(Teslin dialect)

1. Ketlyadi du jit wududzinuk.
puppy his/her possessive-to someone gave it

Someone gave him a puppy.

2. At dayI khakw awe ye yati.
birch barl< basket it is (focus) it is

That is a birch bark basket.

3. Kha dzisk'w yut han.
man/male moose overthere-at it is standing

The bull moose is standing over there.

4. Yis kax'wxhwet amsi.u.
new bed s/he bought it

She bought a new bed.

5. Kakhajet ka wunuk.
Kakhijet ka wunuk.
chair on s/he sat down.

She sat down on a chair.

6. Khatuwu at shi.
chickadee it is singing

The chickadee is singing.
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7. Ketlyatx'i ya daxh kana.en.
pussy willows (puppies) they are growing

Pussy willows are growing.

8. Axh jit kasatan we khas', gushi ?
my possessive-to give it this match OK

(short stick)

Hand me that match, OK?

9. Ye kanasxixi khutghanaha xhwasitin.
falling star I saw it

I saw a falling star.

10. Kaghit a kade saduwa.axhch.
loon lake on-to its voice can be heard/it is audible

You can hear a loon calling on the lake.

Note: Here sa- is the prefixed form of se (voice), just as
xh'a- is the prefixed form of xh'e (mouth)
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Tlingit Language

k and kh

September 2009

Examples of k

1. duk

2. kukh

3. ketl

Examples of kh

1. khuk

2. kha

3. khRa

Teslin Dialect

hide, skin

pit

dog

box

man

platter
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

k and kh

Write k and kh as you hear them.

1. Ketlyadi du jit wududzinuk.
Someone gave him a puppy.

2. At dayI khakw awe ye yati.
That is a birch bark basket.

3. Kha dzisk'w yut han.
The bull moose is standing over there.

4. Yis kax'wxhwet amsi.u.

She bought a new bed.

5. Kakhajet ka wunuk. / Kakhijet ka wunuk.
She sat down on a chair.

6. Khatuwu at shi.

The chickadee is singing.

7. Ketlyatx'i ya daxh kana.en.
Pussy willows are growing.

8. Axh jit kasatan we khas', gushi ?
Hand me that match, OK?

9. Ye kanasxixi khutghanaha xhwasitin.
I saw a falling star.

10. Kaghlt a kade saduwa.axhch.
You can hear a loon calling on the lake.
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Tlingit Language

k and kh

September 2009

Examples of k

1. duk

2. kukh

3. ketl

Examples of kh

1. khuk

2. kha

3. khRa

Carcross Dialect

hide, skin

pit

dog

box

man

platter
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TLiNGiT Language Carcross Dialect

k and kh

Write k and kh as you hear them.

1. Ketlyedi du jit wududzinuk.
Someone gave him a puppy.

2. At dayI khakw awe ye yeti.
That is a birch bark basket

3. Kha dzisk'w yut hen.
The bull moose is standing over there.

4. YTs kax'wxhwet awa.u.

She bought a new bed.

5. Kakhijet ka wunuk.
She sat down on a chair.

6. Khatuk'u et shi.

The chickadee is singing.

7. Ketlyetx'i ya daxh kana.en.
Pussy willows are growing.

8. Axh jit saten we khas', gushe ?
Hand me that match, OK?

9. Ye kanasxixi khudaxhanaha xhwasitin.
I saw a falling star.

10. Kaghit a kade saduwa.axhch.
You can hear a loon calling on the lake.
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Miscellaneous Sentences

1. Tsu ye yanakha. You say it.
(speaking to one person).

Tsu ye yaniykha. You say it.
(speaking to more than one).

(yaniykha is also pronounced yinakha in Teslin.)

2. Tsuk' I

3. Ha ya ke jisatan.

4. We.ech ye yanakha.

5. Yat'a khu.a.

6. A yaxh awe.

7. A yaxh wuta I

8. Ghatulsa.

Again!

Bless us.

You say it.

This one.

It is right.

Roll over!

Let's take a break.
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Examples of tone changes on the verb stem to pick(berries)

Xakwt'i akhghwa.in. She willpick soapberries.

a.in s/he is picking them

awa.m s/he picked them

akhghwa.in s/he willpick them

in pick them!
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Example Sentences using ga- D (for himself/herself)

1. awakha s/he sewed it

I dr wu- ya- kha/
obj perf cl stem

agamdikha s/he sewed it for self
/a- ga- wu- di- kha/

2. akawachak s/he packed it up
la- ka- wu- ya- chak/
obj prefix perf cl stem

agamdichak s/he packed it up for self
akagamdichak
/ a- (ka-) ga- wu- di- chak /

3. akamsine s/he knitted it

/ a- ka- wu- si- ne /

agamdzine s/he knitted it for self
akagamdzine
/ a- (ka-) ga- wu- dzi- ne /

(di-si-)

4. ayamsiha s/he gathered them
/a- ya- wu- si- ha/
ayagamdziha s/he gathered them for self
I di- ya- ga- wu- dzi- ha/

5. amsi.T s/he cooked it

agamdzi.T s/he cooked it for self
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Example Sentences using -de (towards)

Do you see (the man) over there?

1. Yude duwatm.

yu -de
\Nayover towards
there

duwatm
it is visible

2. Sha kade duwa.axhch.

Sha ka -de
mountain surface to

on

It is visible over there.

It can be heard from the

mountain.

duwa.axhch
it is audible

it can be heard
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Positional Verbs (Sitting, Standing, Lying)

1. Sitting

several sitting together

1sg xha.a / am sitting 1pl tukhm we are sitting

2sg X Ak

i.a you (one) are
sitting

2pl yikhin you (plural) are
sitting

3sg yv

a s/he is sitting 3pl has khm they are sitting

4sg a.a someone is sitting 4pl akhm

dukhm

people are
sitting

Examples of Sitting With

The plural theme is used when a singular person is sitting with
another person or people.

1sg Du in xhakhTn.

2sg Axh in ikhm.

3sg Axh In khm.

I'm sitting with him.

You (one) are sitting with me.

S/he is sitting with me.
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2. Standing

1sg xhahan / am standing 1pl tunakh we are standing

2sg ihan you (one) are
standing

2pl yinakh you (pi) are
standing

3sg han s/he is

standing
3pl has nakh they are

standing

4sg ahan someone is

standing
4pl anakh people are

standing

3. Lying
sh xhastan I am lying.
sh xha- s- tan
self I cl stem

1sg sh xhastan / am lying 1pl sh tut.at we are lying

2sg sh istan you (one)
are lying

2pl sh yit.at you (pi) are
lying

3sg sh istan s/he is lying 3pl has sh

it.at

they are lying

4sg sh dustan someone is

lying
4pl sh dut.at people are

lying
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Example Sentences

The postposition -t is added to designate where a person/
animal/ thing is sitting/ standing/ lying.

1. Yat xha.a.

2. Wet han.

3. Yut han.

4. T'a kat sh istan.

5. Nadakw tayit a.

6. Nett xha.a.

7. Dzet kat has nakh.

8. Ha tia nefit tukhm.

I am sitting here.

S/he is standing there.

S/he is standing over yonder.

S/he is lying on the floor.

S/he is sitting under the table.

I am sitting at home.
I am staying at home.

They are standing on the bridge.
They are standing on the ladder.

We are sitting at our mother's.
(place)

9. Axh ish kax'whwet kat sh istan.

My father is lying on the bed.

10. Gut sa I.a ?

Gu sa at i.a ? J
Where are you sitting?
. Where are you staying?
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Example Sentences (cont)

11. Ghichadi kat a. S/he is sitting on the windfall.

12. Xh'an gukt tukhin. We are sitting by the fire.

13. Ldakat has we xh'an tIen gukt has khm.
All of them are sitting around the big camp fire.
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4. Sleeping

1sg xhata 1 am

sleeping
1pl tuxhex'w we are

sleeping

2sg ita you (one)
are sleeping

2pl yixhex'w you (pi) are
sleeping

3sg ta s/he is

sleeping
3pl has xhex'w they are

sleeping

4sg ata someone is

sleeping
4pl axhex'w people are

sleeping

Again, the verb stem automatically takes the plural when a
singular person is sleeping with another person.

Example:
Du tia tin xhex'w.

S/he is sleeping with his/her mother.
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The Postposition -t

The postposition -t is used to indicate the place where the
subject is sitting, standing, lying, etc.

1. Tl'atgi kat ta we shawat.
ground on s/he is sleeping this woman

The woman is sleeping on the ground.
To emphasise the position:

Tl'atgi ka awe at ta we shawat.
It is on the ground that the woman is sleeping.

2. S'isa hit yit has xhex'w.
canvas house inside they are sleeping

(tent) a building

They are sleeping in a tent.

3. We t'ukaneyi
this baby

The baby is sleeping on the cradleboard.

t'uk kat ta.
cradleboard on s/he is sleeping

4. Xh'an gukt axhex'w.
fire by people are sleeping

People are sleeping by the fire.

5. We ketl hit tayit
this dog house under

The dog is sleeping under the house.

We ketl hit tayi at ta.
We ketl hit teyi et ta. (Carcross)

Also
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Note that the postposition -t is used to indicate location only with
positional verbs. With active verbs, on the other hand, the
postposition -x' is used to specify the location of the activity.

Compare the following sentences :

6. Gut sa ita ?
where you (one) are sleeping
(what specific place)

Where are you sleeping?

7. Gux' sa ye jine ?
Where are you working?/ Where do you work?
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Classificatory Verbs (Positional)
an object is lying / standing /sitting tliere

Note : the qualities of the noun determine the verb stem used.

See Interior Tlingit Noun Dictionary, last section.

1. at tin

one compact object is lying / standing /sitting there
Most objects belong to this category.

Examples:

1. X'ux' at tin. A book is lying there.
A piece ofpaper is lying there.

2. Te at tin. A rock is lying there.

3. Dana at tin. Money (one bill) is lying there.

4. Dliy at tin. A piece of meat is lying there.

5. Ka at tin. A car is sitting there.

6. S'axw at tin. A hat is lying there.

7. Tit at tin. A shoe is lying there.

8. Us'a at tin. A bar of soap is lying there.
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2. at katm

one small round object is lying there

Examples:

1. Dana at katm. Money (one coin) is lying there.

2. K'wat' at katin. An egg is lying there.

3. Kut'ax'a at katin. A marble is lying there.

4. TIekhw at katm. A berry is lying there.

5. Kawut at katm. A bead is lying there.

6. Kas'it at katin. A screw is lying there.

7. Kis at katin. A (solid) bracelet is lying there.

8. K'unts' at katin. A potato is lying there.

9. X'ax' at katin. An apple is lying there.
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3. at satin

a hairlike or stringlike object or mass is lying there;
a bag or basket or other bag-like object is lying there;
something inside a bag-like object is lying there

Examples:

1. Tas at satin. Thread is lying there.

2. Ghewu at satin. A net is lying there.

3. Kaken at satin. Yarn is lying there.

4. Dux at satin. Sinew is lying there.

5. At nasi at satin. Guts are lying there.

6. Tlx' at satin. Rope is lying there.

7. Gwet at satin. A bag is lying there.

8. Khakw at satin. A basket is lying there.

9. X'ax' at satin. Apples (in a bag) are lying there.

10. Xhat at satin. Root(s) are lying there.

11. Yl.at at satin. A mattress is lying there.

12. X'at' at satin. An island is lying there.
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4. at tan

a solid container is lying there;
an object traditionally made of wood is lying there

Examples:

1. Khuk at tan. A box is lying there.

2. Gux'a at tan. A cup is lying there.

3. X'isha at tan. A bucket is lying there.

4. Gaw at tan. A drum is lying there.

5. Axha at tan. A paddle is lying there.

6. Yakw at tan. A boat is lying there.

7. Xat'a at tan. A sled is lying there.

8. TsTk at tan. A spit / skewer / roasting stick is
lying there.

However, some objects made of wood that would seem likely to
take at tan in fact take at tin , for example:

9. Khutl'ida at tin.

10. KutTya at tin.

11. Dzet at tin.

12. X'us' at tin.

A shovel is lying there.

A totem pole is standing there.

A ladder is standing there.

A club is lying there.
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5. at yatan

a piece of wood is lying there

1. Gan at yatan. A piece of firewood is lying there.

6. at satan

a wooden object with a handle / bristles is lying there;
an object with many branches is lying there
an object with ropes or strings attached to it is lying there

1. Taw at satan.

2. Xit'a at satan.

3. Chash at satan.

4. Haw at satan.

A feather is lying there.

A broom is lying there.

A tree branch (e.g.spruce) is
lying there.

A (shorter) branch (e.g. hemlock) is
lying there.
Note: haw is pronounced h^w,
with a nasal vowel.

5. At kuwu at satan. A tail (bird or fish) is lying there.

6. At Hdi at satan.

7. Kayani at satan.

A tail (mammal) is lying there.

Leaf/leaves / vegetation is lying
there.
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8. Sakhs at satan. A bow is lying there.

9. Jaji at satan. A snowshoe is lying there.

10. Chunet at satan. An arrow is lying there.

11. Xedu at satan. A comb is lying there.

12. Wugha at satan. A skin scraper (with handle) is
lying there.

13. K'lxh'a sixwti at satan. A fishing pole is lying there.

14. T'lx' at satan. An ice chisel is lying there.

15. Tula at satan. A drill is lying there.

7. at sa.m

water or food or something in a container is lying there

1. Di at sa.in. Tea (in a cup or pot) is lying there.

2. Atxha at sa.m.

3. Taxhhmi at sa.m.

4. Sakwnen at sa.m.

5. HTn at sa.m.

Food (in a container or on a plate) is
lying there.

Soup (in a bowl or pot) is lying there.

Bread (on a plate) is lying there.

Water (in a cup or pot) is lying there.
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8. at axh

a large, flat, flexible object like hide or blanket is lying there;
something made of woven material is lying there

1. At dugu at axh

2. X'uw at axh.

3. K'udas' at axh.

4. Kina.at at axh.

5. L'T x'wan at axh

6. Jighwena at axh.

7. Ghach at axh.

8. L'ak at axh.

9. S'isa at axh.

10. Xwasda at axh.

A skin /hide is lying there.

A blanl^et is lying there.

A shirt is lying there.

A coat is lying there.

A sock is lying there.

A towel is lying there.

A rug is lying there.

A dress/skirt is lying there.

A cloth is lying there.

Canvas is lying there.
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9. at ta.at

plural separate objects (not inside a container) are lying there.

1. Te at ta.at.

2. Jaji at ta.at.

3. Tit at ta.at.

4. Dana at ta.at.

Rocks are lying there.

Snowshoes are lying there.

Shoes are lying there.

Money (several bills) are lying there.

10. at kafa.at

separate plural small round objects (not objects inside
a container) are lying there.

1. TIekhw at kata.at. Berries are lying there.

2. At tuteyi at kata.at. Bullets / shells are lying there.

3. K'unts' at kata.at. Potatoes are lying there.

4. K'wat' at kata.at. Eggs (bird) are lying there.

5. Kahakw at kata.at. Fish eggs are lying there.

6. Kas'Tt at kata.at. Screws are lying there.
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A

11. at da.a

a house or building is standing there

1. Hit at da.a. A house is standing there.

2. Chashhit at da.a. A bush house is standing there.

12. at dakhin

plural houses or buildings are standing there

1. Hit at dakhin. Houses are standing there.

13. at den

a body of water is lying there

1. A at den. Alake is lying there.

2. Hm at den. A pool/puddle is lying there.
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A

Classroom Expressions

1. Wa.ech ye yanakha.

2. Yat'a khu.a ?

3. A yaxh agwe ?

4. A yaxh awe.

5. Ye agwe?

6. Ye awe.

7. Yak'e gi ?
Yak'e agi ?

8. Yak'e awe.

9. Yiwanch ye yaniykha.

10. Kuna.akhw tsu.

Tsu kuna.akhw.

11. Ch'a kuna.akhw

12. Khunaxh yak'e.

You say it (speal<ing to one
person)

How about this one?

Is this/that right?

That's right

Is that so?/Is that it?

Is that the way?

That's the way. / It is so.

Is it good?

That's good.

You say it (speaking to more
than one person)

Say it again.

Just try it!

That's really good.
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Classroom Expressions (cont)

13. Manaxh sawe ye khiyamkw ?
Why are you doing that?
Why are you saying that?

14. Ghatutsa. Let's rest. / Let's take a break.

15. Xhat tatin. Look at me.

16. 1 jin nat'acht. Clap your hands.

17. Sh itk'att'. Be quiet.

18. A yaxh wuhan. Turn around, (standing)

19. A yaxh wuta. Roll over, (lying)

20. Ke yishukh. Laugh1(to several people)

21. Ke shukh. Laughl (to one person)

22. Yisiku gi? Do you know it / him / her ?

23. Yat yaxh khuyati. The weather (somewhere
else) is like here.

24. Wakhdana Itmaxh xhat yati. 1need glasses.

25. 1 jiyis axh tuwu yak'e. 1am happy for you.

26. 1 tikudzi. You're amazing.
You're awesome.
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Classroom Expressions (cont)

27. Idzika.

28. Uxhdzika.

29. A uxhdzika.

Ax' uxhdzika.

You're lazy.

I'm lazy.

I'm lazy to do It.

30. Lich'iyakhw. S/he Is slow.

31. Jitich'Tyakhw. S/he Is a slow worker,

("hand" Incorporated)

32. Xh'atich'iyakhw. S/he Is a slow talker,

("mouth" Incorporated)

33. Axh yigha ! Walt for me!

34. Axh yigha yan han ! Stop (walking) and wait for
me.

35. Yan shuwaxix ya yagi. The day has ended.

36. Naxhtu.at! Let's go!

37. Tliyex' ! Stop!

38. Li s'e ! Walt! (for a while)
Just a moment!
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Classroom Expressions (cont)

39. I kadaxh axh tuwu kiighT. I'm proud ofyou (one person).
I kaxh axh tuwu ktighi.

40. Yi kadaxh axh tuwu ktighi. I'm proud ofyou (two or more
Yi kaxh axh tuwu ktighi. people).

41. Hado!

42. TIagu !

43. Hu !

45. Ayaw

44. Huhuhuhuhu !

46. Gha yati.

47. Nms!

48. Van iwani gi ?

49. Kamdinet.

50. Du jin kamdinet.

51. Ya khidzige.

My goodness! (surprised)

Wow! (very surprised)

Ouch!

Ouch!

(really in pain, really cold)

It doesn't matter. / It's all right.
No problem.

Smell nose!/ Rub noses!

Are you ready?

S/he/it is shaking.

His/her hands are shaking.

You are smart.
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Schedule

Tuesday Nov 16 Wednesday Nov 17

9:00 Opening Prayer

Welcome and Introductions

Tlingit Alphabet - Consonants

Opening Prayer

Comparison of Alphabets

Listening Exercise Word Lists:
dz, ts and ts'
gh, kh and kh'

10:45 Word Origins - Chinook Trading
Jargon

Song by Pete Sidney

12:00 lunch lunch

1:00 Tlingit Alphabet - Vowels

Comparison of Different Tlingit
Writing Systems

Gary Johnson's Drum

Hank Williams Song by Sam
Johnston

2:45 Listening Exercise Word Lists:
d, t and t'
g, k and k'

Listening Exercise Word List:
X, xh, x' and xh'

Comments

Wrap-up and Gifts

Closing Prayer
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Consonants

Stops

plain

aspirated

glottalized

Fricatives

plain

glottalized

Sonorants

non-nasal

nasal

•Q
ca

Vowels and Tone

Short Vowels

with low tone

i u

e —

a

w

m

•2
o

Tlingit Interior Alphabet

5
ca
-j

c
•S

CO

c
•S
§ -5

•Q
TO

i

d dl dz j g gw gh ghw

t tl ts ch k kw kh khw

f tl' ts' oh' k' kw' kh' kh'w

n

s sh X xw xh xhw h

s' x' xw' xh' xh'w

Short Vowels

with high tone
1 u

e 6

a

Long Vowels
with low tone

I LI

e 6

a

"B-S
3 :3

•W

hw

CD

•Q

o-y
DC CD

Long Vowels
with high tone
I u

e 6

a



Example Sentences and Vocabulary

1. awa.u s/he bought it

2. ch'ut una.weji (Atlin - Mary) before s/he bought it
ch'ut una.eji (Teslin - Sam)

3. wuhu s/he waded (in water)

4. ya nahwen s/he is wading along

5. ghin silverberries (that grows on red
"willows" in the Taku area)
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Language Comparisons and Derivations

Chinook was a trading jargon of tine West Coast

rum (Englisli) rum
lam (Chinook Jargon)
laam (Haida)
naw (Tlingit)

le pretre (French)
lablet (Chinook Jargon)
nakwnet (Tlingit)

priest, preacher

molasses (English) molasses
gunashish (Tlingit)

beans (English) bearis
gwens (Tlingit)

la table (French) table
ladap (Chinook Jargon)
nadakw (Tlingit)

Xutsnuwu Angoon
(Xutsnuwu is the original name ofAngoon Village and other
places, including an island in Marsh Lake)
Hoochinoo (Chinook Jargon)

the drink associated with Angoon
Hooch (English) any strong alcoholic drink
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Language Comparisons (cont)

7. Krest (Russian) cross
Kanest (Tlingit)

8. chashka (Russian) cup, chalice
chashga (Coastal Tlingit)

9. dixh'kayakhijet (18^^ century Tlingit)
horse (literally "the thing you
sit on the back of")

gamdan (IViodern Tlingit) horse (from Chinook Jargon)

10. kha yuka.ut'i buttons (literally "octopus suckers
on the belly", referring to coat
buttons fastened on the belly of
Russian sailors)

11. kawut (Tlingit) bead
gawiit (Haida)
guyet (N. Tutchone)

12. Kloochman (Chinook Jargon)
woman
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Vowels

Short Long

low tone high tone low tone high tone

a
r

a
>

a a

e
r

0 0 0

i
r

1
•\

1
/V

1

u u
>

U U

6 (rare) 6 (rar0)

Examples of Tone and Vowel Length Changes

1. axha

2. axha at

3. axha nich

4. akghwaxha

5. tiel akghwaxha

s/he is eating it

the thing s/he is eating

s/he always eats it

s/he will eat it

s/he will not eat it
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Examples of Tone and Vowel Length Changes (cont)

1. hat uwagut

2. tiel hat wugut

3. ya nagut

4. we ya nagut kha

5. hande kghwagut

s/he came here

s/he didn't come here

s/he is walking along

the man who's walking along

s/he will come

Note contrast between Coastal Tlingit underscored k
and Interior Tlingit kh

Interior Tlingit Coastal Tlingit English

khudziti kudzitee
it exists

tiet khusti tie! koosti
it doesn't exist

khustiyin kusteeyin it used to exist

khustf kusti
life, way of life

ha khustiyi haa kusteeyi our way of of life,
our culture
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Listening Exercise Word Lists

Alveolar Series Exercises - d, t, t'

1. de road

2. te rock

3. t'a king salmon

4. dana money

5. t'a ka floor

6. tawe mountain sheep

7. t'uk ! shoot it! (with bow and arrow)

8. tax'a mosquito

9. kut'ax'a marble (a round glass marble)

10. dis moon, month

Velar Series Exercises - g, k, k'

1. gaw drum, dock

2. k'e goodness
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3. kayani leaves

4. gas' frost

5. k'ltja south wind

6. kast barrel

7. k'isani boys

8. gan firewood

9. k'iden well, good

10. kit killer whale

Sibilant Series Exercises - dz, ts, ts'

1. tsu again

2. dzet ladder, stairs

3. tsax' mitten

4. ts'ats'i songbird

5. dzfsk'w moose
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6. tits'a it smells good, it is fragrant

7. dzas babiche, thonging

8. tsm muskrat

9. ts'utat morning

10. tidzT it is hard, difficult

Uvular Series Exercises - gh, kh, kh'

1. ghata trap

2. kh'atet pitcher

3. khu.u people

4. ghat coho salmon

5. khidu beaver dam

6. kh'atiyel is a liar

7. ghin silverberry

8. khas' match
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9. ghitgha pine needle, spruce needle

10. sh wudikh'ek'w s/he cut herself/himself

Uvular Fricative Series Exercises - x, x', xh, xh'

1. xhanas'

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

X as

xh'an

xhiksha

x'ax'

xh'ada

x'egha

xedu

x'isha

xana

raft

waterfall

fire

shoulder

apple

lips, around the mouth

truly

comb

pail, bucket

evening
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HistoricalWritten Tlingit

Early Russian Documentation of Tlingit (1800s)

Rezanov wrote a large multi-language vocabulary.

Bishop Veniaminov (St. Innocent) wrote a Tlingit vocabulary.

Radloff and "Constantine" (a Tlingit from Chilkat) - spent a year in St.
Petersburg documenting Tlingit.

These used the Cyrillic alphabet.

American Documentation of Tlingit

John R. Swanton wrote Tlingit Myths and Texts (1909) and other works.

Franz Boas, an anthropologist and linguist, worked with Louis Shotridge, a
Klukwan Tlingit. Boas compiled the Handbook ofAmerican Indian
Languages (1911) and wrote many other works.

Shotridge - an Americanized pronunciation of Lshatxhichxh
from tiel shaduxhichxh they don't hit them over the head

Louis Shotridge's Tlingit name was Stuwukha
from situwu kha person with a lot of knowledge

Kelly &Willard wrote a prayer book (1905) using their own orthograhy. .

Naish &Story wrote a dictionary (1973) and other works.

Frederica de Laguna was an anthropologist who wrote Under Mount Saint
Ellas: The History and Culture of the Yakutat Tlingit (1972).

Catherine McClennan wrote My Old People Say (1975) and other works.

Nora and Richard Daunhauer wrote the 3-volume Classics of Tlingit Oral
Literature (1987-1994) and other works.
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Example of written Tlingit by Swanton
from TlingitMyths and Texts, published 1909

Scan ofExcerpt from Tlingit Myths and Texts, p 291

Ak!"q!ayu' ye yati' qa akade' wugu't gA'nga. A'yAxde
At Auk stopping a man out on got for firewood. Around it

yanagudl'ayu aosltl'n cawA't yu'adlglga cwu'Lixac. Ducaxawu'
going was he saw woman one - floating. Her hair

yeklu'Liyat!. Tc!ak" alti'ni a'ya aosltl'n j'̂ e'k^tsliga'yi a. At yA'tqJi
was long. Sometime looking he saw her her little ones " were. Children

1.

2.

Lie 'nAxxT'dAq (Swanton)
tranaxidakhw (modern Tlingit)

Akl^qlayu'
Ak'wx' ayu
At Auk bay

wugu't
wugut
he went

ye yati' qa
ye yati kha
he is staying man

gA'nga. (Swanton)
gangha. (modern Tlingit)
for firewood

akade'

a kade
onto lake

A man at Auk Lake went out on the lake after firewood. (Swanton)

3. A'yAxde
A yaxhde
to the lake shore

yu'adTgTga
yu a digiyge
the lake middle

yanagudT'ayu aosTtT'n cawA't
ya nagudi ayu awsitin shawat
as he was going he saw woman

cwu'LTxac. (Swanton)
sh wudihash. (modern Tlingit)
she was floating

On the way round it he saw a woman floating about. (Swanton)
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Example of written Tlingit by Naish and Story

Scan ofExcerpt from The Brass Serpent and Other Stories,
p.3

Three Old Testament stories in Tlingit, by Constance Naish and Gillian L
Story, Wycliffe Bible Translators, 1963.

Tl^il oonul^i dax'6n jink^t tdkw yah shoo-
gux^ex, Israel t6onux gogwast^e antkeen^e
kulguk6ot hus wooligis', A^^.uyilh ad^i yah
konuh^in^ uh kdh dak hus woodlitsoowoo y^i
uydh, ydh hus ukgwahei^ tl'dtk. Yilh tl'tltk hus
doo "feen uyawsilskh Dik^e Ank^woo-chj uh k^

yeis goxsuddk.

from The Brass Serpent, Numbers 20:14-21, 21:4-9

final phrase above:

uh kah yeis goxsadak (Naish & Story)
a kaa yei s guxsadaak (Modern Coastal)
a ka ye s guxhsadakh (Modern Interior)

They willmove onto it (the land).
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Consonant Writing Comparisons

Swanton Boas Modern Coastal Modern Interior

g g g g

g g g gh

k k k k

q q k kh

X X X X

X X X xh

g°, g", gw g", gw gw gw

x°, x", xw x", xw xw xw
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Vowel Writing Comparisons

Short vowels

Kelly & Willard
(1904)

Naish & Story
(1960-1970
approx)

Coastal
(1972 approx)

Interior
(1970s approx)

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone -

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

u u
r

U a
r

a a a

e e e e
X

e e
r

e

1 i 1 i 1 i 1

6b 0 0 u
r

U u u

6 (rare) 6 (rare)

Long vowels

Kelly & Willard
(1904)

Naish & Story
(1960-1970
approx)

Coastal
(1972 approx)

Interior
(1970s approx)

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

low
tone

high
tone

a a a aa aa
X

a a

a ei ei ei ei e e

e ee ee ee ee
N

1 1

00 00 00 00 00 u u

6u
(rare)

6 (rare)
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Song by Pete Sidney (1992) from Carcross

Recorded by Pat Moore

1. Da sa kwshe gi
what could it be?

2. Ach ujakhch gi hedi ch'it
that kills that ch'it

3. Lingit'ani kat naxhtahash-a
let him soar / float over Tlingit land

4. Khachu yet dayatuch ach ujakhch
actually, it's thinking about Raven that is killing him

5. Tsu ya du t'e ani aya, ani aya
(vocables)

Free Translation

What could it be that is killing that Ch'it
so that he soars over Tlingit land?

It turns out that it is the thought of Raven
that is killing him.

Note: Ch'it "murrelet" is a Yanyedf crest. It metaphorically represents the
mental anguish of the Yanyedf as he searches the earth looking for his lost
Raven.
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Sam's Song

From Take These Chains from my Heart sung by Hank Williams,
composed by Fred Rose and Hy Heath, translated into Tlingit by Sam
Johnston.

We Chens axh texh' dadaxh
the chains my heart from around

ye nasni
(you) take away

I tuwu axh niyade mdzi.at'
your feelings, thoughts towards me they have cooled off

Agha tsa tiel tsu de axh dat sh tukishti
and then no longer about me you don't care

Ldakat
all

\ datuwu de
the thoughts of you now

kamdik'it'
they are all gone

We texh' tumkw khu gi ye yanaxhdudzikha
the heart ache however is there anything to be said

We Chens axh texh' dadaxh
the chains my heart from around

Take these chains from my heart and set me free

You're grow cold and no longer care for me

All my faith in you is gone

But the heartaches linger on

Take these chains from my heart and set me free
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Santa Claus is Coming to Town

Tlingit translation attributed to Nora Dauenhauer.

Dlinkwat sh W\n, \ kidaghaxhikh

t sh kh'ayit.ushikh, yisiku gi,

Sandi TIas ya ande kghwagut.

Sax'w akshaxit, a da yakghwas.a,

A sa t ushk'eyi kha k'eyi

Sandi Has ya ande kghwagut

Askwexh agha itexhi,

Askwexh agha \ itexhi,

A sa t ushk'eyi kha k'eyi

Da k'iden khighisti de !

Dlinkwat sh iltin, \ kidaghaxhikh

L sh kh'ayit.ushikh, yisiku gi,

Sandi TIas ya ande kghwagut.
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Santa Claus Is Coming to Town

Written by J. Fred Coots and IHaven Gillespie, 1934

You better watch out, you better not cry
You better not pout, I'm telling you'why
Santa Claus is coming to town
He's making a list and checking it twice
Gonna find out who's naughty and nice
Santa Claus is coming to town

He sees you when you're sleeping
He knows when you're awake
He knows if you've been bad or good
So be good for goodness sake!

You better watch out, you better not cry
You better not pout, I'm telling you why
Santa Claus is coming to town

Note: The original Sindi TIas is replaced by Sandi TIas which is the
Interior Tlingit pronunciation of "Santa Claus".
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Schedule

Monday Mar 1 Tuesday Mar 2 Wednesday Mar 3

9:00 Opening Prayer

Welcome

Stative Verbs

Zero conjugation /
na- conjugation

Commands (cont)

10:45 U-Perfective Conjugation Perfectives of Transitive

Verbs

Negatives til and li

Weather Terms

12 lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Listening Exercise:
g and gh

Listening Exercise:
X and xh

Weather (cont)

Farewells

Song - Santa Claus is
Coming to Town

2:45 Motion Verbs and

Preyerbs

Listening Exercise:
X and xh (cont)

Ordinal numerals

Commands

Wrap-up and Gifts

Closing Prayer
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Word List - g and gh

g gh

gaxw duck ghuch wolf

guch hill ghitgha spruce needle

gaw drum ghaxh s/he is crying

gaxh (Carcross) rabbit
ghaxh (Telsin)

ghakh lynx

gan wood ghat sockeye
salmon

Sentences for Listening Exercise Using g and ghi

Gaxw ya
duck

nahwen.
it is swimming

Gaxw at wusihu.
duck around it is swimming

The ducl< is swimming.

We ghuch du In a aktadutl.
ttie wolf his witti-one it is calling (for it) to come

(companion)

The wolf is calling for its mate.
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We guch shakT tiel ut.atk.

We gCich shakT tiet ut.as
the hill top not it has anything on it

The hilltop is bare.

4. Wusixuk we ghitgha, asdaxh kadaghatch.
it's dried out (a plant) the spruce needles tree-from they are falling

The spruce needles are dried out, they are falling from the tree.

5. We gaw axh gatan ; nagwal.
the drum from there you pick up you beat it

Pick up the drum and beat it.

6. We yadak'w nichka ghaxh.
the boy for nothing he is crying

The boy is crying for nothing.

7. We ghakh at tatin.
the lynx something is watching, is looking at

The lynx is watching something.

8. We ghaxh ch'at' asxha.
the rabbit willow it is eating (a plant)

The rabbit is eating willow.

9. We gan xhwaxash kha kaxhwachak.
the firewood I cut it up and I stacked it

I cut up and stacked the firewood.

10. We ghat dakhde ke nax'ak.
the sockeye to the interior, inland up it is swimming

The sockeye is swimming upstream.
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Word List - x and xli

X

•)

xh

xedu comb xhaw log

xun north wind xhawaghi window

xana evening du xhik his shoulder

xas buffalo ketl xhiyi dog pack

xakw sandbar at xha s/he is eating

Sentences for Listening Exercise Using x and xh

1. Kha shaxhawu xedu uxh xhCiwu.
person hair comb teeth among - is

There is a hair in the teeth of the comb.

2. Xhaw at yatan.
log there it is lying (a piece of wood)

The log is lying there.

3. We xun asdaxh akia.ux we kayani.
the northwind tree-from it's blowing them the leaves

The north wind is blowing the leaves off the tree.

4. We kha xhawaghi tunaxh ha tatm.
the man window through us he is watching

he is lool<ing at

The man is watching us through the window.
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5. We shatk'iyatsk'u ghagan yade
the young girl sun face - towards

yu khuwanuk ya xana.
thus is doing this evening

The young girl is greeting the sun this evening.

6. We ketl xhiyi lidat.
the dog its pack it Is heavy

The dog's pack is heavy.

7. Du xhiksha ye kwdiwuxh' we kha.
his shoulders they are this wide the man

The man's shoulders are (this) wide.

8. Ch'a yak'ude we xas hat jiwdigut. (Carcross)
Ch'a yak'ude we xas hat jimdigut. (Teslin)
all of a sudden the buffalo came charging
(without warning)

All of a sudden the buffalo came charging.

9. We s'igedi kayani asxha.
the beaver leaves it is eating (a plant)

The beaver is eating leaves.

10. We xakw at tin.
the sandbar there it is lying

The sandbar is there.

We xakw hint tuksatan.
the sandbar river-in the point ("nose") is projecting

The sandbar is sticking out into the river.

V
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Active Stative Verbs

Example Stative Verbs
(classifer shown in red)

1. yak'e

2. xh'an yaxh yatl

3. fidzT

4. si.at'

5. shighekh

Example Eventive Verbs
(perfective indicates state)

1. uwaxLlk(w)

2. wudixwetl

3. wut'Tx'

4. axh tuwu wut'Tx'

5. wufTx'in

it's good

it's red (like fire)

it's difficult

it's cold

s/he is stingy

it is dry, it got dry (and still is)

s/he is tired, s/he got tired

it is broken, it broke

I am heart-broken

it was broken formerly (but
is now fixed)

(6. khuxh yamdudliyexh it was remade, redone
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Example Eventive Verbs (cont)

7. wududliyexh

8. wudlinetl

9. amsiku

10. yawat'a

somebody / they made it / fixed it,
it is made, it is fixed

s/he is fat, s/he got fat
(and is still fat)

s/he knows him/her/it,
s/he got to know him/her/it,
s/he got acquainted with him/her/it

it is warm

Decessive of Perfective

formed with the decessive suffix -(y)in, -(w)un.

1. wuxugun, wuxCigin it was dry (but is no longer dry)

2. wudaxwedlin s/he was tired

3. wurTx'in

4. wudulyexhin

5. wutnedlin

6. awuskuwun

uwuskuwun

7. yawut'ayin

it was broken

it was made

s/he was fat

s/he used to know him/her/it

it was warm
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Conjugation of Example Perfective Verb - to be tired

O d-xwetl ~

perfective : wu-

wudixwetl

O is tired

(contracts to m- after a vowel and
before a CV- classifier)

s/he is tired

to be tired English

1 sing. xhat wudixwetl / am tired

2 sing. imdixwetl you (sing) are tired

3 sing. wudixwetl s/he/it is tired

1 pi. ha mdixwetl we are tired

2 pi. y] mdixwetl you (plural) are tired

3 pi. has wudixwetl they are tired

4 khumdixwetl someone is tired,
people are tired
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Conjugation of Example Verb - to become

(ye) O 0-ni~ O becomes (so)
it happens to O

to become English

1 sing. ye xhat wuni it happens to me

2 sing. ye iwani it happens to you (sing)

3 sing. ye wuni it happens to him/her/it

1 pi. ye ha wuni it happens to us

2 pi. ye yi wuni it happens to you (pi)

3 pi. ye has wuni it happens to them

4 ye khuwani it happens to people

wu- ya- c=> wu-

i- wu- ya- i==c> iwa-

khu- wu- ya- i > khuwa-
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Examples of U- Perfectives (wu- / m- ) with Consonant
Endings - 0 Conjugation

Affirmative English Classifier:

I - form

Classifier:

Non-I-form

uwaxuk it is dry ya- 0

wudixwetl s/he/it is tired di- da-

wududliyexh it is made, re
done

dli- t-

wudlinetl s/he/it is fat dli- 1-

shawahik it is full ya- 0

kamtikis' it is gone out,
extinguistied

ya- 0

Negative English Conditional

(-ni)
English

tiet wuxuk it is not dry xukni when/if it

dries...

tiet

wudaxwetl

s/he/it is not

tired

daxwetini when/if s/he

gets tired...
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Negative English Conditional

(-ni)
English

tiet

wuduiyexh
it is not made dutyexhni when/if it is

made...

tiel wutnetl s/tie/it is not fat itnetini when/if s/he/it

gets fat

tie! shawuhlk

tIet shuwuhik

it is not full shahikni when/if s/he/it is

full...

tIet kuwutkis'

tIet kawuikis'

it is not gone
out

katakis'ni wtien/if it goes
out...

Examples of U- Perfectives (wu- / m- ) with Vowel Endings
0 Conjugation

Affirmative English Klegative Conditional
(when/if, in the
future)

uwa.T it is cooked tiel wu.i (yan) mi

amsiku s/he knows it tIet awusku

tIet uwasku

askweni

yan uwanT it is finished tIet yan wuni (yan) nini
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1

1
Examples of U- Perfectives with Consonant Endings

1 Non-0 Conjugation : na-, gha-, ga-

1

1

Affirmative English Negative Conditional
(when/if, in
the future)

Decessive
(was
formerly)

1
wulitish s/he/it is

lonely
tiet wuitish naltishni wuttishin

1
1

wutixun s/he/it is

skinny
tiet wufxun ghatxunni wutxunm

•

1
•

wulitsin s/he/it

becomes

strong

tIet wultsin galatslnni wuttsinin

I
Examples of U- Perfectives with Vowel Endings

1 Non- 0 Conjugations

1
1

Affirmative English Negative Conditional
(when/if, in
the future)

Decessive
(was
formerly)

•

1
ye wuni it became,

it happened
tIet ye
wun]

ye nanini ye wuniyin

(long ago)

1
•

wuna s/he/it is

dead

tIet wuna nanani wunawun

(irregular)

1 wusigu it became

pleasant
{\e\ wusgu gasagweni

* T'Cingit Literacy Session - Marcfi
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Examples of U- Perfectives with Vowel Endings
Non- 0 Conjugations

Affirmative English Negative

yawat'a /t is hot tiet yawut'a
tiet yuwut'a

uwat'a it is warm tiel wut'a

xhwasiku 1 know it tiel xhwasaku

amsiku s/he/it knows it tIet awusku

tIet uwusku

wududziku it is known tIet wudusku
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Verbs of Motion

Motion verbs very often occur with preverbs.
r

1. 0 conjugation
Many of these preverbs require zero (0) conjugation
Example:
Perfective: ke uwagut s/he went up
Imperative: ke gu go up!
Conditional: ke gutni if s/he went up

Pre-

verb

Perfective English Imperative English

ke ke uwagut s/he went up ke gu go up!

ye ye uwagut s/he got out (of a
boat, etc)

ye gu get out!

net net uwagut s/he went inside,
came inside

net gu come in!

yan yan uwagut s/he went ashore,
came ashore

yan gu go ashore!
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P re

verb

Perfective English Imperative English

dak dak uwagut s/he came/went

out (into the
open),
s/he started out

on a Journey

dak gu get out!
get going!

dakh dakh

uwagut
s/he came inland,
came back inside

dakh gu come back

in!

NP-t at uwagut s/he arrived there at gu arrive

there!

Example Sentences

1. Sha shakit uwagut.
S/he arrived at the mountain top.

2. Xh'awutt uwagut.
S/he came to the door.

3. Has du xhut uwagut.
S/he came into their midst, came among them.

4. Axh xhant uwagut.
S/he came to me, visited me.
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2. Non-0 conjugation
Some proverbs require na-, ga-, or glia- conjugation.
Na- conjugation can also occur without a preverb.

Perfective Engiisli Imperative Englisli

wugCit s/he left, departed nagu go!

NP-de

WLigut
s/he went towards

NP

NP-de nagu go to NP!

ade wugut s/he went there,
went towards

there

ade nagu go there!

du xhande

wugut
s/he went to

his/her place
du xhande

nagu

go to his/her
place!

axh wugut s/he left there axh nagu leave there!

axh gagu get going from
there!

khut wugut s/he went astray khut gagu get lost!

ya wugut s/he went down,
came down

ya ghagu come down!

go down!

yaxh wugut s/he got on board yaxh ghagu get on board!
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Example Contrasting Sentences with -t

0 Conjugation Na- Conjugation
with perfective meaning "moving
around (from place to place)"

1. at wugut
s/he arrived there

at gu
arrive there!

at wugut
s/he is walking around

at nagu
walk around!

2. kha xhCit uwagut
s/he came amongst the people

kha xhut wugut
s/he is walking around among the
people, in the crowd

3. sha shakit wudikhm

it flew to the mountain top
sha shakit wudikhin
it is flying around the mountain top

4. kats'ak as x'an ke mjixix
kats'ak as x'ant wujixix
the squirrel ran up to the top of
the tree

kats'ak as x'ant wujixix

the squirrel is running around in the
top of the tree
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Conjugation with -t

0 Conjugation
NP-t (0)
arrived (at NP)

Na- Conjugation
NP-t (na-)
is wall<ing around (at NP)

1 sing. at xhwagut at xhwagut
r

2 sing. at iyagut
V

at ylgut

3 sing. at uwagut at wugut

4 sing,
(someone)

at awagut at awagut

1 pi. at wutuwa.at at wutuwa.at

2 pi. at yiya.at
at yiy.at

at yiya.at
at yiy.at

3 pi. at has uwa.at at has wu.at

4 pi.
(people)

at awa.at at awa.at
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Conjugation with khuxh
NOTE that khuxh "(returning) back" requires the d- element to be added to
the classifier if the verb is intransitive.

khuxh (d-)(0)
returned, came back

1 sing. khuxh xhwadigut

2 sing. khuxh yidigut

3 sing. khuxh wudigut

4 sing. khuxh amdigut

1 pi. khuxh wutudi.at

2pl. khuxh yiydi.at

3 pi. khuxh has wudi.at

4 pi. khuxh amdi.at

Partitive plural: khuxh a mdi.at
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Example Perfective of Transitive Verbs -
to get to know, to see

O s-ku~

O s-tin~

to (get to) know O

to see O

Pronoun to get to know 0 to see 0

1 sing. xha xhwasiku xhwasitln

2 sing. i yisiku yisitin

3 sing. 0 amsiku, awsiku amsitin, awsitln

3 sing. NP-ch John-ch wusiku

(John knows it)
John-ch wusitin

(John sees it)

1pl. tu wutusiku wutusitin

2 pi. yi yiysiku yiysitin

3 pi. has + 0 has amsiku,
has awsiku

has amsitin,
has awsitin

4 pi. du-d- wududziku

(it is known)
wududzitin
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Example Perfective of Transitive Verb - to handle

O ti~ to carry, take, bring O

with preverb hat (to here): to bring O here (0-conjugation)
with preverb axh (from there): to pick O up (ga- conjugation)

Examples:
hat xhwatT

axh xhwati

hat ti

axh gati

hat wuduwati

axh wuduwati

I brought it here
I picked it up

bring it here!
pick it up!

it was brought here
it was picked up

to bring here to pick up

1 sing. hat xhwatT axh xhwat]

2 sing. hat iyati axh yiti

3 sing. hat awatT axh awati

John-ch hat uwati John-ch axh wuti

1 pi. hat wutuwati axh wutuwati

2 pi. hat yiytT axh ylyti

3 pi. hat has awati axh has awati

4 pi. hat wuduwatT axh wuduwati
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Ordinal Numerals

1. shux'a ayi

2. daxh.a

3. nas'gi.a

4. dax'un(i) a

5. kijm(i) a

6. tledushu a

7. daxhadCishu a

8. nas'gadushu a

9. gCishukh a
gushughu a

10. jinkat a
jinkadi a

11. huch'i ayi

first (one)

second (one)

third (one)

fourth (one)

fifth (one)

sixth (one)

seventh (one)

eighth (one)

ninth (one)

tenth (one)

last (one)
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Commands

to one person to plural people English

1. jinida.us' jiniyda.us'
jiyinda.us'

wash your hands!

2. yanida.us' yaniyda.usl
yayinda.us'

wash your face!

3. i Lixh xhuna.Os' yi uxh xhuniy.us' brush your teeth!

4. shakghisya shakghayisya comb your hair!

5. tliyex' de tliyex' de /ceep still!
knock it off!

6. tit khit'achxhikh
(Ut - people, indefinite
human)

tit khiyit'achxhikh don't slap people!

7. tit khigwatxhikh tit khiyigwatxhikh don't punch!

8. ti ti don't!

9. dllnkwat sh Mn dllnkwat sh ylttin be careful!

10. dlinkwat x'wan dllnkwat x'wan do be careful!

careful now!

11. shidanu

shinu

shiydakhi get up! (from lying)

12. gidahan glydanakh stand up!

\
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to one person to plural people English

13. gasaxhut' giysaxhut' pull it! (e.g. wagon)

14. gatatsakh giytatsakh push it!

15. gatashTt' giytashit' push it hard!
crowd it!

16. ach kanaxhtutyat ach kanaxhtutyat let's play!

17. khunaxhtus.uk' khunaxhtus.uk' let's play house!
(imaginary things)

18. (ch'as) kuna.akhw kaniy.akhw (just) try!

19. kudziden

kuna.akhw

kudziden

kaniy.akhw
try! try harder!

20. sh kanida.akhw

sh k]nda.akhw

sh kaniyda.akhw help yourself!
try to do it yourself!

21. at gashi at giyshi sing!

22. nidaghaf niydaghat' crawl!

23. ke Ishk'en ke yishk'en Jump!

24. ya gagu ya giy.a walk along!

25. yu a yaxh han yu a yaxh yinakh turn around!

(standing)
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Example Sentences

1. Ch'a ghut'a I'l x'wan ye na.u.
different, other socks put on

Put on different soci<s.

Ch'a ghut'a I'T x'wan xh'ust idayikh.
different, other soc/cs feet-onto you pull

Put on different socks. (Literally, "Pull different socks onto your feet")

2. Tlex xh'us ka yan han!
one foot on to rest you stand

Stand on one foot! (speaking to one person)

Tlex xh'us ka yan yinakh !
one foot on to rest you stand

Stand on one foot! (speaking to more than one person)

3. Lit nlchdaxh yu xh'ltangikh.
don't beach-from you don't talk

Don't talk for nothing.

4. Ayamdigut.
S/he turned around and went (back).

5. A ya mdigut.
S/he stood up to the challenge.
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Sentences about Time

1. X'Cin sa yawaxhi ya yagi ?
how many nights have passed this day

What day (of the month) is it today?

2. X'un sa yawaxhi ya dis ?
how many nights have passed this month, moon

What day of the month is it?

3. Nas'k yawaxhi ya yagi.
third nights have passed this day

Today is the 3'"^. (dayof the month)

4. X'un yagi saya ?
how many day is it

What day (of the weel<) is it?

5. Nas'k yag] aya.
Today is Wednesday.

6. X'un takw saya ?
how many year is it

What year is it?

7. Dexh tawsan kha jinkat takw aya.
two thousand and ten year it is

This is 2010.
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Sentences About Weather and Seasons

1. Kuwuyixh nati.atk.
They extend in the air. (of clouds)

2. Khutigus'; gwat diet dak
it's cloudy maybe snow down

ya sitgamsan itdaxh.
this noon after

It's cloudy; maybe it will snow this afternoon.

guxhsatan
it will fall

3. Diet dak guxhsatan ye uwaya.
snow down it will fall thus it looks like

It looks like it will snow.

4. Ch'a ye gugenk' diet dak wusitan.
a little bit snow down it is falling

It's snowing a little bit.

5. Gwat seghanin ke khukhghwak'e.
maybe tomorrow the weather willbe good

Maybe the weather will be good tomorrow.

6. Sikak we t'Tx'

Sikak we t'Tx'
it's thick the ice

They say the ice is thick.

yu kdunik.
yu.a.
they say
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Sentences About Weather and Seasons (cont)

7. Vest khuwahayi kha atlen sTm
fall-to when the season comes and a lot rain

dak wustani, agha awe kha dzisk'w
down when it falls that's when male moose

du shedi a.us'gu nich.
his antlers he washes habitually

When fall comes and it rains a lot, then bull moose "wash their
antlers" (rub off the velvet).

8. Khudaxh khuyawat'a axh dzisk'u dCigu
too much it is hot (weather) my moose skin

yaxhwaxhiji.
for me to hang

It's too hot for me to hang my moose skin out.

9. Ch'ak'udaxh aya tiet ye khusa.at'in.
long ago-from it is not so it had been cold

It hasn't been this cold for a long time.

10. Seghan tliya.a kadin sTm dak
tomorrow the one further off on rain down

guxhsatan yu.a.
it will fall they say.

It's supposed to rain the day after tomorrow.

11. TIet wudusku ma khukhghwatt.
not one knows how the weather will be

No-one knows what the weather will be like.
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Negatives and Prohibitions

W! don't!

lit don't / (prohibitive)

tiek' no!

tiel not
I

(In old sources we find tIek'-t meaning no. This has contracted
to tiet.)

Example Phrases using Negatives

1. tiet ushk'e s/he/itisbad

2. t ushik'eyi kha a bad man

3. \ ushk'e badness, sin

4. axh \ ushk'eyi my sins

5. tiel dutin it's invisible, it can't be seen

6. \ duwatlni kha invisible man
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Example Sentences Using "With"

axh in

{note: not axh tin)

du in

(note: not du tin)

1. Yat'a in ya nagut.

2. Yat'atm ya nagut.

3. Khas'tin ya nagut.

4. Shiytm awaxhich.

with me

with him/her

S/he's going with this one
(i.e. this person).

S/he's going with this one
(i.e. this thing).

S/he's going with the matches.

S/he hit it (e.g. a drum) with a stick.

5. Shiytin ayawaxhich. S/he hit him in the face with a stick.

Example Sentences Using "Hard"

1. Yat'Tx'.

2. LidzT.

It's hard (to the touch).
It's hard (difficult).

It's hard (difficult).
This does not mean hard (to the
touch).
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Example Sentences Using "Hard" (cont)

3. Khusti tidzT. Life is hard.

Life is difficult

4. Du khustiyi tiet uldzi. Her life is not hard.
Her life is easy.

5. TIet utdzi.

6. I I tidzT.

7. TIet axh T utdzT.

It's easy.
It's not difficult.

It's hard for you.

It's easy for me.

Miscellaneous Sentences

1. Ma sa i tuwuch
how according to your way of thinking

What is your opinion ?

2. TIet xhwa.axh.

I didn't hear it.

3. TIet xhwa.axhm.
I hadn't hear that before.

That is new to me.
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Farewells

1. Gunalchish axh in ye jiyineyi.
thank you me with thus you worked

Thank you for working with me.

2. Gunatchish axh it yidashlyi.
thank you me with you helped

Thank you for helping me.

3. Ch'a tsa axh jit xhldatan.
later me to you talk

Talk to me later.

Call me later.

4. K'iden netde ya gakhCixh.
well home-to you drive along •

Have a safe drive horhe.

Drive home carefully.

5. Ikhkhwasaha.
I willmiss you. (to one person)

6. Yi khkhwasaha.
I willmiss you. (to many people)

7. TIaxh kudziden xhwasiha axh
really lots, greatly I miss her my

shatxh Skaydu.u.
older sister (woman speaking) Tina

I really miss my older sister Tina.
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Schedule

Tuesday Feb 15 Wednesday Feb 16

9:00 Opening Prayer

Welcome and Introductions

Miscellaneous Vocabulary

Conflict Resolution, Respect

Tlingit Alphabet - Vowels

Opening Prayer

Tlingit Alphabet - Consonants
(cont)

10:45 Tlingit Alphabet - Consonants Tlingit Songs and Drumming by
Gary Johnson

12:00 lunch lunch

1:00 Tlingit Alphabet - Consonants
(cont)

Teslin Posters - Greetings

2:45 Tlingit Alphabet - Consonants
(cont)

YNLC Curriculum Guide - January

Wrap-up and Gifts

Closing Prayer
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Tlingit Interior Alphabet
Consonants

Labial
Alveolar

Lateral
Sibilant

Shibilant
Velar

Rounded Velar
Uvular

Rounded Uvular
Glottal

Rounded Glottal

Stops plain d dl dz j g gw gh ghw • .w

aspirated t tl ts ch k kw kh khw
glottalized t' tl' ts' ch' k' k'w kh' kh'w

Fricatives plain \ s sh X xw xh xhw h hw
glottalized 8' X' x'w xh' xh'w

Sonorants plain
nasal

w

m n

1 y

Vowels and Tone

Short Vowels

with low tone

I u

Short Vowels

with high tone
u

6

Long Vowels
with low tone

u

6

Long Vowels
with high tone
I

0

U

6



Tlingit Interior Consonant Chart with words suitable for use as names of the consonants

Stops

Fricatives

Sonorants

plain

aspirated

glottalized

plain

glottalized

plain

nasal

•S
-Q
TO

wakh
eye

ma sa

how?

•S
o

da
weasel

te
rock

t'a
king salmon

nuw

island

5

TO

diet
snow

tiekhw
berry

tl'atk
ground

tul
fireweed

t'ak
dress

lidiyo
radio

daleyi
trout

c

is
CO

dzet
ladder,
bridge

tsa
hair seal

ts'ats'i
bird

sik
belt

s'lk
black bear

c:

rS

snowshoes

chas'
pink salmon

ch'ak'
eagle

gan
firewood

kit
killer whale

k'mk'
fermented

fish heads

•Q
-92 ^
^iS

CC

gwel
bag

kwey
sign, marker

k'wat'
egg (bird)

sha xuts xwasda
mountain grizzly bear canvas

yay
whale

x'ax'
apple

X wan

long Johns

-JS
§
::d

ghuch
wolf

kha
man

kh'atel
pitcher

xhat
fish

xh'ak
canyon

s"oiS
§ §

ghwat'
door draught
stopper

khwan
people from

kh'wati
pot

xliwagut
I went

xli'wat'
Dolly Varden

CD

nay.a
(you folks)

go!

hiaw
branch

§-9gCD

ana.wech
(usually)
wears it

ya-

nahwen
is swimming

found
only in
certain
dialects



Note on Speakers
Speakers are sometimes identified as dialect variations are noted.
NJ - Norman James, Carcross
BC - Bessie Cooley, Carcross
SJ - Sam Johnston, Tesiin
EN - the late Elizabeth Nyman, Taku River

C - Carcross Dialect T - Tesiin Dialect A - Atlin Dialect

Vowels Review

Tone Length Accent

low short none a e i u

high short acute
f

a e 1 6^ r

U

low long grave a e 1 6 = >

u

high long circumflex
A

a
/\ A

e 1 6^ U

Note: letter o is rare in Tlingit. In fact o with no accent does not occur.
Example words:
1) Hoho (deep gratitude)
2) Lidiyd (radio - 6 is found only in English loan words)
3) Aho de (never mind)
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Conversion from Coastal Tlingit to Interior Tlingit

Vowels

long low vowels long high vowels

Coastal Interior Coastal Interior

aa a aa
/V

a

el e ei
/\

e

ee
•y

1 ee
/\

1

00
x

U 00
/V

U

(ou 6) (6u 6)

Consonants

uvular consonants laterals

Coastal Interior Coastal Interior

g gh 1 \

k kh i \

X xh
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Ending in -w
-aw, -ew, -iw, -uw

Pseudo-Diphthongs

Ending in -y
-ay, -ey, -iy

Dr. Leer suggests using a tilde ~ above the final -y or -w to indicate the
nasal sound in Teslin Tlingit instead of the , under the vowel, as in these
examples.

examples ending with y
yay tay tay xhay (NJ -C,A)
y?y t&y t^y xh^y (SJ-•T)
yay tay tay xhay (SJ-•T)
whale garden fat beaver lodge

Xhay Hit
Xh^y Hit
Xhay Hit

Beaver Lodge clan house

examples ending with w
haw gaw (NJ - C, A)
h^w g^w (SJ - T)
haw gaw (SJ - T)
bough drum, clock

In Teslin Tlingit, all syllable-final y and w are nasalized, so it is probably
not necessary to use the nasal Indication ^ or ".
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Classroom Expressions - Lorraine Dewhurst

Greetings

1. Ma sa iyati ? How are you? (greeting)

2. Ma sa iyati ya ts'utat ? How are you this morning ? (greeting)
Good morning.

3. Yak'eyi ts'utat aya. It's a nice morning, (statement)

4. Ma sa iyati ya yag] ? How are you today ? (greeting)
Good day. Hello.

5. Ma sa iyati ya xana ? How are you this evening ? (greeting)
Good evening.

6. Cli'a gha gf iyati? Are you OK? (concerned question,
actually wanting to know)

7. xhat yak'e. Yes, I am fine.
A, xhat yak'e.

8. Wa.e de ? Andyou? How about you?

9. Xhat tsu xhat yak'e. Me too, I am fine.
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Emotions

1. Xhat yanikw.

2. Axh sha yanikw.

3. Axh tuwu yak'e.

4. Xhat wudixwetl. (T, A)
Xhat yudixwetl. (C)

5. Axh It yatawaha.

6. X'ant xhwanuk.

I am sick.

I have a headache.

I am happy.

I am tired.

I am sleepy.

I am angry.

7. Axh tuwu yanuk. (T, C) Iam sad.
Axh tuwu yanikw. (T, A)

8. Xhat wufitish. (T, A)
Xhat yulitish. (C)

/ am lonely.
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FROM YNLC Curriculum Guide

Possessed Body Parts

1. Da saya ? What is this?

2. Axh sha aya. This is my head.

3. I sha aya. This is your head.

4. Du sha aya. This is his/her head.

5. Axh xhik aya. These are my shoulders.

6. Axh wakh aya. These are my eyes.

7. Axh tu aya. This is my nose.

8. Axh guk aya. These are my ears.

9. Axh kiy aya. These are my l<nees.
Axh kly aya. (T)
Axh kiy aya. (T)

10. Axh xh'ustl'ekh aya. (NJ) These are my toes.
Axh xh'ustl'ikh aya. (T)

11. Axh jm aya. These are my hands.

12. Axh xh'us aya. These are my feet.
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Conversation

1. Gut'a sa a khiya.u ? Were doyou live?

2. Kwanim a khuxha.u.

Anx' khuxha.u.

An xh'ayi khuxha.u.
At gutu xha.u.

3. Khudaxh khusi.at'.

I live in Whitehorse.

I live in town.

I live downtown, (in the centre)
I live in the bush.

It's too cold.

4. Ma sa khuwatl ? a) How is the weather?
b) How is everyone? How are people?

Ma sa khuwatl gan ? How is it outside? Howis the weather?

5. Diet dak wusitan. It's snowing.
Diet dak yusitan. (C)

6. Amdigan. (T)
Awdigan. (C, A)

7. Khutigus'.

8. Ayamditi. (T)
Ayawdlti. (C, A)

9. Diet kadlan.

10. Diet yan kawadlan.

It's sunny.

It's cloudy.

It's windy.

Deep snow.

There's some fresh snow.
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Incidental Words

1. Wush ya ayaduwane. People respect one another.

2. Wush ya has awudaneyin. Theyused to respect one another.
Wush ya ayaduneyin. People used to respect one another.

3. wush ya awudane
at ya awune

4. Ha yixh has wu.at.

mutual respect

respect for all things

They went with us (in a boat, car, etc).
Literally, "they got aboard us and
went"

5. Ha shukat has wu.at. Theywent before us.

6. dakhkaxh

dakh kaxh

7. Shi amdziyekh.

8. kha sax'u

kha sayi

9. Ghunana

10. Ghuna.an

from inland, from the interior

S/he pulled a muscle, got hurt from
over-exertion.

people's names, personal names
a person's name, a personal name

Athapaskan, people from a different
nation

people from another village,
Tlingitpeople from otherplaces
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11. Axh da ke yakhushunasgen. I'm starting to understand

12. Du kanaxh at wuti.

13. Kasiye.

14. TIet kushye.

15. Aho de.

16. ^ asgi.

17. X'egha kuxha.akhw.

S/he is all in, exhausted. Literally,
"things have gotten over him/her"

It is uncommon, strange, striking.

It is common, ordinary, familiar.

Oh, never mind.

Oh, I get it. Oh, I see what is
happening.

I'm really trying.

18. X'egha kakkhwa.akhw. I will try reallyhard.

19. Ch'a kuna.akhw. Just try! Just try it! (to one person)

20. Kuna.akhw. Try (it), (to one person)

21. Kuna.akhw de. Go ahead and try (it)!

22. Kuna.akhw s'e. (A, T) Try (it) first!
Kuna.akhw s'e. (C)

23. Kuna.akhw x'wan. Try (it)!Don't forget to try!
(polite but firm, even stern)
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24. Da kuna.akhw.

25. Da axhtutsa de.

26. khuwakan

27. Axh yat xh'amdiiwu.
Axh yat xh'amdiiyu.

28. chash

29. Chash t'et a.

30. Awachash.

31. haw

Do try it. Do give it a try.
(pleading, or quietly but firmly
begging a person not to do the
wrong thing)

Do let's take a break now. (pleading)
Let's take a break now, please!

1) deer
2) peace deer, hostage

She adopted me.

bush house, brush shelter, hunting
blind

boughs used for a specific purpose

S/he is sitting in his/her hunting blind.

S/he brushed it up.

bough

32. taum (Bishop Innocent, Sitka 1800s) feather
t'aw ~ t'^w ~ t'aw (modern Teslin)

33. at' xh'ahadi (SJ) door draft stopper
cold (air) entrance-block/cover

34. gwata butter
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35. tl'ikhtsax' (NJ) glove (with fingers)

36. Iisans (T- SJ) raisins

37. Iidiyo (T-SJ) radio

38. Yakw axh ke nashixh. (Coastal)
Yakw axh ke nakhuxh. (T)

A boat is "running up" over there.
A boat is coming up over there.

39. Ya xh'ayanadaxh (T) (somethingheavy) is going along
with considerable momentum

40. Ya nakhuxh.

41. Ya akanattakh.

42. yat'a

43. khu.a

44. yat'a de

45. yat'a des

It (one boat) is going along, sailing.
S/he is going along by boat,
(in some dialects,also
S/he is going along by car.)

S/he is poling (it) along.

this one

on the other hand

this one now

this one next

46. Ch'a ya xh'ayanadaxh. It is moving (over water) by
(progressive) its own momentum. It is coasting.

(especially of a large boat)
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47. Ch'a xh'ayawadaxh.
(perfective)

It moved under its own momentum.

It coasted.

48. Gunatchish ha In yu xh'lla.atgi. (C, T, A)
Thank you for talking to us.
(to one person)

49. Gunatchish ha In yu xh'eyta.atgi. (Tonly)
Thank you for talking to us.

50. Shi.

Sha'. (S. Tutchone)

51. Shi de.

52. Shi de, du jit axh !

du

(to several people)

Give it. (with cupped hands out)

Give it. Give it up now!

Give him the "blanket", (when
someone asks to borrow money)
Go ahead, give it to him.
jit axh !Shi

give it
de,
now him/her cupped-hand-to blanket, fur, etc.
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Yukon College
Box 2799
Whitehorse, Yukon
Canada YlA 5K4

May 4, 2011

Ms. Gayle Bedard
First Nations programs & Partnership
1000 Lewes Blvd.
Whitehorse, YT YlA 5K4

Dear Gayle:

We are pleased to send you this report from the Tlingit Literacy Session held in November 2011,
attended by Native Language teachers, trainees, and elders from Teslin, Carcross and
Whitehorse. Our collaborator in Tlingit studies, Dr. Jeff Leer of the University of Alaska
Fairbanks, once again served as guest instructor.

This session reviewed in depth the sounds used in the Tlingit language. Participants also studied
the correct forms of addressing and referring to relatives; the Tlingit clan system; and basic
classroom vocabulary. In addition they practiced a number of listening exercises written by
fluent Elder Bessie Cooley.

This report will be a useful tool for Tlingit language learningand instruction. For further material
in the Tlingit language, including a list of available publications, we invite you to visit our
website at www.ynlc.ca.

We hope you enjoy this publication.

Sincerely,

John T. Ritter
Director

Telephone: (867) 668-8820 Toll Free: (877) 414-9652

www.ynlc.ca

Facsimile: (867) 668-8825
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Participants

Name Mailing Address Phone / Email

Ms. Deborah Baerg Box 164

Carcross, YT YOB IBO
H. 821-2999
deborah_baerg@yahoo.ca

Ms. Charlene Baker 506 B Jeckell Street
Whitehorse, YT YIA 1V4
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lharvey@ynlc.ca

Ms. Barbara Hobbis 1705 Birch Street
Whitehorse, YT YIA 3X2
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bhobbis@northwestel.net

Mr. Norman James Native Language
Instructor

Ghuch Tla Community
School
General Delivery
Carcross, YT YOB IBO
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Ghuch Tla Community
School
General Delivery
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gary.johnson@ctfii.ca
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Ms. Sarah Johnston 80 B Lazulite Drive
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Ms. Connie Jules Native Language
Instructor

TesHn School
Box 10

Teslin, YT YOA IBO
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connie.jules@yesnet.yk.ca

Dr. JeffLeer 9 West Placitas
Moriarty, NM 97035
USA
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Ms. Rachel Netro Native Language
Instructor

Teslin School
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Schedule

Tuesday Feb 15 Wednesday Feb 16

9:00 Opening Prayer

Welcome and Introductions

Miscellaneous Vocabulary

Interior Tlingit Alphabet

Opening Prayer

Listening Exercise : k' and x'

10:45 Interior Tlingit Alphabet (cont) Listening Exercise : k' and x'
(cont)

Possessed and Vocative forms (for
calling a person)

12:00 lunch lunch

1:00 Listening Exercise : k and k'

Tlingit Vowels

Listening Exercise : t and t'

2:45 Listening Exercise : ts and ts' Wrap-up and Gifts

Closing Prayer
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Interior Tlingit Alphabet
Consonants

Labial
Alveolar

Lateral
Sibilant

Shibilant
Velar

Rounded Velar
Uvular

Rounded Uvular
Glottal

Rounded Glottal

Stops plain d dl dz j g gw gh ghw • •W

aspirated t tl ts ch k kw kh khw

glottalized t' tr ts' ch' k' k'w kh' kh'w

Fricatives plain 1 s sh X xw xh xhw h hw

glottalized s' X' x'w xh' xh'w

Sonorants plain w 1 y

nasal m n

Vowels and Tone

Short Vowels Short Vowels Long Vowels Long Vowels

witli low tone with high tone with low tone with hig li tone

i u 1 u 1 u T
/V

U

e e 6 e 0 e 6

a a a
- a



Emma Sam's Opening Prayer

Nov16,2011

1. DikT Ankhawu, "gunatchTsh" yu xh'ayatCikha
God, we thank you

yis yagi ha jit iyati.
for giving us a new day.

2. Ya yagi ha in ye jineyi a shawat,
Today a woman who worked for us,

Anne Ranigler yu duwasakw,
namedAnne Ranigler,

du kTk' awe tatge ha nakh wugCit, yu dayadukha.
her younger sister left us yesterday, so they say.

3. Ach awe ya yag] kat du inxh inasti.
So on this day be with her!

4. Has du kat jisatan.
Put your hand on them.

5. ishan we has du in ax'w has.
Pity their fellow clan members.
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6. Kha "Ha inxh inasti" yu xh'ayatukha.
And we ask you to be with us.

7. Ishan uhan.
Pity us.

8. Ch'a tIakw kadu.akhw ya ha yuxh'atangi,
They are always trying to learn our language,

we ha itxh ya has na.at a,
the generation coming up behind,

ha yatx'i sani kha ha dachxhanx'i sani.
our children and our grandchildren.

9. Has has du jiyis awe katu.akhw
It is for their sake that we are trying

we ha yu xh'atangi tiet ha nakh naghagut.
not to let our language slip away from us.

10. "Gunatchish" yu xh'ayatukha.
We thank you.
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Sounds of the Tlingit Interior Alphabet

{C) - Carcross Dialect (T) - Teslin Dialect

Labials : sonorants - w, m

w

m

wa sa ? (C)

washTn

awdigan (C)

wa.e

wakh

wu

wun

ma sa ? (T)

mash

amdigan (T)

how?

machine

it is sunny, the sun is shining

you

eye

father-in-law

maggots

how?

oatmeal, mush

it is sunny, the sun is shining
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Alveolars : stops - d, t, t', sonorant - n

d :

t'

n

da

da sa

dush

tas

tmx

tat

tawe

t'a

t'a

t'uch'

nana

naw

nakw

naghas'e

na'

na

nadakw

weasel

what

cat

thread, sinew

stoneberries, l<inickkinick

night

mountain sheep

king salmon

board

black, charcoal

north side

booze

medicine

fox

here

clan

table
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Laterals : stops - dl, tl, tl', fricatives - I, sonorant- I

dl: diet snow, white

diak' sister! (male speakin

dliy meat

tl: tien big

tiek' no

tliyex' stop

tl': tl'atk ground, land, country

tl'ikh finger

Tl'em TIa a woman's name

t: III don't!

ting It people

tut fii'^eed

tu nose

t': t'T felt

fak dress

few (T) sand

t'em (C)

1: daleyi lake trout

lidiyo radio
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Sibilants : stops - dz, ts, ts', fricative - s, s'

dz

ts

ts'

dzet

dzisk'w

dzas

tsats

tsuk'

tsa

tsTk

ts'atat

ts'ats'i

ts'mdli

kuts'in

sa

sTw (T)
sim (C)
sum

SI

s'axw

s'lk

s'ina

s'm

ladder, steps

moose

babiche, string

bear roots

some more

seal

barbecue stick

morning

songbird

forearm

mouse

name

rain

doll

hat

black bean

lamp, light

carrot
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Shibilants: stops - j, ch, ch', fricative - sh, sonorant- y

J:

ch :

ch':

sh

jaji

janwu

jawani

chich

Chan

chit

ch'ak'

ch'al'

ch'in

sha

sha

sha

shaket'

yakw

yan

yadi

yit

ya

snowshoes

mountain goat

shame on you!

porpoise

mother-in-law

cache

bald eagle

willow

ribbon

woman

mountain

head

dandruff

boat, canoe

hunger

child

son

face (older sound)
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Velars : stops - g, k, k', fricatives - x, x'

g:

k'

gan

gan

gaw (T)
gam (C)

kani

kaken

kux

k'ux

k'iden

k'ink'

k'ats'

xana

xixch'

xedu

x'at'

x'ux'
«A 1 '

xax

xan

x'a

x'ukja

firewood

outdoors

drum

brother-in-law, sister-in-law

yarn

rice

marten

(done) well, carefully

stink head

sharp point

evening

frog

comb

island

paper, book

apple

anger

point of land

steam
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Rounded Velars : stops - gw, kw, k'w, fricatives - xw, x'w

gw

kw

k'w

xw

x'w

gwet

gwenti

khugwas

kwan

kwey

nadakw

k'wat'

ak'w

k'walxh

xwe !

dexwa

xwetl

x'wan

t'l x'wan

bag

hoof

fog

epidemic smallpox, quarantine

sign

table

egg

little lake, Auke Lake

fern

whew! I'm tired!

finally

fatigue

long Johns

socks
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Uvulars : stops - gh, kh, kh', fricatives - xh, xh'

gh

kh

kh'

xh :

xh'

gha !

ghuch

ghach

ghakh

kha

khidu

khutigus'

kh'atef

xhat

xhat

xhuni

axh

xh'e

xh'an

xh'anawus !

xh'us

(call of a raven)

wolf

rug

lynx

man

beaver dam

it's cloudy

pitcher

fish, salmon

me

relative, friend

my

mouth

fire

ask him/her I

foot
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Rounded Uvulars : stops - ghw, khw, kh'w,
fricatives- xhw, xh'w

ghw: taghwan tie it in a bow!

jighwena (hand) towel

khw: khwan tribe, people from

tiekhw berry

kh'w: kh'wati pot

kh'ekh'w sea pigeon

xhw : xhwagut 1went, 1 left

xhwa.u 1bought it

shunaxhwayi axe

xh'w: xh'wat' down feathers

xh'wat dolly varden
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Glottals : stop - . , fricative - h

•

• wa.e you

nay.a ! go! (you folks)

na.at clothing

sa.i cook it!

as.i s/he is cooking it

h : has they

hu s/he

hoho thank you very much !

Rounded Glottals : stop - .w, fricative- hw

.w ana.wech

ana.ech

s/he habitually buys it

hw; ya nahwen
ya nahen

s/he is wading along
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Vowels Review

Tone Length

low short a e i u

high short
r

a
r

e
r

1 6 u

low long X

a e
X

1 6
X

u

high long /V

a
A

0
/V

1 0 u

Example words ending with y

ay: lay (C), % (T)

yay (C), y^y (T)

k^y (C), k^y (T)

ey:

ly:

kwey (C), kw^y (T)

kiy (C), kly (T)

dliy (C), dliy (T)

Tlingit Literacy Session - YNLC- November 2011
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whale

mile

sign, mark

knee

meat
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Example words ending with w

aw : gaw (C), g^w (T)

yaw(C), y^w (T)

haw (C), h^w (T)

naw (C), n^w (T)

t'aw(C), t'^w(T)

drum

herring

spruce bough

booze

feather

[ taum (Bishop Innocent, S/f/ca 1800s) ]

ew : few (C), I'^w (T)

iw

uw

siw (C), sjw (T)

datiw (C), datiw (T)

suw (C), S0W (T)

datOw (C), datQw (T)

s'uw (C), s'Ciw (T)

tuw s'ina (C), tyw s'ina (T)

Tlingit Literacy Session - YNLC - November 2011
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Kinship Terms

Possessed form English (speaker) Vocative (calling)

axh tia my mother atlT!

axh ish my father Tsh !

axh hunxh my older brother (man) hunxh !

axh kik' my younger sister
(woman) /my younger
brother (man)

kfk' !

axh Tk' my brother, any age
(woman)

Ik' !

axh shatxh my older sister
(woman)

shatxh !

axh diak' my sister, any age
(man)

dIak'!

axh yit, axh yitk' my son yitk' !

axh SI, axh 81 k' my daughter sikM

axh tTtk'w my grandmother/my
grandfather

mk'w !

axh dachxhan,
axh dachxhank'

my grandson/my
granddaughter

chxhank'!

axh tiak'w my mother's sister tiak'w !

axh kak my mother's brother kak !

axh at my father's sister at!

axh sani my father's brother sani!
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Possessed form English (speaker) Vocative (calling)

axh kalk'w my sister's child (man) katk'w ! katk'w !

axh ketk' my brother's child
(woman)

ketk'!

/

axh shat my wife (man)

axh xhuxh my husband (woman)

axh tseyf my girlfriend (man)

axh yadak'u my boyfriend (woman)

axh xhan.a my spouse

dear! ng !

honey! \A'\
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Basic Classroom Commands

Ade yigCit.

L\\ ade yigudikh.

Ade yCi iyagutk.

Haxh tit ade yu igutgikh !

At idana.

Lit at idanakh.

Ixh'atiym.

Lit ixh'atayetikh.

Yita.

Lit yltayikti.

itexh.

Lit Itexhfkh !

Lit i tuwu khut ke ighix'jikh.

You went there.

Don't go there.

You go there repeatedly.

Don't (ever) go there!

You drink.

Don't drink.

You lie.

Don't lie.

You slept.

Don't sleep (now).

You (customarily) sleep.

Don't (ever) sleep!

Don't (ever) lose your mind!
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Basic Classroom Conversation

1. Axh kaxit'i awe.

It's my fault / It's my problem.

2. Ch'a ade ye xhat na.u sh tuget iyaxhwsakhayi.
(Please) forgive me if I offendyou.

3. Khunaxh atxh siti.

It's very important.

4. Khunaxh atxh siti ha khustlyi tIet khut ke wuxixf /
wutughix'i.

It's very important that our way doesn't get lost.

5. Chush xh'enaxh.
In your language.

6. Ch'a ye na.u, ch'a a ka ghanu.
Just let it be, just sit on it.

Miscellaneous Vocabulary

1. Duxha'. One eats it, it is eaten.
2. Shghagwex' Skagway (lots of debris on

the shore)
3. Lit i da yakhughatxhikh. Don't pass out.
4. Xh'anakh ! Quit it! (oral habit)
5. Ya ts'utat k'wat' kha gishu tayf axh tuwa sigu.

This morning I want eggs and bacon.
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Peoples

Eyak peopleGutexh Khwan

K'utexh' Khwan

K'ud.q' (in Eyak language)

Giyakhw Khwan Alutiiq people

Interior Tlingit Clans

Yet Na (Raven Moiety)

Man

Kukhhittan

Ishkitan

Deshitan

Ghanaxh.adi

Ghanaxhtedi

L'lnedi

Ghuch Na (Wolf Moiety)

Yanyedi

Dakht'awedi

Woman

Kukhhittan Shawu

Ishkitan Shawu

Deshitan Shawu

Ghanaxhsha

Ghanaxhtasha

L'lnedisha

Yanyedisha

Dakht'awsha
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Interior Tlingit Clans

Na

Hit
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

ts and ts'

Bessie Cooley - Nov 2011

Examples of ts

1. tsa

2. tsats

3. tsu

Examples of ts'

1. ts'ats'i

2. ts'utat

3. kuts'in

seal

bear root

again

bird

morning

mouse
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TLiNGiT Language TesHn Dialect

ts and ts'

Write ts and ts' as you hear them.

1. We yadak'w tsatk amdzighat.
The young boy trapped a gopher.

2. Ts'ighmi t'uch' kha diet yexh yaxh daghati.
Magpies are black and white.

3. Axh tia tsax' akamsine.
Mymother knitted mitts.

4. We ts'ats'T hat kamdiihich. [ kawdliyich (C) ]
The songbirds have come back.

5. Tsm kaxh ghata yan amsitT.
He set a trap for muskrat.

6. Tsats yak'e duxhayi.
Bear roots are good to eat.

7. Dukh kayani tits'a.
Cottonwood leaves smell nice.

8. We shatk' du kik' atts'ik.
The girl is pinching her younger sister.

9. Xuts wexh ya nagut.
A grizzly bear is walking there.

10. Ts'axwel Shghagwex' dutin nlch.
Crows are seen at Skagway.
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

k and k'

Bessie Cooley - Oct 2011

Examples of k

1. kit

2. kast

3. kux

Examples of k'

1. k'ltja

2. k'iden

3. k'ux

killer whale

barrel

rice

Chinook wind

well

marten

Tlingit Literacy Session - YNLC - November 2011
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

k and k'

Write k and k' as you hear them.

1. Du guk yamkw.
His ear hurts.

2. Yis k'udas' awe.

That is a new shirt.

3. K'ux ayatin.
He sees a marten.

4. We kayudi yude ghaxh.
The coyote is howling over there.

5. K'exh'a tien awe.
That is a big hook.

6. We ketl ya nashix.
The dog is running.

7. Nas'k k'unts' at kata.at.

Three potatoes are laying there.

8. V We kats'ak as kat a.
The squirrel is sitting on a tree.

9. K'isani wet nakh.
The young boys are standing there.

10. S'lk yuxh ya nagut.
A black bear is walking over there.

Tlingit Literacy Session - YNLC- November 2011
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Tlingit Language

t and t'

0ct2011

Examples of t

1. tit

2. hit

3. ta

Examples of t'

1. t'a

2. sit'

3. t'ut'

Teslin Dialect

wave

house

sleep

king salmon

glacier

tongue
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect , i ,
wm

t and t'

Write t and t' as you hear them.

1. TIekha dana axh jit his'.
Lend me twenty dollars.

2. Ta axash.
He's cutting a board.

3. Dis yan uwawat.
The moon is full.

4. We te ke ghix' !
Throw the rock!

5. Tat' hat kamdiihich.
The juncos (jingo) flew here.

6. T'ukaneyi t'uk tude amsinuk.
She put the baby into the baby carrier.

7. T\\ xh'usdaxh amdiyikh.
He took his shoes off.

8. Tat yin at wugut we s'ik.
The black bear is walking around in the middle of the night.

9. At dugu t'isht awatT.
She put a skin on the stretcher.

10. T'uk in ya anatjik' we t'ukaneyi.
She's packing the baby on her back with a baby carrier.

Ignquaae
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Tlingit Language

k' and x'

0ct2011

Examples of k'

1. k'ux

2. k'mk'

3. k'unts'

4. ashik'an

Examples of x'

1. x'at'

2. kax'

3. x'ax

4. x'an

Teslin Dialect

Igriquaae

marten

stinkhead

potato

s/he is mad at him/her

island

spruce grouse, chicken

apple

anger
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Tlingit Language Teslin Dialect

k' and x' (gnquaqe
Write k' and x' as you hear them.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

K'lxh'a suxdigha khushT.
gaff hook handle-for s/he is searching

S/he is looking for a handle for the gaff hook.

Yak'eyi a x'ux' du jit uwaxix.
good one letter into his possession it arrived

S/he received a good letter.

K'iden uwa.T we k'unts'.
good they are cooked these potato

The potatoes are well cooked.

Lit kitax'is'xhikh we tix'.
don't tangle up the rope

Don't tangle up the rope.

Yitk', ik'udas'i kaxh
son your shirt on

Son, put on your shirt!

X'at'k' wet shasatm.
little island there it sits

A little island is lying there.

K'ink' tiet ch'a kugeyi a ka ye jidune.
They don't prepare (it) carelessly, any old way.

ghida.axh.
put it on
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8. A ghut de x'an, tiet ushk'e.
Leave anger behind, it is no good.

9. Dlinkwat tatm we tita, yatik'ats'.
Be carefui with the l<nife, it's sharp.

10. X'ukja yesx' a kade dutin nich.
In fall, steam can be seen on the lake.
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Schedule

Thursday Sep 27 Friday Sep 28

9:00 Opening Prayer

Welcome and Introductions

Agenda

Creating a Listening Exercise:
g and gh

Expressions

10:45 Creating a Listening Exercise:
k andkh

Types of Salmon and their
Distribution

Place Names (cont)

noon lunch lunch

1:00
i

Fishing with a Hook

Place Names Related to Fish

Fishing with a Net

Expressions (cont)

2:45 Fishing with a Hook (cont)

Questions using Postpositions

Minimal Pairs of Sounds

Conversation about Sleeping

Wrap-up

Closing Prayer
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Interior Tlingit Alphabet

Consonants

Labial
Alveolar

Lateral
Sibilant

Shibilant
Velar

Rounded Velar
Uvular

Rounded Uvular
Glottal

Rounded Glottal

Stops plain
aspirated
glottalized

d dl dz j g gw gh ghw . .w
t tl ts ch k kw kh khw

t' tr ts' ch' k' k'w kh' kh'w

Fricatives plain
glottalized

1 s sh X xw xh xhw h hw

1' s' x' x'w xh' xh'w

Sonorants plain
nasal

w ' y
m n

Vowels and Tone

Short Vowels

with low tone

I u

Short Vowels

with high tone
u

r

0

Long Vowels
with low tone

u

0

Long Vowels
with high tone
I

e

u

6



Tlingit Language

k and kh

September 2012

Examples of k

1. ketl

2. kushda

3. kijin

Examples of kh

1. kha

2. khena

3. khas'

TlingitLiteracy Session - YNLC - Sept 2012
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Tlingit Language

k and kh

Write k and kh as you hear them.

1. Khas' axh jiwu.
I have matches / a match.

Khas' axh jit kasatan.
Give me the match.

Khas' axh jit kata.a.
Give me the matches.

Khas' agi i jlwu ? (T)
Khas' gi i jihu ? (C)

Do you have matches / a match?

Khas' gi tiek' ?
No matches?

2. Ts'ats'T kudi xhatm.

I see a small songbird's nest.

3. S'igedi khTdu atyexh.
The beaver is building a dam.

4. Khena tin ye jine.
S/he is working with an awl.

Khena ye aya.u.
S/he is using an awl.

TlingitLiteracy Session - YNLC - Sept 2012
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5. Hm we kast a kaxh yut kasaxa.
Pour the water out of the barrel.

Hin a kaxh yut kaxhich we kast.
Dump the water out of the barrel.

Hm kasdi.

Water barrel.
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Tlingit Language

g?ahd: gh^

September 2012

Examples of g

1. gan

2. guch

3. gaw

Examples of gh

1. ghewu

2. ghuch

3. ghati

TlingitLiteracy Session - YNLC - Sept 2012
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Tlingit Language

g and gh

Write g and gh as you hear them.

1. Ghakh xhatm.
lynx I see

I see a lynx.

Gan wex' kawachak.
wood over there it is piled

The wood is piled over there.

Ghuch kadaghaxh.
wolf it is howling / crying

The wolf is howling.

Ghaxh kalas'uk. (T)
Gaxh katas'uk. (C)
rabbit you fry it

Fry the rabbit!

We gamdan ya nashix. (T)
We gawdan ya nashix. (0)
that horse it is running

The horse is running.

We gux'a kana.us'!
that cup you wash it

Wash the cup!

TlingitLiteracySession - YNLC - Sept 2012
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7. Ghukhl' hintakxhadi axha.
swan underwater roots it eats it

The swan eats underwater roots.

8. Gus' ya nals'fs.
clouds they are sailing along

The clouds are sailing along.

9. Ghewu dak kayikh !
fishnet out you stretch it

Set the net!

10. Ghata yan sati !
trap down you lay it

Set the trap!
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Minimal pairs

axha s/he is eating it

a xha s/he is eating some
eat some!

guch small hill, knoll

ghuch wolf

ka car

kha man

gan wood

ghan you know what?
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Fishing with a Hook
1. Da sa ye adane ?

What is s/he doing?

2. Ast'exh.

S/he is fishing (with a hook).
(t'exh - fishhook)

3. Shalxhuf.

S/he is casting.

4. Shukatxhach.

S/he is trolling.

5. We yadak'w ast'exh.
The boy is fishing (with a hook).

6. T'ase kaxh ast'exh. (C)
T'asi kaxh ast'exh. (T)

S/he is fishing (with a hook) for grayling.

7. We yadak'w t'asi kaxh ast'exh.
The boy is fishing (with a hook) for grayling.

8. Daleyi kaxh ast'exh.
S/he is fishing (with a hook) for lake trout.

9. Ghwat kaxh ast'exh.

S/he is fishing (with a hook) for rainbow trout.

10. T'a kaxh ast'exh. (T)
S/he is fishing (with a hook) for king salmon.

11. JW kaxh ast'exh. (T)
S/he is fishing (with a hook) for chum (dog) salmon.
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Fishing with a Hook (cont)

1. Da sa ye adane ?
What is he doing?

2. We yadak'w t'asi kaxh ast'exh.
T'asi kaxh ast'exh, we yadak'w.

The boy is fishing (with a hoolc) for grayling.

3. Da sa ye adane, we yadak'w ?
We yadak'w da sa ye adane ?

What is the boy doing?
' \

(or) We yadak'w awe da sa ye adane ?
As for the boy, what is he doing?

4. We yadak'w shakwshakak kaxh.
The boy is fishing forbroad whitefish (humpbacl< whitefish).

5. We yadak'w tasleyi kaxh ast'exh.
The boy is fishing (with a hool<) for pil<e.

6. We yadak'w shish kaxh ast'exh.
The boy is fishing (with a hool<) for inconnu.

7., We yadak'w xhat kaxh ast'exh.
The boy is fishing (with a hook) for fish (general).

Fishing with a Net

1. Da sa ye adane we yis kha ?
Whatis the boy doing?'
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2. Ghewu kaxh dak nashm.
fishnet over out he is handling it

He is running the net out.

3. Ghewu dak akanayikh.
fishnet out he is stretching it

He is setting the net out.

4. Da sa ye has adane ?
What are they doing?

5. Ghewu dak has akanayikh.
fishnet out they are stretching it

They are setting the net out.

6. Dat kaxh sa has asghew ?
What are they netting for?
(verb stem is -gh§w or -ghem in Teslin)

7. Tasleyi, xhat yadi kha s'axh' kaxh has asghew.
They are netting for pike, whitefish and ling cod.

8. T'lx' tayinaxh ghewu dak kaghaxhtuyikh. (T)
ice (via) underneath fishnet out we will stretch it

We will set a net under the ice.

9. Da sa yidzighew ?
What did you (one) net?

10. Da sa yiydzighew ?
What did you (plural) net?
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Types of Salmon and Trout

Fish English Locations Found

1. xhat fish in general everywhere

2. fa king salmon Yukon R, Alsek R,
Tatshenshini R

3. tit' chum salmon

dog salmon
Teslin R, Nisultin R,
White R, Kluane R

4. t'uk coho salmon Old Crow (Porcupine
R), Klukshu R

5. ghat sockeye salmon Klukshu R, Taku R

6. chas' pink salmon not in Yukon

7. ashat steelhead Alsek R, Taku R

8. xh'akw spawning salmon
(male red, hooked
nose)

everywhere
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Postpositions for Questions

Dat sa what...?
post position

Dat kaxh sa ...

Dat yis sa ...

Dat nakh sa ...

preposition

for what?

why? what for?

(running away) from what?

Examples:
Dat kaxh sa ast'exh?

What is s/he fishing for? (with a hootc)

Da sa ast'exh?
What is s/he catching? (with a hool<)

T'asi ast'exh.

He is catching grayling, (with a hool<)
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Place Name Origins (related to fish names)
1. Tetl'ani (Southern Tutchone place name from Louis Smith)

Dog Salmon Slough (on Teslin River)

This name refers to a location on Teslin River that was utilized

by members of more than one First Nation and language group.
The name as pronounced by Mr. Smith in Southern Tutchone
may well reflect a Tlingitorigin. Note the following possible
interpretation:

Tit' an I
dog salmon country / land -Tlingit

2. Kha litk'u xhadi
person's grandparent fish (possessed form)

This may be the same lake known by some Teslin speakers as
Estsu Luwe ("my gramma's fish(lake)") ofAthabaskan origin.

3. L'ukshu
coho salmon - end of the run

Klukshu

4. T'akhu

Taku River. Taku is said to be short for Tawakh Ghalakhu

("goose flood"), named from the fact that Tawakh Exh'i floods
when the geese are nesting.

5. -Luxh.ani
whitefish.country

Kluane Lake

(Lu'an M§n Southern Tutchone place name)
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Conversation about Sleep
1. K'iden gi yidlisa nisdat ?

well question you rested last night

How was your night? / Did you sleep well?

2. K'iden xhwadlisa.
well I rested

I slept well.

3. TIek', khut axhwajun.
no astray I dreamt

No, I had bad dreams.

4. Khut tse gijun !
astray don't dream

Don't have bad dreamsI (nightmares)

5. TIek', tiakw ke xhat isgilch.
no all the time up I kept waking

No, I kept waking up all the time.

6. Axh ludixh' kamduwadux'.
my neck someone tied it in a knot

My neck is/was knotted.

7. Axh dixh' katshuk'xh.
my back it is cramping (right now)

My back is cramping up.

8. Tlaxh ma k'iden xhwatayi sawe tiel
very how well I slept so not

axh tuwa ushgu shaxhwdanugu.
my way of thinking pleasant I get up

I slept so well so well I didn't want to get up.
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Expressions
1. Coffee shut xha.a.

I'm sitting down to a cup of coffee.

2. Ch'a aninaxh

patiently

3. Shas'axw!
Put a hat on it!

4. Kwey
Mark, marker

5. Kweyx'i sani
Little marks (diacritics)

6. Yak'eyi satuwu awe.
That is a good thought.

7. Khunasxhat' !

Crack the whip! (literally, whippeople!)

8. Axh sayi t'ika kishxit!
my name beside you (one) write

Axh sayi sakwey! (sakw^y)
my name you (one) mark, sign

Vote for me! (to one person)

Axh sayi yiysakwey! (ylysakw^y)
my name you (plural) mark, sign

Vote for me! (to more than one person)
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Schedule

Wed Nov 13 Thur Nov 14 Fri Nov 15

9:00 Introductions & Goals

Kinship charts

Kinship Terms

Opening Prayer

Forming Plurals

History ofTlingit
Writing Systems

Songs

Personal Names

10:45 Listening Exercise -
k and Idi

Comparison ofTlingit
Writing Systems

Dimensional Verbs

noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Listening Exercise -
kandkh (cant)

Formal Speech

Demonstration Lesson Dimensional Verbs (cont)

2:45 Listening Exercise -
kandkh (cont)

Classroom Expressions

Name for Arnica Flower

Presentation on Teslin
Language Immersion

Review and wrap-up
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Tlingit Alphabet

Consonants

Labial
Alveolar

1ateral
Sibilant

Shibilant
Velar

Rounded Velar
Uvular

Rounded Uvular
Glottal

Rounded Glottal

Stops plain
aspirated
glottalized

d dl dz j g gw gh ghw . .w
t tl ts ch k kw kh khw

f tr ts' ch' k' k'w kh' kh'w

Fricatives plain
glottalized

\ s sh X xw xh xhw h hw

1' s' x' x'w xh" xh'w ,

Sonorants plain
nasal

w 1 y
m n

Vowels and Tone

Short Vowels

with low tone

u

e

Short Vowels

with high tone
I u

r

0

Long Vowels
with low tone

] u

e 6

Long Vowels
with high tone
/V /V

I U
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/axh\
mk'w'
mother's''
father

Lttk'w!

axh

tiak'w
mother's
sister

TIak'w

Symbols

Wolf Crow

/nm\ womay

axh mk'u tIen
great grandparent

LHk'w

/axh^
kak

'mother's
brother

Kak!

axh

shatxh
elder sister

Shatxh !

Axh Xhunx'i
My Relatives

Chart 1 - Woman's Relatives

axh\
mk'w )
mother's J
mother J

Ok'w!

axh

tia
mother

Atli

axh
Ik'

elder
brother

xh^t
woman

/axhN
'mk'w'
' father's
father

Utk'w !

younger
brother

Ik'!

axh mk'u tIen
great grandparent

Lttk'w!

axh
at

father's
sister

At

axh^
kik' )

. younger J
sister /

Kik'!

axh
mk'w
father's
mother

Ulk'w!

/axh\
sani

'father's
y/)unger brotfii^r

Sani



/axh\
mk'w'

mother's^
father

Otk'w!

axh
tiak'w
mother's
sister

Tiak'w!

Symbols

Wolf Crow

/ma^ woman

V 7

axh titk'u tIen
great grandparent

Lttk'w!

/axh^
kak

'mother's^
brother

Kak!

axh
diak'

elder sister

DIak'!

Axh XhCinx'i
My Relatives

Chart 2 - Man's Relatives

( axh
I tia
V mother

Atli

axh\
mk'w ]
mother's j
mother J

Ulk'w!

'axhN
iunxh\
elder
brother

Hunxh !

xhat
man

/axh\
'mk'w
' father's
father

Lttk'w!

younger
brother

Kik'!

x^^h tttk'u tIen
^ great grandparent

LUk'w!

axh
at

father's
sister

At

axh

dIak'
younger
sister

DIak'!

axh
mk'w
father's
mother

Lttk'w

/axh\
sani

' father's
y/bunger brotfb^r

Sani !



Axh Xhunx'i - My Relatives

On the charts, blue is wolf moiety and pinl^ is crow. The first born (eldest) of
siblings is on the left, youngest on the right. A triangle represents a male, a
circle a female. (T) = Teslin dialect, (C) = Carcross dialect, (A) = Atlin
dialect.

Vocative is the form that is used to call a person. So, for example, you use
axh \W to talk about your younger sibling, but if you are talking to him or
her you use ik'!

Chart 1 - a Woman

This chart is seen from the point of view of the woman in the bottom row,
centre. The following terms are used by a female referring to her relatives.

Vocative

Woman: xhat

Woman's younger brother: axh Ik' ik'!

Woman's elder brother: axh Tk' Ik'!

Woman's elder sister- axh shatxh Shatxh ! (T, A)
axh shetxh Shetxh ! (C)

Woman 's younger sister: iaxh kik' Kik'!

Mother: axh tIa Atli !

Mother's brother: axh kak Kak!

(or) axh tIa du Ik'

Mother's sister: axh tiak'w Tiak'w!

(eider) axh tIa du shatxh

(younger) axh tIa du kik'
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Note the simple term axh kak (my maternal uncle) can be spelled out by
saying axh tia du Tk' (my mother's brother). However, axh tiak'w (my
maternal aunt) must be spelled out as either axh tia du shatxh (my
mother's elder sister) or as axh tia du kTk' (my mother's younger sister).

Chart 2 - a Man

This chart is seen from the point of view of the man in the bottom row,
centre. The following terms are used by a male referring to his relatives.

\

Vocative

Man: xhat

Elder brother: axh hunxh Hunxh!

Younger sister: axh diak' DIak'!

Elder sister: axh diak' Diak'!
(note tone is high and short in vocative form)

Younger brother: axh kTk'. Kik'!

Mother: axh tia AtlT!

Father: axh Tsh Tsh!

Note : If a man is talking and says axh kTk' it means his younger brother,
but if a woman is talking and says axh kTk' it means her younger sister.
Axh kTk' is a younger sibling of the same sex as the speaker. Elder
siblings of same sex are distinguished. For example, axh shatxh is my
elder sister (woman speaking), axh hunxh is my elder brother (man
speaking).
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Note also that kik'.a (younger one), shatxi.a (elder one, female), and
hunxhi.a (elder one, male) may modify other kin terms. For example:

kik'.a axh diak' my younger sister (man speaking)

hunxhu.a du kak his / her elder maternal uncie

The practice of "spelling out" a relationship is particularly useful when it
comes to general terms like axh tTtk'w, which refers not only to any
grandparent but further to any member of the clan the speaker belongs to.

The specific type of grandparents can be spelled out as follows:

axh tia du tia my mother's mother

axh tia du ish my mother's father

axh Tsh du tia my father's mother

axh Tsh du Tsh my father's father
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Listening Exercise k' and kh'

Forming Sentences

1a. We k'ux xhgw kat a.
on marten spruce bough on it is sitting

The marten is sitting on the spruce bough.

1b. We k'ux as shiyi kat han.
on marten tree brancti on it is standing

The marten is standing on the tree branch.

2. We tita kh'atr yawak'ats'.
the knife flat its face is sharp

The table l<nife is sharp.

3. Axh titk'w kh'ekaxwen at kayi ye aya.u.
My grandma flower pattern she is using it

Grandma uses a flower pattern.

4. We k'unts' da ayexh. (C)
We k'unts' da akayexh. (T)
The potato around he/she is peeling (shaving)

He/she is peeling the potato.

(note: Dzixh'u dCigu adakats'et'.

S/he is fleshing the moose hide.)
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5. Kh'anaxhan atyexh.
fence he/she is building

S/he is building a fence.

6. Ya yis khax'w wush kik'i daxh
these young men each othe/^s brother pair

has siti.

they are

These young men are a pair ofbrothers (speaking of two only).

(wush kik'i da = a pair ofbrothers)

(wush kik'i yan = more than 2 brothers)

7a. I kh'aluyi ghatgu!
your under nose you wipe,

(philtrum)

Wipe underyour nose!

(tituk = clean)

7b. Axh jin xhwakh'ek'w.
my hand I cut it

I cut my hand (surface cut, with knife, etc.)

7c. We jaji kh'ahj wushde kasa.axhw.
the snowshoe nose end together (you) tie it!

Tie up the (pointed) end of the snowshoe.

(a kh'atu = end ofsomething pointed like a pen or snowshoe)
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8. We hit k'iyi at a we ketl.
the house behind there it is sitting the dog

The dog is sitting behind the house.

9. We kh'atei hm

the pitcher water

We kh'atet hm

the pitcher water

tin shawats'ft'. (Interior)
with it is full (of liquid)

shawats'ft'. (Coastal)
it is full (of liquid)

The pitcher is full ofwater.

10. Linukts we k'uxh'.

it is sweet the gum

The gum is sweet.
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Tlingit Language

[gncfuaqe

Nov 2013

Examples of k'

1. k'ux

2. k'unts'

3. k'isani

Examples of kh'

1. kh'ekaxwen

2. kh'ati'

2. kh'atel

Tlingit Literacy Session - YNLC - Nov 2013

marten

potato

p^mve
m

boys, young men

flower

flat, thin

pitcher
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Tlingit Language

(gmuacje l^rjfjuac

1. We k'ux as shiyi kat han.
The marten is standing on tiie tree branch.

2. We Hta kh'atr yawak'ats'.
The table l<nife is sharp.

3. Axh titk'w kh'ekaxwen at kayi ye aya.u.
Grandma uses a flower pattern.

4. We k'unts' da ayexh. (C)
We k'unts' da akayexh. (T)
He/she is peeling the potato.

5. Kh'anaxhan atyexh.
He/she is building a fence.

6. Ya yis khax'w wush kik'i daxh has siti.
These young men are brothers (a pair).

7. Axh jin xhwakh'ek'w.
I cut my hand.

8. We hit k'iyi at a we ketl.
The dog is sitting behind the house.

9. We kh'atet hm tin shawats'it'.

The pitcher is full of water

10. tiinukts we k'uxh'.

The gum is sweet.
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Formal Address

Jane Smarch spoke about addressing one's relations in a formal setting
like a speech at a potlatch. Tiingit oratory on a formal occasion is a different
level of speech than everyday speech.

For example, when a member of the host wolf clan wants to thank all the
(wolf) hosts for a party, s/he would say near the beginning of his/her end-
of-potlatch speech, speaking to his/her own clan members;

Yak'eyi khu.u, "You good people,

axh sani has, my uncles

axh at has, my aunts

axh titk'u has, my grandparents

axh kani yan, my brothers and sisters-in-law

ch'a ye axh xhCinx'i, (and) my close relatives (people ofmy clan)"

After dictating this early address in a potlatch speech (above), Jane pointed
out that the spokesperson for the hosts of the potlatch would begin the
speech by addressing the guest clans, mentioning cross-clan aunts, uncles
and in-laws, and grandparents of the opposite clan, searching the faces of
the audience for guest clan members and trying to name as many cross-
relationships as possible. Then finally the speaker mentions her own clan
and close family as above, once the guests have all been honoured.
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Classroom Expressions

English To one person To two or more people

Come here! Hagu ! Hat yi.a !

Sit down! Ghanu ! Gheykhi!
Ghaykhi! (C)

Stand up! Gidahan ! Gaydanakh ! (T)
Ggydanakh ! (T)
Gaydanakh ! (C)

Listen to me! Axh xh'et sa.axh ! Axh xh'et yisa.axh !

Be quiet! Sh.Uk'ati'! Shyltk'atI'!

Sit still! TIlye ghanu ! Tliye ghaykhi / ghs^ykhf!

Look here! Hat itghm 1 Hat yitghm !

Put your coat
on!

1 kina.adi kat idati!

(T, C)

1 kina.adi kaxh

nidati ! (C)

Yi kina.adi kat yita.a!
(T, C)

Yi kina.adi kaxh

naydati! (C)

Put your mitts
on!

1 tsax'i i jm kade
ye nasni ! (T)

1 jin i tsax'i tude
ye nasni ! (C)

YI tsax'i yi jm kade ye
n^ysani / n^ysani! (T)

Yi jin y] tsax'i tude ye
neysani! (C)

Verbal prefixes always have low tone, whether long or short.
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Forming Plurals
How Are You?

Ma sa i yati ya ts'utat?

How are you this morning? (speai<ing to one person)

Ma sa yi yatl ya ts'utat?

How are you this morning? (speal<ing to more than one person)

Plurals

Axh xhCini my friend, my close relative (T, C)

Axh xhunx'i my friends, my close relatives (T)
-x'- forms the plural.

Axh xhuni has my friends, my close relatives (C)
has forms the plural, (literally, my friend-they)

Examples of Plurals

Singular Plural

axh yadi my child axh yatx'i my children

axh hidi my house axh hitx'i my houses

kha man khax'w men

A

a lake ax'w lakes

sha mountain shax'w mountains

A tidbit; shax'w xh'ak between the mountains /mountain
ranges

This is the likely origin of the place name Shakwak
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Kinship Plurals

Many kinship terms have special plurals.

axh kTk' has

axh kik'i yan

axh kik'i da

axh tla has

k'iden yatl

shyadaghUghu

a kun

A xhunit awati

Boat Names

Yayuwa

Sina

my younger siblings of the same sex

my younger siblings of the same sex, an older
form referring to more than two siblings

my two younger siblings of the same sex,
referring to a pair

my mothers
my mother and them (whoever is with her)

Miscellaneous Vocabulary

clean, fine, good
make it dean, make it better

clean yourself up (literally, wipe your face clean)
make your living area clean

hem (ofa dress)

"He gave a little more on top of (what is owed)"

a place name, a mountain by Taku River

a place name in southern Tlingit country,
on the coast
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Brief History of Written Tiingit

1. Earliest Explorers - the Russians.

They recorded some archaic forms that let us see deeper into the history of
the Tiingit language.

a) Count Chamberlain von Rezanoff (early 1800s). He desired a
trading vocabulary. He took a Russian word list, then recorded their
translations into many languages, including Aleut, Sugpiaq, Eyak, and
Tiingit. He was a poor phonologist.

b) Bishop Innocent, formerly Fr. John Veniaminoff (1820s on). His
philosophy was to make an effort to learn the local language before
starting to preach. He kept good documentation and was the first to
identify glottalized consonants in Tiingit.

2. Anthropological Era

a) William Kelly and Frances Willard. They used phonetic symbols as
shown in contemporary dictionaries to represent the sounds of Tiingit,
and wrote Grammar and Vocabulary of the HIingit Language of
Southeastern Alaska (1904). They started to figure out the forms of
Tiingit verbs.

b) Franz Boas. He is known as the "Father of American
anthropology" but was also a good linguist. He understood the Tiingit
sound system and worked with Louis Shotridge.

c) John R. Swanton. He wrote Tiingit Texts and IVIyths (1909) and
learned a fair amount of Tiingit vocabulary, though he was not as
good a linguist as Boas. Swanton used exclamation point for glottals,
and used q! for three different sounds : x', xh', and kh'.

d) Frederica de Laguna (1970s) used Boas' transcription.

e) Catherine McClellan (1970s) used Boas' transcription.
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3. Modern Era

a) Constance Naish and Gillian Story (1960s).

b) Naisii - Story - Leer (1972)

Comparisons of Writing Systems

Examples of Several Historical Writing Systems

Rounded Velar Consonants:

Swanton Boas &
Shotridge

Kelly &
Wlilard

Coastal
Orthography

Interior
Orthography

g%g° gV"-k"' gw gw gw

k"' kw, kw kw

k!% k!° k'" g'w, g'°° k'w k'w

X" , X® X" CHW, CH°° xw xw

q!% q!° X" g'w, g'°° x'w x'w
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Examples of Kelly-Willard System:

Kelly-Wiilard

ish

Tsh hus

tia

tia hus

cac

cac hus

ceg

ceg hus

yu-du-guat's-g'o6

gi-sa'-nT

Modern Coastal
Tllngit

Tsh

Tsh has

tia

tia has

kak

kak has

kTk'

kTk' has

yadak'watsk'u

k'isani

ko6-du'h-u-yu-nu-hu khudaxh.ayanaha

Tlingit Literacy Session - YNLC - Nov 2013

English

father

fathers

mother

mothers

uncle

uncles

younger sibling of the
same sex

younger siblings of
the same sex

boy

boys

star
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Excerpt from Tlingit Myths and Texts
by John Swanton, published 1909, p. 291

94. THE L!: '̂NAX33'DAQ«
A man at Auk went out on the lake after firewood. On the way

round it he sawa woman floating about. Her hair was long. Look
ing at her for some time, he saw that her little ones were with her^
He took one of the children home. When it became dark they went

Ak!"q!ayu' ye yatf qa akade' wugu't gA'nga. A'yAxde
At Auk stopping a man out on got for firewood. Around it

yanagudi'ayu aositi'n cawA't yu'adlglga cwu'LTxac. Ducaxawu'
going was he saw woman one - floating. Her hair

yeklu'Ljyat!. Tc!ak" ^ti'ni a'ya aositi'n ye'k"ts!iga'yi a. At yA'tqli
was long. Some time looking he saw her her little ones " were. Children

AX a'wucat neMe'. Yi^n qo'qacget ayu' awaxe'q!^ XAtc
from he took to [his] home. There it got dark of itself there they went to sleep. It was
them

Analysis of Swanton Excerpt

Title;

L!e'naxxT'daq° (Swanton)

TI'anaxTdakhw (modern Tlingit)

1. Ak!"q!ayu' ye yati' qa akade' wugu't gA'nga. (Swanton)

Ak'wx' ayu ye yati kha, a kade wCigut gangha. (modern
Interior Tlingit)

A man staying atAuk Lake went out onto the lake for firewood.

(ak'wx' = a : lake, -k'w : small, -x': at)
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2. A'yAxde yanagudl'ayu aosTtl'n cawA't yu'adTgTga
cwu'LTxac.

A yaxhde ya nagudi ayu awsitin shawat yu a dagiyge
shwudlihash.

As he was going to the lal<eshore he saw a woman floating yonder
in the middle of the lake.

3. DQcaxawu' yeklu'Ltyat!

Du shaxhawu ye kwdliyat'.

Her hair was long.

4. Tc!ak" attT'nT a'ya aosTtl'n ye'k"ts!Tga'yT a.

Gh'akw altini aya awsitin ye kwdzigeyi a.

Looking at her for some time, he saw the little ones.

5. At yA'tqIT AX a'wucat netde'.

At yatx'i axh awashat nelde.

He took the children home.
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Comparison of Naish-Story and modern Writing Systems

Naish-
Story Coastal

a

e

i

u

aa

ei

ee

00

Short Vowel

Long Vowel

Coastal

haat uwagut
haande kgwagoot

u

e

i

o

a

ei

ee

00

Interior

hat uwagut

hande kghwagut
tl'eil haande kgwagoot tiet hande kghwagut

Interior
Low

a

e

u

X

a

X

e

I

X

U

Interior
High

a

e

F

I

u

a

e

T
y\

U

came home

will come home

won't come home

The tones of words and vowel length can change in context. With the
Interior system, the same vowel letter is always used, regardless of length.

A word can have different vowel length as well between speakers. In
Coastal Tlingit, this can mean use of different letters for the same word. In
Interior Tlingit, only the mark changes. Example:

du hidi ~ du hidee (varies among speakers)

du hidi ~ du hidi.
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First Naish-Story Writing System
This system used a final -h to mimic English short vowels:
-ah, -oh, -eh, -ih

Excerpt from The Brass Serpent and Other Stories

Constance Naish and Gillian Story, Wycliffe Bible Translators, 1963,
p.3

THE BRASS SERPENT

• Numbers 20: 14-21, 21:4-9

Tl^il oonul^i dax'6n jink'kt tdkw yah shoo-
gux^ex, Israel t6onux gogwast^e antkeen^e
kulguk6ot hus wooligds'. Ag^h.uyilh ad^i yah
konuh^in, a£^h uh kdh dak hus woodlitsoowoo y^i

1.

N-S: TIeil oonulei dax'on jinkat takw yah shooguxeex.

Coastal: TIeil unale daax'oon jinkaat taakw yaa shugaxeex.

Interior: TIet unati dax'un jinkat takw ya shugaxTx,
almost forty years when they were ending

When almost forty years had elapsed,
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2.

Naish-S:

Coastal:

Interior:

Naish-S:

Coastal:

Interior:

Israel toonux gogwastee antkeenee

Israel toonax kugasti aantkeeni
Israel tunaxh khughasti antkhini
Israel through progeny townspeople

kulgukoot hus wooligas'.

kalgakoot has wuligaas'
katghakhut has wuligas'
about in the wilderness they moved camp from place to place

the descendants of the people of Israel wandered about
in the desert.
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Lullaby
Songs

Hande xh chunetk'i, hande xh chunetk'i
Give me my little arrow, give me my little arrow,

Ts'ats'lk' khat'Cig-a axh dlak' sik' sagw-a
I should shoot a little bird for my daughter's daughter

He! Net wujikhagh-a, chishden wujikhagh-a
Hey! It flew inside, it flew within easy range

Yaxhwsi.t'ukxha !

Darn, I missed it! (joke ending)

Translation and Vocabulary

1. handexh chunMk'i

axh chunedi

-k'

2. ts'ats'lk' khat'Cig-a

axh tCiwuch

3. axh dlak' sik' sagw- a

4. he, net wujikhagh-a

5. chishden wujikhagh-a

6. yaxhwsi.t'ukxha

yaxhwsi.unxha

xhwat'uk

xhwa.un

Arising

hand me my little arrow

my arrow

little

let me shoot a little bird

to my way of thinking, / think

for my sister's little daughter

oh! it landed inside

it landed where I can get it easy

I missed it (by bow and arrow)

I missed it (by gun)

I shot it (by bow and arrow)

I shot it (by gun)
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Song
A little girl made this song

Sede i kukhasdux' de

Ghanaxh.adi yatx'i

Agha naxhateni
Yan xhat uxhtijakhw de

Translation

Sede i kukhasdOx' de

Ghanaxh.adi yatx'i

Agha naxhateni
Yan xhat uxhiijakhw de

Tlingit Literacy Session - YNLC- Nov 2013

I'm gonna tie you to my neck now!

children ofGhanaxh.adi

then when i go to sleep

it's gonna settle me down
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Dimensional Verbs

Big
Singular

Absolute Form Comparative Form Adjective Form

yage big (object)
it's big

ye kuge
ye gugenk'

it's (so) big tien a big

yage abundant

it's abundant

ye yakuge it's (so) abundant

tige big, s/he/it is big
(talking of a
human or animal)

ye kwtige it's (so) big (talking
of a human or

animal)

tien a big
(human, animal)

Plural

digex big (objects), they
are big

ye kwdige they are (so) big tienx' big (objects)

dligex big, they are big
(talking ofhumans
or animals)

ye kwdzige they are (so) big
(talking ofhumans
or animals)

tienx' big (talking of
humans or

animals)



Long
Singular

Absolute Form Comparative Form Adjective Form

yayat' long, it's long
(general object)

ye kCiwat' it's (so) long
(general object)

kuwat' a long
(general obj.)

tiyat' long, it's long
(complex object)

ye kwtiyat' it's (so) long
(complex object)

kutayat' a long
(complex obj.)

jitiyat' long, it is long
(stringy object)

ye jiktiyat' it's (so) long
(stringy object)

Plural

diyat'x' long, they're long
(general objects)

ye kwdiyat' they're (so) long
(general objects)

kudayat'x' long
(general obj.s)

dliyat'x' long, they're long
(complex objects)

ye kwdliyat' they're (so) long
(complex objects)

kutyat'x' long
(complex obj.s)

jidliyat'x' long, they're long
(ropes)

ye jikwdliyat' they're (so) long
(ropes)



Phrases using long

an kuwat'

an kudayat'x'

du yu xh'atangi atiyat'

ye xh'uskudliyat'

Short

a long town

long towns

s/he is stretching out his/her speech

s/he has long legs

kuwats' it's too short

(general object)
ye kuwats' it's (so) short

(general object)

kutiyats' it's too short

(stringy object)
ye kwiiyats' it's (so) short

(stringy object)

Being Lazy

(a) uxhdzika

(a) Cidzika

(a) idzika

/ am lazy (to do it)

s/he is lazy (to do it)

you are lazy (to do it)
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Demonstration Native Language Lesson
Elementary Level - 20 Minutes

Date: Nov 14,2013 Grade: 1/2/3 Instructor: Khagane

Content & Method Material

Conversation:

How are you? I am fine.

Weather

(look out ofwindow)

Review from previous lesson:

What is this? This is a

(low-bush cranberry, high-bush cranberry)

flashcards

New Vocabulary/Structure:

What are vou doins? I am pickine . Cshow picture"!

(low-bush cranberry, high-bush cranberry)

flashcards

Activity:

Snatch game

rope and flashcards

Wind-down: review and put things away
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Demonstration Lesson Evaluation - Team Teaching
Instructors: Connie Jules, Lon-aine Dewhurst, Jane Smarch
Date:Novl4, 2013

igrTciuac

Written lesson plan completed v/ Materials at hand before lesson n/

Conversation (wann-up) Provided frequent speech model v/

Effective review v< Spoke clearly >/

New vocabulary introduced Demanded good pronunciation

Effective drill ofnew vocabulary Used complete sentences v/

Activity using new vocabulary v/ Demanded complete sentences from
students

>/

Listening activity X Moved for good class control

Closing activity Used real objects v/

Cooperated in lesson planning and
preparation

v' Used a variety ofmaterials s/

Teaching load shared equally Limited use ofEnglish

Lesson appropriate for class period

Comments: good job ofkeeping classroom order; good use of drills - group, one-on-one
and circle; I liked the use ofbody language using "picking berries"; lots of repetition of
language.

Areas for Improvement: -

YNLC Evaluator: Linda Harvey
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Tfuytograffi admirations
36. top left: Dr. Jeff Leer

top right: participants playing a language game
centre right: Connie Jules and Lorraine Dewhurst practice teaching Tlingit
bottom: Connie Jules and Lorraine Dewhurst practice teaching Tlingit

37. top left: Connie Jules and Lorraine Dewhurst practice teaching Tlingit
top right: Winnie Atlin, Dr. Jeff Leer
bottom: participants

38. top left: Winnie Atlin

top right: Linda Harvey
centre left: Norman James

centre right: Barbara Hobbis

bottom: Dr. Jeff Leer teaching

39. top: Dr. Jeff Leer teaching
bottom left: Sarah Johnston

bottom right: Myranda Simpson writing Tlingit

40. left: Gordon Reed

top right: Norman James, Mike Smith
centre right: Sean Smith writing Tlingit
bottom right: Bessie Jim, Winnie Atlin, Deborah Baerg

41. top: Sarah Johnston

centre: Jane Smarch, Lorraine Dewhurst
bottom: Jane Smarch, Dr. Jeff Leer, LorraineDewhurst,Connie Jules, LindaHarvey

42. top left: Lorraine Dewhurst

right: Jane Smarch

centre left: Dr. Jeff Leer recording place names
bottom left: text from a Tlingit song

43. top left: Linda Harvey, Emma Sam
top right: Michele Johnson, Linda Harvey, Chris Cox
bottom left: Linda Harvey, Barbara Hobbis
bottom right: Connie Jules, Linda Harvey, Lorraine Dewhurst

44. top left: Linda Harvey, Pauline Sidney
top right: Myranda Simpson, Linda Harvey
centre: Norman James, Linda Harvey, Bessie Jim
bottom: Anne Ranigler, Sean Smith, Linda Harvey
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Schedule

Men Oct 6 Tue Oct 7 Wed Oct 8

9:00 Opening Prayer

Introductions & Goals

Constructing a Listening
Exercise -1 and t'

Opening Prayer

Review ofGoals

Constructing a Listening
Exercise - g and gh

Opening Prayer

Review ofGoals

Constructing a Listening
Exercise - k and Idi

10:45 Listening Exercise -
t and t' (cont)

Expressions

Sam Johnston's story
Screech Owl and Crow

Listening Exercise -
g and gh (cont)

Sam Johnston's
ThunderbirdStory

Listening Exercise - k
and kh (cont)

Personal Names (cont)

noon lunch lunch lunch

1:00 Demo Lesson

Writing a Meat Camp
story

Personal Names Sam Johnston's stories:
The BlindMan and the
Loon

The Seagull Keitladi

2:45 Writing a Meat Camp
story (cont)

Writing a Meat Camp
story (cont)

JeffLeer Award

Wrap-up

Closing Prayer

Goals of the Session

1. Tlingit sounds and symbols

2. Writing a story in Tlingit

3. Tlingit grammar: word order

4. Story telling with Sam Johnston

5. Meaning ofpersonal names
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Tlingit Alphabet

Consonants

Labial
Alveolar

Lateral
Sibilant

Shibilant
Velar

Rounded Velar
Uvular

Rounded Uvular
Glottal

Rounded Glottal

Stops plain
aspirated
glottalized

d dl dz j g gw gh ghw . .w
t tl ts ch k kw kh khw

f tr ts' ch' k' k'w kh' kh'w

Fricatives plain
glottalized

t s sh X xw xh xhw h hw

1' s' x' x'w xh' xh'w

Sonorants plain
nasal

w 1 y
m n

Vowels and Tone

Short Vowels

with low tone

I

e

u

Short Vowels

with high tone
u

6

Long Vowels
with low tone

I u

6

Long Vowels
with high tone

u

6



Constructing a Listening Exercise -1 and t'

T = Teslin dialect, C = Carcross dialect

1. Tasleyi aya. (T)
Tasteyi aya. (T-C)
This is a pil<e.

2. Tasi axh xh'e linukts.
grayling I, me mouth it tastes good / sweet / delicious

Tasi axh xh'e yak'e.
grayling I, me mouth it is good
The grayling tastes good.

T'asi axh tu.a sigu.
I like grayling.

3. T'exh axh jlwu.
fish hook I, me ' / have

I have a fish hook.

4. Khukast'exh. (T)
Kukast'exh. (C)
Ast'exh. (T-C)
He is fishing (with a hook).

5. Deleyi kaxh axhast'exh.
lake trout for I am hooking

I am fishing for lake trout (with a hook).

Deleyf kaxh shaxhatxhut'.
lake trout for I am casting (a line)

I am casting (a line) for lake trout.

6. Til' aya.
This is chum salmon / dog salmon.

Note: Carcross doesn't have chum salmon.
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7. Ghat has amdzit'exh.
sockeye they they caught (with a hook).
They hooked sockeye salmon.

Ghat has amdzighew. (T-C)
Ghat has amdzighem. (T)
sockeye they they caught (with a net).
They netted sockeye salmon.

8. Tas xhwa.u. (T-C)
thread I bought (on a spool)
I bought a spool of thread.

Tas kaxhwsi.u. (T-C)
Tas xhwasi.u. (C)
thread I bought (a length)
I bought a length of thread.

9. T'awakh awa.un.
Canada goose s/he shot
She shot a Canada goose.

10. Tat aya. (T)
night it is

Tat ym. (C)
night during
It is night.
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Tlingit Language

itfandttl

Write t and t' as you hear them.

^ative
Ignquaqe



Constructing a Listening Exercise - g and gh

1. Ghakh xhatin.
lynx I see

I see a lynx.

2. Gan yut kawachak.
firewood over there it is piled
The firewood is piled over there.

3. We ghuch ghaxh.
this wolf it is howling / crying
The wolf is howling.

Ketl' kawaxhek'w.
dog it is growling
The dog is growling.

4. We ghaxh katas'uk!
this rabbit you fry it

Fry the rabbit!

5. We gamdan ya nashix.
this horse it is running

The horse is running.

6. We gux.a kana.us'!
this cup you wash it

Wash the cup!

1. We ghukht' hintakadaxh at xha.
this swan from the bottom something it is eating

of the water

The swan is eating something from the bottom of the water

derivation: hTn = water, tadaxh = bottom-from
hintakadaxh = from the bottom of the water
hintakxhatl'i = underwater plants
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8. We gus' ya daxh kanals'is.
this cloud(s) along plural they are being moved

they are blown (by wind)
The clouds are being blown along by the wind (individually).

We gus' ya kanals'is.
this cloud(s) along it is moved, it is blown (by wind)
The clouds are blown along by the wind (together as one group).

note: ya kanals'is = it is blown along
ya daxh kanals'is = they are blown along
yadaxh = from here

9. We ghewu dak kayikh!
this net out you stretch it
Stretch the net out! Set the net!

note: siikanlsyit! = you (one) stretch (yourself)! Have a stretch!
shkanayisyit! = you (guys) stretch (yourselves)!

note: a dak khuxh = he is going out by boat
a dakh khuxii = he is going back by boat

10. We ghata yan sati !
this trap down you put it,

to rest you lay it

Set the trap!
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Tlingit Language
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Write g and gh as you hear them.
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Constructing a Listening Exercise - k and kh
(unfinished)

1. S'igedi yande ya anaskhit. (T)
The beaver is building a dam to the other side.

Yan awsikhit. (T)
Yan amsikhit. (0)
He has built the dam. (finished)

2. We ketl ata.

The dog is lying down.

ta. (C)
ta. (C)
it is sleeping

The fat old dog is sleeping there.

Note: wet ta it is sleeping there
wet sh istan it is lying there alive
wet satan it is lying there dead, lifeless
yatayi ketl fatty dog

Udzikayi ketl shan wet sh istan.
lazy dog old there it is lying

3. We kha ghattude jimdiitsuw. (T, coastal)
We kha khal tude jiwdlitsuw. (0)
this man poci<et-into he put his own hands

The man stuck his hands in his pocket.

Wudlinetl ketl shan wet
Wudlinedii ketl shan wet
fat dog old there
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Tlingit Language

k and kh

Write k and kh as you hear them.
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isw^siil

fimve
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Meat Camp
Dat yahayi saya ?
What is this a picture of ?

Title

Dl]y an.iti
meat camp, place of camping

Meat Camp

1. Dzisk'w ya
moose along
He is tracl<ing a moose.

Dzisk'u xh'us.m
moose footprints
He is tracking a moose.

Yadak'w asx'itde
young man hunting
The young man is hunting.

Asx'itde ya
hunting along

He is going hunting.

akanasken.
s/he is tracking

ya akanasken.
along s/he is tracking

ya nagut.
along s/he is walking

nagut.
s/he is walking

TlingitLiteracy Session - YNLC - Oct 2014
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2. We kha dzisk'w awa.un.
this bull/man moose s/he shot

He shot the bull moose.

We kha awe
this bull it is

He will shoot this bull moose.

dzisk'w akhghwa.un.
moose s/he will shoot

We kha dzisk'w akhghwa.un,
this bull moose he will shoot

The man will shoot the bull moose.

Du unayi yat amdzitan.
his own gun he aimed
He aimed his gun.

derivation: una = gun, du unayi = his (own) gun

derivation: yat =/7/s face, amdzitan = he puts it
yat amdzitan = he aimed it
du yat = to his own face
du yat amdzitan = he puts it on his face

Du shanaxhayi du
his own axe his,

him

His axe is lying beside him.

TlingitLiteracy Session - YNLC - Oct 2014

jixhant
beside him,
where he can reach it

we kha.
that man

satan.
it is lying (lifeless)
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3. Awajaghi itdaxh, has atx'ish.
s/he killed it after they are skinning it
After he killed it, they are skinning it.

We dzisk'w awujaghi itdaxh , has atx'ish.
this moose s/he killed it after they (2) are skinning it
After he killed the moose, they are skinning it.

Aghadzi yan
his hind leg(s) down

ghwagwatl.
it might roll, lest it roll (potential)

They tied his hind leg down in case it might roll over

akamsi.axhw yu a yaxh
they tied them this way turning over

Aghadzi
his hind legs

a yaxh
turning over

yan has akamsi.axhw tiet yu
down they tied it not this way

ghagwadlit.
so it willnot roll over (negative hortative - T suffix)

They tied his hind legs down so it won't roll over
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4. A
its

ghadzi
hindquarter

ya
alorig

anasyan.
s/he is packing

He is packing along the hindquarter.

We ketl tsu
this dog too
The dog is packing too.

TlingitLiteracy Session - YNLC - Oct 2014

yandayan.
it is packing
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5. We shawat dliy aksahan.
Ms woman meat s/he is cutting strips

The woman is cutting the meat into strips.
The woman is stripping the meat.

Ch'al kax' ye jine.
willows on s/he is working
She is working on top of willow (branches).
She is working on willows.

Du diyi ya nas.at'.
her tea along it is getting cold (progressive)
Her tea is getting cold.
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6. Dliy yaxh ashayasatl.
meat up s/he is hanging
She is hanging up the meat.

Du dachxhank' du it wudishi.
her grand-daughter she is helping her
i-ier grand-daughter is heiping her.

S'ikh ye adane.
smoke s/he is making

She is making smol<e.

Ye awe datiyin.
like this, this way it used to be

This is the way it used to be. / This is the traditonal way.
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7. A dugu axhaxas' we du dachxhank'.
its skin s/he is cutting off hair this her grand-daughter

A dugu a xhakwtuxas' we du dachxhank'.
its skin s/he is cutting the hair this her grand-daughter

off the scalp
Her grand-daughter is cutting the hair off the skin.

We dzisk'u dugu axhax'as' du dachxhank'.
this moose its skin she is cutting off hair her grand-daughter
Her grand-daughter is cutting the hair off the moose hide.

Du titayi yak'ats'.
her knife it is sharp
Her knife is sharp.

X'egha lidzi a
really it is hard it

da
about

Shanaxhwayi
axe

The axe is sharp.

ye jiduneyi.
to work on it

It is really hard to work on it.

X'egha yat'ix'i ye jine awe.
really hard to work it is
It is really hard work.

Tlingit Literacy Session - YNLC - Oct 2014

yatik'ats'.
it is sharp
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8. Ghaxh
rabbit

amdiidas'.
s/he snared

She snared a rabbit

K'awet! Gwet tut tsu a satan.
oh look! bag in also one it is lying (dead)
Look! There is also one lying (dead) in the bag.

K'iden at gaxhtuxha ya xana.
good something we willeat this evening
We will eat well this evening.
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9. K'iden duwanuk.
good it tastes

It tastes good.

E-e, yak'e.
Mmm it's good

Mmm, it's good.

We ketl tsu
this dog also

The dog wants some too.

Asx'it an.iti yak'e
hunting camp, goodcamp,

place

This is a good place for a hunting camp.
Hunting camp is a good place to be.

TlingitLiteracy Session - YNLC - Oct 2014

du it a uwaha.
it wants some, it is hungry for some

a

there

ye khudatiyi.
for people to stay

people to camp
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Expressions and Miscellaneous Vocabulary

1. Hado !

2. Axh adi!

3. ljuwani !

4. I gu.a yaxh x'wan !

My goodness!

My precious!

Shame on you!
You little scamp!

Do your best! (expresses ongoing
support and encouragement)

5. A yaxh awe! That's right!

6. A xhawe ! That's it! You know!

7. Hagaloy!
HadIo !

Holy smokes! My gosh!
(expresses surprise)

8. Axh It idashi. Help me.

9. 1 xh'et shi !
Y1 xhikt ylshi!

Touch your shoulder.

10. Yadachun straight, plain, simple

11. Ashkanaxhtutyat. Let's play.

12. Khunaxhtusuk'. Let's put on a play, (act a drama
scene with props)

13. Dat yaxh sa kayati yat'a ?

What colour is this?

14. Xh'anawus'. Ask him/her.

15. Kashaxit. Write it.

16. Xhat niyti. (?) Do as I do.
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17. Natw.

18. Du it idashi.

19. Tlet a yaxh xhat tushti.

20. Xhat uwadut'.

21. Iwadut' gi?
NOT I uwadut'.

22. Hint xhat wudzigit.

TlingitLiteracy Session - YNLC - Oct 2014

Read it.

Help him /her.

I don't feel good.
I don't feel right.

I have the hiccups.

Do you have hiccups?

I fell in the water.
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Vocabulary about Christmas

1. Kats cards (a made-up word)

2. Khusaxhan tin has du In ye jinane.
Give them love.

3. Ch'as sagu i tu ye nghatl.

4. Lit a ayitxajikh!

5. Ak' axhahin.

6. Ak' anahin!

7. Ak'e ye jine aya.

8. Atk' ahin

9. At awdashi

10. At saxhan

11. Khusaxhan

12. Axh xh'et yis.a !

13. Axh in yu xh'ala.a.

14. X'agha kuxha.akhw

Tlingit Literacy Session - YNLC- Oct 2014

Let there be Joy inside you.

Don't you give up!

I believe.

Believe! (command)

This is good work.

faith

hope

love (in general)

love for people

Kiss me!

Talk to me.

I'm really trying hard!
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Vocabulary from Thunderbird Story

Xetl duwa.axhch.
thunderbird it is heard

There is thunder.

Xetl yat'ukk.
thunderbird it is blinking its eyes

There is lightning.

Vocabulary from the Seagull Story

1. A shude indighat
He crawled down to the lake shore.

2. A dixh shkamdiixh'ix'w.
He thought he squeezed himself onto his back.

3. Du in kat shamdixhich.

It dived with him.

4. Du dat khumdiinuk.
He felt around his body.

5. Du ka mdikhin kedladi.

The seagull hovered over him.
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Five Little Ducks Song
Connie Jules, JeffLeer, Barbara Hobbis
(there are many versions in English)

Kijin gaxwx'u sani xhwasakuwan

Yatayi ax'w, wutixuni ax'w, ye kwdligeyi ax'w tsu
Tiex' yatiyi a kiiu.a kugena ye aya.u

Du xhCinx'i ya ashuna.at
Quack quack quack yu dawa.axhch

Hm yaxhde has na.at

Five little ducks that I once knew
Fat ones, skinny ones, fair ones too

But the one little duck with thefeather on his back
He led the others with a quack, quack, quack
Quack, quack, quack, quack, quack, quack
He led the others with a quack, quacks quack

1. Kijin gaxwx'u sani xhwasakuwan.
five ducks little I used to know

I used to know five little ducks.

2. Yatayi ax'w, wutixuni ax'w,
fatty ones . skinny ones

ye kwdligeyi ax'w tsu.
tall ones as well

Fat ones, skinny ones, tall ones too.
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3. Tlex' yatiyi a khu.a kugena ye aya.u.
one being one however sash he is wearing
But one (particular one) was wearing a sasti.

4. Du xhunx'i ya ashuna.at.
his buddies along he is leading them

He is leading his buddies.

5. Quack quack quack yu dawa.axhch.
Quack quack quack thus it is heard

Quack quack quack is heard.

6. Hm yaxhde has na.at.
river bank-to they in a line - go
They go to the river bank (in a line).
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Santa Claus Song

Yande sdux tunaxh hetde St. Nick

Hit kade watsix kayek duwa.axhxh

Sandi Claus gheghl ye uwagut
Gan kanaxh yinde shwudlixh'Tx'w.

At yatx'i jixhuxh atyamti.at.
Ho ho ho naxhtu.at

Ho ho ho naxhtu.adi

Hit shakide duwa.axch click, click, click

Gan kanaxh dak wudzigit Sandi TIas

Up on the housetop reindeer paws
outjumps good oldSanta Claus

Down through the chimney with lots oftoys
All for the little ones, Christmas joys

Ho, ho ho! Who wouldn't go?
Ho, ho ho! Whowouldn't go?

Up on the housetop, click, click, click
Down through the chimneywith goodSaint Nick

1. Hit kade watsix kayek duwa.axhxh
house upper storey ?
?

2. Sandi Claus gheghi ye uwagut
Santa Claus ? ?

?

3. Gan kanaxh yinde shwudlixh'Tx'w.
? ?

He squeezed himself down through the smoke hole.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

At yatx'i jixhuxh atyamti.at.
??

He is distributing things anfiong the children.

Ho ho ho
Ho ho ho

Ho ho ho!

Ho ho ho
Ho ho ho

Ho ho ho!

naxhtu.at
let's go

Let's go!

naxhtCi.adi
let's go

Let's go!

Hit
house

9

shakide
?

click, click, click
click, click, click

8. Hit
house

9

shakide duwa.axch click, click, click
top? ? click, click, click

kanaxh dak wudzigit Sandi TIas9. Gan
?

Santa Claus fell down through the smoke hole

By AnotherAuthor ??

1. Ho ho ho
ho ho ho

Yande
to the gound

sa xhwagut (x2)
I went

sdux tunaxh hetde
through stove into the house

St. Nick
St. Nick
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(Pfiotograpfi ^denXi^atixms
Page
31. centre: Tlingit session 2014 participants
32. centre: Tlingit session 1984 participants

33. top: Jane Smarch, Dr. Jeff Leer, Sam Johnston, Emma Sam looking at a
1984 Yukon Indian News clipping

centre: Lorraine Dewhurst, Connie Jules
bottom: Lorraine Dewhurst

34. top: Pauline Sidney, Heather Sam
centre: Barbara Hobbis, Lorraine Dewhurst, Connie Jules, Norman James,

Dr. Andre Bourcier

bottom: (infront) Bessie Cooley, Winnie Atlin
(behind) Collyne Bunn, Ruth Beattie, Bessie Jim

35. top left: Heather Sam, Dr. Jeff Leer, Emma Sam
top right: Heather Sam, Dr. Jeff Leer, Emma Sam showing their Frog clan crest
centre left: Norman James

centre right: Santa Claus song
bottom left: Mary Allison, Dr. Andre Bourcier
bottom right: Dr. Jeff Leer, Doug Hitch

36. top: Mary Allison recording Sam Johnston
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Mr. John Ritter

Ms. Pauline Sidney

Ms. Jane Smarch

Ms. Sarah Johnston Smith

Mr. Sean Smith

Ms. Danielle Van Bibber

Ms. Tahyah Van Bibber

Native Language Instructor
F.H. Collins School, Whitehorse

Whitehorse

Founding Director, YNLC
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Teslin School
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Whitehorse
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Schedule

Tues Oct 6 Wed Oct 7

9:00 Opening Prayer

Introductions & Goals

Listening Exercise using
k and k'

Use ofGesture, Akwdaka

Dialect Comparisons

Opening Prayer

Awakening the Language
- fluency

Listening Exercise -
k andkh

10:45 Comparison of Interior
and Coastal

Orthography

Numbering Things and
People

Lorraine's project

noon lunch lunch

1:00 Getting Dressed and
Undressed

Tlingit Proverbs

Tlingit Clans

2:45 Getting Dressed and
Undressed (cont)

Personal and Honorary
Names

Wrap -up

Closing Prayer
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Interior Tlingit Alphabet

Consonants

Labial
Alveolar

Lateral
Sibilant

Shibilant
Velar

Rounded Velar
Uvular

Rounded Uvular
Glottal

Rounded Glottal

Stops plain d dl dz j g gw gh ghw « .w

aspirated t tl ts ch k kw kh khw
glottalized f tr ts' ch' k' k'w kh' kh'w

Fricatives plain i s sh X xw xh xhw h hw
glottalized 1' s' X' x'w xh' xh'w

Sonorants plain
nasal

w

m n

1 y

Vowels and Tone

Short Vowels
with low tone

I

e

u

Short Vowels

with high tone

I

e

u

d

Long Vowels
with low tone

I u

e 6

a

Long Vowels
with high tone

a

u

6



Comparison of Coastal and Interior Orthographies

Basic Principle of Orthographic Design
The most important phonological information needs to be written "on the line".
Less important information can be written over or under the line ifnecessary for
learners.

Writing Tlingit Vowels

Interior Tlingit is written with no vowel pairs . It has five vowels - a, e, i, u and
sometimes o.

Coastal Tlingit uses vowel pairs to write the long vowels - aa, ei, ee, ou, oo.
So Coastal Tlingit has a ten vowel system.

Tones

High tone vowels are marked by adding a diacritic v . So short high tones are
written a, e, i, 6 and u in both systems. Short low tone vowels are unmarked a, e, i,
o and u in both systems.

In Interior Tlingit the tone marker v is used for long low vowels, giving a, e, i, 6
and u. Coastal orthography uses aa, ei, ee, ou and oo for these long low vowels.
Coastal orthography uses aa, ei, etc. for long high vowels. In writing Interior
Tlingit, the tone marker v is used for long high vowels, giving a, e, etc.

Other languages may use stacked diacritics like a to write a long high vowel. It is
possible to write Interior Tlingit in this way, but we now use the diacritic markers
that are easy to find and use, namely v, v and v in place of the harder to use
diacritic set v, v and v.
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Summary

Short Vowels Long Vowels

Coastal Interior Coastal Interior

low high \ow high low high low high
tone tone tone tone- tone tone tone tone

a
r

a a
r

a aa aa a a

e
r

e e
r

e ei ei e
A

e

i
r

1 i 1 ee ee 1 T

0
r

0 0 0 ou 6u 0 6

u
r

U u u 00 00 u u
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Comparison of Tlingit Dialects

It is windy I stormy

Teslin ayamditi

Carcross ayawditi

s/he poured it

Teslin akamsixa

Carcross akawsixa

a-ka-wu-si- xa

(between a Mand C the wu- is shortened becoming w- outside
of Teslin, which has m- instead)

rain

Teslin

Carcross

Coastal

Sim / sTw / suw

sQw

sTw/ suw

s/he is playing

Teslin

Carcross

Coastal

it is white

Interior

Coastal
(Haines)

ashkutyet

ashkutet (note the ellipsis ofy)
ashkutyat (imperfective)

ash kawdliyat (perfective - not used in Interior)

diet yaxh yatl
snow lil<e it is

the words are spelled the same but the whole
combination is pronounced:
diedaxhati (note the ellipsis ofy)
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S/he came here.

Interior Hat uwagut.
Coastal Haat uwagut.

S/he went there.

Interior Ade wugut.
Coastal Aade woogoot.

There is free variation in the length ofpostpositions like -de, and other
suffixes, e.g.

Ade wugut. / Aadei woogoot.

More examples of free variation in the length of certain suffixes or
even words:

his land (an I aan - town, land)

Interior du ani / du ani

Coastal du aani / du aanee

yonder town

Interior yu an / yu an
Coastal yu aan / yoo aan

that man

Interior we kha / we kha

Coastal we kaa / wei kaa
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1. I s'axu shaxh
your hat head-onto

Put your hat on.

Clothing

ghidati.
you put it

2. I tukh'atati
your pants

Put on your pants.

3. I tukh'atati
your pants
Wear your pants.

xh'ust idayikh.
feet-onto you pull it

ye na.u.
you wear it (them)

4. I k'Cidas'i kaxh ghidati.
your shirt (possessed) on (surface) you put it

Put on your shirt.

5. I t'lx'wani
your socks

Put on your socks.

xh'ust idayikh.
feet-onto you pull

6. I tsax'i ye (daxh) na.u.
your mitts you wear them (pi)

Wear yournfiitts.

7. I tsax'i jinkade ye nasni.
your mitts hands-onto you put them

Put on your mitts.

8. Gusu i ts'ax'i ?
where your mitts

Where are your mitts?
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Clothing (cont)

9. Na ye shlnda.u.
torso-on you put on clotties
Get dressed!

10. I na.adi kade
your clothing onto self

Put on your clothes!
Get dressed!

ye nasni.
you put them

11. I na.adi ye na.u.
your clothing you wear it

Wear your clothes!

12. I na.adi nadaxh ye nasni.
your clothing torso-off you put them
Take offyour clothes!
Get undressed!

13. I t'lx'wani
your socks

Take your socks off.

xh'usdaxh idayikh.
feet-off you pull them

14. I ts'ax'i
your mittens

I ts'ax'i
your mittens

jinkaxh idayikh.
hands-off you pull them

i jinkaxh daxh
your hands-off (plural)

Take your mittens off.

yikh.
you pull

15. I tukh'atati
I t'ughatati
your pants

Take your pants off.

xh'usdaxh
xh'usdaxh
feet-off

idayikh.
idayikh.
you pull it
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Clothing (cont)

16. I k'udas'i nadaxh ke idati.
your shirt (possessed) torso-off up you take it
Take your shirt off.

17. I s'axu shadaxh ke idati.
your hat head-off up you take it

I s'axu i shadaxh ke ti.
your hat your head-off up you take it
Take your hat off.
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Numbering Things and People

Tlingit uses diffferent words for counting humans and objects.

Numbers

Things People

one tlex' one man, a

single person
tienaxh kha

two dexh two men daxhnaxh kha

both men ch'Ci daxhnaxh kha

three nas'k three men nas'glnaxh kha

all three men ch'u nas'glnaxh kha

four dax'un four men dax'uninaxh kha

five kljin, kejin five men kijfninaxh kha

all five ofyou ch'u kijfninaxh ylwan

six tiedushu six men tiedushunaxh kha
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Ordinals

Ordinal numbers refer to first, second, third etc.

Things

the first thing shux'a ayi

second thing daxh.a

third thing nas'gi.a

fourth thing dax'un a

fifth thing kijin a

sixth thing tiedushu a

shux'anaxh a
the first person
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Ts'as Wa.e - Only You
Shan TIa ka Anyatahash

Discussion of Lorraine's Diploma Project, a toddler book.

1. Ts'as we.e ch'a we.ech a xhat
just you you do it me

shakakhghija (shakukhghija ^)
you will show, tell, advise, teach

ch'a da sa ye da.ineyi yakhghldlakh.
whatever you you do you are going to achieve it

Only you can teach me that whatever you undertake, you can
accomplish.

2. Yakhghldlakh.
You are going to get it done, (make it, achieve it, master it).
You can do it!

3. Axh wakhkayixh isiti.
my favourite person you are
You are my favourite (person). You are the apple ofmy eye.

I wakhkayixh xhat sit!
your favourite person I am
I am your favourite (person). I am the apple ofyour eye.

4. tW a dat shtukishtikh ch'a da sa ye daxhaneyi.
don't concern yourselfmentally about what I am doing
Don't mind what I am doing.

' shakakhghija, shakukhgija - note khgh here
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5. I kaxwe yaxh kaxhwaxheji nashukh,
your coffee turnover if I spill it you smile / laugh

agha tsa axh ghataghu.
then only away you wipe it
If I spill your coffee, just laugh and clean it up.

6. I tuwadaxh tdakat axh juni x'eghaxh
because ofyou all my dreams true

guxsati.
they willbecome
You make my dreams come true.
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Tlingit Proverbs

1. Nana kika aya.u ta.
death place arms sleep

across from (possessed)
[Don't sleep too much;] it is a short trip from sleep to death.

2. Nana uwaya axh tayi.
death it resembles my sleep
My sleep is like death.

3. I tuwu ye yati.
Your mind is like that. Your heart (inner being) is like that.

4. Ya tingit'ani ghex' wush jin
this world inside net each other's hands

(embrace)
tutashat yesu.
we're holding now

Within (the net that is) the world, we hold hands together.

5. tdakat ya tl'atgi ka wush jin
all this earth on each other's hand

ye gaxhtutashat.
we will hold

We will all join hands across the world.

6. I jintaxh wutuwati ha khustlyi,
your in the palm we have placed our life

of the hand

axh S'ati.
my Lord

We have put our lives in the palm ofyour hands, Lord.
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Tlingit Proverbs (cont)

7. Ha khustlyi khunaxhtusa.a.
our life let us celebrate the day

Let us celebrate our lives.

8. WOshnaxh ana.atch.
each other people get together (habitually)
People get together

9. WOshnaxh wuda.at.
A coming together (a gathering, celebration, meeeting, etc).

10. Sagu tin wushnaxh ke mda.at.
joy with each other people coming together, socialising

inter-connecting

Coming together with joy.
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Na

Yetna

Ghuch na

1. Dakhw naxh sa isitl ?
Dat naxh sa isiti ?
Dakhu naxh sa isiti ?
Which clan are you?

2. Dakhw na sa we.e ?
Dat na sa we.e ?
Dakhu na sa we.e ?
Which clan are you?

Clans

Clan, moeity
Crow moeity
Wolfmoeity

Personal Names

Participants shared personal names and discussed their derivations.
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Miscellaneous Vocabulary

1. Ch'a adu sa ghaxhuxh!
Call someone else!

2. Khutghanaha
Khutxh'anaha

star

3. Shatakht
dunderhead (hard-headed / stubborn / disodedient person)

4. Jikidatax'.
Bite your hand, (to l<eep from crying out)

5. Xh'akidatax'.
Bite your lip.

6. Wuch yaxh kudidat.
They weigh the same. They are in balance.

7. Du nawu

corpse

8. Hadlow!
0 my gosh!

9. Hagaloy!
Holy smokes!

10. I gu.a yaxh x'wan !
1 gu.axh x'wan !
Keep up the good work!
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11. K'e juwaltm.
Shame on you! (I am not impressed. // am disgusted.)

12. jun
dream

13. junkhu
in a dream

14. gCixh
slave

15. guxhkhu
slavery

Minimal Pairs

kux rice k'ux marten

ta sheep t'a king salmon

axh my axh from there /away

axh tayi my sleep axh tayi under me

Akwdaka - Gesture

There was a discussion about the importance of gestures. The use ofgestures
improves students' understanding because of its intuitive nature. One can use "beat
boxing" to teach the glottalized stops and glottahzed fricatives.
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Tlingit Language

k and k'

October 2015

Examples of k

1. kit

2. kast

3. kux

Examples of k'

1. k'isani

2. k'unts'

3. k'ux

Tlingit Literacy Session - YNLC- Oct 2015

killer whale

barrel

rice

boys, young men

potato

marten
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Tlingit Language

k and k'

1. K'unts' aksa.exh.
She is planting (growing) potatoes.

2. Kijm dana axh jiwu.
I have five dollars.

3. Atlen k'ltja ayamditl.
A big south wind is blowing hard.

4. K'isani ash kutet.
The boys are playing.

5. We t'a awak'exh'.

He gaffed the king salmon.

6. Ketl daxh asha.
The dogs are barking.

7. Ka ya anaskhuxh.
She is driving a car.

8. Kaken i'Tx'wan aksane.
She is knitting wool socks.

9. Kast kade akamsixa we hin.
He poured the water into the barrel.

10. K'ux dugu x'uw in wudix'u.
She put on a marten skin robe.

[gnquaqe
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Tlingit Language

k and k' lanquaqe

Write k and k' as you hear them.

1 2 3 5

6 8 10



Tlingit Language

k and kh

October 2015

Examples of k

1. ketl

2. kut

3. a kCiwu

Examples of kh

1. kha

2. khas'

3. a khuwu
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dog

nest

its tail (fish, bird)

man

stick, nnatches

its den
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Tlingit Language

k and kh

Write k and kh as you hear them.

1. We ketl wet han.

The dog is standing there. (That dog there is standing.)

2. We yis kha kamdinet.
The young man is shivering.

3. We khas' daket wet sa.in.
The match box is lying there, (full)

We khas' daket wet tan.
The match box is lying there, (empty)

4. We k'wat' kut kat kata.at.
The eggs are lying in the nest, (more than one round object)

We k'wat' kut kat katin.
The egg is lying in the nest, (one round object)

5. Du kani In yu xh'ali.atk.
She's talking to her brother-in-law.
He's talking to his sister-in-law.
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6. We khena yak'ats'.
The awl is sharp.

7. We khakw xakwdi wet tan.

The empty basket is lying there.

8. Nas'k kha at has khin.
Three men are sitting there.

9. Khumtigas'.
Khumtigus'.

It got cloudy.

Khuligus'.
It is cloudy.

10. Kijm khutghanaha duwatm.
Five stars are visible.
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Tlingit Language

k and kh Ignquaqe

Write k and kh as you hear them.

7 8 10
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Standing: Sean Smith, Linda Harvey, Danielle Van Bibber,Tina Jules, TahyahVanBibber, Connie Jules, Barb Hobbis, Gary Johnson,
Jeff Leer, Sean McDougall, Ruth Beattie, Deborah Baerg, Chris Cox, Pauline Sidney, Lorraine Dewhurst, Bessie Jim, Mary Allison

Sitting: Norman James, Jane Smarch, Sam Johnston holding his grandchild, Winnie Atlin, Bessie Cooley
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Page
29. centre: participants

30. top left: Jeff Leer

top right: Sam Johnston, Sean McDougall, Ruth Beattie
centre: Andre Bourcier

bottom: Lorraine Dewhurst teaching the class

31. top left: Andre Bourcier

top right: Connie Jules, Bessie Cooley
bottom left: Bessie Jim

bottom centre: Sam Johnston

bottom right: Chris Cox

32. top left: Bessie Cooley
top right: Mary Allison
centre left: Norman James

bottom left: Sam Johnston, Connie Jules
bottom right: Sean McDougall

33. top left: Sam Johnston, Gary Johnson
top right: Barb Hobbis

bottom left: Pauline Sidney
bottom right: Sarah Johnston Smith and her baby

34. top left: Connie Jules, Sam Johnston, Jeff Leer
top right: Lorraine Dewhurst
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